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INTRODUCTION

The importance of spectral lines to the physical sciences need hardly be stressed, and anyone having

had any reason for dealing either theoretically or experimentally with spectral lines will be aware of the

importance of the shift and shape of these lines. In studying an experimental spectrum or constructing a

theoretical one, for example, it is imperative that the experimenter or theoretician have some idea as to the

shape and shift from unperturbed location of the lines which he is studying. On the other hand, the experi-

mentally determined shapes of spectral lines afford a method of determining, by the utilization of the proper

theory, the intermolecular forces which resulted in the observed shape and shift.

Although it is to be hoped that the reader has answered the question himself, as a reason for consulting

this work, it appears requisite that the author begin by answering the inquiry as to why he wrote the pages

which follow this one.

If one should be asked what works to consult on the question of the shift and shape of gaseous spectral

lines the proper answer would be, it would appear, ample justification for the present paper, since one, two

or twenty references would hardly be sufficient to cover the field in any real detail. Rather, it would be

necessary to search through a great number of references, if, indeed, one had already expended the effort

necessary to gather together the references for the searching. One would find even the authors of these works

in some cases ignorant of certain of the other works in the field and discover a maze through which one would

have to thread one's way before arriving at any information, useful in the application which our searcher

originally had in mind. The idea of the present work is to eliminate this maze by gathering together, organiz.

ing, and presenting all the major theoretical work which has been done on the problem of spectral line shift
and shape through the year 1953. It is to be hoped that the presentation has attained a measure of the

completeness and clarity which has been sought. The final verdict as to completeness and clearness must,

of course, be rendered by the reader, the user.

A word as to the general presentation would appear to be in order. Two independent methods of

theory presentation have been utilized throughout, one might say, simultaneously. (1) The theory has

been presented in the chronological order of its development insofar as this is practicable. (2) At the same
time the theory has been separated into the various individual theories which it comprises. Thus, we divide

broadening by other molecules into self-broadening and foreign gas broadening, which latter we further

break down for consideration. This delineation cannot be expected to hold for every theory as, for example,

the inclusion of the Jablonski theory in the chapter on Statistical Broadening would tend to indicate, but

it does provide a needed sub-division and furnish, in addition, a basis for time consuming semantic arguments.

On these bases then the material has been divided among the various chapters.

Chapter 1 begins with the early work of Michelson (1895) on the broadening problem in general and

Rayleigh (1889) on Doppler velocity broadening. This chapter carries broadening theory in general up

through the rather well known but generally misinterpreted work of Lorentz (1906) and concludes with a
paper of Rayleigh (1915). This appears to be a reasonable time to conclude the early work for it is in the

subsequent years that large amounts of effort were expended on the development of specific theories.

Chapters 2 and 3 are simply sketchy treatments of some of the facets of spectral line positions and

electrodynamics which will be of some use in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 4 is a study of the Stark theory of Broadening. In this chapter we first consider Holtsmark's

work on classical Stark Broadening. The objection which could be raised to separating this theoretical

work from other Statistical Broadening (Chapter 5) considerations is certainly a valid one. Holtsmark's

theory is without doubt a statistical one, and no real objection to the lengthening of Chapter 5 by the amount

required for the inclusion of this theory can be raised. It is concerned, however, with a very specifically

treated phase of the general Statistical Broadening so that, if we keep our semantics straight, there appears

to be no reason for our not treating it separately. Chapter 4 also includes Spitzer's quantum treatment of

the Stark broadening phenomenon.

Chapter 5 concerns itself with the Statistical Theory of broadening and shift. It begins with Jablonski's

qualitative utilization of the Franck-Condon principle for the construction of a broadening theory. The

remainder of the chapter is principally concerned with the manner in which the giant of the field, Margenau,

initiated, developed, and carried to its present level the quantitative Statistical Theory. As the author has

already mentioned the inclusion of Jablonski's work in this chapter can be disputed on quite valid ground.

Suffice it to say that it has been included in the Statistical chapter by virtue of its intimate association -

through the approximations which enter it - with the Franck-Condon principle, one of the bases for the

Statistical Theory.
Chapter 6 encompasses the development of the Interruption Theory, otherwise known as "Impact"

broadening, "Velocity" broadening, or what have you. This theory is the continuation of the early utiliza-

tion by Michelson of the Fourier transform in broadening theory and by Lorentz of the damping of the

absorbing electronic vibrations of a molecule by collision. In either of these two approaches the interruption

of the molecular emission (absorption) by collision forms the basis for the theory. The chapter begins with

Lenz's "appeal to correspondences" and carries the work of the various authors up to the present.

Chapter 7 is devoted to a study of self- or Resonance Broadening. The first subject for consideration

here is Holtsmark's study of coupled oscillators as a basis for the occurrence of the Resonance Broadening

phenomenon. The theory is then developed chronologically as it was developed by the various workers in

this field. As we have anticipated, the delineation question again raises its head here, although not to such

a height as to be cause for much alarm. This chapter does not contain all that is presented on Resonance

Broadening for this phenomenon represents a special case of the general Jablonski theory (Chapter 5), the

refined Statistical Theory (Chapter 5), and the general Foley theory (Chapter 6) to mention a few. Sufficient

research does seem to have been devoted specifically to the resonance broadening phenomenon to justify

its inclusion in a separate chapter, however:

Chapter 8 represents an attempt to present the various work which has been aimed toward the specific

problem of the broadening of polyatomic molecular spectral lines.

Although the disparity in number of pages and number of authors presented might tend to indicate that

Chapter 9 was added as an afterthought, this is truly not the case. The broadening of the high series mem-

bers presents such a unique pair of phenomena that it would tend to make its attempted inclusion in any

of the other chapters rather farcical. On this basis then this phenomenon has been treated in a separate

chapter.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professors E. Lindholm, 11. Margenau, and L. Spitzer,

Jr., for clarifying points in certain of their very valuable contributions to the field. Mr. James Gough of the

American Meteorological Society has contributed immensely to the present work by providing translations

of the preponderant majority of German articles consulted. This "preponderant majority" consists of more

articles than somewhat, and the author's thanks are in the same measure.
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THE SHIFT AND SHAPE OF SPECTRAL LINES

CHAPTER 1

EARLY LINE BROADENING THEORY

The year 1895 may well be chosen as the starting point for our study of the development of spectral
intensity although some work had, of course, been done previous to this time. In November of that year

Michelson published an article in the Astrophysical Journal in which he made the first attempt to bring
together and consider all those factors which " . .. account for the finite width of the spectral lines of a
substance emitting approximately homogeneous radiation.

1.1. THE CAUSES OF LINE BROADENING (1895)

Michelson began his consideration of line broadening effects by a summarization of the hypotheses
which had been advanced previous to that time to account for these phenomena, and a verbatim restatement
may be of interest here.

"1. As a consequence of Kirchoff's law 'the ratio of brightness of two immediately contiguous portions
of a discontinuous bright-line spectrum constantly decreases, if the number of luminous strata is multiplied
or if the coefficient of absorption of the single stratum is increased, until the value is reached which, for the
same wavelength and the same temperature, corresponds to the ratio in the continuous spectrum of a body
completely opaque for a given thickness.' 212

"2. The direct modification of the period of the vibrating atoms in consequence of presence (sic) of

neighboring molecules.
"3. The exponential diminution in amplitude of the vibrations due to communication of energy to the

surrounding medium or to o:her causes.
"4. The change in wavelength duc to the Doppler effect of the component of the velocity of the vibrat-

ing atom in the line of sight."
To these causes of line broadening Michelson added the following:
"5. The limitation of the number of regular vibrations by more or less abrupt changes of phase ampli-

tude or plane of vibration caused by collisions.
"6. The possible variations in the properties of the atoms within such narrow limits as to escape detec-

tion by other than spectroscopic observations."
Of these six possible contributing factors, Michelson considered only the fourth and fifth as of any real

importance in line broadening, although he looked on the other factors as of minor import rather than non-
existent.

As will be apparent at a later stage in the development, we can still agree with Michelson today that

the fourth and fifth factors are of great import in the broadening of spectral lines.
Thus, Michelson concluded that the Doppler effect - which will be shown to be dependent on the

temperature - and the effect of collisions - which will prove primarily dependent on the pressure* - are
chiefly responsible for the finite width of spectrum lines.

* Ti, is not strictly troe, since the effects of collisions will be connected with the density of particles. Thus, for example,
from the perfect gas law (pr = ANkT) the effects of collisions are also somewhat dependent on temperature.



Before considering the first development of the effect of pressure on the broadening of a spectral line

as given by Michelson, it will perhaps be well to go back to the year 1889 and the first comprehensive con-

sideration of the effect of temperature on the bioadening of a spectral line. In that year Lord Rayleigh

published an article 146 which dealt with the effect of molecular motion - the velocity being dependent on

the gas temperature - on the radiation emitted by the moving molecule.

1.2. THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN LINE BROADENING

Let us preface the detailed consideration of this first step in the development of the theory of line broad-

ening and line shape by a qualitative and premature - insofar as the evolution of the theory is concerned -

consideration of this spectral line which we have so far glibly taken for granted.

We are not interested at this particular time in the mechanics of the occurrence of this line, but only

roughly in what it is. A collection of molecules* in the gaseous state will absorb or emit approximately

homogeneous electromagnetic radiation of a number of frequencies depending on the nature of the molecule.

Consider one of these frequencies. One might intuitively expect this radiation to be truly homogeneous,
that is, of one unique frequency, but, as Michelson noted, this is not the case.

First, let us define the word intensity of emission (absorption) as the energy emitted (absorbed) per

unit area per unit time. Then if one makes a plot of frequency vs. intensity for this "almost homogeneous"

radiation, one obtains a distribution of intensities over a small frequency range giving rise to a spectral line

of definite shape.
We ere desirous of eventually obtaining this intensity distribution, but Lord Rayleigh, in considering

this problem, was primarily interested in an expression for the brightness in the fringeo which are produced

by an interferometer. Thus, the expression at which we shall arrive will differ slightly from that of Lord

Rayleigh.
First, let us consider the effect which the motion of a molecule will have on the radiation emitted by it.
In Fig. 1.1 a molecule whose velocity vector, v, makes an angle t9 with the line of sight of an observer at

0 has been depicted. The molecule is emitting radiation of frequency P and it is with the effect of the molecu-

lar motion on this frequency, that the Doppler effect is concerned. Since the velocity of the emitted radiation

is c and the wavelength X, - waves would reach the observer each second were the molecule at rest, but since it

possesses the velocity component t in the line of sight an additional -1 waves will reach the observer each
A

second. Thus, the frequency of the radiation at 0 has been perturbed by the molecular velocity from a

C
value - to:

or: = =- ( +'=/c

=__ l
_____--_-..) ( -- )(1.1)

A molecule may be monatomic and the powesor of one atom or polyatomic and the poseemmr of many.
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in which the binomial expansion and the reasonable assumption << c have been utilized. In these expres.
sions ' and N' have been used for the perturbed frequency and wavelength respectively. Thus, a moving
emitter would have its radiation effected in a manner as given by Eq. (1.1).

Ebert $' had investigated this effect on the emitted radiation under the assumption that all the molecules

of the gas moved with the same velocity and had found the predicted line widths much greater than experi.
ment showed them to be. This discrepancy which, if explained, would have dealt "... the dynamical
theory of gases ... a heavy blow, from which it could only with difficulty recover"'' was corrected by
Rayleigh who substituted Maxwell's velocity distribution for Ebert's constant velocity.

The distribution of the velocities in the line of sight is given by the Maxwellian distribution as e t V.

Utilizing this distribution in conjunction with the Doppler effect, Rayleigh arrived at the following expression
for the intensity in the fringes of an interferometer:

ldY= 4sin z - )Idv (1.2)

I gives the distribution of intensity in the incident radiation (the true spectral line) while the multi-
plicative factor alters this to give the intensity distribution, F, in the interferometer fringe. It is with I

that we are concerned, and this is given by the Maxwellian distribution where

m (1.3)

In Eq. (1.3) m is the molecular mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in degrees
Kelvin.

Now rewrite Eq. (1.1) as:

= X_ (- 1q')

or: = (W ~ 1 Av) 2  (1.4)
X2X

In Eq. (1.4) X may now be considered as the wavelength corresponding to the maximum intensity of the
line (line center), and A as the frequency increment between the line center and the frequency whose dis.
placement corresponds to the line of sight velocity t.

Thus, if one arbitrarily equates the line center intensity to one, the Doppler effect alone produces a

distribution of intensities over the spectral line which may be represented by the expression:

I e= bT (1.5)

Eq. (1.5) illustrates the dependence as determined by Rayleigh of the intensity on the emitter mass,
line frequency, frequency separation from line center, and, perhaps most important, temperature.

This equation then is Lord Rayleigh's solution to Michelson's Point 4. Michelson himself provided

the mathematics of the fifth contributing factor, which we shall designate Interruption Broadening.
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1.3. AN APPLICATION OF THE FOURIER ANALYSIS TO LINE BROADENING

"A group of perfectly homogeneous trains of waves... incident on a prism"'2 7 may be represented
by the Fourier integral:*

=(x) 3 f ,f(y) cos u (x-y) dy

0 -

Since: cos ux cos uv + sin ux sin uv = cos u (x - v) this may be rewritten in the form which was

utilized by Michelson:
0

x) W fJdu (Ccos ux + S sin ux) (1.6a

0
+00 +00

where: C=f 0 (y) cos uydy S j (y) sin uy dy (1.6b)
-00 -0

At this point Michelson made the assumption which was perhaps the most important in his develop-
ment. He assumed that emission terminated abruptly at an intermolecular collision, thus limiting the wave
train to that length which could be emitted between successive collisions. If the mean free path of the

Imolecule is I and its velocity is v, then the time between molecular collisions will be -. This means that the
V

length of the wave train which is emitted between collisions is:
1

r = - c (1.7)

The uniform wave train may now be represented by:

,p (x) = a cos mx + b sin mx (1.8)

where a and b are arbitrary constants and m = 21r. X is the wavelength of the incident radiation. The
X

limits of the wave train may be taken as - r and +r , and (1.6b) may be evaluated.2 2
+r /2

C =a cosmycosuydy a sin(m u)r+ a sin(m+u)r (1.9a)
M-u m + u

-r/2

r/2

S =bf sinmysinuydy -b sin (m - u)r _ b sin (m u)r (1.9b)J rn-u m+u
-r/2

It should be remembered here that:
r/2 r/2

f cos my sin uy dy fsinmycosuydy= 0

-r/2 -r/2

The terms on the right side of Eqs. (l.9a) and (1.9b) are all small except when m is in the neighborhood
of u in which case the first term on the right side of each equation is much larger than the second. For this

See Appendix I.
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reason the second term on the right of Eqs. (1.9a) and (1.9b) will be neglected. Further, in the neighbhrood
of m = u, C and S as given by (1.9a) and (1.9b) will control the amplitude so that, since the intensity in this
came is simply the square of the amplitude:

a2 + bt sintsnr (1.10)
4 72n'

where m -u = 2rn= 2w 1 - ,

1 1 Ai'
or: n . . . (1.11)

where X is now the line center wavelength. If Eqs. (1.7) and (1.11) are substituted into Eq. (1.10), this
equation may be expressed in a more meaningful form:

I = d V (L12)

(a2_ +(b2)cwhere d 4 (a2 + b2)cl Eq. (1.12) illustrates the dependence upon pressure through the free path, 1. Gas

4

kinetic theory yields the mean free path:
I = 1(1.13)

In Eq. (1.13) a is the gas kinetic molecular diameter, a quantity which must needs arise when impene-
trable spheres are chosen as molecular models. N is the number of molecules per unit of volume, and it is
apparent that this is the factor through which the pressure most directly enters Eq. (1.12).

Fig. 1.2 is the curve which results from Eq. (1.12). The secondary maxima* which occur are of no

import since they do not actually occur in the spectral line. It was with the central maximum that Michelson
was concerned.

It is obvious that the first minimum will occur when, in Eq. (1.10), rnr = r, or when:

I1 lv 'vn - - = -- wavelengths (1.14)
r ic 1 c

This then would give a line width of:

8=2 V (1.15)
ic

Michelson found that Eq. (1.15) gave an order of magnitude agreement with experimental data. Some.
what better agreement was achieved by him when he took the "half-width"t as given by Eq. (1.10) - or,

perhaps more correctly, as obtainable from Eq. (1.10) - and added it to the half-width which may be
obtained from Eq. (1.5). As Michelson noted the problem is not herewith solved, but it will be of interest

I For disappearance of sine see infra, Chap. 6.
t We now define this quantity - "half-width" - as the frequency separation between the two points on the spectral

line corresponding to intensities of one-half the maximum intensity in the line.
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to see if"... such able contributions... recently... justify the prediction that a complete and satis.

factory theory will be forthcoming in the near future.""'7

Let us pause briefly to consider the remaining four contributing causes as advanced by Michelson.*

To begin with Point 3 is Michelson's manner of stating that a natural line width exists, that is, if a

molecule is completely isolated from all other molecules and possesses zero velocity with respect to an

observer, it will emit a spectral line having a finite width. In the classical case this is due to precisely the

cause stated by Michelson as his Point 3. In the quantum mechanical case the cause may be found in a

phenomenon of the type treated by Furrsow and Wlassow.t We shall not treat natural line shape.**

Point 2 is quite interesting, for it is essentially the basis for the Statistical theory of line broadeningtt

with which we shall deal rather extensively. This point combines with Point 5 in the Interruption theory.***

Point 1 is of no particular interest to us, and Point 6, although it shrewdly predicts isotopic spectra, is

related to a "pseudo-broadening" with which we shall not concern ourselves.

It seems particularly interesting to note the correctness of the factors which Michelson listed as causing

line broadening, correctness at least from the contemporary viewpoint.

The next logical step in the development would immediately appear to be the synthesis of the Doppler

and Interruption broadening to arrive at some unified theory of the phenomena. This is precisely what

C. Godfrey' ° attempted to do, and it is unfortunate that his results were not of too great value, since his

endeavors were such a logical outgrowth of the work which has already been discussed.

1.4. THE MEAN FREE PATH AMONG EQUAL SPHERES

Godfrey first carried out a "Fourier Analysis of m Complete Sine Waves" to arrive at Eq. (1.10) which
had been given by Michelson. He then proceeded to carry out a "summation" for all molecules having

definite velocities both athwart and in the line of sight. Before carrying through this procedure, it may be

well to carry through the derivation for the "Mean Free Path Among Equal Spheres" which was developed

by Tait. 70'
This author assumes a layer of thickness Ax "... in which quiescent spheres of diameter s... "179 are

distributed with a density N per unit of volume. Now if spheres of diameter s are impinging on this layer

in a normal direction, the fraction:
1 - nls'(Ax) (1.16)

of the incident particles will pass through the layer without collision, since it is apparent that when the

particle center separation is less than a diameter a collision will result. Tait makes the A priori assumption

that " . . . the spheres in the very thin layer are so scattered that no one prevents another from doing its

full dutyttt in arresting those which attempt to pass."'179

Next the particles in the layer are considered as in a state of motion which may be described by velocity

vectors of equal length, v, but of uniformly distributed orientation. Also, let the incident particles have a
common velocity vector, v. Then the number of layer particles whose velocity vectors make an angle

between 0 and 0 + do with the velocity vectors of the incident particles will be given by:

n, sin 0 dt (1.17)

* See supra, p. 1. 2
t See infra, Chap. 7.
** For a complete treatment see Heitler.20

8

tt See infra, Chap. 5.
*** See infra, Chaps. I and 6.
Itt '"he Royal Society expects every sphere to do its duty." J. I. F. King.
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since this is merely the polar portion of the volume element and one-half the particles may be expected to

proceed "north."
If the law of cosines is applied to the vector triangle which results from the addition of v, and v, a

quantity which Tait calls the "relative speed" is obtained:

V. =4 v2 + v1
2 - 2viv2 cos (1.18)

From this a quantity, the "virtual thickness" of the layer, may be defined:

v0 Ax
V (1.19)

The substitution of Eqs. (1.17) and (1.19) into Eq. (1.16) gives an expression for the number of incident

particles which will penetrate the layer containing other particlcs whose velocity vectors have an orientation

as given by Eq. (1.17):

1 - nirs 2 (Ax) tb sin 0 d4 (1.20)
2v

Now to find the overall fraction of particles which pass through the layer without collision, the expres-

sions as given by Eq. (1.20) for all possible orientations of 0 between 0 and r must be multiplied together.

Each of these expressions is assumed" . . . infinitely nearly equal to unity. . . ." 'l Under this assumption

the logarithm of the expression is given by:
In (1 - x) = -x

Thus, when we take the logarithm of this product, we arrive at the limit of the sum of these factors:

niis 2 (Ax) f
S2v J -f + v 2 - 2m cos t sin 0 d4 (1.21)

0

The variable of integration may be changed from 0 to m) by utilizing Eq. (1.18) to yield:

n Jrs2 f vo2dtb (1.21a)
2v~vt

A straightforward application of Maxwell's law of velocity distribution, which Tait had made in a

previous section of his paper, yields the number of particles in the layer whose velocity magnitudes lie

between v, and v, + dvt :

nl = 4 Nv dv ? e-ft' (1.22)

In Eq. (1.22) N is the particle density, and the other symbols have the meaning previously ascribed

to them.

In Eq. (1.21a) the limits of integration depend on the relative magnitude of v and vj. If v > v, the

limits are v - v and v + v1. If, on the other hand, v < v1 the limits become V, - v and v, + v. Hence:
V+Vj taq-v

1 ft'dvo [ ]gdtb + jv0 2dv. I (1 + ) + (1.23)2tvl fr 2v_#vh 303=_
I -Itl Il-P

Eqs. (1.22) and (1.23) may be substituted into Eq. (1.21), and the result integrated over all tv to obtain

the logarithm of the fraction of the number of incident particles of velocity v which penetrate the layer

without collision.
(V,2 + V + f- "( + V13

41rNs2 . r + dvl + f&' !' dv1I dx (1.24)

0 V



It should be noted that the integral in Eq. (1.24) whose limits are 0 and v logically contains the results
of integrating Eq. (1.21) in the case v > tv. The second integral in Eq. (1.24) contains the results of the
integration of Eq. (1.21) under the condition v < ft.

1.5. A FIRST SYNTHESIS OF DOPPLER AND INTERRUPTION EFFECTS

If the bracketed expression in Eq. (1.24) is integrated by parts, the f which was utilized by Godfrey

is obtained:

-4v + A4 + 2 ' dvA x (1.25)

f, 14~v 40

Recalling that this is a logarithm, the expression for the number of molecules which penetrate a distance

I without collision becomes:
n, = (-  (1.26)

From this equation it is apparent that the fraction of molecules which have free paths - distances of

unimpeded penetration - between I and I + di is:

f edl (1.27)

These molecules will then emit wave trains of length r to r + dr where r is given by Eq. (1.7) so that

Eq. (1.27) may be rewritten as:

c (1.28)

It is at this point that Godfrey returns to Eq. (1.10) and proceeds to carry the Michelson solution a step

further. Eq. (1.10) gives the intensity distribution in an Interruption broadened spectral line under the

assumption that all the molecules in the emitting gas traverse free paths of the same length. Godfrey's

next step was the imposition of the distribution of free paths which is given by Eq. (1.28) under the temporary

restriction of definite thwart and line of sight velocities. If the constants of Eq. (1.10) are ignored, Godfrey's

result is obtained:

-f e sin' rnrdr (1.29)

0

It is with Eq. (1.29) that the objection of Lord Rayleigh" 7 deals. Rayleigh felt that this integral favored

unduly long free paths. His solution was the division of the integrand by r.* Godfrey's development will

be followed, however.

If (1 - cos 2w Nr) is substituted for sin 2t rNr in Eq. (1.29) any integral table may be consulted to

obtain:t

4,'n + v'/c' (1.30)

A consideration of Rayleigh's objection might be tempered by the fact that in voicing it he was attempting to resolve
a disparity between his own and Godfrey's results. At any rate, the author feels, for reasons which will be apparent, that it is
of no great moment which viewpoint is taken.

1
t Godfrey gives J but his work preceding and following this expression indicates that Eq. (1.30) is the

correct one.
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Up to this point the thwart and line of sight velocities have been definite or fixed at various values.

Now Godfrey wishes to add his final refinement to the theory by a consideration of these velocities.

Maxwell's velocity distribution yields qe" ' dq as the proportion of molecules having thwart velocities

between q and q + dq.
Next Eq. (1.30) is integrated for a definite velocity p in the line of sight and all velocities q thwart:

Jqe'%Idq1
0 4,,n + (1.31)

where tP = p' + q'.

The final step is the multiplication by a distribution factor for velocities in the line of sight, p, and an

integration over all p. It should be apparent from previous considerations that this will bring the Doppler

effect into the picture. From Eq. (1.1) it can be seen that if the Doppler perturbation is expressed in wave

numbers, ;, the result is - - . n in Eq. (1.31) is the Interruption perturbation in wave numbers. Let x be thecX

total - Doppler plus Interruption - perturbation or the distance from line center to the point on the line

under consideration. Then:

C) (1.32)

An expression for n may be obtained from this equation and substituted into Eq. (1.31). Multiplication

by the line of sight velocity distribution factor and integration over all p gives:
+0 g

1 1 (1.33)

Eq. (1.33) then gives the distribution of intensity over the spectral line as a function of x, the frequency

separation of a point on the spectral line from the line center.

The variables of integration may now be changed from p and q top and v where, of course, " v- p2 + q'.

Eq. (1.33) may be rewritten as follows:

f f f (pq; v)dq - Jdp ff (pq , v)d +/+ ff ( j, ,

0 O - 0

fdpff(pTv)dq - f Jf(p ,v)dq. fdp fdq[ IN*,) +fA- PT ,)J
0 0 0 0 0 0

a a

4W+ A ) ( +~s () (1.34)

f(p,qv) is an even function so that the change from an integration over p from nero to minus infinity

may be replaced by the integration over negative p from zero to infinity as is shown in Eq. (1.34).

During the integration over q4p is, of course, constant so that vd' $dq. This leads to the result which

Godfrey obtained by a slightly different integral juggle. The factor - has been dropped.
4x
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This then will lead, to the polarization:

P. = Na; 1', P, Ney; P. Na (1.38)

since each vibrating electron has charge e.

Now consider the forces on one of these vibrating electrons. First there will be a force due to the electric

field of the incident radiation. A related force will arise due to the polarization of the surrounding medium
by virtue of the electronic vibrations. The components of these forces will be:

e(E.+ aP); e(E, + aPt); e(E, + aP,) (1.39)

Since our medium is homogeneous and isotropic a is a constant.*
Next assume a linear central force to act upon the electron. The components of this force will be:

- fx; - fy; - ft (1.40)

In Eq. (1.40) f is a constant which is dependent on the nature of the molecule. No real attempt need
be made to attach further physical significance to this constant. If this were the only force acting on the

electron the frequency of vibration would, of course, be related tof and the electron mass as follows:
40 = 4rJp02 = J- (1.41)

m

A dissipative force which is proportional to the velocity is now introduced. The components of this
force are:

d- - dt (1.42)

The force whose components are given by this equation was intended to account for the absorption
of the incident radiation.

If Eqs. (1.39), (1.40), and (1.42) are substituted into Newton's equation of motion, F = ma, one obtains
the component equations of motion for the electron:

min = e(E + a P.) -fx - (1.43a)

mi = eE, + a P,) -fy - g (1.43b)

m = e(E. + a P,) -fz - g (1.43c)

Now let:
-m , 1 N 1. g

me= N (1.44)

The substitution of Eq. (1.38) into Eqs. (1.43a) through (1.43c) and the utilization of Eq. (1.44) in the
resulting expressions yields:

mr'P, = Ey + a P, -['P - g'Pv (1.45a)
re'P, f =E, +a,.- f'Pv -g'P, (1.45b)

m'P', = E, + a P, - f'P, - gP, (1.45c)

There is surely a sinusoidal time dependence associated with E and P so that the substitution of:

E.= E .e"'; P. = Po. e" ; etc. (1.46)

into Eqs. (1.45) is not an unreasonable one.

We recall that in the most extreme case of non.isotropy the polarizability tenaser a of nine ompanents replaces tWe
constant.
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This then will lead to the polarization:

P. = Nex; P, = Ney; P, = Nez (1.38)

since each vibrating electron has charge e.

Now consider the forces on one of these vibrating electrons. First there will be a force due to the electric

field of the incident radiation. A related force will arise due to the polarization of the surrounding medium

by virtue of the electronic vibrations. The components of these forces will be:

e(E,+ aP.); e(E, + aP,); e(E. + aP,) (1.39)

Since our medium is homogeneous and isotropic a is a constant.*

Next assume a linear central force to act upon the electron. The components of this force will be:

- A; -fy; -fz (1.40)

In Eq. (1.40) f is a constant which is dependent on the nature of the molecule. No real attempt need

be made to attach further physical significance to this constant. If this were the only force acting on the

electron the frequency of vibration would, of course, be related tof and the electron mass as follows:

o = 42,o2 = L (1.41)
m

A dissipative force which is proportional to the velocity is now introduced. The components of this

force are:
dx dx
-t d- - I (1.42)

The force whose components are given by this equation was intended to account for the absorption

of the incident radiation.

If Eqs. (1.39), (1.40), and (1.42) are substituted into Newton's equation of motion, F = ma, one obtains

the component equations of motion for the electron:

mx = e(E. +a P.) -fx -gi (1.43a)

my = e(E J+ a P,) - fy - gy (1.43b)

mz = e(E, + a P,) -fz - g1 (1.43c)

Now let:
m, !m  f'=f -g

Ne Ne' Ne (1.44)

The substitution of Eq. (1.38) into Eqs. (1.43a) through (1.43c) and the utilization of Eq. (1.44) in the

resulting expressions yields:
m'P8 = E3 + a P8 - f'e8 - g (1.45a)

re'P, = Ev + ,a P,, -./'P,, - gP,, (1.45b)

m'P, = E. + a P. - f P. - gP. (1.45c)

There is surely a sinusoidal time dependence associated with E and P so that the substitution of:

E= &. F *4-; P. = Po. e" ; etc. (1.46)

into Eqs. (1.45) is not an unreasonable one.

* We recall that in the most extreme case of non.isotropy the polarizability tenaor a of nine components replaces this
constant.
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The collision of the molecule with another will serve to limit this amplitude increase, for Lorentz
supposes that " ... by this encounter the regular vibration set up in the molecule will be changed into a
motion of a wholly different kind.' 10 7

The electron will carry out this new vibration until another collision essentially stops this vibration
and starts still another one, and so on. Thus," ... in this way, as well as by a resistance proportional to the
velocity, the amplitude of the vibrations will be prevented from passing a certain limit. °107

In the absorbing gas then "... we shall suppose each molecule to remain in its place, the state of

vibration being disturbed over and over again by a large number of blows, distributed in the system according

to the laws of chance."10 7

Let A blows be distributed among N molecules per unit of time. The mean length of time between

blows, that is, the mean time that the electronic vibration in the molecule proceeds undisturbed is:

fr =N/A

Let f(O) be the probability that a molecule will not be struck during a time interval 6. The chance

that it will be struck in the next interval dO is do where r has been defined by the last equation. Thus, the

chance that the molecule will not be struck for a time t + do is:

~ - (1.53)

This should, of course, be the same asj(O + dd) or:

f(t$) + of o) d(OV (1.54)

If Eqs. (1.53) and (1.54) are equated, the result is:

a Ado) A#)
O = 7 (1.55)

Eq. (1.55) has the solution:

f(J) = Be- '

where B is a constant. This constant may be evaluated as follows:

ff()o= BJe"Id = 1

0 0

rB = 1 B = 1/r

So that: f() = I e-6/1 (1.56)

From Eq. (1.56) it is apparent that the number of molecules for which the time since the last collision

is between d and'3 + dt is given by Ne-#/r de.
1*

Now reconsider Eq. (1.52), the equation of displacement for the vibrating electron. It is now possible

to evaluate C, and C2 for each molecule by finding x and i for time t - 0, that is, the time immediately
subsequent to the last blow. In order to do this, suppose that immediately after a collision all orientations
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of the displacement and velocity vectors are equally probable.* This follows from the assumptions which

have been made earlier with regard to the collisions, that is, the termination of one vibration and the incep.
tion of a different one by the collision. Further, when this condition holds:

x =fi; =f 0 (1.57)

and Eq. (1.57) provides the two needed conditions for the evaluation of C, and C6:

ae e'"t-#) + C1e'- -) + e-' - ffi 0 (1.58a)
mWco - (0,)

aeW e'¢t-6+ 1j 00 6 I' (- ) -C= 0 (1.58b)

whose solution is:

, = - 2(( + (1.59a)

C = - e (1.59h)
2m(wOO o

When Eqs. (1.59a) and (1.59b) are substituted into Eq. (1.52) there results:

S =-e eiW 1 - i 1 ' ) (1.60)
M (4 1- ) (+ C) - I - -H-) , ("+'))

We may now find the average value of x over all collision times <x>, as follows:

<x> = xe-#/rd# (1.61)

0

The integrals which occur in Eq. (1.61) are of the form:
0

'r - - I Ur (1.62)
0

if u is a pure imagmary. If Eq. (1.62) is utilized, the integration in Eq. (1.61) may be carried out quite
easily to obtain:

<x> fiae e, w

m(w 1_! )+2 into (1.63)

Compare this to Eq. (1.50). It can be seen that collisions have an effect on the electronic motion which
2m

is the same as a resistance to mtion of g f 2 and an elastic force off, = f m. This fact may be noted by

comparing the terms in the denominators on the right sides of Eqs. (1.50) and (1.63).
We return to a consideration of the radiation which is to be absorbed by this vibrating electron.

* Some forty years later Van Vleck and Weisskopf disagreed with this statement to which they attributed responsibility
for certain discrepancies in the Lorentz results. We shall consider these discrepancies in Chapter 6. These two authors felt
that in the case of thermal equilibrium all x and i orientations should not be equally probable, but rather should be governed
by a Maxwell.Boltamann distribution.
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1.8. EFFECT OF COLLISIONS ON THE RADIATION ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT

For simplicity, it can be assumed that propagation takes place in the x-direction. This would mean that
the field vectors would contain a term • instead of simply e. Lorentz further assumes that only the
x-components of E and D are different from zero. Since this is the case, Eq. (1.37a) reduces to:

a_ _I [cl "(-"-z H €-,]=C at

or: qH 1  D. (1.64a)
C

Eq. (1.37b) becomes:
[E (' )]  --clat-a[Hoyd('- )]

Os c ct

or: qE f - H, (1.64b)
c

Combining Eqs. (1.64a) and (1.64b) gives:
D. = eqsE, (1.65a)

P. = (cy - 1)E. (1.65b)

When Eqs. (1.48a) and (1.65b) are compared, it becomes apparent that:

+ in (1.66)

According to Eq. (1.66) q may be arbitrarily broken down into a real and an imaginary part. Let q
be given by:

1 - ix

q W (1.67)
Now the exponential factor contained in the field vectors becomes:

"-' -$X (1.68a)

so that the factor producing attenuation of the beam is:

-lt-z (1.68b)

It is apparent from Eq. (1.68b) that L determines the absorption; specifically it is a linear absorption
ot

coefficient or in Lorentz terminology "index of absorption."
Eq. (1.67) may now be substituted into Eq. (1.66) and the real and imaginary portions on each side

of the resulting equation may be equated to obtain the two equations below.

2+ 1)+1,2 + +1 (1.69a)

2 _ CY f(Z + )2 + '
2 1 (1.69b)

From these two equations W' and x may be obtained.
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If - 0, that is, if the frequency of the incident radiation differs only slightly from the natural fre-
quency of the electron, Eq. (1.69b) becomes:

Over a distance x = X = 2rcin air the amplitude decreases in the ratio 1/exp (- - 2r according to

Eq. (1.68b). Since this distance is so small, the absorption, and hence the factor 2- can be expected to be

very small. It follows that! X" will be even smaller. This in turn means that j >> 1 which allows the appli.
U/2

cation of the binomial expansion to the radical in Eq. (1.69b). We rewrite this radical slightly before apply-
ing the binomial expansion as follows:

1 +1 I t + 1 (+ )' (1.70)

Higher terms in the binomial expansion are dropped as small. The result of substituting Eq. (1.70)
into Eq. (1.69b) is:

CO2 8 (P + t?)2 (1.71)

As long as E is small compared with ,?, the numerator in Eq. (1.71) can be replaced by ,?. On the other
hand, as soon as Z attains the order of magnitude of 9, the denominator becomes so large that the right side
of Eq. (1.71) is small enough to be neglected. Thus, the numerator may be taken as 4q2 to a good approxima.
tion in all cases. Hence:

cx
W1' 2(P + ,?)

This equation yields the linear absorption coefficient:

k L (X -wcA A

c' cW 20c E+ , (1.72)

This is the line shape which we have been seeking. This may be placed in a more meaningful form.
First, assume the polarization of the gas to be small so that a = 0. Then Eq. (1.47) may be rewritten as:

2w (O - V) (1.73a)

Nex

wg =4rm INcA N7* (1.73b)

Eq. (1.72) may then be rewritten as:

k Nme P
,) + *4'2 (1.74)

*T2

By equating the right side of Eq. (1.74) to one-half k,., the half-width of the line is found to be:
4m

a r - (1.75)

where P is the frequency of the line center.
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Also the integrated absorption coefficient may be evaluated as follows:
+** +00

S = k(Po)do=N of dfo

CT -( ,+o _ +

2r Nme (1.76)
8,r cr

So that: Nne Sb1
Cr 2in" (1.77)

The substitution of Eqs. (1.75) and (1.76) into Eq. (1.74) yields the more familiar form of the equation

for the Lorentz line:

k (Po) - -

7 (Po - )l + (81/2)1 (1.78)

Before considering various facets of this equation and its immediate predecessor, it will be well for us
to retrace our steps by a few. The k( 0) which has been attained attenuates, according to Eq. (1.68b), not
the intensity but the field vectors, and, in the final analysis, it is not with the field vectors that we are con.
cerned. Although we will find that an equation identical with Eq. (1.77) results for the absorption coefficient
which is responsible for the intensity attenuation, the difference should be clearly understood.

Poynting's vector* may be written as:
P = E x H (1.79)

P has the units energy per unit of surface area per unit of time and is indeed associated with the quantity
which we desire, intensity of incident radiation. Thus, since the factor as given by Eq. (1.68b) occurs in
both the electric and magnetic vectors, it will occur to the square in Eq. (1.78). Hence, the intensity of the

incident radiation will be attenuated by the factor:

e 2 k, eU (1.80)

As a result, Eq. (1.76) may be rewritten as:
+,0 +00

= f K(Po)do = 2 f k(p)dto = 2S(1.81)

It is apparent then that the equation for k(vo) will be the same as Eq. (1.78) with $% substituted for S.
Let us now reinterpret k(;,0) in Eq. (1.78) and consider this symbol as denoting the intensity absorption

coefficient.

1.9. AN ALTERNATE MANNER OF OBTAINING THE LORENTZ RESULT

We have obtained Lorentz's results after the fashion in which Lorentz obtained them, but now let us
go back and obtain them in a slightly different form which we shall consider again at a later point.

Let us again carry out the integration of Eq. (1.61) according to Eq. (1.62) in a straightforward manner

to obtain:

x eaei4 i 1 +- ( 1- 1 ' (1.82a)
x= m(tco, -W2) 27 [- i(Oo - W) + 1/7] 2-r (i(w + too) + 1/r (I1.

= ae" (x' - ix")} (1.82b)

* We may recall this vector as the measure of energy flow in the field and as having the direetion of this flow.
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In order to write down the desired result from Eq. (1.82b), it is necessary to digress for a moment.

We begin by considering a molecule of electric dipole moment p which makes an angle 4, with an external

electric field a cos wt. In this case now, we assume that after collision a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

governs the dipole orientation (and hence, the orientation of x). If the last collision occurred at time to,

and the energy due to the dipole-field interaction is U. a, we may obtain the mean polarization as:

g f cos 0 exp [pa cos 4' co (wto)/kT] sin 4 d4,

f exp [;a cos (o*) / kT] sin 4, d4'

2 acos (wtf cosr'sind d -sin'4 (1.83)

kTf o sin d4' 3kT

when we have expanded the exponential in a MacLaurin series and only retained the term containing a.

The polarization per cubic centimeter may be obtained by substituting Eq. (1.83) for x in Eq. (1.61) and

multiplying by N, the number of molecules per cubic centimeter. The result is:

p___ge' = aV ({(c - ib a(1.84)

The work done on the molecule by the radiation field will surely be given by the average value of

a cos w!. Finally, if we divide this work by the energy flow in the field, - ,we should determine the energy

taken out of the field by the molecule, or, simply, the absorption coefficient.

Now

a cos (wt) dP = E coo wt Na12 2 cos (wt) - w sin w

where: dP Na w2r cos (wt) - w sinwt
dt 3kT 1 + rar (1.85a)

and the average value is:

< Ecos(w)-> = _ Or
dt 6kT 1 + 072 (1.85b)

As a result we obtain:
k - w 4rN#" W7

c 3kT 1 + w27 (1.86)

Now we note that the same result could have been obtained if we had set:

k(1.87)
c

from Eq. (1.84). This tells us then that, from Eq. (1.82b)

________ _we (t___ r 11,r 1/T
c N (00 -G ) (1/r) (w + W 2 (1.88)

One is not compelled to arrive at Eq. (1.88) in this manner, but it is slightly more simple than other

possible methods. Let us return to a consideration of Eq. (1.78).
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In Eq. (1.78) the dependence on the physical parameters which, according to this theory, govern the

broadening is lost. Even so, it is perhaps of more value than Eq. (1.74) for several reasons.
Firstly, Lorents himself found and reported in the same artdle that the mean time which one would

suppose available from kinetic theory showed no very reasonable relation to the mean time called for by
Eq. (1.75) to explain the observed half-widths of the spectral lines which he investigate&*

Next, the constants which occur in Eq. (1.74) leave little latitude for interpretation, but the question

must needs arise as to whether they should be there. N, c, and r seem reasonable of occurrence under almost
any formalism, but e and m should perhaps not occur in the manner in which they do. If the radiation is

absorbed by virtue of the classical motion of an electron of charge e and mass m in exactly the stipulated

manner or if this classical electronic motion provides a reasonable model for the interpretation of this

phenomenon, then Eq. (1.74) might be of great value. As we shall see, this is not the generally accepted

view however, so that from contemporary viewpoint, the failure of Eq. (1.74) is not overly surprising.

Eq. (1.76) has withstood the ravages of time with a slightly higher degree of success. At first glance,

this would appear rather paradoxical since this equation is nothing more nor less than an evolutionary

descendant of Eq. (1.72) and has its roots in the vibrating electron. On the other hand, it is apparent that

it relates rather different factors than does its predecessor, these factors being half.width, integrated absorp.

tion coefficient, frequency separation from line center, and absorption coefficient. Perhaps another develop.
ment based on a different model would relate these same factors in a similar manner. Further, in order to

utilize it one would have to use an empirically determined S and 8.
Few further remarks need be made with reference to this development. A somewhat interesting

comparison may be in order, however.
A comparison of Eqs. (1.12) and (1.77) demonstrates the interesting tendency of 1/(AP) 2 to pop out of

line shape theories. Although Michelson ignored the mechanics of emission and performed a Fourier trans.

form on the wave train itself, he arrived at the same dependence on Ap that Lorents obtained by a pure

consideration of the mechanics of absorption. Of course, Michelson considered emission, and Lorents

considered absorption, but the comparison is nonetheless interesting.

1.10. THE END OF THE EARLY PERIOD

We turn for a moment from the consideration of the Interruption Broadening effects of pressure to the

Doppler broadening effects of temperature.

Schonrock'" attacked the Doppler broadening question using the Rayleigh theory because Godfrey 0

had detected an error in the calculations which Michelson "I8 had carried out on this type of broadening.

"Wahrend Lord Rayleigh die benutzten Buchstaben genau definiert, ist dies bei Michelson leider nicbt der

Fall... das er (Michelson)... vergisst, einen Faktor 2 anzubringen.""t Schonrock attempted to explain

the lack of agreement between theory and experiment which resulted from the introduction of this factor.

His solution to the problem was the assumption that in certain diatomic molecules the atoms were the
"carriers of the emission centers" so that the mass which enters the Doppler formula is halved.

Schonrock' " later considered the pressure broadening of spectral lines and made an observation which

* Let us note here that - will depend on the molecular diameters. We shall see that, in general, Interruption theories are

repeatedly required to predict diameters much greater than kinetic theory diameters in order to yield broadening results Com-

parable with experiment.
t The author hastens to point out that, regardless of what factor Michelson had forgotten to bring in, his work would

retain its position of eminence in the field of line broadening.
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is perhaps worthy of note in the light of subsequent events. He began by utilizing Michelson's pressure

broadening results with a line shape as given by Eq. (1.12). He then showed that a good approximation

to the Michelson intensity curve could be obtained by using an exponential dependence on the square of the

frequency distance from the line center. Fig. 1.3 illustrates this approximation. He thus purported to show

a relationship between Doppler and Interruption Broadening.

This phase of the development of spectral line shape began with a list of broadening factors, and we

shall end it with a similar list, this one contributed by Lord Rayleigh. Before doing so, however, let us

mention another contribution which Rayleigh tucked away in the text of the same article.
"... . Is there no distinction between encounters first of two sodium atoms and secondly of an atom

say or nitrogen?"'18 Or one might simply ask if self-broadening - the broadening of the spectral line being

caused by the same type of molecule as the emitter - is the same as foreign broadening - the broadening

molecule is not the same type as the emitter. We shall see that this is a very pregnant question.

Rayleigh decided that the causes which underlie the broadening of spectral lines in emission"... may

be considered under five heads, and it appears probable that the list is exhaustive:

"(1) The translatory motion ofthe radiating particles in the line of sight, operating in accordance with

Doppler's principle.

"(2) A possible effect of the rotation of the particles.

"(3) Disturbance depending on collision with other particles either of the same or another kind.

"(4) Gradual dying down of the luminous vibrations as energy is radiated away.

"(5) Complications arising from the multiplicity of sources in the line of sight. Thus if the light from

a flame be observed through a similar one, the increase of illumination near the edge of the spectrum line

is not so great as towards the edge, in accordance with the principles laid down by Stewart and Kirchhoff,

and the line is effectively widened.1'"



Fig. (1.1). The physical conditions requisite for the Doppler Effect.
The observer is at 0. The emitter velocity vector makes the angle
with the line of ight at this observer.

•

-27r 7r 0 -T 2"V

Fig. (1.2). The intensity distribution resulting
from the simple application of the Fourier transform.

(After Michelsonl 2).

I

A/B

Fig. (1.3). Schonrock's attempt at the empirical fitting of an
exponential to the Michelson intensity distribution. (After Schon-
rock 156).
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CHAPTER 2

SPECTRAL LINE POSITIONS

The chapter title infers an early deviation from the subject matter of this paper, and indeed such a

temporary departure becomes almost unavoidable. Spectral line positions imply energy levels, and, in turn,
energy levels imply level weight, probability of transition between levels and other factors which can cer.

tainly never be divorced from considerations of line shift and shape.
Let us consider only the molecular (polyatomic) energy levels which give rise to rotation-vibration

spectra.*

2.1. THE MOLECULAR KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGY EXPRESSIONS

Fig. (2.1) purports to represent a collection of atomic nuclei superposed upon which are an inertial or

space fixed reference frame XYZ and a moving frame xyz. A vector triangle made up of the position vector
of the moving frame origin, p,t the position vector of the i-th particle with respect to the moving reference
frame, ri, and the position vector of the i-th particle with respect to the inertial frame, Ri. The relation

among these vectors may be written out as:
Ri = p + ri (2.1)

The absolute velocity of the i-th particle follows immediately from this:

V, = +1 = -+ vi + (A X r (2.2)

when the expression for the time derivative of a quantity with respect to a moving reference frame is recalled.

is the angular velocity of the system.
Eq. (2.2) may be utilized to obtain the kinetic energy of the system.

2T = Zm, V. Vi = Zmj2 + lmiv,2 + Zmi(w X r,) X (w X ri)
i i i i

+ 2mj " v, + 2=mjp" (w X r,) + 2mivi" (o X r,) (2.3)

We may assume that the center-of-mass of the system remains at the origin of the moving frame by the

substitution into Eq. (2.3) of:

Zmnr. = 0 (2.4)

When Eq. (2.4) is substituted into Eq. (2.3); when the terms are internally rearranged, and when the

substitutions,
Zmj(w X r,) • (w X r,) fZf I,*j*p (2.5a)

aB

Zm, = M (2.5b)
i

We shal only have use for hydrogen-like monatomic models. Since the treatment leading to the required results isvery
standard indeed, we shall neglect any monatomic energy coniderations.

t Greek letters designating vectors will be written as P. Other characters representing vectors will appear in boldface, as R.
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are made, the result is:
2T = M' + Zymv + ZZ Ip + 2U Xmir X vi (2.6)i a

In Eq. (2.6) the first term on the right side is the translational kinetic energy of the system as a whele;
the second term is kinetic energy of internal vibration; the third term is kinetie energy of overall rotation,
and the last term is kinetic energy of Coriolis interaction between rotational and internal angular momenta.

Let us now consider Eq. (2.5a) briefly. The indices a and P run over x, y, and z. If the vector
multiplications indicated by the various dots and crosses on the left side of the equation are carried out,
one finds the moments of rotary inertia to be given by:

1. = Xm, (y? + Y12) (2.7a)
i

IV. = m (x+ j) (2.7b)

I. = Im, (x4A + y,2) (2.7c)

and the products of rotary inertia to be given by:

l= I, = - mixiyi (2.7d)
i

125 = 1= = -Zm~xz* (2.7e)

I, = = -miyi, (2.7f)

The nine quantities given by Eqs. (2.7) go to make up the rotary inertia tensor:*

i 2/ 1. 1.
4i Z 1, (2.8)

Let us for a moment assume that no particle motion takes place with respect to the center-of-mass
of the system, that is, let us fix the particles at their equilibrium positions. We may then rotate our
coordinate system ir such a manner that the matrix which occurs in Eq. (2.8) is diagonalized. When this
has been done the products of rotary inertia, of course, disappear, and we are left with the equilibrium
principal moments of rotary inertia which we shall designate as 10., IOW, and 10'.

The relationship existing among these equilibrium principal moments forms the basis for rotator classi-
fication. Three possible relationships immediately appear:

I.= = 0, (2.9a)
1ox = #ot oS (2.9b)
10. 9p IoY 1o,$ 10. (2.9c)

Eq. (2.9a) defines a spherical rotator; Eq. (2.9b) defines a symmetrical rotator, and Eq. (2.9c) defines
an asymmetrical rotator. In cases such as Eq. (2.9b) where a symmetry axis for the mass distribution exists,
this symmetry axis is normally taken as the z-axis.

In the event a linear mass distribution exists, a fourth type of rotator, the linear rotator, appears.
It is obvious from Eq. (2.7c) that I0, = 0 in this case.

Having obtained a kinetic energy expression, we now desire a potential energy expression. The follow.

ing expression may be utilized:

2 V = =kqq, + Z=Zk,qiq + ZyZZZkk,,,qqjq ... (2.10)
j ijl I

See infra, Chap. 3.
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In Eq. (2.10) the q, are the coordinates which may be in use. To answer the questions as to the neglect
of inverse powers of the coordinates and linear terms in the coordinates, it may be remembered that the
force in related to the potential energy as follows:

F = -VV (2.11)

If one makes the assumption, with respect to the nuclear system, that the atomic nuclei are always
acted upon by forces whose magnitude increases with increasing displacement of these nuclei from their
equilibrium positions- restoring forces -, then Eq. (2.11) tells us that no inverse powers of the coordinates
are desired in the potential energy expression. Also Eq. (2.11) indicates that if a term linear in the coordi-
nates occurs, a constant force independent of the nuclear displacement results. This force will surely have
no effect on the internal motions of the system, so it may be neglected.

2.2. THE NORMAL VIBRATIONAL COORDINATES

Having obtained the kinetic and potential energy expressions, we proceed quite naturally to Lagrange's01 0
equations and the Lagrangian, ".... the beauty of the method so suiting the dignity of the results, as

to make of his great work a kind of scientific poem.""

Specifically, the Lagrangian for our system may be written down as:

L = T- V (2.12)

where Eqs. (2.6) and (2.10) supply the expressions for T and V.
Lagrange's equations,

d oL aL (2.13)

are here utilized for the solution of the harmonic vibrational problem. The atomic nuclei may vibrate,
in this approximation, in such a manner that each particle carries out an oscillation of the same frequency
but "not necessarily the same amplitude." Such a motion is called a normal mode of vibration of which a
molecule may possess several, the number being dependent on the number of atoms going to make up
the molecule. The Lagrangian for this problem is:

L = T - Vo = IJZnv - ZZk iq (2.14)
i si

The solution of Lagrange's equations requires that the vibrational secular determinant be zero.

IAT a - V0 = 0 (2.15)

Let us suppose that there are n atomic nuclei in the molecule. Since each nuclei has three Cartesian

coordinates, there will be 3n equations of the form Eq. (2.13), and hence the determinant in Eq. (2.15)
will be of order 3n. This situation can be somewhat improved.

Since the molecule possesses n particles, it has 3n degrees of freedom. As a whole, the molecule has
three degrees of translational freedom, and, if it is a non-linear mass distribution, it has three degrees of
rotational freedom. Thus, there remain 3n - 6 degrees of vibrational freedom (3n - 5 for a linear man
distribution). Since we are dealing here with only the vibrational portion of the problem, it would seem
reasonable to assume that we desire the number of coordinates reduced from 3n to 3n - 6. This can be
accomplished by the application of the Eckart conditions:"

Zmnr,° X v, = 0 (2.16a)

i
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In these equations the convention,

(xy,.) = (x,0 + x, y40 + y,,, S. + si') (2.17)

has been applied where (x °0y,4-0) are the equilibrium coordinates of the i4h particle, and (x4y's) are
the displacements of the i4h particle from equilibrium.

Eq. (2.16a) removes molecular rotation from the problem, and Eq. (2.16b) removes molecular trans.
lation from the problem. Thus, Eqs. (2.16) serve the dual purpose of restricting the problem to one of
internal vibration and reducing the number of coordinates to the desired number. Intermediate symmetry
coordinates - coordinates which are more or less associated with the normal modes - may now be utilized
to replace the Cartesian coordinates. These may be intuitively selected, utilizing Eq. (2.16) and the cover.
ing operations ", of group theory, or we may apply the cookbook method of Nielsen and Berryman.lm

At this point, group theory may be used to break up the determinant into steps. A lengthy discussion
of group theory here would simply tend to divert us from the main stream of our development.*

After the performance of these simplifying operations, the determinant is diagonalized. A grand
supposition - namely, that this can be accomplished - is here implied. In carrying out this diagonaliza.
tion the laborer in the vineyard obtains the normal coordinates (describing the normal modes of vibration
of the molecule) and the roots of the determinant, A,. A word about these roots.

A, 0, = 4r,2  (2.18)

In Eq. (2.18) Y' is the frequency of the i.th vibrational mode.
A single root, A, unique, indicates that the molecule is carrying out a non-degenerate vibration. A

double root indicates that the molecule is carrying out a twofold degenerate vibration. In this case, two
perpendicular vibrations of the same frequency may be carried out simultaneously by some or all of the
constitutent nuclei. The resultant particle motion will be elliptical, but in the case of twofold degeneracy
the plane of the motion is fixed. The triple roots results in threefold degenerate vibration. Elliptical
motion also results in this case, but here the plane of motion is determined by the "initial conditions."

It is apparent that an angular momentum which may be called vibrational angular momentum arises
from these degenerate vibrations. We note this for future reference.

The normal coordinates which have been designated qj have now been derived, and it is generally
conceded that they are the best coordinates to use in the continuation of the problem. Accordingly, Eq.
(2.12) is transformed from an expression in terms of the Cartesian to an expression in terms of the normal
coordinates.

23. THE COMPLETION OF THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM

It has been found that for most cases the potential energy expression need not be carried any further
than quartic terms. It may be noted that the matrix of the quadratic potential energy expression where

vo = IIll IlVoll Ilqll

is now diagonal. In this equation i q 11 is a column vector, and l0 I is a diagonal matrix containing the

harmonic force constants as diagonal elements. ie II is the transpose of I q II. Group theory may be

For a short discuuion of this facet of group theory see Appendix II.
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applied to the cubic and quartic portions of the potential energy expression to eliminate, on the basis of
symmetry considerations, certain of the terms in these expressions.*

The internal angular momenta may be expressed as:

py = -si) (2.19a)
ip5 = Zm,.(zk - x,k,) (2.191))

Pa =f Zm,(x6, - y,/€,) (2.19c)

We may transform Eqs. (2.19) from expressions in terms of the Cartesian coordinates and their time
derivatives to expressions involving the normal coordinates and their time derivates.

The momentum conjugate to the coordinate q, may be defined as:

aT (2.20)
Pi = -

Utilizing Eq. (2.20), Eqs. (2.19) may be further transformed into expressions involving the normal
coordinates and their conjugate momenta. We now have expressions for the components of the internal
angular moments in terms of the normal coordinates and their conjugate momenta. We speak here of the
internal angular momentum as opposed to the total angular momentum which includes the angular
momentum of overall molecular rotation.

After diagonalization of Eq. (2.15) we turn from the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian ,,7 formulation
of mechanics in order to utilize the Hamiltonian of this formalism. If we express Eqs. (2.13) and (2.10)
in terms of the normal coordinates and their conjugate momenta, and if, as is the case, the system is con.
servative, the Hamiltonian may be written as:

H(q,p) = T(qp) + V(q) (2.21)

Wilson and Howard' have carried through this transformationt and have obtained the following:

H 2x#P.P - ZT.Pa+ I Zlxpx.# 1pP + 12 'lxp,=4p, + V(q) (2.22)
a$a a.# a i X

In Eq. (2.22) a and f run over x, y, and z. The quantities Xyp are functions of the normal coordinates
and are also related to the instantaneous moments and products of rotary inertia. x is the determinant of
the matrix I I,9. P. are the components of the total angular momentum, and pa are the components of
the internal angular momentum. The p, are the momenta conjugate to the normal coordinates q,. V is
the potential energy expression, a function of the normal coordinates. Finally, T. is given by:

T. =Z { 2xajOpj5 + (psxaa) + xaS X ('W)}(2.23)5*
The classical theory has carried us about as far as it can, and it now becomes necessary to turn to the

quantum mechanics of Heisenberg," Born-Jordan, 3 and Schrodinger,'57 most specifically, the latter.

* With regard to operations of this kind, the author feels that the fact that they may he carried out is of much
greater import at present than the method for so doing. In addition, the reader may consult Refs. (132) through (134)
and (162) through (170) for examples of this and other detailed calculations.

t See Appendix II.
** For an explanation of the parentheses within the curly braces see Appendix I.
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2.4. THE QUANTUM MECHANICAL PROBLEM

We may write the time independent Schrodinger equation as:

H.(q) = E.O.(q) (2.24)

In Eq. (2.24) H is the Hamiltonian operator which corresponds to the classical Hamiltonian for the problem
in which physically observable quantities have been replaced by operators. 4a(q) is an eigenfunction of

the operator H and is a function of some set of coordinates q. n here represents the aggregate of all quantum

numbers specifying the state described by the eigenfunction. E, is the energy of the state represented by

0.(q).
The Hamiltonian operator for the molecular problem is given by Eq. (2.22) in which the angular

momentum components have not as yet been replaced by their differential operator equivalents. To defer
confusion (not necessarily to eliminate it) the fact that Wilson and Howard1 ' had carried through the

transition from classical to quantum mechanics before obtaining Eq. (2.22) was not mentioned with the

presentation of this equation. This, however, was the case as might have been inferred from the classically

curious method of displaying it.
The substitution of differential operators into Eq. (2.22) and the substitution of the resulting expres-

sion for H into Eq. (2.24) leads to a differential equation whose difficulty of solution increases at least
exponentially as the number of constituent atoms in the molecule. Concisely stated, the differential equa-

tion is not exactly solvable. This leads us to call upon perturbation theory for assistance.
Perturbation theory essentially amounts to breaking a large, unsolvable problem down into smaller

problems each of which is more amenable to solution, and each successive one of which yields a closer

approximation to the correct solution.

The Hamiltonian, eigenfunctions, and eigenvalues are first broken up as follows:

H - H(0) + eH(1) + OH(2)+ ... (2.25a)

. ,(0) + f4€1) + e 2) +... (2.25h)

E - E (0) + EE,"
1) + 42E"(2 ) +... (2.25c)

In these equations e is simply a parameter of smallness and may be equated to unity when the calculation

is completed. If Eqs. (2.25) are substituted into Eq. (2.24) and the coefficients of like powers of e are
equated, one obtains the zeroth-, first-, and second-order problems.

Hj€°)4,€°)= E,¢°)Os °> (2.26a)

H°), €1) + H1),P,¢°) = E,,0)0,,€1) + E3i 1'¢, €°)  (2.26b)

H 0 )4Wr2) +/ 1)*3 c) + =0) E¢ 0 )*n¢2) + E01)€ + E"(2) s¢0) (2.26c)

It has been generally found that in molecular problems the solution through second-order contains

the desired results.

2.5. THE ZEROTH.ORDER PROBLEM

It is apparent that the selection of the terms from Eq. (2.22) for the seroth-order Hamiltonian com.

prises the first step in the continuation of the problem. Two criteria for this selection present themselves.

(1) The differential equation which results from the selection should be exactly solvable. (2) The aeroth-
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order problem resulting from the selection should describe the phenomena which make the most Important
contribution to the molecular energies. Let us write down the ueroth.order Hamiltonian for the general
case.

H +) e, + 'Y } + (p +Aq') + [p, I + p,, + A(q,,, + q,)]
= 2I + 1 o+ 2io. .,.,+

M+R-I

+i [pi' + per? + pi' + A,(q, 1' + qia' + qi3') (2.27)

The term in braces is the Hamiltonian for a rigid rotator, and it may be noted that the equilibrium
principal moments of inertia are utilized therein. The first summation term is the Hamiltonian for a non.
degenerate harmonic oscillator; the second is the Hamiltonian for a twofold degenerate harmonic oscillator,
and the last summation provides us with the Hamiltonian of a threefold degenerate oscillator. It may be
noted that if our molecule has, say, L non-degenerate vibrations, M - L twofold degenerate vibrations,
and 3n - M - 6 threefold degenerate vibrations, then, although the molecule possesses 3n - 6 degrees
of vibrational freedom, it carries out only JL + j M + n - 2 distinct vibrations. This fact is indicated
by the method of summation which has been utilized in Eq. (2.27). The terms quadratic in the normal
coordinates have, of course, been taken from the potential energy expression which, we may recall, was
diagonalized as a means of ascertaining these normal coordinates.

It is generally conceded that the discovery of a problem involving angular motion which has been
set up in rectangular coordinates is unfortunate. This situation presents itself, however, with regard to
the first term on the right of Eq. (2.27). The Eulerian angles* are generally the best coordinates to use for
this rotational portion of the problem. The indicated transformations may be made.

Finally, Eq. (2.27) is transformed to a differential operator by the substitutions:

/.2 a2 - ;; q (2.28)

where a may be x, y, or & The transformation to Eulerian angles may be made prior or subsequent
to this transformation'" of Eq. (2.27).

The operator form of Eq. (2.27) is substituted into Eq. (2.26a) to arrive at a rather formidable but
nonetheless solvable differential equation.

One first makes the standard assumption that:
L i(M) N+X-1

= $(.,,.Ix) n $(q,) II #(q1 qn) II O(q,, qi q,) (2.29)
i-1i -L+1 i-u+1

In Eq. (2.29) 11 is the multiplication symbol. 4'(#,p,x) is a function of the rotational coordinates; € (qj)
is a function of the i-th non.degenerate vibrational coordinate, and so on.

Eq. (2.29) is substituted into Eq. (2.26a), and the resulting expression is divided by Eq. (2.29). The
"constant argument"t is then utilized to break up the equation into components which are subsequently
solved.

* See Appendix IV.

t The "constant argument" is vaguely reminiscent of one of the receipts for "fixing" the "Philosopher's Mercury"
of the alchemist. '"To fix quicksilver. Of several things take 2, 3, and 3,1; 1 to 3 is 4; 3, 2, and 1. Between 4 and 3
there is 1, between 3 and 2 there is 1. 1,1,1, and 1,2,2, and 1,1 and 1 to 2. Then 1 is 1. 1 have told you all."'M

(Copyright C. A. Watts and Co., Ltd. Reproduction permission obtained.) A thorough search of the literature has failed to
yield any contemporary experimental verifiecation of this theory.
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Let u consider the olutic of the vibrational problem ru(3.

O, (q,) - N exp(- It)-H, qi) (2.30a)

O=(pivi) - NWj exp (- ilipo) exp - - p, L( P,+ ) (2.30b)

O wh-i(P wp,0 , i) = N w4 exp (- im ijoi) exp ( _ pe),L"r

sin-"# d-m t (sin 2) (2.30c)

Eq. (2.30a) is the eigenfunction of the non-degenerate harmonic oscillator; Eq. (2.30b) is the eigenfunc-

tion of the twofold degenerate oscillator; and Eq. (2.30c) is the eigenfunction of the threefold degenerate

oscillator.'
It is apparent that we have transformed the coordinates in Eqs. (2.30b) and (2.30c). In Eq. (2.30b)

plane polar coordinates have been substituted for normal coordinates, since they are generally more suitable

for the description of the elliptical motions involved. This transformation is given by:

Pi r.3

q = r coe o

qa= r sin pi

In like manner, spherical polar coordinates have been utilized in Eq. (2.30c).

q = ri sin O coo p,

qa = ri sin Wi sin pi

qO = ri coo #i

Several symbols still require clarification. N, is, in all cases, the normalization factor which is obtained

from the general relation:

Jf 3 /'d (2.31)
all

spa"e

H, -.s the v-th Hermite polynomial.* Li(,.+li) (pi) is an associated Laguerre polynomial. vi, l, and mi

are quantum numbers, and it may be noted that the number of quantum numbers possessed by an oscillator

corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom - or one might say the classical degeneracy - of the
oscillator. vi is the vibrational quantum number for the i-th vibrational mode, and it may be considered

as a measure of the excitation of this mode. 1i specifies the vibrational angular momentum due to degeneracy

of the mode, and mj specifies the projection of this angular momentum vector on the body-fixed z or figure

axis. All quantum numbers are restricted to integral values, and the additional relations are imposed

among these three,
1i = vi, ,v - 2,... , 0 or I (2.32a)

mi = Ii, ! - 1,.,1- 1,-! (2.32b)

* Appendix V lists most of the pertinent polynomials and the equations from which they arise. It should be kept in
mind that it is not here important what the polynomial is. What is important is that the polynomial helps to describe the
behavior of this vibrator.
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These restrictions arise naturally during the solution of the differential equatios which yield the

eigenfunctions of Eq. (2.30).

The solution of Eq. (2.26a) for the eigenfunctions yields at the same time the eigenvaluesof the energy:

E,= hi (V, + .) (2.33a)

E= = hv, (iyj + 1) (2.33b)

E, = h(v + 3) (2.33c)

Eqs. (2.33a), (2.33b), and (2.33c) are the eigenvalues of the non-degenerate, twofold degenerate, and

threefold degenerate oscillators, respectively. If we let d, denote the degeneracy of the i-th mode, we may

write the zeroth-order vibrational energy of the molecule as:

= 2.+~) (2.34)

The completion of the zeroth-order problem now rests in the solution of the rotational portion of this

problem. It is apparent from Eqs. (2.9) that one of three possible problems depending on the symmetry

of the nuclear distribution will arise.

The eigenfunctions for the three cases may be written down as:

OIMJM(),,) = NJMetM"PjJ(cos 0) (2.35a)
4,jxm(4,xv) -- NrirmO(O)e :kiX e *  (2.35b)

+(,x,) = Z CJk (0,,) (2.35c)
K--J

Eqs. (2.35a), (2.35b), and (2.35c) are the eigenfunctions for the spherical rotator, the symmetrical

rotator,* and the asymmetrical rotator,t respectively.

Three quantum numbers, J, K, and M occur. J specifies the total angular momentum of the rotator.

K specifies the projection of the angular momentum vector on the molecular figure axis. It is perhaps

worthy of note that K does not occur in Eq. (2.35a). This appears reasonable in that all axes of a spherical

rotator are equivalent with respect to symmetry. M specifies the projection of the angular momentum

vector on the space-fixed z.axis. The cognomen, magnetic quantum number, has been applied to M since

this quantum number obviously has no significance except when a unique space-fixed axis is established

by the imposition of a magnetic or electric field on the system.

PjM (cos 6) is the associated Legendre function and 0(6) consists principally of hypergeometric functions.

The eigenfunction of the asymmetrical rotator is obtained as an expansion in terms of the complete

orthogonal set of eigenfunction of the symmetric rotator. The ( ) are simply the constants of this

expansion. 7 is not really a quantum number.

The relations among the various rotational quantum numbers may be written down as:

J = 0,1,2,... (2.36a)

K,, = JJ - 1,... ,1 - J, -J (2.36b)

See References 28, 90, 149, 151.
t See References 51, 87, 88, 132, 145, 188, 197.
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The .ig vam for the pberia and symmetric rotaton may be expressed as:

S = h2 7( + 1) (2.37a)

E - J ( -+ ) + a . - (25Tb)
21,,

The igenvalues of the asymmetric rotator cannot be written down in the concise, dosed form of
Eq. (2.37),* and, in addition, more than one expression for them has been put forward. Let us simply
assume their existence.

The total molecular energy in seroth-order is then:

E0 = Zh, (, + A) + E. (2.38)

Eq. (2.38) characterises the molecule as possessing the dual, non-interacting properties of (1) a non-
rotating particle system carrying out simple harmonic vibrations and (2) a rotating rigid body. Although
this is quite apparently an extremely idealised solution, it admirably satisfies the two requirements for the
ueroth.order in that (a) it does provide the exact solution and (b) these effects make the largest contribu-
tion to the molecular rotation-vibration energies.

2.6. THE FIRST AND SECOND ORDER PROBLEMS

Eq. (2.26a) has thus been provided with a solution, and the next and obvious steps are the successive
solutions of Eqs. (2.26b) and (2.26c). Since these solutions amount essentially to the modification of the
simple model of the preceding paragraph, and since the detail involved attains rather voluminous propor-
tions which would add little to this sketchy presentation, we will not follow through the solution of these
higher order approximations. Nielsenumt has carried out the first- and second-order perturbations in the
general case, and Shaffer et al** have furnished the field with many specific examples of this calculation.

When the first- and second-order solutions have been carried out, a more reasonable description of
the molecule emerges.

(1) The vibrations are no longer harmonic, since the ideal case of the Hooke's law potential has been
replaced by an anharmonic potential.

(2) The molecule no longer rotates as a rigid body, but undergoes a centrifugal stretching or separation
of its constituent particles which is dependent, as one might expect, through J and K on the degree of
excitation of the rotational motion.

(3) The moments of inertia are no longer constants, but depend through v on the degree of excitation
of the vibrational motion.

(4) Coriolis interactions arise between the internal angular momenta and the total angular momenta.
The internal angular momenta may arise from the degenerate vibrations or from the coupling of different
vibrations.

* For these elgenvalues see References 51, 87 88, 132,145,188,197.
t It may be noted that Nielsen's Eq. (4) for the kinetic energy differs slightly from Eq. (2.6). Tis is due to a slightly

different method of setting up the problem. In Eq. (2.6) let P - 0, that is, let the origins of the inertial and moving frames
coincide. Then the two equtions coincide tam for term where i do x-mlmeut of ix ri X vi, and so on.*See References 24, 91, 134, 135, 162 through 170.
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Simply as an example of these effects, let us briefly consider Nielsen's expression for the eaergy t*rough
seoond order of the symmetric molecule.

(2.39)
Ac c 1 4'co.i~

where:
Em - J(J + I)B, - K'(B, - C,) - J'(J + 1)Dj - J(J + 1)K'Djr - KDz (2.40.)

h1
B. - B. - aa X Vi + ti) a, (2.40b)

S( 2
C, = C. - 70 - Z(V + )Y (2.40c)

B. hcI C. = h (2.40d)8r¢Iow 8"rClo.

Eq. (2.39) has been expressed in wave numbers instead of the energy unite previously utilized (ergs,
ton-miless -months-*, etc.) as the denominator on the left of Eq. (2.39) indicates.

E,/hc is a rather complicated expression for the anharmonic vibrational energy. The third term
on the right of Eq. (2.39) is the energy of Coriolis interaction. ri is the Coriolis parameter, and the quantum
numbers are as previously described. It might be of interest to note that when 4, the quantum number
which furnishes a measure of the angular momentum associated with a degenerate mode, is zero, the
Coriolis term is likewise zero. The summation is over all vibrational modes where 4 is related to the degree
of excitation of the vibration by Eq. (2.32a). ri will be zero for non-degenerate vibrations.

Eq. (2.40a) illustrates the newly introduced dependence of the moment of inertia on vi. The last three
terms on the right of this equation result from the centrifugal stretching whose dependence on the rotational
excitation is illustrated.

This is as far as our rough description of the rotation-vibration energy levels and their associated
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues need be carried, since, save for the inversion doubling effect,* the material
which we have considered is all that will be needed in our line broadening studies.

• Seo Ira, Chap. 8 and Appendix V1.
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CHAPTER 3

ELECTRODYNAMICS

In this chapter we shall devote ourselves to a rather sketchy treatment of those portions of electro-
dynamics which it will be imperative that we utilize during our considerations of line broadening theory.
Since all of line broadening is intimately associated with the behavior of radiation during absorption and
emission processes, the need for these considerations should be apparent.

3.1. LORENTZ INVARIANCE

Let us begin by supposing there to be a group of i-dimensional coordinate systems x', °, etc. Now

if we have I +" functions A",," in the x.system, A",. ,I in the x-system, and so on, which are inter-

related (or which transform) as follows:
- . . . ., la t .. . ,,, (1 2 6 cu o , a j ° " a x d , a x d

ab,..., At"'" ... a ' ax . x (3.1)

then these 1'4" functions are the components in their coordinate system of a mixed tensor of contravariant
order m and covariant order n. Finally, the aggregate of these sets of "+o components is the mixed tensor

of the a propos contravariant and covariant order. The obvious modification of this definition for simple
contravariant or covariant tensors follows.

A four dimensional coordinate system consisting of the three space coordinates x, xg x3 and the coordi-
nate x, = ict may surely be defined. Now if xa is one such system and x. another, Lorentz invariance

so-called requires that:
x12 + x' + x,' - crt'=i + ' + -,' - Ai' (3.2)

This relation will then establish the Lorentz transformation between the two coordinates. As an

example, if in three space one frame is moving in the direction of its x-axis and in such a manner that its

axes remain parallel to those of another frame, then in four space:

X1 + i5X4 X4 - i(t3)
w - , X, i xI; , = X3; X4 (3.3)

o r , s im p ly : x 6  -6 n ,

where P V/c

From Eq. (3.1) it is apparent that Eq. (3.3) defines a covariant tensor of order one or a vector. Now
any set of four functions A, which transform according to Eq. (3.3), that is,

Z b OX& 34
& atrto

is designated a "four vector.-
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We might note the inherent invariance of scalars or numbers, since surely they should be unaected
by a change of reference frame. In four space time is not a scalar. Thus, the scalar product ZADB which
may be defiued in analogy to the scalar product of two three vectors is invariant. We may also show that
the four volume element dx, dx, dxs dx4, the four divergence,

Z "(3.sa)
8xi

and the four atled square

V 2 -- (3.5b)

are Lorentz invariant. Procurement of an invariant time element dT appears to be in order. Taking the
length of an infinitesimal vector product and dividing by (dt)2 yields:

Zdx' ( ) ( )+ + (1 - )
(d)dt

or: dT cdt / -& (3.6)

namely, an invariant time element dT, the "proper time."
We have obtained a few basic relations which will be useful in the first task, that is, the setting up

of the Maxwell equations in invariant form.

3.2. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS IN LORENTZ INVARIANT FORM

It seems reasonable to begin by supposing charge invariant. Now an element of charge in a volume

element is surely:

de = pdx dxs dx3

We know the four dimensional volume element to be invariant, so that if de is invariant, p must corre.

spond to the fourth component of a four vector. We let:

ip = 4 (3.7)

The x-component of the current density can be related as follows (we still assume relative motion of

the x.axes for simplicity):
i. = ,,-!., (3.8)

di dX4

It follows from the occurrence of 4 in the equation for i that i2 will transform like the component
of a four vector. Thus, we may take the charge and current density as forming a Lorentz invariant four

vector:
ii= pv; ig = pv; is- V.

4 = kP (3.9)

Now let us consider the wave equations for the scalar and vector potentials which arise as follows.
We begin with Maxwell's equations:

V X E = 1h (3.10a)
c
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V x H-X o + (3.10b)
c C

V E = 4wp (3.100)

V H-0 (3.lOd)

The absence of any magnetic poles as indicated by Eq. (3.lOd) leads to the vector potential solution
for H:

H = V X A (3.11)

which when substituted into Eq. (3.10a) yields:

VX(E+3 )--0+--.E-- - V (3.12)

where 9o is a scalar potential. When Eq. (3.12) is substituted into Eqs. (3.10b) and (3.10c) there results:

V • ii + V2 9 + 4p= 0 (3.13a)
C

-1** -Vp+V V A T - v (3.13b)
V2A + V (V ~A + PV(.1b

and when we let:

c

Eqs. (3.13a) and (3.13b) become:

I A _ Vs A= 4- ,, (3.14a)c c

1 ..
- V3= 4rp (3.14b)

Eq. (3.5b) tells us that the operator V2 which occurs on the left of each of Eqs. (3.14) is
c2 st2

invariant. A comparison of the right sides of these equations with Eq. (3.9) for the charge-current four
vector serves to show the similarity. The fact that such a combination of the right sides of these equations
has already been obtained leads us to consider the combination of the vector and scalar potentials appearing
on the left. Such a combination is a happy one, and we obtain a four vector transforming in the desired
manner if we take for our components:

A, = A.; A2 = A,; As =A,; A,=ip (3.15)

Now the Lorentz relation:
V.- A + -- 0 (3.16a)

c
may be written as the invariant four divergence:

_LO = 0 (3.16b)
Ox,

and the potentials are still restricted thereby.
9
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Surely, from Eq. (3.15)
i E. - -- € =__dX 04 (3.17a)

c ax x4  ax
H. - (V X A).- aA.j_ o.4._ (3.17b)

ax, OxI

Let us investigate the set of derivatives of a four vector,

A fk (3.18)
#xk,

According to Eq. (3.4) these derivatives transform as follows:

Aj cIAj OxI Ox, (3.19a)

so that:

fi= fd/ OxXj (3.19b)

According to Eq. (3.1) fti' in Eq. (3.19b) transforms tensorially, and as a consequence, the derivatives
of the four vector are the components of a tensor of order two.

Since, for example:

(a+.b4,) E(Aj' + BXk) A (32a
8x# 0 ~b ajc

then the sum or difference of two tensors of the same type is a tensor of like type. Thus:

-A _ OA_ = fi, _ fd ; = di = -fik, (3.20b)
OXk Oxi

is a skew symmetric tensor component. This tells us that the right sides of Eq. (3.17) are tensor components
so that, by Eq. (3.20b):

H. = fa; H .= f; H. f 1 2

iE ; = 41 ; iE, = fiE (3.21)

and we might remark that there are 1' + " = 41 = 16 components as required.
Two of Maxwell's equations:

V.E = 4p;V XH-IE=4rpv (3.22a)
c c

may now be written as:
V lfk _ 41r i(3.22b)

Ox1  c

where summing over the derivative amounts to contracting the tensor from order two to order one, a vector,
which is requisite for the equality. The remaining two Maxwell equations

V. H = 0;V X E+l = 0 (3.23a)
c
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may be written as: 423 -t-31 + L = 0

8XI Oxi OX3

f-+ f- + fU = 0 (3.23b)
IX& ax. ax4

Now after the same fashion in which we proved fki' a tensor of order two, we may prove t = tit

a tensor of order three. Thus Eq. (3.23b) becomes: Ox,

tN + tiiZ + thik 2 0 (3.23c)
which sum is also a tensor by Eq. (3.20a). Thus, Maxwell's equations have been expressed as tensors and

four vectors according to Eqs. (3.22b) and (3.23c). Since these type quantities are Lorentz invariant,

Maxwell's equations are Lorentz invariant.

3.3. THE RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN OF A PARTICLE

The Lorentz density of force acting on the charge density is given by:

k = p(E+v < H) (3.24a)

where the first term is due to the electric field, and the second term is the well known magnetic effect. If

Eq. (3.24a) is also Lorentz invariant, things are progressing very nicely indeed. Now for example:

ck. = cpE, + p(v, H. - Hv,)

= f144 + f i + fA
= Zfikit

k

by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.21) sincefl, = 0. In general, Eq. (3.24a) may be written for i 1,2,3:

ki = _ Z fikik  (3.24b)
c k

where k4 does not arise directly out of Eq. (3.24a), but is defined by Eq. (3.24b) as:

k4 = - p(E. v)
¢

the work done by the field on the charge per unit of volume per unit of time. If we substitute for i4 from

Eq. (3.22b) in Eq. (3.24b) there results:

k= 1Zfq , N (3.24c)
4r k., axi

or: ki = X aTik (3.24d)

where: '.= -[Zfafik +-I6SO Zf,'

c
T.. T., T.

T. T,, T. _s.
C

-s -!s -. s ,, (3.25)
c c c

which is defined as the "generalized tension tensor."
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We define the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the Maxwell tension tensor as:
4irT. = (E 2 

-E1 - E,+ H 2 - HY2 - H. 2)

41rT., = 4rTy = E.E1 -+ H2H (3.26)

and agree that S = cE X H is the Poynting vector. The last symbol u is the energy per unit of volume

given, as we may recall, by

8r

Now we note that S is the energy passing through unit area per unit time. Thus, we may define

density of field momentum as - S. Finally, we shall refer to the quantity ! S as momentum. From thesec ¢

considerations the energy and momentum of the field in a certain volume is:

U = I (E2 + H')dt = fudt (327a)

SJE X Hdr (3.27b)

Let us write, for example, from Eq. (3.24d):

k= OT + OT aT 1 _T- _ V" T (3.28)

Ox 7y0 Os +  it at e ct

Integrating over all space we obtain:

fkzdr I ! +F Tid- K. (3.29a)

by Eq. (3.23b) and by Gauss' theorem equating the divergence of a tensor integrated over a volume to

the tensor components normal to the volume-enclosing surface integrated over the surface.

Since K is the force acting on the charge in the volume over which integration has been carried out, it

must be equivalent to the time rate of change of the mechanical momentum of the charges, u = mso, where

we recall our definition of momentum as c times the momentum in the normal sense. Thus

d (m) I du

i ciT
and Eq. (3.29a) becomes:

d(. + G.) = c T., Tgr (3.29b)

This equation stipulates momentum conservation by requiring that the time rate of change of particle

momentum u plus field momentum G in the volume is equal to the momentum that Bows through the

surface, an apparently reasonable assertion.

In like manner Eq. (3.24d) yields:

4k~dr fE. vdm--?du OU(J

by Fqs. (3.25) and (3.27a) and Gauss' theorem. Or, since L-T J k. vd

d (T+ (3.Oh)
2 di
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gives the requisite energy conservation. Thus Eq. (3.24d) guarantees the desired energy and momentum
conservation. Now again from Eq. (3.24d):

cfkzdidt cfK t= u, (3.31a)

cfk4 d dt = i fp(E. v)d dI = iT (3.31b)

so that if we consider the group of charged particles or charges in the volume in question as a particle -

or if we simply consider our volume as containing one particle - the momentum u and kinetic energy T
of this particle make up a four vector, ui. Now the following is invariant:

-Zu = TP - (u,,' + uI,2 + u,) = p2  (3.32)

and a consideration of this equation tells us that A represents the rest energy of the particle, that is, the

energy for u- = u, = u, = 0.
The four vector made up of u and T transforms according to Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), and, if we

assume the particle at rest in the x system, the "Einstein formulae" for u and T result:

uz= 4i (3.33a)

T 1- 82 (3.33b)
Since, for v << c, u. must equal mvxc;

p = mc (3.33c)

In analogy to the non-relativistic case in which we equate the time derivative of the momentum to the

force due to the field acting on the particle,

K =e(E+ IvXH)

we write, according to Eq. (3.33a):

K - I d m -, e E. + I (v X H) (3.34)

and dividing through '41 - 03 there results:

du =, e 2 k (3.35)
dT ,

from Eqs. (3.6), (3.21), and (3.33). We have thus obtained the equation for the relativistic motion of a

particle in an external field.
Now if T is the kinetic energy of our particle, the total energy E may be represented by T + ep where

,p is the scalar potential of the external field. Hence, from the sum of the two four vectors defined by Eqs.
(3.15) and (3.31) we may form the four vector:

pi = u + eAi

or: pi = u. + eA.; p2 = u, + eA,; pa = u, + eA,; p4 = iE = i(T + eP) (3.36)

We shall designate the space components of u, and pi as kinetic momentum and total momentum
respectively. Finally, Eqs. (3.32) and (3.36) may be combined to yield:

luis = Z(pi - eA)I = -p; (3.37a)
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We agree that the straightforward expansion of Eq. (3.37a) is:

(p1 - eA,)' + (p: - eA,)1 + (p3 - eA,)' - T2 = -p, (3.37b)

and using Eq. (3.37b) for the momentum-energy relation we shall accept as the Hamiltonian the following:

R = V + T = e p +4/0 + (p -eA)3 (3.38a)
By the binomial theorem:

H = eiFp 4 _ + _- 
(p - 1A ) = I (p -eA)'_+

Pe 2 "

eo + (p - eA)2  (3.38b)

for v << c, i.e., for the non-relativistic case and where the constant term p is neglected.

3.4. THE RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN FOR PARTICLES PLUS FIELD

Now the fields which we shall utilize in Eqs. (3.38) must include the field produced by the charge with

which the field is interacting, this latter interaction producing the self-force.

Eqs. (3.38) then give the Hamiltonian in which the particle-field interaction is included for a charged

particle in the relativistic or non-relativistic cases.

Now let us obtain a Hamiltonian for our field. To begin with "gauge invariance" tells us that E and H

are not changed when A and p are replaced by A' = A + V and ip' = v - t/c, and we utilize this fact

by choosing t such that p' is zero. Then from Eqs. (3.13a) and (3.13b) we obtain, instead of Eqs. (3.14),

the following:

V . A + 4 rp = 0 (3.39a)

C

-- V'A + V(V. A) = 4irpv (3.39b)
c11 c

and we shall only concern ourselves with this vector potential. Let us suppose we may express A(xyzt) as:

A(xyzt) = -q, (g)A1(xyz) (3.40)

Let us consider the i-th homogeneous form of Eq. (3.39b) for Aj:

V 2 A + (3.41)

according to Eq. (3.40).
If we confine the field to a cube of side I and admit the boundary conditions,

A,(oyz) = Ai(lyz), etc.

V. A, = 0
the solution to Eq. (3.37) is surely:

Aq = i" 4  sin (nix + ny + n3z) = eii i 4 sin (kC.r)

A, = e , cos (kg. r)

or finally: A, = eiij !exp Oi k.r)] (3.42a)
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where r is a position vector and ki is nbw in the direction of motion of this i-th plane wave. In addition,
the Ai have been normalized to unity in the box such that

f A- Aid= 4IC ,l

Eq. (3.42a) simply serves to illustrate insofar as we are concerned that an expansion in plane waves
at le st has the cursory appearance of a reasonable procedure.

lqiA, = Zq,,uij (3.42b)

Now we let the subscript i refer to the direction of propagation - i opposite to - i - and j prescribe
the direction of polarization (the direction of E), j = 1 indicating a longitudinal wave andj - 2,3 a trans.
verse wave. Thus:

A = Zqaiui

= At + At = _Zquj + Zqjuj (3.43)

where A has been separated into longitudinal and transverse components.

Now, remembering that Viiiii = - -
? uj + V(V. ul) = V2u,

-sinceV X = - 2 +V (V" ) -Eq. (3.39b) becomes:

I it+ i qt)ut + I-Zq,uz 1- pv (3.44a)

or after multiplication by ii or U, and integration over our box:*

q8 + V,'q, = fpi8 , vdv (3.44b)

I - v dv (3.44c)

by Eq. (3.39b).
Let us note that, since Eq. (3.41b) corresponds to forced oscillation, the transverse wave may be

quantized, but, since Eq. (3.41c) corresponds to a free particle motion under the influence of a force not
dependent on the position coordinate, the longitudinal component may not he so quantized.

It can be shown - we shall not do so, but it is a quite straightforward procedure - that the Hamilton
equations which can be obtained from Eqs. (3.44b) and (3.44c) arise from the Hamiltonian:

H = Zj(Pi + ,'2j~q) + ZA 1 ,PS + Z14s1, + [pk - ehA1' (3.45)
91k

where the third term corresponds to that occurring in Eq. (3.38a). The appearance of this term should
not come as a surprise since Eq. (3.10c) allows the presence of charged particles in the cube under con-
sideration.

We may rewrite the second sum'"n as the Coulomb interaction between the particles. Thus, the
contribution of the longitudinal wave to the Hamitonian drops out4 Finally, when we add the porion
of the Hamiltonian due to an external field there results:

e Urthouormality of the U me yiseds the rest.
SThIe coetrbutiota of these waves to A within the racekt In the thid tern also dappers.
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H = Z [Mta + (Pa - e% Zq,,ui, - etA')']' + I Z ( gp, + i'pjqj,'
k i I

+ IjZ - + Zeke (k) (3.46)
arib it

The four terms in Eq. (3.46) represent (1) the kinetic energy of the particles and the interaction of

thes particles with the light waves, (2) the energy of the light waves, (3) electrostatic interaction between

the particles, and (4) the interaction between the particles and the external field.

From Eq. (3.46):
H, I(P, + "g'q2 jqt) (3.47a)

At this point, it behooves us to rewrite a portion of Eq. (3.43) as:

A = Z(qju, + "qtij) + ,,(qu + 41WI) (3.48)
t I

Now, however, q, and -4 are not canonical in that they do not satisfy the canonical equations of Ham.

Oton. This requires the introduction of the new canonical variables:

Qg = q, + 4g (3.49a)

Ps = -ipt(q, - 4t) = Q, (3.49b)

Substitution of these equations into Eq. (3.47a) yields:

H = j(Ptl + v8 2Q1) (3.47b)

This is the Hamiltonian of a harmonic radiation oscillator, and it is apparent that its energy eigenvalues

must correspond to those of the well known harmonic oscillator.

Es = (nj + J)hpt (3.50)

This equation tells us that each one of the infinite number of radiation oscillators in our volume possesses

a ero point energy of Jhr' so that even for each of the oscillators in the ground state the volume is possessed

of an infinite energy. Assuming this difficulty to be a formal one, we write simply for H'0:

H = Z[pa' + (Pk - eaZ(qu j + ,ut,) - e*)']' + Znhyt

+ j X 'ek + Zeop (3.51)
s~h r1, a

3.5 REEXPRESSION AND UTILIZATION OF THE COMPLETE HAMILTONIAN

In order to put Eq. (3.51) in an oft-encountered form, we note that:

L- vs =a _ c(p., - eaA)

-s -p. [a' + (Pa - eA)']t ; etc. (3.52a)

according to Hamilton's equations, and, if we square and add the v-components given by Eq. (3.52a), we

can obtain:
mtw

p - eA = _ (3.52b)

Utilizing Eqs. (3.52) we may write Ha as:

Hk = e -+ vt. (pk - ekA) + 1%41 - , (3.53)
C
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which, according to Dirae, satisfies the equation:

(Ek - ehV)jq - [.t " (pt - eA) + yW] 1, (3.54)

where now .k and ?VA are matrices satisfying the following commutation relations:
as7 +I 'Yet = 0 as% + aa. -- 0

a.* = a,' = a22 I )' (3.55a)
Specifically, these matrices are:

0 o ' 1 01) (3.55b)

with each element representing a two by two matrix, the 4" being the well known Pauli spin matrices:Io ) o 11
I= 0 1 q= 1 0)

.. (o 0) . (0 °l)
We might pause for a moment to give a portion of Eq. (3.54) specifically. Suppose ' = u(s)u(r)

where u(s) is a function only of the spin coordinates and u(r) a function of only the space coordinates. Then:
[a.p. - ea.A. +.] a ,p.j +..

c _'. .)u(,) au(r)+

where the or are given by Eq. (3.55c) and the remainder of the equation takes an analogous form.
According to Eq. (3.53), Eq. (3.51) takes on the form:

H - Z a " (p, -- eA) + -; + etv ] + +.-- Zn0, (3.56)

and we are now in a position to separate this Hamiltonian into a perturbed and an unperturbed portion
such that:

H - Ho + H' (3.57a)
We select these parts of the Hamiltonian as:

Ho = Z [S. (p& - eA') + yAh + eqi] + i + Zna hiH, + H, (3.57h)
b rib

IH' = - ,. A H, (3.57c)

where H, is the Hamiltonian of the particle, H, is the Hamiltonian of the field, and H,, is the Hamiltonian
of the interaction between the particle and the feld. We might note that the A' and le remaining in the
particle Hamiltonian are associated only with the external field.

If we now revert to the non.relativistic approximation of Eq. (3.38b) we obtain:
1

H, =- (p. - .A)' (3.5a)

from which:
H , - 2@p -,'- ,, A' + seA., + f.,p) (3.57b')

H'- - (2pi' A - e,, (3.S7c')
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Let us now consider H' as given by Eq. (3.57c') since we shall be primarily concerned with this non.
relativistic case. Where the unperturbed Hamiltonian allows for no change in the number of photons in
the field - note this through the term Zn$'v - the perturbing portion of the Hamiltonian does just this.

This is of no little importance, for, since this term gives the interaction between radiation and matter, it
follows that no changes in this photon number may occur in the absence of matter.* The first term in Eq.
(3.57c') refers to absorptions or emissions of one photon - by matter - in a given process, while the second
term refers to absorptions or emissions of two photons or the simultaneous absorption and emission of two
photons - one each way.

From Eq. (3.48) the first term in Eq. (3.57c') becomes:

~PA; ' p *(qAi + jA,) (3.58)

Now before doing anything more with this equation, let us consider the eigenfunctions of the operator H.
We surely expect these eigenfunctions to describe the system particles plus field. Let us take one particle
for simplicity and suppose the quantum number n to describe the state of this particle, while the quantum
numbers n, n2, n3, ... describe the state of the denumerably infinite number of radiation oscillators in
the volume. Then:

ON = 0,,,,,1 •.. (qqiqqa.•. .) = ,(q) 0., (q )$, (qz) ....

and the matrix elements of H(1)' are:

* (H(1)9ANM = f... f t(q) 4~, (qi) ... H()~mq# 1 g)... dd... (3.60)

Due to the behavior of the Hermite polynomials which go to make up the harmonic oscillator eigen-
functions, the matrix elements of q, may be found as the familiar ones:

V#(n, + 1) for mi n, + 1
( q d .,,^ = q .

0 for mi ni - 1 (3.61a)

0 for mi = n, +1

f(qisnin,-i0ridqi = X ni form, = ni - 1 (3.61b)

In the general manner of wave mechanics p must be replaced by -ihc V. Thus the dot product
(p . A,) is the gradient in the direction of Aj according to Eq. (3.39b). Now, we recall that (ki • r) is, in
essence, the projection of r on the wave propagation direction, which direction in turn is perpendicular to
Ai. Thus, operating on exp i(k,. r) with -/*c Vi yields zero so that the following is valid:

(- ViV ) exp [i(ki" r)]Om(q) = exp fi(k," r)](-ig V,).(q) + 0 (3.62)
Finally, utilizing Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62) we obtain:

*1 ) ,. .,,. ..;,,, ..., .

_ C ~I~!~fi(q) ki -r) ) (-i# V,)O'(q)dr

Some of the "thinkers" ruminations on matter models tend to cloud this appearancewise straightforward s t
but we shall content ourselves with 'leaving it where it is." "Things are precisely what they seem." Indignatius.
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- I (Q,),, (3.63a)

Eq. (3.63a) then gives us the matrix elements of the first order - in e - interaction between the light
field and the particle for the non-relativistic came. The result is appearancewise the same if we let (Q),
be given by:

---E. Zf ,u(q) exp [i(k r)] a'O,,,(q)d (3.63b)
c#



CHAPTER 4

STARK BROADENING

We turn now to a consideration of the broadening of spectral lines by the electric fields of the molecules

which surround the emitting molecule.

4.1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Before doing so, however, let us touch briefly on the Stark splitting of a spectral line by an external

electric field. In Chapter 2 the magnetic quantum number M, which specifies the spatial orientation of the

angular momentum vector, has arisen. It is qualitatively apparent and quantitatively confirmable that, in

the absence of a field of force, M has no effect on the level energies but, as we have seen, serves only as one

of the level degeneracy parameters. There is, in fact, no reason that spatial orientation should affect level

energy when :ao unique direction in space, which may be used to differentiate between various orientations,

exists.

Let us now impose an electric field E on the gas, thus establishing the requisite unique axis in space.

Suppose, for example, the gas to consist of linear dipole molecules. Classically then, the dipoles will be

under the influence of a force which tends to align them with the electric field, the magnitude of this force

being dependent on the angle between E and the dipole axis. Quantum mechanically, we may consider this

angle as a discontinuous function of M. Hence in the case of a linear dipole rotator, the unique J levels will

be split into several levels for which the energy displacement from that of the original level will be dependent

on the value of M. The spectral lines arising from transitions among levels split in this manner will, of

course, also be split.

Stark1 s originally suggested applying this principle to the broadening of a spectral line, and later

HoltsmarkSS ss carried out the first analytical attack on the problem.*
Holtsmark felt that Fuchtbauer and Hoffmann's investigation,4 for one, of the broadening of the

Cs and Na lines by N at high pressure left something to he desired in the Lorents theory of pressuret
broadening, since this experiment showed a much larger line width than was prophesied by that theory.

Holtsmark also advanced the premise that "... according to the new conception of light emission as per-

taining to quanta, the plausibility of the Lorentz explanation decreases, because it becomes entirely improb.

able that emission results from oscillating electrons."" These would appear to be valid reasonas** for a new

approach to the problem of pressure broadening, and Holtsmark's approach led to a Stark-effect explanation,

of this phenomenon.

We begin, with Holtmark, by considering an emitting atom which is assigned the label 0. This emitter

*In order to alleviate the anguish which this remark may cause some of the m diligent perusers, of dh literat re a word
of arification would appear to be in order. In several portions of the literature one finds References 65 and/or 66 attributed
to Debye. This is simply not correct, but the probable reonse o the error may be deduced. Debye wrote a two.page. sm-

quantitative articles or the subject of Stark broadening which Immediately preceded Hohsmrk's artile hn the Physilehlawe
Zeitsbrift for 1919, and it would appear that this juxtaposition has considerably confused the reference situation ever sm.

tThis is a por term which we shall replace by "foreign gas" or "self" wherever posile.
*The latter perhaps not too much so, sice we could .. , appeal to respadenem... " (See iqM CQap. &)
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is surrounded by a large numberN of disturbing molecules (or ions) with assigned labels 1,..,Nin general n.
Each of these surrounding molecules will contribute to an electric field at the location of 0, and this field will
thus be the sum of these N, components. Were these perturbing atoms at rest, there would be a constant
electric field at 0, and a Stark splitting of the emitted lines would result. The molecular motions change this
situation, however. By virtue of these motions of the broadening molecules various molecular system
configurations will exist from time to time, and these with varying probabilities. To each of these various
configurations will correspond a field strength at the emitter which will occur with the probability of the
molecular configuration. Quite obviously then, various Stark splittings may occur with these varying
probabilities and, in a manner which will be more apparent after a study of the mathematics of the situation,
a line broadening, instead of a simple line splitting, should result.

4.2. TIE PROBABILITY OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH AT THE EMITTER

Holtsmarku* began with the assumption that the probability of a particular field strength E0 is a
function of E0 and set out to determine this probability.

Let the components of the field strength at 0 due to the n-th perturber be X., Y, Z,. The components
of E. will then be given by:

Mi N, N,
X0--ZX.; Yo--ZY.; Zo=ZZ (4.1)

1 1 1

We desire the probability that
Xo lies between Xo and Xo + dXo
Yo lies between Yo and Yo + dYo (4.2)
Z0 lies between Z0 and Z0 + dZ0

Let the position of the n-th broadener be specified by the m coordinates xj,, x2., , x.. Then the

X,, Y., Z, are functions of these m coordinates. It follows that the X0, Y0, Zo of Eq. (4.1) are functions of
the Nm coordinates belonging to the N, surrounding atoms. An Nm dimensional space is next set up, and
to each point in this space there now corresponds a stipulated field strength. These points will be distributed
in space according to some probability law or, what amounts to the same thing, some density function.

The probability that x i, ,. , x,. lie in the range dLi, 42.., dx.. may be expressed as:

S.dx.1 .... drmj (4.3)

where a, is a function of the xi,, Xi,... xn. It follows that the probability that all Njm coordinates he in
the range dxu l ... dxmN, is:

1 ... Na 11d 12... dXimdX2, ... dXvm (4.4)

It should be noted that this coordinate distribution establishes our electric field strength within a

certain small range.
In certain portions of our Nint dimensional space the range requirements for the field components as

given by Eq. (4.2) will be satisfied. On the other hand, it is apparent that these requirements will not be
satisfied in certain portions of space. It follows from these considerations that, with Holtsmark, we must
now obtain the probability of meeting the requirements of Eq. (4.2).

*The editorial or typesetting errors which appear in this artice are so numems that the author fees they ould be brought
to the attention of those who may feel inclined to study the original. In almost all cases they ean be picked up rather mrad1y
by considering the development which immediately precedes and folows them, but, nonetheless, they do eate a rta ams
of confusion without forewarning.
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U Eq. (4.4) is integrated over those portions of space satisfying Eq. (4.2) and this result is divided by
the integral of Eq. (4.4) over all space, the field strength probability function is obtained:

W (X0 Yo, Zo) f ...fo o, rdi .. dm,(.a

V I
sa"alpace

where:
VNo f f J Ui ... aN, dxu... x(.b)

W(Xo,YO,Zo) may be defined by interpreting W(Xo,Yo,Zo) dXodYodZo as the probability that Xo,Yo,Zo
satisfy Eq. (4.2).

We might consider Eq. (4.5a) more specifically since it is a rather important one in this development.
The integrand provides us with the probability that a volume element which satisfies Eq. (4.2) will be occu.
pied by a system point - a point which specifies a certain configuration of the atomic system of perturbers.
VN, serves to normalize this probability, the need for which normalization is apparent.

The evaluation of Eq. (4.5a) now becomes of major importance. Holtsmark used what might be con-
sidered a modified form of the method developed by Markofl 1n for this evaluation.

The first step is the multiplication of Eq. (4.5a) by the proper Dirichlet factors in order to transform
this integral into an integral over all space. The Dirichlet factors for this transformation are:

+6

H(X)= f yfdt(4.6a)
-6

+

H( I si ' dr (4.6b)

H(Y) T xi .) X0(.a

-6c

+6o

_1 f sin. - . (7H(Z) x ,, . x. . (4.6c)
6

where:

a i-dX ; T < aZX,,(x ... x,,,,) - (4.7a)

1

"P = <dY. ; < = Z,, (Xl,...x 6 ) - o (4.7b)1

7~ liZ < x <,(:..xR - (4.8c)

Certain relations among the factors in Eqs. (4.6) may be written as foilows:

-a<T~a(4.8a)

- #< <B(4.8b)

- <x< (4.8c)

If Eq. (4.8a) is valid, Eq. (4.6a) is equal to one. If Eq. (4.8a) is not valid, Eq. (4.6a) is zero. A con-
sideration of Eq. (4.7a) will show that this is simply another way of stating Eq. (4.2). In like manner the
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validity of Eqs. (4.8b) and (4.8c) control the values of Eqs. (4.6b) and (4.6c) aeording to Eqs. (4.7b) and

(4.7c).
By Eqs. (4.7) a, P, and -, are infinitely small so that:

sina sin _,; sin ̂ = (4.9)
t . a ; I 8 r -r

If Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) are substituted into Eqs. (4.6) the result is:

H(X)=-2dX0 j e4 '1~x)dE (4.10a)

Ni

Jv f ilyn-xoe)

H(Y) 2f dYoj e I YYd, 7  (4.10b)

00

H(Z) dZo  ei, nd-zddr (4.10c)

Now multiply Eq. (4.5a) by Eqs. (4.10):

JV(X-, Y o, Zo)dXodYodZo 8 dXodYodZ, fJJ dgd"

i(fX8+1.YO +Cz) 1 r / t(n+'ZY+C1Zn)

space

The X., Y., Z. are functions of the xi, .• x,,,, while the X0, YO, Z0 are constants in all the integrations,

It should be stipulated now that all the broadening molecules are considered the same, that is, the Stark

broadening is not treated for the case where, for molecules, more than one compound (element) acts as a

broadening agent. In this event, identical electric field strength components X,, Y., Z. will be the same

functions Of xn, xs,,... , xvn,. Let us briefly consider the reason for this. Suppose the broadening molecules

may be considered as quadrapoles insofar as the field which they produce is concerned. Then, since the field

produced will be a function of the quadrapole moment and the coordinates of the molecule, and since the

quadrapole moments for like molecules will be the same, the field strength components will differ only for

differing xl,, x,,... x,,,. It also follows from these consideraltions that for identical Xn, Yn,Zno 1, 2,... 9 ,V

will all be equal.
These equalities among the coordinates and their probalility functions lead to a very fortunate simplifi.

cation of Eq. (4.11). The inner integral can be broken up into the product of N, identical integrals, each of

which is integrated only over the m coordinate. of a single molecule. The result is:

JNI - , . A / t'0 +C) e 1d.r. . . . v  (4.12)

.PFCC

In Eq. (4.12) the principle enumerated in the preceding paragraph has been applied to V,. Thus

Eq. (4.11) becomes:

VaX, Y, Z.) - if ... f e" Jf+ ..... .x EI."(.3
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It is at this stage of the development that Holtsmark departed from the Markoff method and proceeded
with an integral evaluation scheme which he attributed to Debye.

4.3. THE INTRODUCTION OF SPECIFIC FIELD PRODUCERS

Let us form the dot product s • E where:

E = iX +j Y + kZ (4.14a)

s = it + j + kr (4.14b)

It might be mentioned that E. n, r will be constants for the integration over xj, . . ., x.

Eq. (4.12) may now be transformed into spherical polar coordinates and integrated after an expression
for E has been obtained.

A molecule we here consider as something or other which is made up of a number of charges, e.. Let us
establish a moving reference frame at the center of the molecule and determine the potential which would
exist at the point x, y, z due to these charges. If r is the position vector of the point x, y, a, r, is the positions
vector of the s-th charge, and R, the sum of these two vectors, then the fact that

R.' = (x - x.)' + (y - y.)* + (z - z-)'

i r[1 + (r2 )2 2(r- r,) + ""(4.15)

yields the potential:
e. = Ze, _ (r. Zesr.) 1 (rer. - 32, e. (" .., R, r ra 2rs  I ra

Ze. 1 L 1[ r.rer e,. ( x -. I 2

r 1

6Zez'( _ 6e xtyx (4.16)y~r

in which the final form of the potential is the most informative. The rapid convergence of the final series
in Eq. (4.16) is generally considered as assured by the assumption r >> r. When one considers the small
portion of space encompassed by the atom, this assumption appears reasonably valid. It is true, however,
that the question as to what transpires when the broadener closely approaches the emitter is a rather
embarrassing one.

Holtsmark deals with the three cases (a) none of the terms disappears (b) the first term disappears
(c) the first and second terms disappear. The rapid convergence of the series tells us that we may neglect
all terms but the first in case (a) and all but the second in case (b). Case (c) would appear to be self.
explanatory with respect to ignoration. Thus, these three cases yield the following field producers:

1. Ions
2. Dipoles
3. Quadrupoles
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An ion may be defined as a charged molecule. A dipole may be defined as a system of charges which

gives rise to the second term in Eq. (4.16) but not to the first. A quadrupole is defined by the third term

in this equation.
For these three cases we must now specify s E where E is the electric field strength and s is the position

vector.
For the ion we have:

V = e. E =V = r

r r ra

which gives:

a E (r s) s cos ts (4.17)

ra r2

In Eq. (4.17) s s s a, and t is the angle between r and s. The dipole potential is

r - - (4.18)
rs  y4

where 1 is the dipole moment, a definition of convenience. Hence:

r. g 1 3 r . JA ---- - (4.19)
E=7 =Vr, Ia  - r 1 r"

So that:

E (s.)- 3 (r. ) (s. r) (4.20)

In Eq. (4.20) we may write:

s. - scosa; r.p-=risco; sr =srcos

Now consider Fig. (4.1).
Spherical coordinates may be introduced as follows. s is taken as the polar axis. a and - are then the

polar angles 0, and #2 respectively, and the azimuth angles 0, and Vs are as indicated. 0, the angle between

IA and r, is given by:

cos co - c os +sin 1sin th cos ( - 9t) (4.21)

Substitution of Eq. (4.21) into Eq. (4.20) yields:

a -ju [coo 01 - 3 coo 02 (coo ih cos N, + sin 0, sin t, cm, (vi - )](4.22)

Finally, the quadrupole potential must be considered. This potential - the term in braces in Eq. (4.16)

- may be simplified by a rotation of the coordinate system which has been attached to the molecule. The

quadrupole moment is analogous to the rotary inertia tensor, and we may diagonalise the matrix of this

moment by a rotation of the coordinate axes to which it is referred, thus eliminating terms of the type

X e4y.. We can assume this operation to have been carried out so that only the diagonal constants of the

quadrupole remain.
01 - 1 e - Z 4Y.'; es - Z (4.23)
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If an atom is symmetric about some axis we obtain an analogy to the symmetric rotator case of the

moments of inertia. Holtsmark assumed this simplification so that 81 = 02. Hence:

1 (_ )+o, (1- + 0,(,-

- () 3 - Os) (-.' - y + 2z) - A (4.24)
2r' 2r'

where:
A =0 3 -02; -'-x -y+2W

From Eq. (4.24)

E._ Ax (~2\#

-E - 5 ') E, Li Ax - ~ 2 -5-' (4.25)
ay 2r$ r\ az r s

Again spherical polar coordinates are adopted as shown in Fig. (4.2).
c is the molecular figure axis. It follows that:

s, = s sin 01 co h x = r sin. 2 cos V,

sU = s sin 01 sin 9 y = r sin Os sin p (4.26)

S, = s Cos 1  z = rcoso%

Utilizing Eq. (4.26), we obtain:
s"E = s3E8+-i sE, -+"sE, A,41

E-- +2 cos 0 co6 ,-sin 01 sin 02 cos (i- ,)} (7 -15 cos ) (4.27)

A consideration of Eqs. (4.17), (4.22), and (4.27) indicates that these three cases may all be represented

by:
S

s.E = ±WV (4.28)

where w. is a function of the angles and p may take on the values 2, 3, or 4.
Eq. (4.28) may now be substituted into Eq. (4.12) to obtain:

Jef7 e. e dx, x.... , (4.29)

The transformation of the coordinates xj,..., x. to the coordinates r, 01, Ob P, q is in order. After
the transformation all positions are referred to the center of the molecule and, further, all directions of a
vector from this center are equally probable. Thus, since the molecular distribution is a random one:

Uadi ... dx. = rIr sin dO, sin #d9 dv (4.30)

The limits of integration are taken as 0 from 0 to ir, p from 0 to 2r, and r from 0 to R, thus enclosing
the gas in a sphere of radius R.

It follows that:
V -f ... f r*r sin #140 sin #,",,d.m - 1----R2 4.1- ~(4.1)

Now the transformation to solid angles is made by utilizing the relations:

- sin #jd&%dv, ; AT - sin O v (4.32)
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so that Eq. (4.29) becomes:

J (4.33)
al a, 0

If we let u = nW then (neypdu = rdr and Eq. (4.33) becomes:rp \ p
00j 3R' !f 3/ u -+pdom =- e- u d "-du

\ p ff ' (4.34)
a

t

where a = Sl pRP"

Eq. (4.34) cannot be carried further for the general case, but rather, it is necessary to consider it sepa.
rately for the ion, the dipole, and the quadrupole. These three cases will now be considered in this order.

4.4. THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE ION

In the case of the ion p = 2, and the integral in u may be successively integrated by parts to obtain:
o0 00

/+Uu_5/2- 2 a/2e+ 4 ia1/2U 2dU (4.35)

a a

The integral on the right of Eq. (4.35) may be evaluated as:

. 1 = J u U-1 /2 du - f etu112da
a 0 0

= e"' r ( I)-( + it + P iul +.. )u-1/2du

0

= r e'- - 2a12 _ 2 _,3/ _1 i2a/2 ... (4.36)*
3 5 2

This series for a appears reasonably well justified in consideration of the small value of a. A straightfor.

ward substitution of Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) into Eq. (4.34) yields:
3 •f a" 2 _ i1/2

+ /4 .1/2 a 2 a3/2 (4.37)

3 34 ea
All terms in Eq. (4.37) with the exception of the first term in the bracket and the first term in the

parenthesis are now dropped as small so that, after developing e as a power series, one obtains:

J = I ff &W [ 1 + ia + 2/0 Vr e 4 as/ + . ." (4.38)

A rather appalling number of terms have been thrown out in the last few operations, but the facts that

(a) one is forced to pursue this course in order to solve the problem, and (b) the development has been

predicated on large R, do tend to justify the ignoration.
0

*By defnition r(s + i) -f-o, - X!
0
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uw is a cosine function. Thus, a, which is a function of "o integrated over 01 and ' is zero. Eq. (4.38)

then becomes on partial integration:

7~. 1 ff d0./J I+ 1P16J (4.39)

if we set wo, ] f Eq. (4.39) becomes:

'r 4 w NI =-1 - 2'Ve"7 3/' 2 3 (4.40
3 x N 1 (4

N, is obviously a large number. Then since I - ) -/ e- x , we may write:

j, = exp ie js3/2 3 4wN,/ (4.41)

Also,

I fff 4 3/2 cosa/2 O, sin 06d4,dodf = Ea/
1 l f co 8 /2ti sin ~did,

0

+ e/ 0fc 8/2 t1 5in t 1d#1 = e312 (1 - i) (4.42)

r/2

So that, when it is recalled that e 4 2 Eq. (4.31) becomes:2

JN = exp ( -Y rs 3/2e/2 -4
2lNru'%" (4.43)

4.5. THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE DIPOLE

We turn now to the calculation of jN, for the dipole. The integral in u in Eq. (4.34) is:

J'U -2 du = ae"' + ife"'u ~= ae + i [fe'U 1du - J idu] (4.44)
a a 0 0

where here a M Wt4

We replace - 1 in Eq. (4.44) by -1 + A where A is very small and may be set equal to zero in the limit.
This gives:

f(a,A) =Jeu-l+Adu -fe -1+AdU

0 0

r(A) iu - +  [I+iu+ iVu' + ... dui&

0

r() aA+iaIA+i a2+ (4.45)
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By MacLaurin expansion:
a A 1+Aloga+... 1 "loga+... (4.46)
A A A

From the relations:

r(A)r(1 - A) i n 7 "sin Ar

r(1 - A) = r(1) - Ar'(1)

-A A.1r

2 "A)

one obtains:

r(A) 2 + (i J j)_1F'1 (4.47)
iA  sin irA [r(1)-Ar' (1)] A 2

Substitute Eqs. (4.46) and (4.47) into Eq. (4.45) and pass to the limit A = 0 to obtain:

f(aA) = r'(1) - i' - loga -ia ... (4.48)
2 22

Eq. (4.48) in conjunction with Eq. (4.45) yields:
l/f 7 [ " ( --- log a- /i-a- (4,49)1ff II4)J' I- e' + iir'(1)- i

+ 2 22

Develop e ' in a power series; insert the value for V and for aRs = pswa and ut& ae the fact that

ff a dfW = 0 to rewrite Eq. (4.49) as follows:

J = 1 - 3R f AM ' [a log a + (i + ) +... (4.50)16vW=J3JJ

The expression for a is substituted into Eq. (4.50) and all terms of higher order than oa.g a are dropped
as small.

JJ(log u + log ) dfldW (4.51)

In Eq. (4.51) logus will be a constant for the integration so that this term, due to thtpe.endlicity of ws,

will be sero after integration as has occurred in the previous development. Again the numboer of atoms per
unit of volume will be N so that:

N ffi- R'N (4.52)
3

Also let: 1iii' = i4  ff I w , ,w Ak' (4.53)

Using Eqs. (4.52) and (4.53) in Eq. (4.51) and applying the approximation (I - 0 ewe obtain:

f , e- -
"

' 
, (4.54)
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where r% is defined by Eqs. (4.53) and (4.22). Holtsmark evaluated Eq. (4.53) graphically and obtained
,f -0.345#i. Thus Eq. (4.54) becomes:

jN- = e- 4(0,4)5).N f= e -4.6U"2  (4.55)

4.6. THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE QUADRUPOLE

Finally, J ' for the quadrupole where p = 4 must be evaluated. For the quadrupole:

vJ .  e' U -/ ds da' (4.56)

The integral in u is evaluated in the same manner as was done for the ion.

w !uf/du = 4 [e"a-_/ + ie-I'(k) - 4ial/' - 5 a5-/4 (4.57)

where a = Asw4

Hence:

j J flll'[+ tw (A (!±)I i (4.58)

In Eq. (4.58) higher order terms have been dropped as in the ion and dipole cases. We then obtain:

JN, = exp [, r(j) 3 N ( 2)'/ i, /, (4.59)

where, as usual:

16r21 j~ ff Jlfw/

Utilizing Eq. (4.27), Holtsmark graphically evaluated iw,/' to obtain wa'1 f .70 (1 + is/).,
Hence:

, =i = exp .o(,rr(i) 4. 70 ( + e') N( 4s)'/4]

Note that:
__ 5W(1 + e'') = e'' +e' " e'r =e'+.e'1' - 2 co-- -0.7665

r(j) = 3.6256
Hence:

jN= e-4.87N(As) (4.60)

Eqs. (4.43), (4.55), and (4.60) thus provide JN1 for the three cases under consideration. We may now
turn our attention to the evaluation of W(XOYoZO) as given by Eq. (4.13).

+0Il f f f d j q r s Qx s+ r + z .) J N 4 . 1W(XO YOZo) = 81r3 JJ d~diidLe- " J (4.61)
-0

*In his first paper on the subject0 Holtamark gave the value 1.66 (1 + i/2). He later reporte an errao as a result of
this value which indicates that the correct value of 3411 should be as given above.
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4.7. THE FIELD PROBABILITY FUNCTION FOR THE THREE SPECIAL CASES

Holtsmark chose the dipole case for the first evaluation, since, in Eq. (4.55) shas the exponent one. For

the dipole then:

W(AXYOZo) Jffdtqde-'(#X4+1y'+(z) e-a (4.62)

where: e. - 4.54 AN.
In Eq. (4.62) X0YOZ 0 can be taken as the components of a vector E0 which is independent of s, the

vector with components itt. Then the exponent in Eq. (4.62) is obviously the dot product E0' a = E0s cos a
where here 0 is the angle between Eo and s. Now transform from the rectangular coordinates t to the

spherical polar coordinates sido.
dtdid# = s= ain dOdopds

Eq. (5.57) thus becomes:

W(XoY.o) = - Jjsin dJ 'ds&--', '%--- (4.63)
0 0 0

Integrate over 0 and -p to obtain:

E0sWCAYOZo) = 4W2 - - sn F (4.64)

0

We write sin(Eos) as an exponential and take the imaginary part.

;V(XoYoZ 0) J {of (+ @ds } (4.65)

Let -t = (-4i + E 0i) so that the integral in Eq. (4.65) becomes a gamma or factorial fimcion.

Wr~x ~ 1ofo =17 (2) Ii 1 s (4.66)_
"(XoYo 0) ~ ~fi "( - C3 + Eoi)TE f ' (' + E6')' (4.66)

Eq. (4.66) gives us for the dipole the field strength probability function which we have been seeking.

A "Normalfeldstarke" may be defined as:

E. = c3 = 4.54N (4.67)

Let 0 give the relation between this "Normalfeldstarke" and the actual field strength.

E. (4.68)

Now we replace the volume element dXodYodZo by 4rEldE. From Eq. (4.66):
1 1 1 1 1 1

W AoOZO -, ;i T(1 3 + 0)2 C? (4.69)

Hence: W(Eo)dEo = 4irEo'W(XoYoZo)dEo

4 1 Eo' =4 PdP
7 (1 + P252' (I +-IV ), (4.70a)
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Fig. (4.3) furnishes a plot of W(Eo) vs. Das given by Eq. (4.70a). After we have obtained W(E6) for
the ion and the quadrupole, we can consider the significance of these plots.

The case of the ion may be taken up next. As in the case of the dipole, let

E. a - E06 cos 0 (4.71a)
diodvd = s' sin O ¢dv (4.71b)

jIr, = e-4jlluh,,,I " (4.71c)

After integration over 0 and eo the equation which corresponds to Eq. (4.64) is obtained as:

a

W(XOYOZO) = sse -  am" I'  ( sin (Ea)
E0s (4.72)*

0

The integral in Eq. (4.72) is not directly evaluable, so that a series development of sin (Eos) is called for.
2 'd_ 1-/3; Eo

Let: Ea = V213; dS 2 1 (4.73a)

and:
sin 0 /8 = 01 013 + -L 0 -13- +1 1 1 +''" (4.73b)

lin-6 120 5040

Upon substitution of Eqs. (4.73) into Eq. (4.72) we obtain:
6

W(XoYoZo)= 3-IE-f ,,[ 6 + 1B 6 120 50 4 + dv (4.74)
0

It is apparent that each term in Eq. (4.74) can be expressed as a gamma function.
If: 1 = , = ,

#i~ 8/2 F;3

Then: E = o12 = 2.61N2/se (4.75)'

4
If we take as the mean separation of two of the particles ro, then _ wroN = 1 where Nis, as usual, the par.

3
ticle density. This mean particle separation would then give about the same result for a normal field strength,
namely, for E,,' = 2.60 N1 e.

Again we take the "Normalfeldstarke" as the unit of field strength. Eq. (4.74) becomes:
I1 14 111

W(XOYO) I [r(2)# - -(6)--. (4.76a)

Or: W(XoYoZo) =- 1 [I - 0.46280, + 0.1227P' - 0.02325P --.. .] (4.76b)

In analogy with the dipole case:

W(Eo)dEo = W(XoYoZo) 4s'E0
2dEo = 4 Vdp(1 - 0.4628P2 + 0.1227P - 0.0232504 +...) (4.76b)

If we now let v - Es we obtain Unsold's Eq. (55) 2 developed by Veuweij T", namely. OF'() - a fi.n..- ,,.WOO
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A consideration of Eq. (4.70b) shows that the series converges only for smail . For the case of large 0,
Holtamark wrote sin(E0s) in Eq. (4.67) as an exponential taking the imaginary part and expressed e - -"'
as a series to obtain:

ffi I 3 dsse84" I- CO /2 +2t !s' 8 8/6 + ' -i .. (4.77)
ffj2gwF1  2s 6 C / 2 4~t a

0

Eq. (4.77) may be expressed as a series of gamma functions if we let iEos = -t.

W(XOYOZO) E r(2) + ic' r(7) -Io r(5) + iE4h8/ r (13 + .... (4.78)
W o (ioEo)' (iEO)712  \2 2 (E) 6 01/

Hence: W(Eo)dEo " 1.496 1 + 2.5514. + (4.70c)*

The plot resulting from Holtsmark's incorrect versions of Eqs. (4.70b) and (4.70e) is given in Fig. (4.3).

Finally, the probability of a field strength E0 must be calculated for the quadrupole. As in the two

preceding cases, integration is first carried out over 0 and o to obtain the following:

W(XYOZO) s , _2," sin (Es) (4.79)
2Ewh EO

We make the substitutions v = E0s and = yl

W(XYoZo) _wE0 f "- e() 8 1 v sin tsdv (4.80)

0

When the exponential is expanded in a series and sinv is expressed as the imaginary part of an expo-

nential, Eq. (4.80) becomes:

I,(X-YOZO) = i(_!)3/'[ + V ) + 12 + &Jd (4.81)W(°YZ) 2r2Eo'  2! '6 31 (0/ + 411

0
The series in Eq. (4.81) will not be properly convergent for small values of 0. Each term in Eq. (4.81)

is a gamma function. A straightforward arithmetical calculation after the substitution of 0 and the gamma

functions yields:

W(E) 4 d 0.805 1 0.730 0.328 + 0.621 0.163 1

The factor-4 has been inserted for comparison with the previous Eqs. (4.70). Again p = - where
c . E.E. - C /3.

For 0 < 0 < 1, Holtsmark utilized graphical integration to obtain:

W(E 0)dE0 =I ,d 4 (1 - 2.4402 + 11.25#1 - 7206 +... (4.70e)

*Holtmark obtained
do 5.106 7.4375

J(&6)d& - '+ 251 -8 ---9+..]
but a check of the work preceding issuli cient to show that this is not correct. Also, see Verweij 4 as reported by Unsold"O
which is almost correct. Holtmark's equation cotrespoiding to our Eq. (4.78) is also slightly in error.
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Eqs. (4.70d) and (4.70e) yield the quadrupole curve in Fig. (4.3).
Fig. (4.3) tells us that, since the probability of zero field strength is zero, we must expect some broaden.

ing due to the Stark effect under any conditions. The maxima of the three curves give us the most probable
field strengths in the three cases, and it may be noted that the slopes of these probability curves vary. The
positions of the maxima indicate that the ion yields the greatest relative broadening, the dipole the inter.
mediate, and the quadrupole the least.. It should be recalled, however, that, since 0 depends on a different
"Normalfeldstarke" E,, in each case, these comparative considerations cannot be directly carried over to
comparisons of broadened lines in the three cases.

Eqs. (4.70) now give the probability JV(E,) for the existence at a certain time of the field Eo due to one
of three causes. As has been mentioned earlier, there is a continuously varying field, so that we must specify
a certain time at which there is a probability JV(E0) that E0 exists. The broadening of the spectral lines
due to one of these fields may now be determined.

4.8. GENERAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN A STARK BROADENED LINE

Let us assume that a spectral line is emitted at the time when the field E0 exists. E. will then split the
line according to the Stark effect. Let the intensity in this split line be given by:

Idi - I(Eo,) dy (4.82)

I is then the intensity in any relative units for the frequency ;, and the field strength E. If we multiply
this intensity distribution by the probability for the field strength Eand integrate over all E, we obtain the
intensity distribution in the broadened line as follows:

My = dv I(E,v) W(E) dE (4.83)

0

Instead of attempting to utilize an accurate but overcomplicated expression for I(E,v), Holtsmark
makes a rectangular assumption for the broadened spectral line, that is, he assumes I(EF) to be a constant
within the limits of the line and zero outside. Thus, for a particular field strength E we have a rectangle
of height h and width 21,, where 2P. is the separation of the outermost Stark components. The area of this
rectangle, which is the integrated intensity, is taken as a constant which is independent of E. This is an
approximation, but a reasonably good one. We would, of course, obtain rectangles of different width -
different 2vP.- for different values of E. The integrated intensity of the line is:

f = 2,,h = 2PI(EP) (4.84)

Thus: I(E,,) =- inside 2P,, and: I(EP) = 0 outside 2P,. (4.85)

2Pm

Let us take Po as the frequency of the line before splitting. Then it follows that all rectangles for which
P. I P - io I will contribute toward the intensity at the frequency r. In order to obtain the total intensity,

integration is carried out for all rectangles which are wider than 2r.,:

Mya = dJf W(E)dE (4.86)

E' is that field strength which causes the splitting 2(y - vo), and r. is given by:

2,., = cE (4.87)
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where c is simply a proportionality factor. Eq. (4.86) becomes:

The evaluation of Eq. (4.88) for the three cases yields the desired broadening. First, we consider the

case of the dipole.

4.9. LINE SHAPE AND HALF WIDTHS ACCORDING TO THE EARLY STARK THEORY

When Eq. (4.70a) is substituted into Eq. (4.88), the result is:
0

U dy 4 f f OdO dp _ 4 1 (4.89)
- JcE, (1+ -)' 2cE, - (I+ 0")

in which 2 (v-) _ 2Av sothat:
cE. cE. s

I(i) - 31 cE, (4.90)
i c'E. 1 + 4 (v - 0)'

The half-width of the line can be seen to be:

5.d = cE, = c 4.54 Np (4.91)

An interesting sidelight seems worthy of introduction at this point. Let us set our integrated intensity
f equal to S, a trivial but legitimate move. Then let us substitute Eq. (4.91) into Eq. (4.90) to obtain:

§(v) S (8.d/2) (4.92)
w (P - Po)2 + (.d/ 2 )

Eq. (4.92), the line shape equation for an emission line which has been Stark broadened by a dipole
field, is identical to Eq. (1.78), the line shape equation for a Lorentz broadened absorption line. Holtsmark
made no mention of the relation and his final equation was in the form of Eq. (4.89).

The dependence of the line half-width on the electric dipole moment and the gas density is apparent
from Eq. (4.92). With which comment we turn our attention to the ion and the quadrupole.

Eqs. (4.87) and (4.88) may be rewritten as:

2P. = cE,, (4.93)

Id, = d, W ()do (4.94)eE,, J

Hloltsmark evaluated Eq. (4.94) graphically for the cases of the ion and the quadrupole. Fig. (4.4),
after Holtsmark, represents his results for the intensity distribution for all three cases. In Fig. (4.4) the
abscissae have been changed for the three perturbers so that the half-widths coincide, thus giving a curve
shape comparison. The half-intensity 0's for the ion and the quadrupole may be obtained from the curve
as 1.25 and 0.67, respectively. These values of 0 yield the half-widths:

Ion: 6., = 1.25cE,, = 3.25cN213e (4.95a)

Quadrupole: 5,, = 0.67cE = 5.53cN413 A (4.95b)
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4.10. REVIEW OF HOLTSMARK'S EARLY STARK BROADENING THEORY

Let us rapidly review this development before beginning its refinement. We began with the assumption
that a spectral line is broadened by a Stark effect which arises from a rapidly varying field produced at the
emitter by (a) ions, (b) dipoles or (c) quadrupoles.* We assumed that the probability W(E0), that a field
strength E0 exists at the emitter at a certain time, is a function of Eo. A rather laborious derivation yielded
Eqs. (4.70a) through (4.70c), the equations for these probabilities for the three cases under consideration.
A linear Stark effect, 2P. = cE, was assumed. I(EP) was assumed constant for a given field strengthwithin
the outermost Stark components and zero outside. Thus, each field strength yielded a rectangle of different
width, but the same area. For a given frequency then, we integrated over all rectangles whose width is such
that they contribute to the intensity at this frequency. Eq. (4.88) for the intensity distribution within the

Stark-broadened line resulted. For the dipole Eq. (4.88) yielded the line shape:

I (r) =%/2) (4.92)
r (P - Po)' + (8d/2)'

which is identical with Eq. (1.78). Eq. (4.88) does not lend itself so readily to evaluation for the ion and

quadrupole cases.

Si = 3.25cN 2 /se (4.95a)

5,d = 4.54cNA (4.91)

-,9 = 5.53cN 4 /3A (4.95b)

Eqs. (4.95a), (4.91), and (4.95b) show the dependence of the half-width on the electrical properties
of the perturbing molecule through e (charge), ii (dipole moment), or A (quadrupole constant) and also on
the gas density through N (the number of perturbers per unit of volume).

These equations are also the ones through which Iloltsmark sought experimental verification of his
theory. Since the theory is to undergo further development, there does not appear to be any particular
reason to enumerate Holtsmark's comparisons of it with experiment at this point, although he did meet with
some success in these comparisons.

4.11. NEED FOR FINITE MOLECULAR DIAMETERS IN THE HOLTSMARK THEORY

It may be recalled that we have essentially considered the molecules involved in the theory as points,

in that, when the integration was carried out over the molecular positions in space, no portions of space were
excluded on the basis of previous occupancy. In 1920 Debye,16 while in the process of deriving a mean square
7alue for the quadrupole electric field strength due to an atomic collection, commented on this punktformig

assumption. "Zur Bestimmung von b kaum man nicht die von J. Holtsmark, diese Zeitschrift 20, 162,
1919, entwickelte Wahrscheinlichkeitformel benutsen. An jener Stelle wurde n~imlich der Durchmesser
der Molekide Zu 0 angenommen und dem entspricht es, dass aug den Holtsmarksechen Formeln ' = cc

*Debyem obtained approximate expressions for these field strengths and hence, an idea as to the behavior of the half-
widths as follows. Electric charge is taken as 5 X 10 -10 gm.1/2 -cm. 3/2 -sec. -1 and the radius of the molecule as 10- 8 cm. We
assume that (a) the ion has charge 5 X 10-0 ginl -cm3/2 -sec-1 (b) the moment of the dipole is 5X 10- "'8gn 1/2 -emi/'sec -1

and (c) the quadrupole constant is 5 X 10 - gm'/ -cm 7 / -sec-. Since the electric field has the unitegml/2 -cr$/$ -moo-1,
and since we may assunie the field to he the product of either (a), (b), or (c) and some power of N (molecules - cis-),this
power of N may be adjusted so that the product has the proper units, thus yielding approximate expressions for the electric field
in each of the three cases. Hence, we obtain for (a) E - 4NI/A, for (b) E - 1&N, and for (c) E - ONO' or 4500 ESU, 135 ESU,
and 4 ESU respectively. Multiplicative constants would yield the values obtained by Holtsmark.
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folgt. Es m6ge in diesem Zusammenhange bemerkt werden, dass auch bei dem von Holtsmark behandlten
Problem eine Beriicksichtigung der Endlichkeit der Durchmesser erwiinscht wire, um so mehr, als dadurch
die DruckabhInigkeit des Verbreiterungseffekts beeinflusst werden diirfte. ' "' This appears to be a reason.
able assertion, and so Holtsmark evidently considered it, for in 1924, he attacked the problem again, 7 this
time with finite diameters assigned the molecules under consideration. Gans" had approached the problem
earlier under the assumption of finite diameters for the emitting molecules, but he had retained the point
assumption for the broadening molecules. As Holtsmark noted, this would he a good assertion for the case
where ions are the field producers, since we would normally expect the ions to make up only a small portion
of the total number of molecules present. On the other hand, these assumptions would not appear to be
valid for the dipole or quadrupole case. Gans further found a Gaussian distribution for very high field
strengths, .... wie zu erwarten war.' 7

In this development, Holtsmark retained the simplifying assumption which classifies the broadening
molecules as ions, dipoles, or quadrupoles, that i6, he again took only the first term in the series for the poten-
tial. Since these assumptions are predicated on large R, it is apparent that when the gas density or pressure
is high, R no longer remains large enough to justify them. How high "high" is, is, of course, a matter for
discussion.* For these "high" densities the calculations cannot be carried out, but the field strength dis-
tribution in these cases is assumed Gaussian.4 ' Holtsmark thus limits himself to those gas densities where
the first term in the potential series does give a good approximation of the electric field.

4.12. THE FIELD STRENGTH PROBABILITY FUNCTION WITH FINITE MOLECULAR DIAMETERS

We begin: with Eq. (4.11) written in a slightly different form, since the modifications in the development
will occur at a later stage.

+40

W(XoYZO) = I f d drei(X+1Y+Cz) f y%+C2zXOdT/Judr (4.96)

Again:
$Xo + v Yo + rZo = sE6 coe 0. ; dtldd = sed sin #,.od,. (4.97)

where in this case Ea has been taken as the polar axis and s has been referred to it. Subetitute Eq. (4.97)
into Eq. (4.96) and integrate over 0. and p. to obtain:

a

V(E) =f s s sin(Eos) L(s) (4.98)

0
where:

L(s) = fdr 9 e'11 (ez+1rX+0 (4.99)

M(s) - fsdr (4.100)

If x is the angle between s and 4

Z(X, + vY. + 'Z,) - sZE. cos x. (4.101)

*In a omewhat simlar coderaation, Spite (we ian, this Chap.) take am a limit a pcee meh that R > 10r, whers
re i the radiu of the Bobr orbit.
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Now in the computation of L(s) and M(s), the finiteness of the molecular diameters is to be taken into
account. In the earlier computation, it was possible to transform Eq. (4.16) into Eq. (4.18), a product of
identical integrals. This was legitimate, due to the independency of the molecules, in that the motion of
one molecular point is not interfered with by the other molecular points. This integral product is no longer
admissible after finite diameters have been assigned the molecules, for we may not now allow the center of
a molecule to be separated from the center of another molecule by less than this molecular diameter. We let:

-. =•"'"  " (4.102)

so that:

L(s) = fdfi rfkHa
/A

f / .n J oa ... fZNlCNldrl (4.103)
k, hi *N

where the first integral is carried over the space not occupied by the other (Ni - 1) molecules and the 0.th
molecule (emitter). Thus, the first integral is dependent on the coordinates of the other molecules and must
be included under the integral sign of the second integral, and so on. This fact obviously does not simplify
matters. The difficulty may be eliminated, however, by selecting a suitable initial distribution for molecules.
This selection would appear to be justified, since our results should not depend on the arbitrary initial
distribution of the molecules. "Thus, we choose the initial positions of the atoms such that they are all
united in space at an arbitrary position which, however, is constant for the duration of the N - 1 first
integrations.... ."7 The position of the first molecule was chosen for this union. After locating the mole.
cules in this manner, we may move molecule N about space in the process of the integration, while keeping
the remaining molecules at position one. This process is carried out for N, - 1 of the molecules. Thus, we
see that the first integral contains coordinates which require that it be included only under the integral sign
for molecule one - we are working backwards, one might say, from molecule N, to molecule one. The
happy situation prevails for the first N, - 1 integrals. Let the integral over all space except that portion
occupied by the emitter be:

f , H (4.104)
ha

Further, let the integral over that portion occupied by the N, remaining molecules at position one be:

f ZW,,d-r = H. (4.105)

This notation yields for the first integration:

(H - Hv, -1)

After N - 1 integrations we have:

Na-I

L(s) d,, I1 (H - H.) (4.106)

where Eq. (4.106) is to be integrated over the entire coordinate range excepting that portion occupied hy
the emitter.
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Substitute Eq. (4.30) into Eq. (4.105) to obtain:

H. - frP sin 6d4 sin t1d#'dmdo'dr

Sdr W 2W 2

z znf]]]frdr si ,ldl sin #'d#'djtdqo' -- n 14wk (4.107)
0 0 0 0 0

where k is eight times the volume of a molecule; n is the number of molecules at position one; 21 is the value of

2 at the position of the first molecule, and d is the diameter (closest separation of two molecular centers)

of a molecule. This approximation is only a good one if nk << V, the total volume; and also only at some

distance from the emitter, since Z could not be taken as the constant 31 for the integration for position one

close to the emitter.
If we let V differ from its previous value by a factor of 4w we may write an analogy to Eq. (4.29) as:

H =i 4VJ (4.108)

We substitute Eqs. (4.107) and (4.108) into Eq. (4.106) to obtain:

L(s) = (4rVJ) ' I ifZ ald -1 (I - (4.109)

M(s) may now be calculated in a similar manner. Integration over the Ni-th atom yields
4w(V - (NI - 1)k), and so on up to the last integration. We obtain:

Now let:
) L)f dn II I-

M(s) 4IV -i/ (4.111)

VJVWe have assumed nk << VF so that N L1 --- e << 1. This fact allows the approximation:

NA-1 Ni-I N' A-i _
log II (1 n-e) " ne --- - - lI (1-he) e I, (4.112)

a- i 2 R-i

Hence:

Nah X, +i
K(s) -1 2 V--~ "2Vjk. f .d,,e

= t f li.idre-"" (4.113)

where: N _ eight times the ratio of molecular to total volume.

A transformation of coordinates at this point facilitates continuation of the calculation. Let:

eldr = r 2dr sin xtdx sin Tidy (4.114a)

so that: k. =4 (4.114b)
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where ri is the radius vector of molecule one; xi is the angle between s and Ei, and 7 is the angle between r
and the molecular axis. The legitimacy of this transformation is assured, since we may recall that we are
now integrating over the entire volume. E, is a function of ri, yi, and the electrical constants of the mole-
cule. Holtsmark limited his calculations to dipoles as field producers, since he felt that in the cane of finite
diameters the complexity of the calculations for ions or quadrupoles was too great, if, indeed, a reasonable
result could be obtained.

From Eq. (4.19): E- -w- - '1 + 3cos7 (4.115)ra ri

Let: z = sE = s± w (4.116a)rs
R •Tr

Hence: K(s) = 3'? ] ze - 'a " rildr sin xldxl sin 71dy, (4.117)
0 0 0

where the lower limit r = 0 introduces"... no noticeable errors." Integration over x yields:

K(s) =-- fsin ed 7, r,= dr71 -e 'sin (a sin z)
ctzg

0 0
V R

= o 3 sin yidyi Jr, ri&e-a (omS imns (4.118)
0 0

where the imaginary part of the exponential has been substituted for sin (a sin z).

From Eq. (4.116a): rn2dri = -spswz-dz (4.116b)

Hence: K(s) fdfi sin y " zi_ { -fds 'e-a}
0 zI

P f Jd sin ti (4.122)
0

where: u = e - i' -cos z - i sin z (4.123)

Instead of integrating Eq. (4.122) along the axis of reals from zi to co , Holtsmark integrated around a
path in the complex plane (z = x + iy) - which, it may be noted, includes no singular points - an shown
in Fig. (4.5).

We desire only the imaginary portion of the result. The integral along BC is real, so that it contributes
nothing to Eq. (4.122). The integrals along CD and DE disappear for Y = cc and a = co respectively.
Thus, by Cauchy's theorem,* the integral with limits s and w , which we desire, is equal to the integral

along AB.
Let: s ae- .- = -;die-do

Since zi, a << 1,
Let: u = e-is-1 - ize -"' . .. % - ize - '

And: ,e - ," = e''= 1 + iaZie- - axe- --i e-'- ... (4.124)
2 6

*Cauchy's theorem states that the integral around a closed path in the complex plane which includes no sigular points is
SMr.
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Eq. (4.124) yields for P after integration:

Pi ffIl+ + ....+ (4.125)
4 6

So that: K(s) d.fd7  sin , I + +az- -i+ +... (4.126)

0

Let: _ _b; N_ = N _.NazM, r bNsw (4.127)
2v v 3

We now substitute Eqs. (4.127) into (4.126) and drop all terms after the second in the series in the
resulting equation to obtain:

+1

K(s)-1+!6bNusf +3 (4.128)
-1

where x = cos yi.
An objection to taking the upper limit of z as infinity (r = 0) may well be raised for this would mean

that the molecules are point masses in that the emitter is infinitely close to the broadener for z = Go.
Holtsmark felt that " ... For the cases which are encountered in practice, this effect is insignificant."O

We have assumed large N, and, essentially:

L(s = - K(s) lir jN- (4.129)

M(s) N,--,

The quantity lim J '-' is nearly the same as has been given earlier for the ion, dipole, and quadrupole,
Na--e

respectively by Eqs. (4.43), (4.55), and (4.60). Instead of integrating from 0 to R to obtain JNl , we must
here take into account the finite diameters by integrating from a finite lower limit which is taken as the mean
of the gas kinetic diameters of the emitting and broadening atoms. If we let:

a = 4rNd' ; z = (4.130)dp

where K. is e, A, or A for p equal to 2, 3, or 4 respectively, we may write Gans'4 result as:
j,-= = e--Wp(,) (4.131)

Eq. (4.131) yields Eqs. (4.43), (4.55), and (4.60) as a first approximation with a «< 1. In second
approximation one obtains for the dipole:

JN,-1 = e"'ONY,/ (4.132)*

Thus, a constant factor has been introduced which depends on the mean molecular diameters. Ilis
would also be the case for the ion and the quadrupole. Eq. (4.98) now becomes:

W(E6) _ /es 2E6 fds_ sn (Eos) e- 4 ' (1 + .4Ns

0

.=, 2 / { fdaSe(4.*ie', +Mss) (1 + 4.54bNS)

0

*A* Debyen pointed out, this equation does not hold for E6 - a* since W(E0) decreases too dowly fe very high field
strength*, thus yielding an infinite mean value of E6. Gans ound a Gaussian distribution for them large Be.
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4 E6,E ' " e la 1 + b 3 E ,'(4.1 3)
,. (E" + E61) E., + E62

where E' - 4.54Nu.

The factor in brackets in Eq. (4.133) is identical to Eq. (4.70a) the probability for the case of point

atoms, while the remaining factors essentially correct it for finite diameters. Gans had already obtained the

corrective factor e/ which, it may be noted, is independent of field strength, and thus does not take into

account any field strength changes, and, as a consequence, this factor will not influence the broadening. We

should remember that Eq. (4.133) breaks down for very large field strengths, and the Gaussian probability

function must be utilized. Eq. (5.133) may be written as:
W ) 4 ,'l),*ml(3 -t9 }

;,= r ' ? + b3 (4.134)

where: t1 = Eo.E'

A simple calculation shows the maximum of the probability curve to fall at qj = I - b, while this

maximum is at V = I for the dipole on the uncorrected curve. The resulting line width is changed".., by
the same per centile amount."'

1
7

4.13. DIPOLE LINE SHAPE FROM REFINED STARK BROADENING THEORY

Although Holtsmark did not work out the line shape for this corrected cae, let us make the short

calculation necessary to obtain an idea of this shape. We shall utilize Eq. (4.94) and assume that for

V' <, n < i". Eq. (4.134) yields the correct form of W(1,) while for q" < q < 40 Err (q) yields the correct

W(i). We are assuming tj" very large. Eq. (4.94) becomes:
"I a

4 f{ 1 +b '9)dq + d' 4 f fJErf (n) dil
i) cE. (1+ )' (1 + r cE-.

U U"

=dveI3 4 f [f I + b 3- f . j + b 3 -  dq
E I (+,V)2 (I + it) U +,)s{+ (I+ V})

+ J Edf(t)dql
114 f e"13 (2 + 5b) + (2 + 4b)i" + K(q') (4.135)

r cE. 4 1 + V')'

The spectral fine given by Eq. (4.135) neglecting the K(v") term will still be symmetrical about the
line center. For small b, and b has been assumed small, the curve shape as given by Eq. (4.135) is very

nearly identical with the shape given by Eq. (4.89). A good approximation for values of b up to 0.0020 is:

4 f_ .a 1+ 2 f e, (I+2b)c.
,r 2cE. (I + ,) ,r OF + 4(y - )2

- L eO/ (1 + 2b) (/2) (4.136)
( - vo)' + (8/2)2
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Holtmark calculated b for four monatomic and four diatomic gases on the basis of Debye's work'f

and obtained values of b < 0.0020 in all but one instance.

4.14. LINE SHIFT AND QUADRATIC STARK EFFECT

We might now, with Holtsmark, consider another form of broadening which may arise. Suppose the

line is not split to give a band for the field strength E as was assumed in deriving Eqs. (4.89) and (4.136),

but that it is simply displaced by a frequency Av. Now for a linear Stark effect the right (or left) side of the

W(E) curve is the intensity distribution curve for the broadened spectral line, since the probabilities of the

various field strengths will give the probabilities for a shift of the line by an amount corresponding to this

field strength, and hence, the relative intensities at those frequencies. If y is the line shift for unit field

strength, we may read the shifts of the line intensity maxima directly from Fig. (4.3) as:

Av = 1.5 y E, Ion (4.137a)

Av = 1.0 y E, Dipole (4.137b)

AY = 0.65 y E,, Quadrupole (4.137c)

Thus, this type of consideration gives an asymmetrical spectral line whose maximum intensity has

undergone a frequency shift. Qualitative examples of this shift and asymmetry had been given by Takamine
and Kokubu'8 ' for certain He lines and for "many metal lines" by Takamine. 8 0

Fig. (4.6) shows a calculation of this same effect made by Holtsmark under the assumption of a quadratic

Stark effect. Holtsmark calculated the widths of the H line broadened by the quadrupole field of hydrogen
for pressures ranging from 0.3 cm to 20 cm., added the Doppler broadening correction to them, and compared

the resulting half.widths to those observed by Michelson. Not more than an order of magnitude agreement

can be claimed.

4.15. A COMPARISON WITH SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A consideration of the displacements of Zn lines as observed by Swaim' I shows that the theory gives

slightly better results for an ion field than a quadrupole where air is assumed as the broadening agent.

When Holtsmark attempted to apply this result to the broadening by air of the Li line A 4602 in a light arc

as observed by Stark,"' he found a variation of the observed from the calculated by a factor of 380, a goodly

variation.

Two possibilities arise from these comparisons of theory with experiment. (1) The Stark effect, if it is a
factor, is not the only factor which contributes to the broadening of a spectral line. (2) Simultaneous

broadening by both ions and quadrupoles or dipoles occurs, especially in the case of a light arc, and the fields

produced may be inhomogeneous ones.

A further comment in definition of this inhomogeneity may be in order. Let us consider, say, an alkali

atom in which we may only be concerned with the spectrum-producing valence electron. For our purposes
here we can deal either with a Bohr orbit for this electron or those regions of space where bJd is relatively

high for the electron. Then in order that the fields producing Stark broadening be homogeneous for this

case these fields must be essentially constant over the region of the orbit or of high 3'dr.

We have restricted our gas to low pressure in order that the results may be vai d, and another restriction

has been inferred but not actually stipulated. If a given field E at time T is to broaden a line into one of the

rectangles which have been assumed for the various values of E, then E must be a constant for a time interval
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sufficient to allow the molecule to emit under conditions which will produce this rectangle. The field at the
emitter varies due to the motion of the molecular broadeners, and this then means that an upper limit,
which depends on the lifetime of the upper of the two quantum states involved in the emission, must be
placed on these molecular velocities, and hence, the gas temperature.

In 1925 Holtsmark and Trumpy7' measured the half-widths of several of the emission lines of iU, Ag,
Cu, and Ni. For all four of these elements the broadening field producers were considered as ions. For Li,
Eq. (4.95a) was assumed for the half-widths of the lines. The constant c was obtained from the measure-
ments of Takamine'80 except where otherwise noted in Table (4.1). Thus, when the line half-widths had
been measured experimentally E, was computed for the lines. This is not direct proof of the theory, but,
if, for all the lines, E, is the same, it is in indirect support of it.

Separation of
outermost Stark Half

Designation components for c Width En
A 38000 volts/cm ESU A v/cm

4273 2p - 4s 0.36177 0.00284 --
3986 2p - 5s perhaps 1.00101 0.00950 1.26 32000 (inacc.)
4603 2p - 4d 4.67 0.0369 3.56 23200
4132 2p - 5d 8.54 0.0678 6.95 24600
3915 2p- 6d 13.62 0.1076 10.05 22400
4148 2p - 5d 7.80 7*  

- -

Table 4.1

It is apparent that the three field strengths fall within a relatively narrow range, although it would not
appear that the number of measurements is great enough to allow the drawing of -too many conclusions.
Holtsmark and Trumpy rounded off 24600 and 22400 to 24500 and 22500 respectively.

Takamine" ° had shown, as we have noted, that certain Ag, Cu, and Ni lines show the Stark displace-
ment effect which yields the half-widths as given by Eq. (4.137a). Holtsmark and Trumpy calculated E.
for several lines of these elements again assuming ions as the broadening field producers. The y's as given
in Table (4.2) were taken from Takamine's measurements. 80

Desig. It Half- F Current
Element A nation A Width v/cm Amp

Ag 4476 21h - 3s 0.00021 - - 10
4226 - 0.0125 0.65 10400 10
4211 2p, - 4d, 0.0431 1.95 9000 10
4055 2p, - 4 0.0458 2.70 11800t 10

Cu 4531 2p, - 3s 0.000272 - - 15
4481 2p, - 3s 0.000614 - - 15
4062 2p, - 4d, 0.00546 0.66 24000 15
4023 2p, - 4d 0.00418 0.53 25400 1

Ni 4411 - 0.00138 - - 20
3934 - 0.00300 0.85 54000 20
4018 - 0.0080 2.04 51000 20
3984 - 0.0112 2.72 48500 20

Table 4.2

In this case again, we see that, for the various currents, the E. fall within fairly narrow ranges.

vThis is for a field of 80000 volts/cm.
tHolamark and Trumpy gave 8100.
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4.16. THE STARK EFFECT IN PARABOLIC COORDINATES

Although Holtamark's theory of Stark broadening is basically a statistical one and, as a result, may be
associated with the statistical theory of Margenau,* we shall continue to treat Stark broadening separately.
Under this delineation we must proceed from a consideration of Holtsmark's work in 1924 to Spitzer's
studies' 174 of 1939. Before doing so, however, let us consider the Stark broadening of the spectral lines
of hydrogen from a quantum mechanical point of view. In doing this we shall very rapidly sketch the theory
as presented by Epsteina and Bethe.6

To begin with we suppose the electron to be moving in the field of its nucleus of charge e under the
influence of the potential -el/r. A homogeneous field of strength E is imposed along the z-axis resulting
in the addition of -eEz to the potential. Finally, we transform to parabolic coordinates by utilizing the
relations:

X= cos (; y=-- /sino; - 2

0 0c0 ; 0 1 0 p; < 21r (4.138)

If we utilize Eq. (4.138) and the potential energy expression which we have obtained, the Schrodinger
equation may be written as:

- + 1 EL-! +E( -- -[E(n ) + 2e 2  eE( 1
2- ) = 0 (4.139)

This equation must be solved by the methods of perturbation theory, and, since the carrying out of the
solution involves large quantities of mathematical spadework which do not directly contribute to our line
broadening considerations, we shall simply give the first and second order energy results. For other informa-
tion concerning the Stark effect which we shall utilize we may treat the problem in more general terms.

The zeroth-order solution of Eq. (4.139) simply yields the unperturbed energies of the hydrogen atom.
The first-order solution yields the energy perturbation of the linear Stark effect:

- h'E n (ki - k1) (4.140a)
2pe

The second-order solution results in the energy perturbation of the quadratic Stark effect:

= - E2 4 n' [17ns - 3 (k2 - k) - 9m2 + 19] (4.140b)1 6 # 2 M'

In Eqs. (4.140) n = k, + k2 + m is the total quantum number, while ki, k2, and m are the quantum
numbers associated with the parabolic coordinates f, V, and f respectively. We might note that to corre.
sponds exactly to the p of spherical polar coordinates. This means that the quantum number m is the mag.
netic quantum number specifying angular momentum about the atomic figure axis in parabolic as well as
in polar coordinates. As a consequence, the selection rules for the m of parabolic coordinates will correspond
to those for the m of polar.

The eigenfunctions of hydrogen in parabolic coordinates will be written down at a later point when their
utilization will be required.

-Se hr, Chap. s.
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4.17. A GENERAL TREATMENT OF THE STARK EFFECT

Now let us consider the problem in a more general form. To begin with the imposition of the external
electric field, which is the Stark effect producer, will present us with a problem in perturbation theory if we
consider the case of the isolated hydrogen atom as the unperturbed problem. The perturbation introduced
will be eEr cos 0, if, as in the last section, we take the field along the z-axis and set up the problem in spherical
polar coordinates. Let us assume our familiarity with the solution of this unperturbed problem in these
coordinates and specify the solution by ¢L'ni. The symbols n, 1, and m we take to indicate the principal,
the orbital angular momentum, and the magnetic quantum numbers respectively, and for convenience of.
notation, we further suppose the numbers n and I to be represented by n and the number m by j. Now a
different energy eigenvalue corresponds to each eigenfunction going with a different value of n. For a given

value of n, however, there are a set of eigenfunctions corresponding to the various possible values of j to
which set there corresponds but one energy eigenvalue, namely, E..* This means that the energy level of
energy E, is degenerate. The perturbation, which is to be introduced, will tend to remove this degeneracy,
that is, solutions to higher order problems of the form Eqs. (2.26) will result in energy dependences on j.
This fact will require us to treat the perturbation problem in a slightly different manner from that of

Chapter 2.
In zeroth-order there are, say, i eigenfunctions which satisfy the Schrodinger equation for energy En.

It follows then that the complete solution of the differential equation for the state under consideration is a
linear combination of these i eigenfunctions:

0 = e .j 50) (4.141)

This result may be substituted into Eqs. (2.25):

H = H° + H' (4.142a)

= ,,' # 0) + e0j 1) + #24, 2) +- .. • (4.142b)

E = E °) + Ej + E2E, +2)  
... (4.142c)

Eqs. (4.142) are next utilized to obtain the analog of Eqs. (2.26) from H, = E.4 as:t

ROZ c ,j, 4,o) = E 0) 2 cZ , O.,J0) (4.143a)

(HO - EO)) lk(l) = Z ce,; (E,,l) - H') P,,.P) (4.143b)
.1'

H, '3 l n + P#n 2 = E 0 ) ,(2) + E 3(1) #O") + X cnj, EN2 ) O (4.143c)
j,

We agree that the 0,, are a complete orthonormal set. This unanimity of viewpoint allows us to

introduce the expansions:

',),= Za-,, OO) 0..(2) = Ib On'?., =) (4.144)

with the result, after slight rearrangement:

Z a1 ,y(HO - En(') = - o j - H') O (4.143b')

Zbj..j, (HO - En(°))#. ° + Z- a.inoAH' - E. )) O.n° - Cj, E4.2 )#4 (4.143c')

*Concerning this magnetic quantum number see supra, Sec. (2.5) where m - M(N , j).
tFor the simpler non-degenerate case see infr, Chap. 5.
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If Eq. (4.143b) is multiplied through on the left by Q0) and integrated over all space, the result is:

Zau),, ft3 (E-,(O - E.(°)) O ) dT = Z= ,lq, J ,E(. -(,H') 0 R dr (4.144)

according to Eq. (4.143a). Orthonormality decrees:*

P n , - f,,, (4.145)

Thus, if n 0 n' orj d j' or if both inequalities hold, the left side of Eq. (4.145) goes to zero. If, on the

other hand, m - n', it is apparent that the difference EP - E"(0) is zero. Under any condition then:

c P,,( ) (E,(- H') ) j? dr = 0 (4.146)

which, according to Eq. (4.145) further reduces to:

Z;,,,j, (5j,, E! - H',) = 0 (4.147)
j,

by virtue of the fact that f +(o)E4 I)+ d En. ) J k (9) OgT) dr and where we have introduced the

matrix element:

H' - (o) (o

Eq. (4.147) yields a set of equations from which, in theory at least, the cij may be obtained.

Let us consider the matrix of E, ' ) - H',,. for hydrogen:

a1 m (100) (200) (210) (211) (21.1)

(100) E() 0 0 0 ...

(200) 0 I E(W -Ha' 0 0 ...
(210) 0 I -H21' E(1) 0 0 ...

(211) 0 0 0 ( E - ...

(21.1) 0 0 0 0 I E.

Table 4.3

First we may consider the reason for the disappearance of the various matrix elements. To begin with

we have forbiddenf the appearance of thematrix elements between states of different n in obtaining Eq.
Mr

(4.144). Next the angle v does not appear in H' so that integrals of the form fe"-"')'d(P will cause H'
0

to disappear for m # m'. Finally the presence of cos 0 in H' is responsible through felm(t)o.() 0•
0

sin 0 dO for the disappearance of H' except for ' = I -L 1 by virtue of the orthogonality of the associated

Legendre functions.

in the Kroneeker delta of definition On, - 0 for n d nt

I fr n - n'

tFailure to forbid this leads to the same result, i.e., in first order levels of different n are still sepasrated by the amount of
seroth-order.
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The matrix tells us several important facts about the Stark effect. To begin with we see that the linear
Stark effect has no "effect" on the energy of the ground state. Secondly, the matrix elements for m - m'
disappear. Finally, a twofold degeneracy corresponding to m = -+ I still exists in the state with n - 2.
We might remark that for n = 3 the states with m 1 -1 have the same energy, as do the states with
m = _+ 2, and so on for the higher values of n.

Now let us return to Eq. (4.143b'), multiply through on the left by 4,.a and integrate over all space
where we take n' = m # n and I-j'. The result is:

Zcnt, Hn'ja,,
i -. n' -oE"' (4.148)

If Eq. (4.143c) is multiplied through on the left by ,J(O) and integrated over all space the result is:

C.E., = 2 a qj .f O) H' 4.,/0'd, (4.149)

From Eqs. (4.148) and (4.149) we obtain:

T- 'rWv '"rE,,/)(=_ I 0 _ HI0)/' ~

#1,, (n'j' I er co. j nj")
Y-E(E (0) E (0)) (nj I e" cos 0 1 n'j') (4.150)*

Eq. (4.150) tells us the second order energy of our perturbed degenerate system. We may glean a few
factors of importance from this equation. First it may be noted that this energy correction is proportional
to the square of the electric field, or a quadratic Stark effect has been obtained. Next, matrix elements of
H' are still non-vanishing only for l = + I andA m = 0. Finally, a fact which will be of some importance
later is that now the matrix elements for changes in the principal quantum number will not disappear.

4.18. PRELIMINARY APPROXIMATIONS FOR" THE QUANTUM BROADENING PROBLEM

Let us return to Spitzer's theory of the broadening of hydrogen lines by the electric fields of neighboring
ions. t 1 74 This author began with three simplifying assumptions: "(1) the matrix elements of the inter.
action potential between states of different total quantum number may be neglected, and ... the other
matrix elements may be computed on the assumption that the atom is in a homogeneous field of strength
Zel/r.... (2) Each collision... may be assumed isolated from all others. (3) The mans of the colliding
particles may be taken infinitely large."'

First we might point out that the "total quantum number" to which Spitzer refers is the a of EqL
(4.140), not the principal, radial quantum number n. The two are more or less comparable, however, and,
as we may see from a comparison of Table (4.3) and Eq. (4.150), the neglect of the matrix elements for a
change in the principal quantum number infers a linear Stark effect as does Assumption (1) above. We shal
justify this in a moment.

The remainder of Assumption (1) supposes a homogeneous field E over the "boundaries" of the atom,
or, say, over the electron orbit. We have supposed t6is to be the case in our coniderations of the Stark
effect, and, if a field is imposed from "outside," there can be little objection to this. Now, howeve, we are

wThs aftenate ewpehsiam for the matrix element (a 121 h) f .h is beau iixtrodused
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supposing our field to be produced by an ion, and, if the separation of the hydrogen and the ion, r, is not
large compared to the average distance of the electron from the hydrogen nucleus, f., this approximation
surely breaks down. Thus, some lower limit R must be set on r, and Spitzer choomes this limit as R > 10F.,
although at this separation ... the perturbing electric force may deviate from its average value by as
much as 20 percent."17' Now F. may have as its maximum value 3na0e/2 - a. is the radius of ti first Bohr
orbit - so that R > 8.0 x 10-i n where n is the total quantum number. The exchange integrals, which
we have not mentioned, as well as quadratic Stark effects will be small for these distances as we may show
by Eqs. (4.140).

Ap, _ E (
-

)  24n(k -/ )RP
Aps E (2 )  n'[17ns - 3(k, - k) - 9m + 19]a2

When k - k, is set equal to n/2 and m and 19 are neglected, the result is:

A,,. 3R 27 (VR)= -- >>150
AP, 4an 4  16 F,

Assumption (2) is the binary assumption which, together with the third assumption, will become
familiar ones. It is certainly obvious that the treatment of a two particle interaction is far simpler than the
treatment of a three or more particle interaction. In addition, it is rather apparent that at the lower pres-
sures the approximation should be a reasonable one by virtue of the following: The highest probability is
that the separation of a single one of the surrounding molecules from the emitter is sufficiently small to
insure that its interaction overshadows that of the remaining broadeners. It might be said that, although
Assumption (3) is reasonable for heavy particles, this will certainly not be true where the ions are electrons.

4.19. THE STATE GROWTH EQUATION FOR THE ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION

To begin with, we consider the change in the potential as adiabatic so that the quantum state of the
system will remain unchanged during a collision. Let us digress for just a moment on the subject of adiabatic
processes, since we shall encounter them continuously in our further consideration of line broadening theories.

One is accustomed to consider an adiabatic process as one in which the entropy of the system - or the
degree of disorder thereof - remains unchanged. Now if the probability that a molecule is in state X has
the value unity before and after the occurrence of some phenomenon which affects the molecule "system,"
the degree of disorder of this system remains unchanged and hence, the occurrence of the phenomenon con-
stitutes an adiabatic process. On the other hand, if the probability for state X is unity at the initiation of
the process and changes by virtue of the occurrence of this process to .6 for state X, .3 for state Y, and .A
for state Z, the degree of system disorder has changed, and in consequence, a non-adiabatic proces has
occurre.

In the present adiabatic case, a two state atom with an upper state A and a lower state B are considered
where EA and ES respectively are the energy of the two states.

Since the elect e field is assumed directed along the s-axis of the emitting hydrogen atom, and since
this electric field is radial from the perturber to the emitter - this, of course, would only be strictly correct
for the one perturer assumed - the coordinate system will rotate with the passage of the ion so that the
s-axis is always directed toward the ion. Adiabaticity requires that this rotation occur for the follwing
reaon. The quantum number m specifies the projection of the angular momentum on the electric field of
the ion. In order that m remain constant as required by te adiabatic hypothesis the molecule must rotate
with the changing direction of the ionic field.
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In the state A the molecule has energy EA(t) and there are no photons in the radiation field so that the
unperturbed eigenfimetion for the system molecule plus field is:

-,o(0. o(o) e- ? ACI (4.151a)

In the state B the molecule has energy E(t) and a photon of frequency v, is present in the field. The
unperturbed eigenfunction is:

?( 0 ) = (i+AO" d-(4.151b)

If Eqs. (4.151) are substituted into:

H V '. (4.152)

the time dependent form of the Schrodinger equation, the more familiar form of this equation results:
H . (°) - EA(t 0A(0)(9) (4.153a)

HQ .(°) = (E,(t) + hr,) N(°)(t) (4.153b)*

In Eqs. (4.153) t is a parameter, and EA(t) and EB(t) are the molecular level energies as ptur1Wd ly the
Unar Stark effect of the ioni field.

We now wish to introduce the molecule.field interaction t and ascertain the solution to Eq. (4.152)
under the influence of this perturbation. The result of this perturbation will be to smear out the probability
of finding the molecule-field system in state *.(0), *j(0) , *b(0>, etc. This prognostication leads us to assume
a solution of the perturbed problem of the form:

= a(t *.(t ) + Z bi(t) ike (4.154a)

Eq. (4.153) tells us that, if the system is initially unperturbed and subsequently perturbed for a time t,
the probability that the system is in the state %(M is a(t) I', in the state to is I bi(t) I, and so on. Thus,
these coefficients may well be dubbed "state growth coefficients," for this they are. Fimally then, the solu.
tion of the Schrodinger equation amounts to nothing more nor less than the procuring of these coefficients.

Since I a(t) exp (' /E(t)dt) = a(t) 12 andl bi(t) exp[fo (E,(t) + hw)dt] = I bi(t) 1, we prefer to

write Eq. (4.152a) in the equivalent form:

,, = a(t)ef (*t. + Z b, ()) (4.154h)

If the molecule-field interaction Hamiltonian is taken as H', Eq. (4.154b) may be substituted into
Eq. (4.152) with the result:

aat

a(Ho + H,)e f SAdO *(0) + Z bj(iP +" o 'k (o) . uk A *(o>

-A. *.(0, + '4 Sda + b.) (SU0

Tor oshe laml'oaian ued here se rWp. Eq. (.Sh).
t Ses ,nm Chap. S.
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(EB + hv,)bi'%h( 0) -? +vjd(3 +hvOie ,*CO), (4.155)

Certain terms drop out, since Ht, = ih , ,,. In order to determine a(t), let us then multiplyOs

through on the left by T.(0) and integrate over all space to obtain:

aH 4 ey + Z + biH, '. ldsk.fza EyfAae (4.156)

According to Eqs. (3.61a) and (3.63a) the diagonal matrix elements, such as H', of the field-molecule
interaction disappear. Eq. (4.156) then becomes:

.01 - EA(9)a(t) + Z H,6., (t) (4.157a)

The multiplication of Eq. (4.155) by i() in like manner results in:

= i {E% (s) + hvib,(t) + H.a(t) (4.157b)

Eqs. (4.157) are the so-called "state growth equations," since they tell us the manner in which the state
probabilities I a(t) 1' and I bi(t) 1' change with time.

4.20. THE STARK BROADENED SPECTRAL LINE FOR THE ADIABATIC CASE

Let us assume that at time t = 0, the atom is in the state A with no radiation present in the field.
Thus, I a(0) 11 is unity, and the I bj(0) 12 are zero. These requirements and Eq. (4.157a) are satisWod by:

a

4t 0- exp { R,a(r)dr} (4.15)

0

Now let us consider Eq. (4.157b). From the fact that the right side of this equation is a sum of two
terms we may infer that bi(t) is a product of two functions. Hence:

b,(t) - f(t)g(t) (4.IS9)
From Eqs. (4.157b) and (4.159) we obtain:

g(s) AR- M{Es) + hv,} g(s)(s) (4.160a)

f(t) dg(,) _ HG(t) I (4. 161a)

The solution of Eq. (4.160a) is:

(t) - exp { -2,i - f Es(,)J,} (4.16b)

o
If we now substitute Eqs. (4.158) and (4.160b) into Eq. (4.161s) we may solve the resulting equation

to obtain: m r

V.t) s f*-Ir!j exp{ 2v1riT + j (Er) - U611)*}
g~t)- - (4.6Th
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Eqs. (4.160b) and (4.161b) may now be substituted into Eq. (4.159) to yield:

bi(t) - - exp f -2mi,.t - i )di"t •
7 0

f.irjT xp2wiiT + (E(r) - EA&))d} (4.162)

0 0

By time t G= o the emitter will certainly be in the ground state, and a photon of frequency P' will be
in the field. The intensity distribution in the spectral line is surely given by I b(,) (co) 12, since this will
represent the probabilities for the appearance of these various frequencies. If we call I'(P) the intensity
of the frequency , there results:

'(r) = (40. e-irrdT exp {2viiT + X E.(-)- EA())dr 1j (4.163)
0 o

If we let EAO and E,9 be the unperturbed energies of te A and B states respectively, we may utilise
the equations: AA) - {EA) - (4.164)

AIO = {Ea(t) - E.}~ (4. 164b)

x = 2r(, - PAD) (4.164c)
to transform Eq. (4.163) to:

A(x) = f-'(j+siflilJzT elp{ -if(,A(r) -AB&(l))dr)}1 (4165)
2w2

0 0

where I(x)dx over all x has been normalized to unity.
From Eq. (4.140a):

AA(t) 3!AE (k, - k ) (4.166)
2 me

We have supposed the field F to be produced by an ion of, say, charge Ze at distance r(t). We assume
straight paths for the perturbing ions, and we now let v be the ionic velocity, R the distance of closest
approach and to the time of closest approach. The results:

E . (4.167a)

r'(t) - R' + VI(t - to)' (4.167h)

AA(t) - A,(a). - /h (.6e
AAW BW = 81h(4.167c)R2+ go t -o),

g/p- 3AZ/2m - 1.738Z (4.167d)

g - nA(kA - Ur) - na(ks - /i) (4.167e)
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Eqs. (4.167c) may be integrated as follow.:

Ra- ( o (4.168)

Ai

Now surely if we allow T in Eq. (4.168) to have the limits - 0 and + a 0we will obtain the total pae
shift of the emitted radiation due to a collision. The result of taking thee limits is, of course, a shift of

r T where: T - - (4.169)

It may be noted that in Eq. (4.165) we desire the limits 0 and Teo the integral in the ezpential,
whereas, we have taken the limits to and T in Eq. (4.168). A reasonaeappzmatm is to oasmum that
between 0 and ts one half of our total phase shift will occur so that if we subtract JuT from Eq. (4.168) we
shall obtain the desired result for Eq. (4.165). Let us now substitute Eq. (4.168) into Eq. (4.165) and inte.
grate by parts to obtain:

1(x) =r 1 f.~a+iir)"ex F iT tan v(T- to1
2r (x + (j)3) LR Do

+ 1-iv VTI .'+iir",,[ Ni tan -1 v(T - o] dTI1 (4.170a)
j if vx(T - to)' L0 1 +

Sinc: .~z~ir)Texp [iT tan-' v(T- to) ] e ,ire ize....ow....
Sice P'".e, I -o~oo-2 OVV 0- I

0
Eq. (4.170a) beoomes:

2x _- - ((r)T + e to(T)-]Q2 dT (4.170b)
2x~s'+ (1)' + __its

Now let us take a factor exp (x + j ir) to out of the integral and partially complete the absolute square
to obtain:

___i___ aa+vrx xpEiT tan !li

where T - r + to and where," ... unless i comparable with r, te process of averaging over will
remove the cross product when the square of the absolute value is taken in... ."8 Eq. (4.170b). Now let
us extend the lower limit to - o, - this will have little effect - asume >> r and neglect the damping
factor under the integral to yield:

) , 4+ - " (4.170d)
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We now let:
U T (4.171a)

= xR (4.171b)
V

and integrate Eq. (4.170d) over to to, obtain, if O(T, E) -! is the number of collisions per second:
R

I(X) I + O(T T2y We (4.172)

where M = du (4.173)

Let us first consider the result of the two limiting cases (1) J very large and (2) approaches zero.
In order to consider Case (1) let us integrate Eq. (4.173) by parts:

jbir(f) = Ji e-i ta&.fb + 37 it5; -iTtana'vU =

From this result it is apparent that IT(S) goes to zero for sufficiently large f, and, as a result, the line
profile is independent of the number of collisions for x large enough. For Case (2) straight integration for

-0 yields TIT(0) - 2 sin Tv. Thus T'f,?(O) - 4usinTVand the average value of this expression is, of
Y T

course, two. If 01/, is the total number of collisions for which the phaae shift is greater than unity or T > 1/r
as required by the Weiskoff theory, we obtain, by neglecting the unity in Eq. (4.172), the Weiskoff line
shape for E small

1 (X) - (4.174)
WX2

These are the two limiting results for Eq. (4.172), but Eq. (4.173) may be integrated, if rather labori.
ously. To begin with:

=~t1 coo (tan-'a) - i sin (tan-,").

( - - I - )(

- co tta~ul[ - =(1 + W 4.75
Substituting Eq. (4.175) into Eq. (4.173) and expanding (I - it)T according to the binomial theorem

we obtain:

-

pro~ ~ M' iideednf te Iumber of u +olsin Tor -lar ) eouh. +o +a (2)T (ihtinegaton)

21 1 21

Now since the first integral in Eq. (4.176) is an even function we may surely write:

1(I + 's'+ Idu- 2 f~l Co t d) (I +

0x
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Basset has shown that:*

Kg(xs) r(l + ) (2)' (4.177a)= ra) j(W + .)'7

where KI(xz) is the Bessel function of the second kind. If we Jet gT(j) be the first integral in Eq. (4.176),
we obtain:

2 i1-T) ,

2 - )  J(1 +T)Kj(,+T) (j) (4.177b)
Sr(JT + 1)

Eq. (4.176) then becomes:
fT'( ) TTi d TT(t) + T(T - 1)

t + 21 - T(f) ... (4.178)

If, in the expression for the hypergeometric function F(ab,c,z) we set bz x and allow b to approach
infinity, we obtain the confluent hypergeometric function (series) :21

a 2 ,(', + 1)

Now if T is an even positive integer, we may use an expression due to Oltramare: t

ces XU duff (1) A-Ir ( d-' e-Am ] '

(1, + (n)- 1TLz)! de ( +pv)",.

to obtain for Eq. (4.176):
f =(Q) = 2r (-1)" - }e-F(1 - a, 2, 2t) (4.179)

An inspection of Eq. (4.176) forfT(Q) is sufficient to show that the integral offT'(t) over }is independent

of T. Now surely:
+00 +00-

fTl(t)dt = d du du'dt (4.180)

Let us write out the Fourier transform of f(x) fIT'(t) as follows:
+6

j(x) = 2r fre(-)dd (4.181)

If in Eq. (4.180) we take f(u') ( then in essence we have, from Eq. (4.180), 2q(u)
(1+u2) (1+u"S)

integrated over u. Thus, Eq. (4.180) becomes:
+6 +6 +6

f (f)df = f2f (u)du = 2f du' =S (4.182)

This then will essentially be a normalizing factor for our spectral line.

See also f 215.
tWe oud probably alw use a relation obtained by Malmatdra'

( oo a+ d - ",-a[(a)s + C.c (n+1) (2a)x-' + %Ct (n+ 1)(u+2) (2a).-2 +...1 t heme ru
o4
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Fig. (4.7) gives the results of Spitzer's calculations for several values of T ' x,=is nothing more than

q/ P. oThe limiting value for T - Go corresponds, of course, to zero velocity according to Eq. (4.169).

Thus, this value of T should yield the line shape as given by the Statistical theory.* Spitter obtains the

limiting value of TfTr(t) from the Statistical theory rather than from Eq. (4.173) going back to Eq. (4.167b)
to do so. The result is:

im Tf '(t) = 2,r(x - 1/2 (4.183)

which together with Eq. (4.172) will give the inverse 3/2 dependence on x as predicted by the Statistical

theory.

In obtaining Eq. (4.172) we have assumed that the change in the potential may be considered adiabatic,

and we shall now proceed to demonstrate that the breakdown of the adiabatic hypothesis results in a change

infT(E).

4.21. THE EFFECT OF A NON-ADIABATIC ASSUMPTION

We may recall that the interaction between the radiation field and the atom resulted in the apperance,

of r, and, since we have assumed x > I r at any rate, we neglect, with Spitzer, this interaction. For this

case: t

= (f) (4.184a)

where Z -a,(€ ,(t) (.(9)b
r

We substitute Eq. (4.184b) into Eq. (4.184a), multiply through on the left by j,(t), and integrate over
all space to obtain

-- = a.(t) + Z k^,t() (4.186a)

since: H(t)O,(t) = E,(S)t%(t) instantaneously,

where:
,(t =f .(1) d,(4.185b)

We may obtain k., in slightly different form by first differentiating Eq. (4.156) to obtain:

- -- O~. (4.M)

If Eq. (4.186a) is multiplied through on the left by j.(9) and integrated over all space, the result is:

(--)a [E,() - E.(t)]k..; P r (4.186b)

where the E,(9) may be obtained due to the Hermitian* quality of H(t), that is HR - H, Sincek, - 0,

Eq. (4.186b) is sufficient.

"See bma Chap. S.
t The derivatio carried out here wu firt performed In an Id"tal fashion for this eame by Gatthtner.m

We mayr el that an lensitian matri is ei adjoint, thatis,II I I ll -1 AI A.
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Eq. (4.167a) gives the field, and we assume that the ion is moving in the y, plane where the subscript
e refers to the electronic coordinates of the emitter. In addition, the ion is supposed moving parallel to the
Y axis. For simplicity, let us consider Fig. (4.8).

If ;& is the electric dipole moment of the molecule, the interaction is ju E = M.E. + uVEV + uME,. Then

from Fig. (4.8), the time dependent portion of this Hamiltonian is p,E, x.7,

It is further apparent from the figure that:
r3 =R2 0(t- t)' r = v'(S - to)
Ta R+v(sto'dt r (4.187a)

since R is a constant t. An inertial Y-axis is taken as shown in Fig. (4.8) and an inertial Z-axis is taken as
corresponding to R. A study of the figure tells us that.

Y., = z, sin 0 + y. coo ts

Z.= Z. coo 0 - y. sin LY

Differentiation of these relations, multiplication of the first by sin 0 and the second by coo 0s, and addi-
tion of the resulting expressions yields:

dz* Y do

but: d& vca = yR

so that: az, -y.vR (4. 187b)
ait r2

Utilizing Eqs. (4.187a) and (4.187b) we may find:

OH cl z, =2Zze2 r_ e Os,

= tyj f2z~v(t - Q)- yR (4.187c)

and we need only the yR term since we may recall that for states of the same total quantum number, the
matrix of;x is diagonal.

From Eq. (4.184a):

- E.. - t)P

so that, when we multiply through on the left by .,and integrate over all space, we obtain:

E. - (H8) Q E). ZO% (4.188)

Combining Eqs. (4.186h), (4.187), and (4.188) we obtain

_! Y"(4.189)

Now letting, O 8 -t) + P)d d ( 19 a

W- tan- I <' - 1)(4.190b)
R
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in Eq. (4.185a), and substituting for r4(s) from Eq. (4.188) we obtain:

da -+ iTa, + 2 Y+-- a, = 0 (4.191a)
dw "*Xrr-zs

where:

-a Zez*, (4.191b)
J(IR

Eq. (4.191a) for the coefficients a may be solved for any specific case given a solver with sufficient time

and patience. Spitzer's time and patience extended through the first excited state of hydrogen, and we
shall now consider his example.

In obtaining Table (4.3) we found Am = 0 since, in our operator, (o did not occur due to the lone pres-

ence of z. In those cases in which our operator contains y or x, however, o will appear and we find, for

example, since y = r sin tY sin o:

2Y 
2
v

jen sin p do ffe-i(,m-m'-) - edom-

0 0

Thus, the matrix elements of y fail to disappear only for AM = ± 1.
Let us write down the deferred eigenfunctions of hydrogen in parabolic coordinates:

, I W - U (u2 W e'  (4.192a)

U _) el--F Jell fl LG+ (e,) (4.192b)
k1 + (M,)

8 1
2

u2( M = _jk e-it kin 61(n +l) LAZ. (W) (4.192c)

k2 + (rn!) 312

Our first excited state has the possible functions #10o, oo -1, Oolo, and #ooi which we may designate a. fl,

03, 4, and 2. The matrix elements of z will be we matrix elements of V ' according to Eq. (4.138).2

As an example of the type of relation which we desire we may consider the following:

V Z1) - f - ,')] 2 d f U22 q) dfd,. - t dt11 Z I i e [L '(

f 1e [L0
0 (et)2 df do - e-J - q1 [LO (m)1dlf ate(1) di f do

_A f U2 (n) dq f .-4# [L,() (tj) ]2 di q

In this manner we arrive at the relations:

s'l -X"; sun saa=0

Y2i Yfl W Yis ... Y -fail
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Eqs. (4.169) and (4.167) tell us that for the case where the lower state involved in a transition is unper.
turbed - which the ground state certainly is - T.. = T. Using this fact together with Eq. (4.193) in
Eq. (4.191) we obtain:

da + iTal + J (a2 + as + ial) = 0 (4.194a)*

da___ (a, - a4) = (4.194b)
dw

da (a, - a4) = 0 (4.194c)dw

da4 iTa 4 - J(Ja + a2 + a3) = 0 (4.194d)d1w

In the usual manner we may assume a(t) = a(to) exp(i o w) to obtain the secular determinant for the a,:

i(ar+T) i
-I i 0 1

-I 0 i

-k - -1 i-T)

whose solution is a = 0, 0, =L (T2 + 6)/. If the coefficients of q4 in Eq. (4.194a) and a, in Eq. (4.194d)
were zero the solution would be a, = 0, 0, -1 (T2 + 1)1/2. The ai themselves could now be found.

We shall defer the proof until Chapter 6, but WeisskopP93 had attempted to show that the line profile
is given by the absolute square of the Fourier transform of the state function. (There are certainly objec.
tions to this proof, but since one of them applies to Spitzer's approach as well, t these objections can reason-
ably be overlooked here.) Of these state functions it is quite obvious we shall have three, one corresponding
to a = 0, the second given by:

a(t) = a(to) exp [iaw] = a(to) exp { i (T2 + 1 )2 tan- 1 v(; to) } (4.195)

and the third the complex conjugate of the second. Thus the lowest hydrogen line has been split into three
components.

If we utilize Weisskopf's assertion, a comparison of Eq. (4.195) with Eq. (4.170d) tells us that the line
profile will still be given by Eq. (4.172) where now fQ) is replaced by f,(). This then is essentially the
effect of the breakdown of the adiabatic hypothesis on the profile of the lowest hydrogen line.

OSpitser leaves ja4 out of this equation, altbough Eq. (4.191a) would appear to require it:
Y14 -a, l 4

X" - sit -- n - mks

t The prined objection is the me of rectilinear motion in a central farce problem.
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4.22. THE BORN APPROXIMATION FOR THE STARK BROADENING PROBLEM

Now let us take as our Hamiltonian:

H, + H -+ V+ H' H (4.196)

where H. is the unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian, Hf the unperturbed field Hamiltonian, H' the atom-field
interaction, and V the ionic field Hamiltonian. We suppose there to be two upper states A, and As of equal
unperturbed energy EA0 and two lower states B and B of equal unperturbed energy EB0. We let r be the
probability coefficient for a transition from Al to B per unit time.

We assume that our perturbed eigenfunction may be expanded in terms of the four unperturbed eigen.
functions of the states which we are considering as:*

= a'j1 + a,#, + b 14 +bN, = Zc,¢ (4.197)
i

Although it will prove a somewhat laborious procedure, let us, for clarity's sake, work out the equation
for 41 specifically,

To begin with Eqs. (3.57b), (3.57b'), and (3.57c') tell us our non-relativistic Hamiltonian for radiation
plus particles. To this, of course, we must needs add H.

Into the equation:

ixat Hi

we substitute (neglecting the second term in Eq. (3.57b)) Eqs. (4.196) and (4.197) to obtain:

ih (Zop + ICA#) = Z; c.H#. (4.198a)
i i i

In the usual manner we multiply through on the left by j and integrate over all space. First, it is
apparent from Eq. (3.57b) that the contributions of H, will disappear either due to eigenfunction orthogonal.
ity or due to the fact that in state a, we assume no photons in the field so that all n in Zn/a,, are tero. See.

£

ondly the H. and the E. diagonal term will obviously disappear. We are thus left with, after orthogonality

has relieved us of several terms of the form 6j and cii (i P 1):
=al = aiHl:' + asHi' + b1H' + bst1 .' + ZcV 1, (4.198b)

i

Now bh Via and b V14 disappear due to the fact that the matrix elements of the ionic field disappear for
changes in the total quantum number. Finally Eq. (3.63a) tells us that a, H11' and aHn' disappear so that
Eq. (4.198b) becomes:

= a1 V11 + a, Vn + b1H,'; + bH1 ,' (4.198c)

Let us notice that Eq. (4.158) infers a value -I 0a() for the sum on the right of Eq. (4.157a). In
essence we again make the same assumption - b1Hu' + bH14' corresponds to the sum in question - to
obtain:

-~l %'A1 (t)al + )&'A (t)a, - Idtal (4.198d)

where we have let&A1() be the diagonal and^A(t) the off-diagonal matrix elements of V as in Eqs. (4164).
In like manner we let) AA(t)be the other diagonal matrix element in the upper state, (ABI(t) and #M(t)
the diagonal matrix elements of the lower state, and )K1(t) the off-diagonal matrix elements of the lower

'In doing t we tacitly infer that only four states ezis.
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state. Thus, we obtain for &, and anaogousy for the time derivativs, o 0the other state growth coefficients,

the following: ;h -iMAI(t)os - iKA(t)ai - Ifolva (4.199a)
bu - -i(x + AB,(t))bu - iMBO") - irpoa (4.199b)

-, -i(X + AB111W)bt - i KBs( ba bu (4.199c) .
where x is still given by Eq. (4.164c).

From Eq. (4.199a) it is apparent that al(t) will be of the form:

ai(t) - •-jr) h1(t) (4.200a)

and differentiation shows that Eq. (4.199a) is satisfied if we take fohC I 1(t) the following:
9 t

hi(t) = exi (if j (r) dr) (h1(O) - fKi ATaT)
0

T
- exp (i f AA(,r)d" - firT)dT} (4.200b)*

0

Eqs. (4.200) surely satisfy the boundary condition a1(0) = hj(C .

From Eqs. (4.199b) and (4.199e) there then results:£

b1 (t) = - ipI-3 f p(T)dT {HA.'e - 1 h1(T)+ - ,K(T)bu,(T) } (4.201a)
0

bu(t) = - ip-' f/(T) dT KB) bu(T) (4.201h)
0

where: pi(s) = exp, ( ixt + if jA (-r)dT} (4.201c)
0

o/2(t) =- exp { ixt +[ i! &B2(r)dr} (4.201d)

We shall not go through the succeeding steps in detail, but merelyieketch them in. Spitzer next assumed,
say, b1. (t) as a "series of successive approximations,"

b =(t) - bl.8
°) (t) + b1*' ) (t) + b1*

(  (2)++I- Q4 • (4.202)

bu(°)(t) is obtained from Eq. (4.201a) by neglecting K9 and intgr.-grating by parts. This result is sub.

stituted into Eq. (4.201b) to obtain b")(t), and this latter result finalyu utilized to find b.()(t). In addition
bu(0 ), bl,('), and b,(2) are shown to vanish. There ultimately results:

Ibi (o)? +'I bu(co)1=  HA& ' (' I h1(0) I{I 1+- Ifl(T)dT 12
x+ (11')'1 0

- 2 R [f L(r)dT fL(T)dT1 I + I fp(T~Oe-1 TdT + Lah I1
0 0 10j

+ fp(T)e-TdTKzh i'] (4.203a)

where: 1(t) - Kwjs)pj(O)st) (4.203b)

It can be shown that the double integral cancels the term inmmiadtely preceding it in Eq. (4.203a).
In addition, the changes in Al and ha during a collision are neglected so tatMt these quantities are taken outside

oSpitser gives +IrT instead of - WT, but this would not appear to canelNt#a esip (- JrT) in a when the seond term
on the right of Eq. (4.199a) is being obtained.
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the integral signs and the mean square of each equated to unity. Finally exp (-iT) is taken outside the
integral and x is assumed I r. Again we recall that Eq. (4.203s) should give the intensity distribution.
Thus:

=(X) r [I + exp (-rs.) , le'(A,, - ABI)dT 1

'' 2wx'

+ If1 ' + I [ TKBdT 2 H (4.204)

The integrals of AIB and Aj may be noted to have disappeared, and this is by virtue of their first expected
appearance in fourth order. Use has also been made of the fact that the phases of h, and hi are arbitrary
which would lead to the disappearance of their cross product terms in the main (occurrence with equal
probability of positive and negative signs).

Now we take the z, axis as parallel to the direction of rectilinear motion of the perturbing ion and the
yz, plane as the plane of perturer motion. If, as usual, 0 is the angle between the distance of closest
broadener approach and the instantaneous emitter-broadener separation, then the z. component of the field
produced by the perturbing ion will be given.by E sin 0 and the y. component by E cos 0. Under these

conditions Eqs. (4.167) tell us that the diagonal matrix elements of the ionic field yield:

AAI(T) - B(T) = q " n

On the other hand the matrix of z, is diagonal. Thus, we should expect the contributions to the off-diagonal
elements of the ionic field, KA and KB to arise from the matrix of y. alone so that, if we let KA be some con.
stant the off-diagonal element KA will be given by KA cos tv/J. According to the conventions introduced:

sin 0 = v(T - to) ; co 0 = R (4.205)
r r

so that from Eqs. (4.167):

A- l)dT(1 ="T- u)sd (4.206a)

i f ( + U2)3/2
e.Kd (= +t du!) (4.206b)

0 -

Integrals of the form Eqs. (4.206) have already been quite handily disposed of in Eq. (4.176) and subse.
quent, and when the result of such disposition is substituted into Eq. (4.204) the result:

I(x) = 2 I + 4 exp (-rt.) k[T2K4(1) + KA2 + KB K,' <'i(4.207)
It appears reasonably evident that when the y. and s, axes are interchanged, the roles of the K's and

the A's will be interchanged resulting in the interchange of K0' and K1
2. "When J(x) is summed over all

possible components of a particular hydrogen line n - weighting J(x) for each component by the oscillator
strength* of that component - the result must clearly be independent of the choice of axes." This appears
physically sensible, and it is to be admitted that, if such is the case, the weighted sum over T must equal
the weighted sum over KA' and KB' in Eq. (4.207). With the understanding then that the sum in question

'See Appendix VII for a diacmsion of Osciltor Strengths.
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is to be taken, it is legitimate to replace (KAI + KB2) /%'R by T'. If we again specify the number of colli-

sions as in Eq. (4.172), we obtain this latter equation for Eq. (4.207) where now IT(e) is replaced by:

fo'(Q) i 2t [Kil(E) + Ko(Q)] n  (4.208)
From Eq. (4.179):

fi(Q) = 2t [KQ( ) =1= Ko()] (4.209)

so that we see that f0'2() is nothing more nor less than the average of f i(t) over plus and minus values.
We may now draw some conclusions which will tend to show that which we have been attempting to

prove, namely,".., the change in the atomic wave functions becomes appreciable and the Born approxima-
tion becomes invalid in the same region as that in which the adiabatic approach becomes approximately
valid. . .. "113

The replacement of fT() by fJ,() in Eq. (4.172) is somewhat similar to the replacement by f() earlier.
Now the change infQ( ) as T goes from one to zero is small. On the other hand T is of the order of 2 Ka/vR
which in turn is approximately equal to the square of the time integral of K,(9). This latter quantity tells

. is approximately the probability of the molecule changing its state from B, to B2, i.e., of invalidating the
Born approximation. This rather tenuous line of reasoning leads us to the conclusion that as T gets large
enough to allow the use of the adiabatic approximation as a good assumption, the Born approximation is no
longer valid.

4.23. REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM STARK BROADENING THEORY

In the last few sections then we have (1) considered the effect on a hydrogen spectral line of an adiabatic
collision of specific optical collision diameter and perturber velocity to obtain Eq. (4.172) for the intensity
distribution in the broadened line, (2) considered the deviations from this adiabatic hypothesis of (1) for the
specific case of the first Lyman lines and found that fT(Q) must be replaced byl,(e) to account for the non.
adiabaticity, and (3) utilized what corresponded to the Born approximation to obtain a line shape (as given
by Eq. (4.207)) and in this derivation the transitions considered were more general than (2) since they could
take place between any two perturbed levels. In toto then (2) and (3) have indicated the necessity of
replacing Eq. (4.172) by:

(x) {1 ( T,) (4.210a)

where: a - 1 + Ts (4.210b)
and the remainder of the symbols are defined, as before, by Eqs. (4.167), (4.169), and (4.171).

The problem which remains then is one of integrating over all values of T and J, that is, all values of
v and p, the distance of closest approach in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the intensity distribu.
tion in the spectral line.

4.24. INCLUSION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF COLLISIONS
In order to accomplish this integration, we first suppose .,(p,v)dpdv to be the number of times per

second (essentially a probability) that a hydrogen atom undergoes an optical collision of diameter between
p and p + d with an ion of mas M, charge Z,,e and having a relative velocity between v and u + d.
Then an integration of Eq. (4.210a) over p and v together with a summation over n, the types of ions, will
yield the expression desired. .

1(x) 1 fJv) (4.11)
0 0
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The upper limit of integration over the collision diameter is simply given by:

-uS' =1
3 N

where N has its usual meaning. This upper limit of p amounts to a".. consideration of successive, isolated,
single encounters... . , and indicates that collisions of greater diameter than the average molecular
separation will tend to be "completely screened." Of course, this means the ignoration of distant encounters
which, in connection with the Weisskopf theory, we shall see in Chapter 6 means loss of any line shift.
Although Spitzer was naturally well aware of the fallacy in considering the lower limit zero as meaningful,
he thought that it was a " . . . better procedure... to include an admittedly inaccurate value for the con.
tribution from these close encounters rather than to neglect them entirely."' The extension of the limit

to zero actually makes very little difference.
For the distribution of velocities a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution was assumed, and for the optical

collision diameter - distance of closest approach - the simple probability 2rpvN was assumed so that:

U'm(p,v) = (2wpvN) (4P132,r -Y exp [-lmV2 ) (4.212a)
1 Mmmimn

where I -. __

2kT M,,,-+m (4.212b)

with my the hydrogen atom mass.
When Eq. (4.212a) is substituted into Eq. (4.211) is reintroduced, and u is substituted for i.,0, there

results:

I(X) = r f I± 4rl /2E : ." '1 Nmm /2H x) (4.213a)
4r I/ 2 /2

where: H,(x) = eudu f() (4.213b). f
0 0

71= q.lmx . - qmlI /2 (4.213c)

and finally: a2 = 1 + -- ' (4.213d)

from Eq. (4.210b). We might note that the quantity qmV/'is the Stark shift which results from placing a
charge Zme unit distance from a hydrogen atom. We shall have more to say about yj and -f later.

The main problem which Spitzer faced in carrying the theory forward to completion from this point
was the evaluation of the integral occurring in Eq. (4.213b). The difficulty arising here is largely due to the

fact thatf,( ) (as we may recall from Eq. (4.179)) has only been evaluated for integralvalues ofTandhence a.
Spitzer avoids the difficulty presented by this situation by taking, for X/Xn.x less than 1/16:

PO( I < a < 1.5

f2(t) 1.5<a<3

f. (W 5=
and for x/xmax greater than 1/16:

f. W = f. (0) (4.214b)
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We shall not consider the intervening steps in detail but simply give the solution as:

H.(x) - 41n 1- - 2.33 + 6171 + 6.7 ! (4.215)
73 Ts

which is accurate to within ten percent for yvj less than ys/10 and y2 less than 0.2. The asymptotic value
of Hm(x) for large values of -s is apparent from this equation. For x/xnm less than 1/16 this asymptotic
result holds for H5(x). Finally with "t7 large ('Ys still assumed small) H,,,(x) is given by H,,'(x) where:

H.'(x) - 41n - 3.02 + 6171 (4.216)

These then are the values of H,(x) which are to be utilized in Eq. (4.213a) in order to obtain the intensity
distribution for one component of the hydrogen line. Since we are desirous of obtaining the intensity dis.
tribution in an actual observed line, we now sum contributions of the form Eq. (4.213a) from the various
components weighted by the oscillator strengths of the components concerned. The result is:

r) p, k .4 m'-, %// (H',j(x) -lP ~j(x)) (4.217)
2sx'1 f Xi1 / 2 "' i

where the pj are the normalized oscillator strengths:

Ef, (4.218)

This is the desired solution, and let us now consider a few of the ramifications of it, as well as the restric.
tions and approximations involved in it.

4.25. APPROXIMATIONS IN THE QUANTUM STARK BROADENING THEORY

The two parameters 7, and ^ts can tell us a good deal about the reduction of the equations for line shape
obtainedheretothoseof the Statistical and Interruption theory. We first consider 7,. For an ion with the most
probably relative velocity, 4;t' 71 = T " - x/x.. Now then, if 7 is small, the parameter T will be greater
than one only for x/x., small. Then, as we have already demonstrated in connection with Eq. (4.173),

2 sin
fe W 2)

and from Eq. (4.210a) we obtain the Interruption theory shape as was obtained in Eq. (4.174). On the other
hand, ifyj is large, T is large, and ergo, Eq. (4.183) and the Statistical theory again. A similar lineof reasoning
leads to the reduction to the Statistical theory for large y2.

Before continuing, let us remark that Holtsmark's # is essentially equivalent to z/x,. for p equal to s.

This will now be useful in certain comparisons which are to be made with the Holtsmark theory. In order
to make these comparisons Spitzer first shifted from 1(x) to W(P) by the rather straightforward relation:

=( )d 1 = I(x) dx (4.219a)

where now:

P = -3 (4.219b)
q -2

4t
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When Eq. (4.219a) is multiplied by #1 and the indicated substitutions made, there results, according
to Eq. (4.213a) and the relation between s and N:

3 y ys 3 H.(x)N.
OW(P) = 21(x) = '-- N (4.220)

q i

where the first term in Eq. (4.213a) has been assumed negligible and the right side of the equation has been
multiplied by two for agreement with the Statistical theory. Fig. (4.9) gives the curves of log #2W(p) vs.
log 6 for several values of the parameter. We may note that for the case -f2 = W (the solid line) Verweij's
calculation 8' based on Holtsmark's earlier work has been used, since the present theory reduces to this
Statistical theory for this situation, as we have seen.

Next Eq. (4.174) may be considered. For the II/, which appears in this equation, we substitute the
integral of Eq. (4.212a) over p from zero to p' and subsequently integrate over all values of v with the result:

(x) 2 -Nq."l,,

so that, according to Eq. (4.220):

y 72N., (4.221)

The horizontal lines in Fig. (4.9) represent the Interruption result - the oft-called Weisskopf result -
for several values of y2. The actual asymptotic result for PW(P), which one might expect to agree with the
Interruption result, agrees with Eq. (4.221) only for ys = 0.047. This is another demonstration of the error
involved in the Interruption theory's failure to include the effect of distant collisions and nonadiabaticity.
We mention this fact with no special emphasis, since we shall go into a much more detailed consideration of
these facets of the Interruption theory in Chapter 6.

One other rather obvious point seems worthy of mention in connection with Fig. (4.9). Eq. (4.213c)
tells us that vy is directly proportional to the density, since it is inversely proportional to the mean molecular
separation which is in turn inversely proportional to the particle density. The result is that as the density
increases the theory tends toward the Statistical theory, and conversely, as the pressure decreases the theory
tends toward the Interruption theory. This may be seen directly from Fig. (4.9). These are facts which we
shall encounter on several subsequent occasions, but this seems a particularly simple way to demonstrate
these facts about the two types of theories. One more item of interest may be garnered from a perusal of the
figure in question. The parameter 'y, in addition to being density dependent, is inversely velocity dependent
through 4 (see Eq. (4.212b)). Firstly then, it is rather obvious that we tend toward the Statistical theory
with decreasing velocity - this too we shall later divine from different considerations. In an assemblage
of equal numbers of electrons and ions the latter may be expected to move slowly, and our previous considera.
tion tells us that we then expect the statistical effect. Au contraire, as far as the electrons are concerned,
however, since their velocities may be expected to be muoh higher. Another look at Fig. (4.9) then tells us
that the contribution of the electrons to the line width should be negligible.

Let us now review the main points in Spitzer's development of his Stark broadening theory.
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4.26. SUMMARY OF THE QUANTUM BROADENING THEORY AND ERROR EVALUATION

Spitzer began with three assumptions, namely, (A) THE STARK EFFECT IS LINEAR AND THE ELECTRIC

FIELD PRODUCING IT IS HOMOGENEOUS, (B) COLLISIONS ARE BINARY, and' (C) THE MASS OF THE COLLIDING

PARTICLES MAY BE TAKEN AS INFINITELY LARGE.* Let us consider these.

First, Spitzer's approximate evaluation of the error involved in Approximation (A). The coordinates

of the photoelectron we shall designate with the subscript e. The distance from this electron to the ion is

taken as d, its position vector as r., and the separation of the emitter nucleus and the ion we take as R.

These quantities are related as follows:

dP = R1 + r, 2 - 2z8R

so that the potential at the electron due to the ionic charge is:

V - Ze2 - Ke +1 (3Z. - r2) .. (4.222)V=-d R /R 422

Now the upper levels of the photoelectron are broadened by the largest amount (see for example

Eq. (4.166)), and, from the point of view of the Bohr theory especially, they have the largest values of x..

For large z,:
< r 2 > < z 2 > -- < , >2

so that:

< V> = Z ,'> I  + < (4.223)

It is apparent that the maximum value for z, is r. so that, since the second term in Eq. (4.223) gives the

error, the maximum value of the error due to the assumption of a lomogeneous ionic field is r,/R. We

should remark, however, that this method of determining the error breaks down for R less than three or

four < r, >.

Eq. (4.223) points up one more fact of importance. Since z. is an average, its sign will not change. As

a consequence, the sign of the correction term < r > IR will not change so that an asymmetry in the line

will result, since the mean perturbation will not cancel out.

We consider next Approximation (B). It is intuitively apparent that multiple collisions at short dis.

tances of approach will have a low probability. On the other hand, a close, binary collision will screen out,

at least partially, the effects of distant multiple collisions. We may expect then for large 7: that this approxi.

mation is not too serious a one. As s decreases (with the density) on the other hand, one would expect the

probability of a multiple collision to decrease. Spitzer specifies the value 1/5 for ys as an upper limit in

order that the binary approximation may be a good one.

Assumption (C) would be a particularly serious one only for electrons, and we have made note of the

fact that the ions, not the electrons are generally the important broadening agents.

Having made these assumptions the problem was set up assuming, as the intermolecular interaction

the linear Stark effect. Firstly, a quantum mechanical solution of the adiabatic - the quantum state of the

system remains unchanged - problem was carried out. We begin with the basic equations for the state

growths, Eqs. (4.157). The fact that the absolute square of the coefficient b.(,) (o0) is the probability that

the atom is in a state, in order to get to which it had to emit a photon of frequency v, means that the absolute

square of this coefficient must also be the intensity of this frequency in the spectral line. This line of reason.

*We should recall that we consider this mass as infinite only insofar as any effecta which the intermoleeular interaction
may have on the perturber motion.

4t
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ing leads to Eq. (4.163) for the line shape of one component due to one type of collision. The problem is
then carried through to the adiabatic solution of Eq. (4.172) for the line shape. During the mathematical

manipulation leading to this solution two additional approximations are introduced, namely, (D) THE

PERTURBER MOTION IS RECTILINEAR AND CLASSICAL and (E) THE FREQUENCY IN QUESTION IS MUCH FARTHER

OUT IN THE LINE WINGS THAN THE NATURAL LINE WIDTH - NAMELY, X ,>r. We shall encounter ample
comment on Approximation (D) later, and Approximation (E) simply restricts the validity of the results

to the line wing.
Further, as concerns the purely adiabatic hypothesis, we noted the manner in which Spitzer's results

reduced to the Interruption solution for T small and the Statistical solution for T large.

Next a nonadiabatic solution of the problem for the lowest Lyman lines was carried through, and it was
discovered that Eq. (4.172) held true for this case if T was replaced by a where a2 was approximately (1+ T)1.

Finally, the problem was considered from the Born point of view. The solution in this case, which
breaks down at approximately the point where the adiabatic approximation becomes valid, is given by
Eq. (4.207).

The next step consists of an averaging of our modified Eq. (4.163) over the distance of closest approach
and velocity. This result is given in Eqs. (4.213). Finally, the weighted summation over the various com-
ponents results in the final form Eq. (4.217).

Let us take note of two more remarks of Spitzer's in conclusion. To begin with, he was able to show
by a judicious utilization of Eqs. (4.167) that for close collisions, that is, for R as small as 10 < r, >, the
value of T will be quite large so that, since replacing it by a is of little or no import, the collisions may be

considered as adiabatic.
By an approximate calculation Spitzer placed the following limits on the validity of Eq. (4.217):

(1) Excluding the error due to the inhomogeneity of the ionic field for the moment, Spitzer obtained an

error due to the method of calculation of Eq. (4.215) as not more than 10 percent and the equation is asymp.
totically correct except for the case 0.2 < -t2 < 2 and 7Yi < 1 which Spitzer refers to as intractable. (2) A
consideration of the inhomogeneous ionic field, on the other hand, adds a correction for the Statistical theory

reduction. For the case where the theory reduces to the Interruption approximation the error is about
13 percent for temperature of under 300000. (3) The theory breaks down completely for A )AB> 13 5nB4/nsA.
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CHAPTER 5

STATISTICAL BROADENING

In 1926 Franckn presented a paper to the Faraday Society in which he sketched for the first time
the tenets oi what is now the well-known Franck-Condon principle.

5.1. THE FRANCK.CONDON PRINCIPLE

In order to consider his conception, let us imagine a molecule which for convenience we may take as
diatomic. Let us further neglect the rotational motion and consider only the electronic and vibrational
energies. We suppose this molecule to be initially in a vibrational ground state. An electronic transition
now takes place to, say, some higher electronic state& Now let us consider Fig. (5.1).

In Fig. (5.1) the curves for two electronic states - between which our transition is assumed to take
place - are given in which the molecular energy as a function of nuclear separation has been plotted. In
essence, Franck hypothesized that the transition takes place vertically between these two curves. This
means that the nuclei have the same separation immediately after the electronic transition as they did
before even though the potential curve which governs the nuclear behavior has been changed by the transi-
tion. Since in general, as is illustrated by Fig. (5.1), the new separation of the nuclei will not correspond
to the equilibrium position of this electronic state, the molecule will no longer be in a vibrational ground
state, and it will begin to vibrate, or it may be dissociated.

Shortly after the publication of these views, Condon" suggested the manner in which this principle
could be used to predict intensities, one might say qualitatively. Let us roughly consider his graphical
method by considering Fig. (5.2). We are utilizing the quantum mechanical energy levels of a vibrator,
but we shall consider the intensity question classically.

Consider vibrational level "A" of the initial state. Classically speaking, the internuclear separation
during the vibration (corresponding to an energy of "A") could neither be less than "a" nor greater than
"b". Further, the molecule will most often be found with an internuclear separation in the neighborhood
of "a" or "b", since we may recall that "b" is the separation at which stretching has ceased and contraction
is to begin. Thus we may say that the most probable, and hence, the most intense transitions correspond
to "a" and "b". If at the time of the electronic transition the internuclear distance corresponds to "b",
the transition will proceed vertically to the curve for the upper electronic state, and then, since the vibra-
tional energies are, of course, quantized, would proceed to the closest vibrational level "B". Thus, the most
intense transitions from level "A" will be to levels "B" and "C".

Condon"1 later modified this principle to strictly include the wave mechanics, and essentially this modi-
fication has the effect of adding an indeterminacy to the principle so that if, for example, .4 --+ B is favored
in Fig. (5.2), we will now have a band around the frequency corresponding to this frequency rather than
the frequency itself.

The foundation for a theory of spectral line broadening had thus been laid by Franck and Condon and
the theory itself was first qualitatively developed by Jablonski. 74

94
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5.2. FIRST APPLICATION OF FRANCK CONDON TO LINE BROADENING

For the interaction energy of two atoms in a molecule Jablonski stated the Franck-Condon principle
as: "At the moment of the electron jump (1) the reciprocal separation of the atomic nuclei and (2) the
velocity of the nuclei are not noticeably changed. "7  It need hardly be considered stretching a point to
carry this principle over to the case of two free molecules, an absorber (emitter) and a broadener.

Let us consider, with Jablonski, the potential curves for two free molecules as given in Fig. (5.3).
These curves are repulsion curves, but for the principles involved the curve type is of no import. The
potential energy of the two particle system is given as a function of the molecular separation. If the broad.
ening molecule is an infinite distance from the absorber, the unperturbed spectral line of frequency corre.
sponding to E. - E. would be absorbed. In the event that the molecular separation were r. at the time
of absorption, the frequency of the line would have some different value corresponding to E% - Ers.

We here neglect the lack of sharpness which would be present in r8.* With the aid of Fig. (5.3) let us con.
sider this absorbing transition in slightly greater detail.

Firstly, we have assumed that energy is conserved so that we have the T, V, and E curves as shown
for the two molecules in the initial state. Now the transition takes place at the separation r,. In accordance
with the Franck.Condon principle, the relative velocity of the molecules is not changed by this transition
so that immediately after the transition the point "x'" on the T-curve still gives the relative velocity. Now,
however, the total energy is E' and this too is to be conserved. Hence, as shown by the T'.curve the
relative kinetic energy of the particles after separation will be increased, and this increase is at the expense
of the incident radiation. The reverse effect could also occur, that is, the "effective" incident radiation

could be increased at the expense of the final kinetic energy. These interactions between collisions and
radiation had been considered by Oldenberg 7 131 and later by Minkowski.12

Thus, we see how radiation differing in frequency from that characteristic for the molecular transition

may be absorbed Qualitatively at least, it follows directly that ".... the intensity distribution (and the
line width) is dependent on the profiles of the potential curves and the probability of different r values." 7'
Thus, the most probable r values would correspond to the most intense frequencies of the spectral line.
Since the probability of a given r would depend on the relative velocity of the "collision partners," the
variable relative velocity which may be inferred from the T-curve in Fig. (5.3) must needs be considered.
Theoretically at least, one might now determine the line profile by utilizing gas kinetic theory.

It is apparent that almost any form of asymmetry of the spectral line could be obtained, depending
on the relative profiles of the potential curves. Before considering the matter of line shift, it might he well
to emphasize that the line frequency (corresponding to a specific ra) rapidly approaches the unperturbed
line frequency with increasing r regardless of the type of interaction curves under consideration. Thus,
it follows that, with increasing probability of small r, there will be an increasing displacement or shift of
the line intensity maximum. Small r would become more probable with increasing pressure.

In what has preceded we have considered the perturbing effect of only one molecule. In "reality"
many molecules would contribute to the disturbance, but Jablonski's ruminations do give a qualitative

* This lack of sharpness of r. will be considered at a later point. If the transition took place in an infinitely small time
interval or if the relative velocities of the partners were infinitely small, this lack of sharpness would not e present, and the
transition indicated on Fig. (5.3) would accurately represent the situation. However, the transition time is always finite.
Thus, we obtain a diffuseness which is caused by the fact that the molecular velocities are not infinitely small and results from
the exchange of radiation and kinetic energy' 0$ , t, dug the process of emission. We shall see that this results in Margenau's
"velocity distribution."
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idea as to how this type of spectral line broadening and shift are brought about. He envisioned it as
applicable to any type of interaction curves - ... it can be exchange- as well as Coulomb dipole.,
quadrupole., etc. forces..

S3. CALCULATION OF THE VAN DER WAALS FORCES INVOLVED IN BROADENING

In 1932 Margenau"I utilized, for the first time, the van der Waals forces* between two atoms of different,
types to explain the shift and broadening of spectral lines. Since "... . numerous causes which can neither
be well controlled experimentally nor accurately corrected for by theory... may play an important role
in the phenomenon.. .,,I of broadening in emission, he considered only absorption.t

Van der Waals forces may exist among neutral molecules, so that an immediately apparent advantage
of considering these forces as the cause of broadening in preference to the Stark type lies in the possibility
of explaining that broadening caused by molecules which possess no permanent poles. The first step then
lies in the calculation of these broadening forces.

Margenau first applied himself to the case of foreign gas broadening in which the absorbing atom is

in its lowest p-state and the broadening atom is in its normal state.

Let us consider Fig. (5.4).
The atomic nuclei are at (a) and (b), and the centers* of negative charge are at (xiY'iz) and (xsy2z,)

where the x.axis of the coordinate system to which the system is referred coincides with r, the separation
of the two nuclei. We here assume that r is large so that no electron interchangett effect need be con-

sidered. For example, one could take as eigenfunctions for, say, two H atoms ( = . (1) 4% (2) instead
of # = ,. (1)% (2) + Pa (2)Ob (1), etc.

The interaction potential energy of the system will be given by:

rn ra2 rb

-?a r2 + ra 

L ,2 + V + + 1 r -7 Y,, + 2 (XII - 2xr) +1

+2 - + J LV r, +7a r

- ', (yo,, + ,,,, - 2xxl) +- - [r'x, - rs2x + (2yy, + 2zz, - 3xx) (xi - x1)]

+ 1-t [rttrt' - 5rttx,, - 5rix2" + 2(yiy, + sisi + 4xjx,)'] +

Margenul" has eryptically but delightiuily defined the van der Waals force as ". .. that force which gives rise to the
constant ain van der Waals equation..."

t For the equivalence of eission see ianfi, Se. (6.13).
** If an atom possesses no dipole moment, to say nothing of the absence of a quadrupole moment, the centers of positive

and negative charge would normally coincide. Since we are not assuming the existence of any permanent poles, this apparent
anomaly should he explained. We assume here that a mutual polarization - that is, a drawing apart of the centers of positive
and negative charge - occurs, and we are then free to consider these charge centers.

tt See inr,, Chap. 7.
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since r has been assumed large.* The first term is the dipole-dipole interaction term, the second the dipole.
quadrupole, and so on. Margenau utilized only the first term, so that the perturbing potential for the
system is:

V (yzy, + lzx, - 2xxs) (5.1)
Al r-

sothat: H= Eo+ Vo+ V = H +H'

Eqs. (2.26b) and (2.26c) may be written down for this case as:

H04.' + H',,o = E.04,,' + E.'4, 0  (2.26b')

H/;¢" + H''' = E0.4." + En'4p.' + En°on" (2.26c')

We now replacet 4.' by Za1kot ° and 0,," by Xbnt4k °, replace Hotpk0 by Ek°%'°, multiply both equations
k k

on the left by .m0, and integrate over all space to obtain:

a.mE ,,0 + flmOH'O.d,,d = En.anmJk + E'Sn. (5.2a)

b.,mE,,n°.k + la.kf ,,H'Ok dr = E,0bm,, + En'a,, 8 ,k + E,"5.. (5.2b)

These equations yield the first and second order energy corrections:

Eo' = f,,H'¢O.dr = 0

E Zo" = YankP~oH~OdT f7;l0(a)VoVPAO(a)kB0(b)drf-JA(a)lBc(b)V/':"(a)4ko(b)dr (5.3)**
k (E.0 - Eko)

_ I - EoE + I' _F (5.4)

In Eq. (5.4) the EA are the energy levels of the absorbing atom, El being the energy of the initialp-state,
and the FB are the energy levels of the broadening atom, Fo being the energy of the initial s-state. VIOAB

may now be written out as:

VIO,AB = f-ABV4#0dr = fRA(l)VB(2)Vjl(1)Jo(2)drd-S (5.5)

since, as mentioned earlier, no electron exchange is considered. If, in the symbolism of Margenau, we let,
for example, xjA(l) = fA(1)x01(1)drl, I V10,AB I may be written as:

V1o,AB e = [YLA'()YoBj(2) + zL2(1)XoA(2) + 4xA'(l)XoB2(2 ) + 2yA(l)z1()yoB( 2 )ZoB( 2 )
FA

- 4xjA(l)yL(l)xaB(2)yB(2) - 4xjA(l)zjA(l)xB( 2 )zXn( 2 )j (5.6)

Margenau utilized hydrogen like wave functions for both atoms which, in general, may be represented as:

O, , = R (r)Pj'*(t)e*' (5.7)

This is merely a different form of Eq. (4.16) which will be more useful here.
t See supra, Eq. (4.144) and preceding.
** Ela' - f W:(a)xjz(a)di f o(b)xVo(b)drz.+ ...- f ()xOP(a)dnfff [Ro)" sin' 6 coo fir&d,, +.

2-
- f }drff[RPoJr- sin-0 drd. 0 +... 0, since fe vd, - 0, and so on.

0
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in which I is the orbital angular momentum quantum number; m is the magnetic quantum number, and
n is the orbital quantum number.

The following relations exist among the matrix elements associated with the broadening atom:

ZoAYOB - ZAXSOB = ZYOBQB = 0 (5.8a)

ZxoB(2) = ZyoB'( 2) = Zoa'(2 ) = (5.8h)
n 3

We have summed over the quantum number m in Eqs. (5.8) since it has no effect on the level energies,

but remains a spatial degeneracy parameter. roB (2) is to be defined below. Let us prove a portion of

Eq. (5.8a) as an example.

ZXOBYOB = Zf B(2)xo(2)drf B(2)y4o(2)dT

+1
=Z fff Rio k , el Pj-rA sins 0 eosvdrd~dwpfffRIO R., PI'e" ' sin' 0 sin V 'd~dj

= Z - fffRiR.IP10 sins 6 (e" + ') - e ('-') )rdrdtdvpfff... (5.9)

The integral over p in Eq. (5.9) is zero unless m I :1, while when m 1 the sum of all such
integrals over m goes to zero. The remaining portion of Eqs. (5.8) may be evaluated in a similar manner.
An inspection of Eq. (5.9) also tells us that, in Eq. (5.8b):

rOB'( 2 )-- R,,o(r)R.B(r)r'dr]' (5.8c)

Certain relations may also be written down among the matrix elements associated with the absorbing
atom. Here the state is the p.state and hence m, = 0, -+ 1. For the emitter then:

For m1i 0:

2 XlA'(l) =rlA'(l) 42 9 8](5la

yL'(l) = zi'(1) = rIj(1) 1 1 (5.10b)

Form = - 1

2 X1A'(1) = rI(1) 1 81, (5.10c)

2 YA'(1) = S '(1) = ru'(1) 1 610 + i0o- (5.10d)

Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10) may now be utilized to obtain I VIOABI' summed over all values of the magnetic
quantum numbers for the states A and B. The result may be written as:

Form, = 0:

I VIO Bl2 e r4(l)ro2 (2) [ IA2 + (5.11a)
mAMU - 4 45
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For mi - 4 1:

I VI0,AB I' = r1A'(l)r0'(2) SIAI + 8 SW
-A-B r9

Margenau expressed the interaction energy in terms of "dispersion-f-values"* which are proportional
to the absorbing transition probability. If we denote the f.values for the emitting atom by fA and for
perturbing atom by &0B, we obtain:

14 - 8-M (EA - E) Z [XIA(1) + ylA(l) + zIA'(1)]
3h2 01

= 8em (E4 - El)rl2(1)[ 2 85, + 1 ,1o (5.12)
3h2 3

90B = (FB - Fo)roB' (2) 8541 (5.13)

3h2

If we now let fA, be the f-value for the d-states where lA = 2 and 114" be the f-values for those states
where 1A = 0, the substitution of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) into Eqs. (5.11) and the subsequent substitution
of Eqs. (5.11) into Eq. (5.4) yields:

For m, = 0:

= i - 2r- 5 ! + 4 Z k'AB (5.14a)
= r e 4i ~\ 2AlB DA.,T A"B D4"B

Form = 1:

E10{1 3 ( S10 fI'gO0B + X- L"B} (5.14b)Es r -r--n'2 r - DATB A DA "B

It is thus apparent that "... the interaction energy between one atom in a p-state and another in an
s-state depends on the orientation of the former...,, through the value of the magnetic quantum number
for the p-state.

Eqs. (5.14) may be rewritten as:

Ejo I 3(he4 [22 - 3m, ' yfs&&B + (4 -3m?2 ) 9fi4 "908~
ro 4Q\2-/L 10 A D Y7' DA,,B)

and if, ignoring the dependence of the energy on the orientation, we sum over mi and divide by three, we
obtain, as average E10:

1 3I(he4 + A
<Es0 = r 2m'AT DATs DA0,s

This equation obviously has the same coefficients for the f1A0 andf A,, so that we may write our expres.
son for the interaction energy as follows:

E = --- 1 3 DAs (5.15)
r'2m'2 AD~ DAB

This corresponds to the more general form for the interaction energy which had been obtained by
London" as:t

* Another name fLo pecinlator strengthe.
t We salal discuss London's interaction considerations in some detail in Chap. 8.
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13 ( e' Vi fAAg + (5.15')

In this equation S refers to the terms which would enter if interactions of higher order than the dipole

were included in the perturbing potential. Margenau"10 had investigated the effect of these higher order

terms on the van der Waals forces.

Eq. (5.15) may be simplified by applying the London approximation 's that the summation of goB

over B may be replaced by the multiplicative factor aAF where a is the polarizability of the broadening

atom and AF is the mean energy difference for a transition with the resultant absorption of electric dipole

radiation by the broadener. As Margenau notes .. . Except in the case of rare gases, this will introduce

considerable errors . ."I" since, for rare gases, " ... the transition from the lowest state to the next higher

state... involves an energy which is an appreciable portion of the ionization energy.""' Eq. (5.15) thus

becomes:

<Ek-> 1- - I aAF kA(5.16)
r 2m \2i/ A (EA - Ek)(AF + EA - Ek)

If we consider the sign of <Ek0> we find that it is dependent on the sign of (AF + EA - Ek), that is,

on whether the transition is an absorbing or emitting one, since fkA /(EA - EA) is always positive and the

sign of the remaining factors is obviously always positive. This fact leads to (a) a negative value for E

and hence an attractive interaction force for k = 0, the absorbing atom initially in the ground state or

(b) the appearance of negative terms in the summation for Ek0 when k # 0. Let us assume, however,

that <E00> and <El0> are negative so that the ground and first-excited states of the absorber - we

consider here only this transition - are distorted into energy curves which are functions of the atomic

separation r, and similar to those shown in Fig. (5.5).

In Fig. (5.5), E would correspond to the frequency of the absorbed radiation when the absorber is

not perturbed by the broadener. The separation of the two curves at lesser values of r would correspond

to the frequency of radiation which is absorbed when the absorbing and broadening atoms are separated

by these values of r. There is, as has been mentioned, a lower limit to be imposed on r. For example,

in the case of the broadening of Na lines by K, Margenau felt that the equations for the interaction energies

... certainly fail at distances of the order of 5 or 6A."111

Having obtained rather detailed information as to the forces which, in the present theory, are to act

as broadening (or shifting) agents, let us proceed to a consideration of the manner in which these forces

are presumed to give rise to this broadening and shift.

5.4. LINE SHIFT ACCORDING TO THE EARLY STATISTICAL THEORY

To begin with, the following assumptions were made:

"1. Atom I (the absorber) is surrounded only by individuals of type II (broadeners).

"2. The mutual attraction between structures II will be neglected*...

"3. Internal electronic changes of atom I, caused by absorption of light, occur adiabatically

with respect to its surroundings....

"4. The transition probability of atom I is independent of the configuration of the perturbing

atoms... 9'111

This is similar to the assumption of point broadenrs (we. supra, Chap. 4).
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We now establish a coordinate system whose origin lies at the absorbing atom and to which the position
vectors r,, ... , r. of the n broadening atoms are referred. If we let the interaction energy between the
absorber in its ground state and the i-th broadener be e(r,), the system energy is Z4(ri). In like manner

the energy after a transition becomes E + tl(ri) where tj is as given in Fig. (5.5). Thus, the change in the
energy due to the transition is given by:

(ri... r) --E + Z [n(r,) - *(r )] (5.17)
i

From Eq. (5.17) we may obtain the average energy change as:

<A> = f e-'rO/kT { E + I [tI(r,) - .(r,)] } d/f e-?d(ri)/kTd (5.18)
i

In Eq. (5.18) we have, in the numerator, integrated the energy difference over the entire 3N-dimensional
space. In this integration the energy difference has been weighted by the Boltzmann factor for each dc
range in the 3N.dimensional space for the ground state energy. Each point in this space will, as in the
Stark broadening consideration, correspond to a certain configuration of the system. "The integration in
the denominator is performed over the space of each individual separately and yields approximately V", V
being the total volume of the assembly; for e(r) is known to be different from zero only in a very small
sphere about the origin, so that in the remainder of the volume of each individual the integrand is one." ''
The disappearance of e(r) is, of course, predicated on the fact that the curve of this function is virtually
a straight line except near the origin. The assumption pertaining to the integration is strictly true if all
atoms are considered point masses or if the density is very low as seen in Chapter 4. In the event of finite
atomic diameters, previous occupancy would exclude certain portions of space from the integration for
each particle. The errors introduced, however, are probably not as great as those introduced by other
necessary approximations. Let us consider the numerator.

fe ' { E + Z [,i(r,) - =(r,)]} dO - EV" + fe -. ()/IT... e-d(r)/kT[1C(r,) +... + ,I(r,) - 4(r,)i
... -(r)]d2 = EVr + V-[ f e-(r)/T[,(r) - #(r)]d dxsld +...

+ fe-?w)/h?[,(ra) - (r.)]ddxA4&a

= Er + V' nfe -4()/kT[v(r) - e(r)] dxl~ddxsl

Thus, Eq. (5.18) becomes:

A =E + n -fe()/kT[n(r) - e(r)] dx, s] (5.19)<4> ff E+ f

Now if we assume that r > ri, ) may be replaced by Eo, for R, < r < G and the dotted curve given
in Fig. (5.5) results. In like manner e is replaced by Eo within these limits. For r < r, we assume a statis.
tical weight of zero for A. If we let E 0 = -b/rl and Eo = -a/r, we obtain:

- or) = (a- b) = (b -a) Fv
rs a

so that the line shift becomes:

of b -aon fE
D 4ira L W -u/sT .s r (5.20)

which is simply the MaxwelI-Boltzmann weighted average of the energy shifts.
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The dependence of the pressure shift on the density of the broadening gas which had been found experi-
mentally by Fuchtbauer, Joos, and Dinkelacker" is given by Eq. (5.20). The differentiation of Eq. (5.20)
with respect to the temperature yields the following approximate dependence of the shift change on the
temperature chane:

1 OD 1 2 e - '1/krr d r  1 a
D 6T kT1 nIlk 3kT Ri(

Up to this point we have closely followed the approach utilized in Margenau's" first paper on the subject
of broadening,* but it behooves us now to use a later and more general work' for the continued development.

5.5 EARLY ATTEMPTS To OBTAIN STATISTICAL LINE SHAPE

The fundamental hypothesis on which the theory will be developed was stated by Margenau as ... the
chance that the energy of transition of the atom lies within the range V - JdV to V + JdV is proportional
to the length of time which the system spends on that part of curve q or e whence a transition within the
range of energies can occur." ' This hypothesis, when advanced as the basis of spectral line broadening,
was, of course, in disagreement with the theory which Weisskopf"t had recently advanced.**

This chance of the transition energy corresponds to the intensity of the associated frequency interval
in the broadened line. We denote the intensity by I(V), and it follows that:

I(V)dV = fd (5.22)

In Eq. (5.22) c is simply a constant, and we are integrating the time over the energy range, dV, under
consideration, " ... the length of time which the system spends on that part of curve il or e whence a
transition with the range of energies can occur."1'' A repetitive but important statement.

Before proceeding, we add two conditions to those already in force. (a) In considering the n foreign
perturbing atoms we neglect the Maxwell-Boltzmann spatial distribution factor, and (b) we consider the
motion as uniform between two collisions. We may neglect the Boltzmann factor, which would be e- 4()/hT

for the initial state distribution," ... for e(r) is known to be different from zero only in a very Fmall sphere
about the origin.. ."I" as we have seen earlier. The reason for assumption (b) above will become apparent
in what is to follow.

Now let the radial coordinates - referred to the origin of coordinates which has been established at
te absorber - be given by r,rs,..., r, for the n perturbing atoms. Thus, under the assumptions (a) and

(b) above, Eq. (5.22) becomes:tt
l(V~dV = cf...f J...f f .. .f r,' .. .2 in ,,1,... sin 0.dr, ... dr, , .. dd.d .. .,

rl- V ra-V on on V

= c(4r)% f... frs...r.2 dri..-dr. (5.23a)

It should be mentioned that Kulps independently covered much the same gound as did Margesa at about the ame
time.

t See infr, Chap. 6.
" In the prms of advancing, Weiskopf hurled a rather blunt verbal harpoon at Jablons's theory" which after all

forms the basis for the considerations of this chapter. Margenau's return thrust"l will be discussed at a later poiat.
ttlustead of "time" being now the determining factor for our dV "chance", spatial distribution is the factor due to the

assumption of uniform motion.
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where r, ... rf are integrated over that range which gives the desired dV. dV now refers to the difference

between the perturbed energy and the unperturbed energy V, . It is apparent that c is simply the normaliz-

ing factor v-" so that we obtain:
l4 . dr. .. .dr, (5.23b)

V

Let us refer back to Eq. (5.16). For the lower state we let V. = -a/rjG, and for the upper state we let

V, = -b/ri,. Then for the interaction energy change due to the i-th perturber we obtain (b - a)/ris

so that the total line perturbation becomes:

V = (b - a) 1 1 (5.24)
,-, rio i-1 i

It would be convenient to rewrite Eq. (5.23) as an integral over all configuration space. As in the
Stark effect considerations, we may accomplish this by multiplying it by a Dirichlet factor which has the
value one for - JdV <, V < JdV and zero for all other values of V. After the suitable Dirichlet
factor has been chosen, Eq. (5.23) becomes:

I(V)dV = 1-(± )*f ... JJ dT sin (TdV) exp[-iVT + i0T j16]r? . .. r.2 dr. dr.
W VT 3i

- 1 (4r f sin (ITdV) e_-VT e]T/'r2dr dT (5.25)ir V TUT
-00 R,

The limits which have been placed on r in Eq. (5.25) call for clarification. We have mentioned the
necessity for putting a lower limit on r, and this is, of course, R1, since we cannot expect our potential curves
to be valid at very small r. R is defined by v = 4/3 v R', the volume of gas under consideration. In Eq.
(5.25) we have also rewritten the product of the n integrals as the product of n identical integrals as was
done in obtaining Eq. (5.19).

By virtue of the "smallness" with which the definition of a differential vests it, we may replace
sin (JT dV) by (IT dV) in Eq. (5.25). If we let:

ro 3 v E3/2

Eq. (5.20) becomes:

I(P)dV = 21 f e J e'T 'u(E)dE J-dT (5.26)

If we now let: A(T) = _ r p .1 dE (5.27)
3v f E 3/7

where Y - A/R , we obtain:
-

100-1f 4- iVT [t(T)]*dT (5.28)I)=2r
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Now let Tyf x, f 4/3 w R1, and u TE. We now integrate by parts to obtain:

lRIl/M iiiiOM 0

F~X) =f 3-'v L/ t -2if2 #)1 i' idu -1- V-ei _ i- il e1 1 2 d (.9
3v y du 1725 U1229) /

x X X

The remaining integral in Eq. (5.29) is a combination of Fresnel integrals which Margenau obtained
from Jahnke and Emde,MG so that:

f(x) = 1 - ._ [ 2xS(x) + cos x] + i - [q'xiC(x) - sin x] (5.30)
VI V

From Eq. (5.29), it is apparent (we recall that v, is a small sphere of radius RI) that f(x) < 1. This

fact justifies the replacement of Eq. (5.30) by exp [ - !% {%2xS(x) + cos x - i '42wxC(x) + i sinx

since the right side of Eq. (5.30) may be considered as the first two terms of the McLaurin expansion of the
exponential before raising it to the n-th power. Eq. (5.28) thus becomes:

+**

I(V) f exp ---{xv S(x) + cosx - i2rx C(x) + i sin x - i ix dz

Since C(-x) f iC(x) and S(-x) = -iS(x), this equation becomes:

IMV = fJL [nv VixCQx) - sinx] - -'.vexp[ -1{42zSwx + Co z(5.31)

Eq. (5.31) gives the intensity distribution in our asymmetrically broadened, shifted spectral line, but
it has the undesirable trait of responding only to graphical integration. Margenau'i 2 carried out the requisite
graphical integration for n/v corresponding to 50 atmospheres, 0 = 47 volts X A', and R, = 5.6A. His
results are given by the dotted line curve in Fig. (5.6). The solid line curve is the Hg 2537 line as obtained
by Fuchthauer, Joos, and Dinckelacker"' for broadening by 50 atmospheres of N2.

It is apparent from Fig. (5.6) that the theory shows poorest agreement with experiment on the blue

side of the line, since no agreement at all may be considered relatively poor. Eq. (5.31) allows no broadening
to the blue (or shift), and the theoretical intensity always goes to ero at the unperturbed line position.
The reason for this becomes apparent when we consider the fact that we have not allowed transitions at
separations less than R1, thus neglecting those portions of the potential curves which give rise to blue shifts
of the frequency. "Furthermore, the assumption of uniform motion between collisions does particular
violence to transitions taking place on the inner portions of the curves."' 1

An approximate calculation'" yielded a symmetrical line

1
I(V - %-'<j.> -P.,. (5.32)

where< 4 and a half width:
3v1I>' and

-. 1.36 4 ,)IO (5.33)
h ~ 3 / I

We wil not reproduee t"i calculatiom sice it does not emutmw ovedy to the Low of the devujopmt.
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Margenaus next considered various shapes of interaction curve in an attempt to obtain from Eq.
(5.25) various spectral line forms. First, we consider Eq. (5.25) in a one-dimensional form for simplicity.

Then we assume the #-curve in Fig. (5.5) to be flat, so that we may replace PZ- by Zf(xi) where f(x) is

the q-curve for the i-th particle. Eq. (5.25) then becomes:
+4 k L

I(V)dV = LjdT [ in (i~dV) ] -" Zi. &I. dz. (5.34)
-m0 0

It may be noted that in Eq. (5.34) the lower limits of the r. integration are zero. This may be inter.

preted as the distance of closest approach of the broadener rather than separation zero.
Figs. (5.7a), (5.7c), and (5.7e) give the f(x) curves which allow the evaluation of Eq. (5.34) in a closed

form to yield the line shapes given by Figs. (5.7b), (5.7d) and (5.7f).
Our theory has now developed to the point where an explanation of the line shift has been obtained

As we have mentioned, Fuchthauer, Joos, and Dinkelacker"$ had found a linear dependence of the line shift
on the pressure, and the theory appears to have yielded this through Eq. (5.20). In addition, the theory has
yielded the line shape through Eq. (5.31). This equation has not yet proven amenable to evaluation in
closed form, and this closed form evaluation would appear to be the next step. At about this stage in the
evolution of the theory, however, Kuhn" and Kuhn and London 4 brought up certain additional difficulties
to be resolved in and features to be incorporated into the theory.

5.6. SOME OBJECTIONS TO THE STATISTICAL THEORY

Kuhn and London" pointed out that the statistical distribution of intensity - what they termed the
"occurrence distribution" - only agrees with the actual distribution in the case of infinitely small values
of the molecular velocities. For finite velocities each point on the distribution curve should be assigned
a diffuseness as has been mentioned* in connection with Jablonski's first paper 7' and subsequently ignored.

Kuhn" investigated shift and broadening in a semi-quantitative manner with a view toward using
these phenomena to determine intermolecular forces. As a result of this investigation he felt that (a) the
theory yields a line shift dependence on the square of the pressure rather than on the pressure as had been
advanced, (b) the intensity in the long wave length wing of the line should vary as (AP) -312 and (c) the inter-
action energy - i/r6 might well be replaced by -Or' for certain cases.

Let us consider and dispose of (c) above first. As Margenaull pointed out - 6/r$ yields reasonable
results above a certain separation; whereas, higher powers of r become appreciable only at small distances
of separation. If a dependence on r - P is assumed the outer and major portion of the potential curve is
falsified, and certainly no improvement is obtained. The ideal but impractical solution would, of course,
be the use of r-6 and higher power terms.

As concerns (b) above Kuhn concludes that ... the proportionality to N... is.. . illusory...'m,
and we may follow his reasoning by considering Eq. (5.20) which may be slightly rewritten by neglecting
the Maxwell.Boltzmann factor as:

4 b l
D =-(a - b)r (5.35)

3 yR X1 ,

See am, p. 94.
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"Identification of... (D) with ve - P,.is only possible if R is made equal or proportional to the average

distance of the atoms, i.e., if 1/R is proportional to n/V which makes... (D) proportional to (n/V).""
This proportionality between the shift and the square of the density brings about a disagreement with
the results of Fuchtbauer, Joos, and Dinckelacker," the resolution of which we will defer. Since we have
so far only obtained the intensity distribution in integral form, (b) above as yet presents no contradictions.

Insofar as the method by which Kuhn obtained the intensity dependence on AY is concerned, it is so quali-
tative as to render its inclusion here of no particular moment.

5.7. THE STATISTICAL LINE SHAPE

In Eq. (5.25) let us, with Margenau,1' replace V by A, where Av is the frequency separation from the
line center, to obtain:

+00

/ fdf sin (1'~'(Ap) -(.)~AXr

I'(Av) d(AY) = I! )].. ~. .. r.2& 1 .. . z-~; .- (v?0Z( (5.36)
ir~v V T

where the limits of integration are the same as those which have been applied to Eq. (5.25). It is certainly
legitimate to replace e- Ts r l by 1 - (1 - efTl/O), and, after expressing Eq. (5.36) by the product of n

identical integrals and replacing sin (jT d(Av)) by JT d(Av) as has been done previously, this yields:
+.0

F'(A)Y 4I) L JJT.tATJ1 1-ePT)) r (S.37)

Now let us consider the term in braces in Eq. (5.37). The integration should be carried from the
closest separation R, to a maximum separation d which is, of course, related to the volume of gas under
consideration by v = (4/3) ir A' Since R, is small, it is apparent that only a very small error will be
introduced by integrating ridr from the lower limit zero. On the other hand, the error which we shall
introduce by taking lower limit zero for the remainder of the integrand in the braces will require discussion

later. We may write (1 _ e'L" as-_ - . .. , from which it is apparent that, since d is large,re 2r12
we may take infinity as the upper limit of f (1 _ 4Sn"/') r'dr with no appreciable error. Thus we obtain:

f[I - (1 - e - T" )]lr = V(I irV (5.38)

where P' = (1 - e'T/')rdr. In raising the braced expression in Eq. (5.37) to the nth power Margenan

"... . allows the volume of the gas to increase indefinitely while maintaining N = n/ V constant.9114 Thisl

amounts to the same procedure as allowing d to approach infinity, while keeping the density constant.
Since lim (1 - 4r NV'/n)* = e 4

rNv', Eq. (4.37) then becomes:

+0

I'(AV) = .fdTe-i('P) e5 4NV() (5.39)

t-0

when the factor (!f)e in Eq. (5.36) has been cancelled by the reciprocal of this factor in Eq. (5.38).

VI
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Now let x - PfT/r in V' and rewrite V' slightly as:U
(PT) 1/2 fCos __iXT/2fsi=g- , - (I i) (5.40)

6 f xU + 7- -3 J/~d k W1 hj x 1/2/ 6 (
0 0

where an integration by parts followed by the reasonably intelligent use of an integral table yields the
result. Substitute Eq. (5.40) into (4.39) to obtain:

,'(Aw) = 2 j dT I e-N') -1N/L'"P "elT '"',I"

-u

0 1 f, !dTI 2 I odTAer(Ae_// TNll"' e-2/S Ni'/''/'T'/'

-0 0 0

U+ / dTedV') e-1 Niv,T/VaS ,,,T
2w402 r r2

0

_ f2w F1  2r
f xp1 T J-rT Lo,[(&) 3 N42w,5T] d

2 ~ 4 r$N 2

ffiw12'2N(A) -3/2 pexP[ P 9 ' ] (5.41)

from the tables.

If we let y 1 271 2/N for convenience of notation, this equation becomes:

I'(A,) = Y(AP) =" e -,y/ (5.42)

It should be made clear here that positive AP refers to a displacement from the unperturbed line po.

tion toward the red, that is, negative frequency displacements. As Kuhn" had predicted, the intensity

in the wing of the line where the exponential has become small varies as (Av) -3/. We may further note

from Eq. (5.42) that the poor correspondence between the predicted and the experimental curves on the
blue side of th shifted line remains, and that the intensity again goes to zero at the position of the unper-

turbed line as in Eq. (5.31). The superposition of the velocity distribution on this statistical distribution

tends to alleviate this non-agreement. We shal . continue to defer a consideration of this superposition.

5.8. THE STATISTICAL SHIFT AND HALF-WIDTH

The shift of the intensity maximum of the line may be found by equating the first derivative of Eq.
(5.42) to zero as-

Av - 2-(2)5 N2 (5.43)

The noteworthy feature in Eq. (5.43) is the dependence of the shift on the square of the density in

agreement with Kuhn." Thim leads us to a contradiction of Fuchthauer, Joos, and Dinkelacker's results,
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or does it? Fuchtbauer et al's observations were made on the Hg2537 line broadened by premurs up to
50 atmospheres. Margenau and Watson'" had also found a linear relationship between pressure and line
shift in the case of the Na D lines for relative densities* around 10. Later the same authors reported'"
departures from this linear shift behavior in the case of the K resonance lines at relative densities above 20.
From these investigations Margenau"' concluded that Fuchthauer" et al's measurements and the later
ones of Watson and himselfV1 had not been carried to sufficiently high pressure to show the quadratic
dependence on the gas density. This is, of course, not completely conclusive at this point.

Also from Eq. (5.42) or its plot, we may obtain the half-width of the shifted line as:

a - 1.85s (5.4)

Before leaving Eq. (5.42) let us briefly consider the effect of taking lower limit zero in Eq. (5.38). -

This effect is indirectly connected with the simple assumption of a potential curve of the form r- which,
as we have noted, is increasingly inaccurate as the optical impact separation (distance of closest approach)
falls farther below 10A. - The effect of allowing these atomic separations of such small magnitude is to
overly lengthen the tail of the line by permitting unwarrantedly large values of Au. It is apparent that
the intensity should be practically zero for As > Aru = /R? for the true statistical distribution. Thus
the ratio APx/Avr,, should give us a rough measure of the validity of Eq. (5.42). If we assume R, - 5A

Au, _ 1 .10'

AN=III (54)' (2~N N2 (5.45)

where N' is measured in units of relative density. Thus, the ratio varies from 10' at relative density unity
to 10 at relative density 30, so that the validity of the theoretical line wing decreases in this manner. At
relative density 30, the intensity corresponding to Av, is 10 percent of the maximum so that the error due
to our lower limit of integration will be less than 10 percent for this pressure.

5.9. SUMMARY OF THE EARLY STATISTICAL THEORY

Up to this point the development has been primarily classical. We have assumed that an interaction
which is proportional to r-6 takes place between the absorber and its perturbers, this interaction being
different for the ground and excited states of the absorber. Thus, say, unique electronic transitions result
not in the absorption of radiation of~a unique frequency but rather in the absorption of a band of frequencies,
the frequency absorbed being dependent on the separation of the absorber from its perturbers. The intensity
of any given frequency in this line is now taken proportional to the probability of a configuration of the

perturbers such that the system, absorber + perturbers occupies the position on the interaction potential
curves corresponding to this frequency. Thus, we see the semi-classical approach which has so far been
exclusively applied.

5.10. THE JABLONSKI THEORY AND PERTURBED TRANSITION PROBABILITY

Jablonski?' felt that a wave mechanical theoryt of line broadening should be developed and that
... -derartige Theorie soll im engsten Absehluss an die Weflenmechanische Theorie der Bandenintestt .

Margeuau and Watson had deined the unit of the "relative dsity" as .. , the aummt of pertwbng gs used is
the experiment at 0OC. and 1 atm."I

t The Jahlonsii theory is the soe quantum broadening theory which dose not utilim the asswmption of the "classical
path," that is, it is the only theory which treats the tranlatimal motion quantm meehanully.
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vertegllu entwickelt werden." TI To this end Jablomki'se paper of 1937T1 and those which folowedT'1

were devoted.
We begin, with Jablonski," by assuming that our absorber (emitter) and the N perturbers, whose

perturbing influence shall be responsible for the broadening of the spectral fine, go to make up a very large,
(NI + 1)-atomic molecule.

We are interested in the two eigenfunetions of this molecule which are associated with the two states
between which the radiating transition is to take place. Let these eigenfunctions be designated j#(E,q,r)
and f(E',q,r). E and E' are the energies of the two states; q represents the totality of all electron coordinates,
and r is the aggregate of the nuclear coordinates. In order to avoid the use of eigendifferentials, the atomic
system is restricted to a finite volume Vso that #(E,q,r) - 4'(E',q,r) = 0 for r )R, wherewehavereferred
all r, to a coordinate system at the emitter and have placed the emitter at the center of a sphere. This
restriction to a finite volume, of course, quantizes the nuclear translational (molecular vibrational) motions
although our level density will be great enough so that we shall closely approach the continuous curves of

our earlier considerations.

The first approximation, that of the separability of electronic and nuclear motions, is now introduced.

4,(E,q,r) = *(E., q)OA(Ekr); E = E. + E, (5.46a)

O'(E',qr) = O.'(E.',q)A'(Ekr); E' = E.' + E' (5.46b)

If we consider an electronic transition, Eqs. (5.46) yield for the matrix element of E i ) E':

Dr = f '(E.', q)DP.(E., q)d~g fjA;'(Et, r)~, (Et, r)dr,

= M f 4 '(E,/, r)j#5(Et, r)dT, (5.47)

In the first approximation M is independent of r, and we may note that this is merely a restatement
of the Franck-Condon principle in that this infers that the nuclear motion is momentarily unaffected by
the electronic transition. Were we to proceed to the second approximation we would there find M a linear
function of r.

We must now find these nuclear eigenfunctions and in order to do this, we first recall an assumption
which has already been utilized. It is assumed that the perturbing forces are additive, which means that
the nuclear eigenfunction for the system may be represented as a product of nuclear eigenfunctioss as
follows:

=H IN (5.48)

The reason that this product results may be found in the separability of the Schrodinger equation which
results from a potential energy of the form U(r) = Z Ui(r,), where ri is the radius vector linking the

emitter and the i-th disturber. Thus, Eq. (5.48) would yield N, equations of the form:

[t. V, + E, - Ui(r,) ] ,, - 0 (5.49)

where i refers to the i-th perturber. Let us obtain Eq. (5.49) after the manner of Betbe.'
We consider a system consisting of the emitter and one perturber. Let the mass of the emitter be M

'One of theme articles was not available to the author. The material eotained in this article, bowever, b covered
by subsequent papers which were coulted.
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and that of the perturber on. Let the coordinates of the emitter be (xi(1), ,('), 9',()) and of the distmurber
(x1I'

) , xIs , xI(2)). Then the emitter-broadener separation is r, - 'Ix1
t + - + x8i' where:

x, -() (5.50.)
and the eoordinates of the center of mass of the system are:

_ .4 + -, 
(Xss)

m M

The Hamtonian of the system is:
if .- P + .- + U(,)

2M 2am

which yields the Schrodinger equation:

2- + t V2' + (E - U(r)) 0 = 0 (5.51)
2M 2+ ,

3

where V? o The iadt, uaw " n is a fprtolm of te d obti x i. luing Eq,. (550), we may

easiy show that, since o#(X. ( w with respect to)) . ei)e
0' 0' s forj-

aq MIftiju ax (5.52)

w Utilig Eq. (LO5) we m (ay tn orm Eq. (5.51) to the fllowing:

S+ - U(r) 4 (5.5)

If we neglect the center of mas motion as given by the fist term in Eq. (55) - separbiity allows

us to do so, and. in addition, this has no eleict on our problem - we obtain Eq. (5.49), and this equation
deacuibe the behavior of one of our broadmors with respect to the emitter.

KiNowt 0 _!-- and U(r) -- !EV() in q. (5.49) to obtain:

V'# +(k - U(r)J # -0 (5.54)

The echitirn to this equation, after setting it uAP in alaberloal polar coordinates, is:

ft - SP (am ))L. (r) (S5)

where r, (r) - Gm (r) *a"*a th equa :
4P? + [0i - U(r) - I (I+ !)I G m - O  ,.,

Each, adia eigefunction Lm ref. to a ieroamng atom of ergy k and relativ, anular omtum

Use how,E 1 PJ4) md mkhssm.
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'Vil( -+I ) . In solving a Schrodinger equation for a given U(r), one obtains a net of orthogonal eigen.
functions, but in the case of this system we have U(r) and U(r) for the two states between which our
transition is to take place, and the Lh, and L'h, resulting from these different nuclear potential functions
for the two states are not generally orthogonal. We may then write:

or 0J ***1  ,r X 2ir J AIA1 PI(cos 0) Pj.(coB 0) L16 (r)L'16j(r) - sin GdOdr (5.57)
0 0

In Eq. (5.57) the integral is zero unless I = ' due to the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials
which amounts to another restatement of the Franck-Condon principle in that the relative angular momen-
tum remains constant during the radiating transition.

The Wentzel-Kramers.Brilouin (WKB)* approximation yields the following solutions for Eq. (5.56):

C

- " 1"'(r)"' for r < r0
hL1 , ( I~r)
8(r) p (rdr - for r > r0 (5.58)

where ph, (r) U(r) -( + 1) the radial component of the relative momentum. r0 is the collision
rT

partner separation for which Phi (r) = 0.
Now let us consider Eq. (5.56a) for the case of large r where k' << U(r) + r2 . In this asymptotic

case we should expect a solution of the form Gki = A(kr + T), the solution to:

d ! + s Mw= 0 (5.56b)
drl

Upon the evaluation of A and T9 4 one obtains, for r > r. t:

4 1m - L sin (/- IT + In (5.59)

where qj is the phase difference. We may now apply our boundary condition *1 - 0 for r - R to obtain:

i- sin kd -L+ -0

or kR - r + (5.60)
2

where n is an integer. From Eq. (5.60) we may evaluate k and subsequently the energy:(~ ' -
n - (ra -r - In (5.61)Vz 2 = 2#M

See Appeadi VIL

t abumH dcm ttheloww lmit of r as 10-1 a.
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12Let us determine from Eq. (5.61) the energy level density. Differentiation of Eq. (5.61) yields:

dn . 42# R + I d (5.62)
WE, Vr4 ~

as the number of levels per unit of energy appropriate to the angular momentum 41( + I) h. Eq. (5.62)

is valid for the level density for R large compared to the range in which U(r) + + is not small com.rJ

pared to A.
We now form the overlap integral:

A a~
0f' of 1Li, Lj,j r?' dr, ... dr. = , ~!d,(.3

If we now let

f Pina = II f Gj., (r) G'j.,' (r) dr 12 (5.64)
0

P,,, the square of the matrix element for the i-th broadener, is the probability that the nuclear state
will proceed from nJ to n'J as a result of the electronic radiating transition of the emitter. The product
given by Eq. (5.64) is the probability that all perturbers will undergo this chanp in nuclear state due to
the radiating transition. We normalize the probability of finding a perturber somewhere in the region
0 < r < R in the usual manner:

f I Gz (r) 1' r = 1 (5.65a)

Since except fora small region (r < 10- 7 cm.) CG., (r) = rLi., = coin (kr - L + il), we satisfy Eq. (5.65a)

2
as follows:

R 
I

cfsina(kr- !r + 9)dr =c' -2 = 1 (5.65b)
0

thus evaluating c. We now let:

- A,--, (5.66)
R'

If we multiply Eq. (5.66), the relative transition probability, by Eq. (5.62), the level density, in which
we neglect il as small, we obtain:

P -"I A - (5.67)

Eq. (5.67) gives us the probability distribution for the various energy changes. It is now of importance
to determine the statistical weight of an initial stato E, .

Lot p be the closest distance of approach of a broadening atom. CUssically then our angular momentum
at closest approach, where I r Xv " I r v , will be given by4 -2 K4p, and the quantum equivalent
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41(1 + 1) .* If we equate, square, and differentiate those two expressions for the angular momentum,
we obtain:

h, (21 + 1) dl = 2 PdP (5.68)

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution yields as the number of disturbers whose energy lies between
E and E + E:

Ni = N (rkT) 2 e.-jrl T dE (5.69)

where N = N1/V. We now desire the number of perturbing atoms of the above mentioned energy whose

angular momentum is between 42FE p and '2-E'(p + dp). Consider Fig. 5.8.
In Fig. (5.8) the emitter is at 0. dU is a solid angle and dV = r%Irdf is a volume element, a distance r

from the emitter. Then the number of molecules of energy between E and E + dE in this volume element
is N3r'drd. Now the number of molecules in this volume element of optical collision diameter between
p and p + dp - that is, the number which will pass the emitter with separation between p and p + dp -

is the fraction 2T~dP. We integrate the latter denominator for agreement with the Jablonski result to

obtain the number of molecules in this volume element which are moving inward with impact parameters
between p and p + dp as Ngrdrdfl 2wp dp/4wr. Jablonski used this value for N, in his first paper7 while
he felt later Is that he should have utilized twice this value since there will be an equal number moving
outward. In following the development of the first paper we shall make this correction.

We then obtain from Eq. (5.69):

Nsp = N 4 "E -3/kT 4rPdP dEdV (5.70)
(sITk)3 4274

Eq. (5.70) is now integrated over the entire volume of the container with the exception of a small
excluding sphere of radius r'( - 10- 7 cm.). The result of this integration is (R - r'), and we simply drop
r' as small. Substitution for pdp from Eq. (5.68) into this result yields:

a +AD O+R•/ br (V +1)
=( /N+JM I( T), fRA (5.71)

Eq. (5.71) gives the number of broadeners whose energy lies between E and E + AEand whom angular
momentum quantum number is I or the statistical weight of El in Eq. (5.67). Eq. (5.71) then gives us
the number of factors in:

N, N,
11 Pj,.,' - U Pw,.1j(E - E') (5.64)

Let us neglect consideration of the restrictions which we must impose on Eq. (5.71) temporarly. We
divide the terms in Eq. (5.64) into groups, each group having the same I and energies restricted to a small
range AE. Now the distribution of the total energy change in each group may be computed, and as a
result the distribution corresponding to all E, I groul may be obtained.

SThis eqatng of the quantum and elaueal anuar tm Is pedtted en th F epomdwmt hperat large
angular moeta Nhog 1) where the Bahr Carreepoodesos Prhekph &ams
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5.11. A PARTICULAR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The following problem is posed: "The probability distributions PI(xj), P2 (x2),... , Pa,(xN) of certain

quantities x1, X2 , N. , ZN being given, calculate the probability distribution of:"79

N,
X z IX, (5.72)

The "quantities" here are xi = E/ - Ej, and the method of solution of this problem will be taken

from a later paper of Jablonski."
We assume that the Pi(xi) are independent of each other in accordance with our earlier assumption

of independence of the broadening molecules. The form of the probability distribution P(xi) is:

fP,(x,)dx, = f[(1 - e)8(x,) + W(x,)jdx, (5.73)
An~

Eq. (5.73) is based on the assumption of a probability 1 - e for xi = 0*, and for x. 0 0, the probability

of xi being within Axi is:
f W(xi)dx, * W(x,)Ax,

Axi

Also from Eq. (5.73), recalling the delta function behavior:

+0 +0a

f P,(x,)dx, = f [(1 - .)5(x,) + W(xi)ldx, 1
-0 -40

+0
so that: e = f W(x)dx.

-00

We consider P(xi) = P(x) ... = PN, (xN,), and we now desire:

f Pz,,(X)dX (5.74)
Ax

where X is given by Eq. (5.72). In order to find Eq. (5.74) Jablonski essentially utilizes mathematical

induction.
We assume the probability distribution of a sum of N, - 1 quantities to be known:

Ni-i
J-1

Then the probability distribution P(X) of the N, quantities:

N, N-I
X = z x,= z iX, N,

is surely:

PRM(X) = f P .,(N,-1) (X - XN,) AV, (xN, )XN,, (5.75)t
-0t

Now let us return to Eq. (5.74). We let W (1) (X) m W(x1) andj W~")(XidX i the probability that

+W
s(xi) is the delta funotion where by definition f S(xi)dw - 1.

- Gt c

t The x, have heen amumed continuou with a range - Wo to + 0.
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the sum of m quantities, none of which vanish, lies between X and X + dX. Then in analogy to Eq. (5.75):

W()(X) f +fW(M- ) (X - xi)W(')(xi)dxi (5.76)
-00

or for the case N, = 2:

W¢2)(X) f W¢'W(X - xi) WrV')(xi)dxi (5.77)
-00

From Eqs. (5.75) and (5.77) and in analogy with Eq. (5.73) we obtain:
+00

f P,I(X)dX =f fP(X - xi)P2(x,)dxdX
AX

+00

= f f [(1 - )6(X - x ) + WI()(X - xi)][(1 - E)6(xi) + W(")(x)] dXdx,
AX -00

+00
fPEI:(X)dX =Af [B(X - x,)8(x,)(1 - E)2 + W(1)(X - Xi)S(Xi)(1 - e)
X

+ a(X - xi)(1 - e) WM (xi) + Wa)'(X - xi) I)(xi)] dXdxz

= f[5(X)(I -e )2 + ( 1) (X)(1 - e) + "W(2)(X)] dX (5.78)*

+00
since f [3(X - x)5(xj) (1 - e)2]dxj = S(X)(1 - e)', etc., again by virtue of the delta function definition.

M00

We may repeat the procedure for successively higher values of N2 to obtain for N, quantities:

fPI(X)dX =f (X)(1 - e)Nt + .; (N 1 - dX (5.79a)
SAXL rn-i \M)

Jablonski's inductive proof is completed by showing that Eq. (5.79a) holds for N, + 1 quantities. No

useful purpose would be served here by writing out this final phase of the proof.

For e = 1, all the terms save the last in Eq. (5.79a) vanish, and for e << 1 we obtain:

fP(X)dX =Af ( X ) e - ' v ' + l (N IV(.) (X)e-u¢VI-M)ldX (5.79b)

AX A X 1 .i\m/ IX e

Now let us consider more carefully what Eq. (5.79a) tells us about our atomic system.

To begin with Pj(X)dX is the probability distribution for the translational energy of the N, + 1

perturbers in the El group plus the radiator, and f W(xi)dxi is the probability of a change, x i =& - Ej

in the energy of the i-th perturber. We next consider the various terms in the bracketed integrand. The
first term is the probability for no translational energy change in the system; the first term in the sum

gives the contribution to the probability distribution of a collision of one perturber with the emitter (two

body collision), the second term the contribution by a three body collision, etc.t

The symbol is generally defined as 4-! as in ().

f In his first paper Jablonski" obtained the equation corresponding to Eq. (5.79a) for the case Pz(zj) # P(xa) P ...

P PN(xN0). Since, however, he only utilized the simpler fom Eq. (5.79a), we do not reproduce it here.
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It now is necessary to construct P(X) for all I and all energy increments tE - we have obtained P1,0 (X)

for the various I,AE groups. The intensity distribution in an absorption line then becomes:

P(X) = I(4 + X) (5.80a)

and in an emission line:

P'(X) it (YW 0 - X) (5.80b)

From the foregoing considerations we might have been led to expect the same intensity distribution*

in an absorption line as in an emission line, but this is not the case. ALp, (X) is equal to AE4, (- X) but

due to the different distributions of the energy of nuclear motion before and after collisions P(X) is only

approximately equal to P(- X).

In Eqs. (5.80) wo denotes the frequency of the unperturbed spectral line.

This would appear to be an apropos point in the development for a resume of just what we have

obtained.

5.12. REVIEW OF THE JABLONSKI THEORY TO THIS POINT

After taking for our system a large "molecule" made up of N perturbers and an emitter (absorber)

restricted to a volume V, we applied Condon's first approximation to separate the electronic motion whose

state changes result in our radiation (absorption) from the nuclear motion (Approximation I). We further

considered the perturber motions to be independent of one another (Approximation II). Next Eq. (5.55)

was obtained for the eigenfunctions of this motion, and the overlap integral Eq. (5.57) resulted. This

overlap integral, as a result of the Condon approximation, yielded the selection rule I = P for the angular

momentum quantum number (Approximation III). From the asymptotic solution (Approximation IV)

to Eq. (5.56) we obtained the density of our nuclear energy states Eq. (5.62). As a result of Approximation

III the matrix element of a nuclear transition is given in terms of the radial eigenf1nctions. The square

of the matrix element of a nuclear transition - and hence the probability of the transition - between

states n,l and n',l, we found as Eq. (5.66). As a result, the probability of an energy change E '---+ E' was

found as Eq. (5.67), the product of Eq. (5.66) and Eq. (5.62), the nuclear state density. E, on the right of

Eq. (5.67) furnishes the basis for the difference in the absorption and emission lines as given by Eqs. (5.80).

It should be kept in mind that Eq. (5.67) is only the intensity or probability due to one perturber. We

next found NEp (Eq. 5.70) the number of perturbers with energy between E and E + dE and angular

momentum between /2 pEp and /2-E(p + dp). In finding this density we assumed the equivalence of

classical and quantum angular momentum (Approximation V). We proceeded to find m(EE+X)1, the

number of disturbers with quantum number l and energy between E and E + AE, the statistical weight

of E, in Eq. (5.67). This yielded the number of factors in the product Eq. (5.64). This product was divided

into E, groups and P,, (X) where X as given by Eq. (5.72) was determined from the Pgl (xi). From these

considerations we obtained Eq. (5.79a) for PE,1 (X), and subsequently the intensity distribution in the

absorption and emission lines. An example might further clarify the meaning of the W(m) (X). As we

have mentioned, the first term in the sum in Eq. (5.79a) is the probability distribution resulting from single

perturbing atom transits. This term is analogous to Eq. (5.67):

WM1>(X) = W"M(E.- E.) 4 '" (5.81)

* Compare infra, See. 6.
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The evaluation of Azj'm, the square of the matrix element of the translational motion, now poses the
biggest problem. In his later papers "- 79 on the subject Jablonski carried out a calculation which yielded
an appoximation for these matrix elements.

5.13. LIMITING CASES AND THE MATRIX ELEMENT A

Before considering this approximate evaluation of A, we might mention two limiting cases of the theory

which Jablonski" pointed out. The theory will reduce to the limiting case of a distribution of the type*:

= (5.82)

but with no "damping constant" - an additional term in the denominator which prohibits a complete

resonance condition - for small differences in the potential curves for the two electronic states involved

in the radiating transition.

The other limiting case which essentially corresponds to high densities, leads to the statistical distribu-

tion (occurrence distribution) smeared out, a conception which we have mentioned earlier but not enlarged

upon, with a half width:

I (5.83)
2 dr

which compares favorably with the smearing half-width of Kuhn and London' 4:

8=- 1(5.84)r dx

Let us now return to the evaluation of A.
Jablonski evaluated A, sometimes referred to as the "Condon integral," in two papers 78 .79, but, since

the second is the more comprehensive evaluation and differs only slightly from the first, we shall simply
consider it.

For the eigenfunction we take the WKB approximation for r > r0 in the form given by Eq. (5.58)

with c as given by Eq. (5.65b). We must insert the additional normalization factor 4 Pk(=) ' 4 2 AEi.

The eigenfunction is then:

(2______ ____1/( + 1)112
()22--1 cos { 2A(En, - V(r) ) dr + T

R 2P(E.z - V(r)) h2 l(l + )

Ir

c- )Cos' p(r)dr + T] (5.85)

k RiD(r) jr
re

Where, as has been previously noted,. U(r) = V(r) and p(r) = r2)(E -i V~r and Vr)))

p(r) is, of course, the radial component of the relative linear momentum. The phase T has already arisen

* See infra, Chap. 6.
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in the solution of Eq. (5.56b). If we let rg be the classical turning point or reversal point where p(rt) = 0

then Eq. (5.85) is only valid for r > r0 = rj.*

By utilizing Eq. (5.85) we may form the matrix element:
Sr r

1/2  [ Jp'(r) jr fl(, 1"(r)d
On" ft 0., r t 00r ]tPP dL- - \p() k[I
0 rn

- if(40 ) 1/( 0) 1/2 cog (fpl (r) - p" (r) dr + Vr - V"

+ cog(-(r) + p"(r) d + V + V . (5.86)r

In Eq. (5.86) a single prime denotes a quantity going with one of the electronic states and a double
prime a quantity going with the other.

Since the sums involved in the second cosine term in Eq. (5.86) will increase or decrease more rapidly
than the differences involved in the first cosine term, the second term will fluctuate much more rapidly
than the first with r. Thus, the contribution of the second cosine term to the integral in Eq. (5.86) will
be much less in the region of maximum contribution of both terms. On this basis, Jablonski considered
only the first. It may also be seen that the region of maximum contribution of this first term is the neigh.
borhood of the so-called "Condon point" where p'(r.) = p"(r,).t

It follows immediately that (A.,.. I)' "... . is the probability of change of translational energy by
X = E., - E.,, equal to that resulting from the classical FCP for the transition in rt': 7

X = Vl(r.) - Y"(r.) =f(wo - = hAw

We now break up the integral within the cosine from one with limits ri and r into one with limits re
and r. and another with limits r, and r. The second of these two integrals may be expanded in a Taylor
series about r, in a straightforward manner to yield:

R r-

1! [p( If)p( cc 1/2 (i
.I L p'(r)p"(r)J cos fp'(r) - p"(r) dr + T' - V

+ , '(r ) - P"(r) + [A (p'(r) - P(r)) (r - r,) -+.. dr} r (5.87)

If all terms beyond the second in the series be now neglected; r - r. be replaced by f, and the approxi.

* "The dificdty arising from the failure of the WKB approximation in the region of the point of closest approach of

the colidng atoms (classical turning point) is not surmounted by Weinkopf's treatment, but merely completely camouflaged.""w
t This nomenclature has its oriin in the "classical conception of the FCP where it is assumed that the relative nuclear

veocaties remain constant during an electronic transition.
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mation p'(r) f p"(r) = p(r,) be made in the denominator of the factor in front of the coine,* Eq. (5.87)
becomes:

+W

-P'(oO)P"(0o)'J cos (a = d [p'(00)p"( o )]' (-)' 4o(m J ) (5.88)tA.n" = R (ep(r.) o -p (r-4 5S~
-®

where: a [p'(r) - p"(r)] dr + T' - V (5.89a)

I I d- IUdV"(r)

and: d [p'(r) - p"(r)] I - V'(r)) 1/2
2_ 

_s 
(E.___ - PUr))

( ) 2(E,-, - V"(r)). ( + )] u. (5.89b)

where U(r) = X = V(r) - V"(r).

We may first note that the term p'(r0) - p"(r) in Eq. (5.87) is zero by definition. Pj results from

the first integration, since (r - re)2 -.r is obviously zero, thus simply leaving the upper limit of this integral
In addition, an obvious approximation has been made in Eq. (5.88) by taking the limits - cc and-+ c .
Extending the limits in this manner is predicated on the assumption that the integrand only contributes
significantly to the integral in the region r = re.

Substitution of Eq. (5.89b) into Eq. (5.88) yields:

I ( P'dU) 1/2~ j =1 2 (P,(CO)P 1( o)2 1/2( (5)9)
AnW = -4 co ooa-

.) ISI arr-,

Eq. (5.90) is an approximation to the matrix element which we have been seeking. Before further

utilization of Eq. (5.90), let us consider the additional ramifications of the earlier theory which Jablonski"'

introduced in 1945.

5.14. THE GENERAL SYSTEM ENERGY CHANGE PROBABILITY

It will perhaps be most straightforward to simply replace Eq. (5.81) by:

52 P ' dn f a
w(1)(x) = wV(1)(Ew, - E,..) = Q(l) - ~e Q(1)S dE l(.1Q(I) QI) dZ(5.91)

-0 ;' dE, f
RI-I 0

and explain the reason for so doing. D,, is defined as before by Eq. (5.47), anddn, is the energy level
dE.,

density which we have also previously encountered. Q(l) is the probability of occurrence of a certain I

which replaced the statistical weight found earlier. The approximation of a high I density hu been made

* Jablonski"l refers to this approximation as cude. The approximation appears to get "cruder" the closer r. lies to rg.
t In his earlier paper 7 ' Jablonski had defined 0 as an absolute value so that there was every reason for taking -Pe.

In the later paper I he kept the . signs but failed to define P as an absolute value. This, of course, was not correct.
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so that the summation may be replaced by the integration. If a single prime is taken to mean the upper
dn' d"

state, Eq. (5.91) refers to an absorption line. The emission line would replace by

Now if Eq. (5.91) were substituted into Eq. (5.79a) or (5.79h), the intensity distribution (normalized
to unity) in the spectral line - natural and Doppler widths neglected - would be obtained. Needless to

remark, this has not been done. The Condon approximation yields:

S - Mo; D.,.,A =MoA.,.,a

and Eq. (5.91) may be written:

'Ina
WMI (X) (U f 5.92),,,

where is given by Eq. (5.62), and A.,nI is given by Eq. (5.90). Q(l), however, remains to be determined.

Q(l) is certainly proportional to the statistical weight due to the spatial degeneracy (ml) of the state 1;

Q(l) = g(21 + 1) (5.93)

On the basis used for obtaining Eq. (5.68),

p = h[l(l + 1)/2E]1 2  (S.94)

and Q(l)dl a- Q'(p)dp (5.95)
for large .

In Fig. (5.9), one-half the molecules may be considered as moving toward (or across) the plane A-A
from the left, while the remainder proceed toward the plane from the right. The probability, that a collision

of optical collision diameter p between p and p + dp occurs, is thus the volume of the tube shell of thickness dp
divided by the total volume available to the broadeners. This follows from the assumption of a random

distribution in space. We suppose the assemblage to be confined to a sphere of radius R. In consequence:

20f 21pdpdr 3
Q'(p)dp 0 - . pdp

3

Now by definition r = r.. when r' = R so that:

Q'(p)dp _I (1p - p) 112 pdp (5.96a)

or for the case under consideration p << R so that:

q(p)dp -3pdp- d(p) (5.96b)

By substituting from Eq. (5.94) for p in Eq. (5.96b) we obtain:

Q'(p)dp _ 3h' (21 + I)dZ
4R'jE
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Now using Eq. (5.95) this yields:

Q() - (21 + 1) (5.97)

For convenience, we rewrite Eq. (5.62) slightly, recalling that the equation was obtained for r A A,
to obtain:

dn (p)112R AsR
W.= 0 2EMT¢+ )/2 ,,(00) (5.62)

If Eqs. (5.97), (5.62), and (5.90) are substituted into Eq. (5.92) the desired expression for the case

of an absorption line is:

WI) (X) . 3 _,O (21 + l),,Rp'(c.)p"(o) 2o, Cole (a Ca + +,)
4 MAE. r( Go )R'p'(r.) ITXr .. ,

S 2(1 + 1) 2 co (a .- /4) + X) (5.98)

4u ,. I 4I I (r ly) + + - ,>.

where p"(00) - (2pE.,,) 1'/  = 1
E.[21& (E,., - V-(r) +

At the classical turning point the following relation holds:

2ju [E,,,I- V"(,-)] -/A ,(, + 1) _112,(,) = 0 (5.9)

From Eq. (5.99) we may obtain:

1 - V"(r.) _ /Xl,(li + 1) (5.100)
.,,= 2;r2 E.,,

When Eq. (5.100) is substituted into the denominator under the integral sign in Eq. (5.98) the result is:

.' ( I - _)/ (2 + 1) 2 '( +  -

= I)rs)i= F.,,) l + r(X,4) (5.101)2 ,+ 1), 1.) ,

The r(XJ.) is a correction term which is added due to the choice of upper limit 1 < I,. This upper
limit must be less than Is since the WKB approximation fails in the region of the classical turning point,
and r(Xjj) is then to correct for this low limit choice. "The more accurate calculations involving eigen-

functions valid in the regions of turning points and outside the classical range of motion would be very

tedious unless carried out by the aid of the differential analyzer."''
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If I X = I E,, - E, I is large enough, that is, if we are considering frequencies sufficiently far out

in the wing of the line then cos (a - is a rapidly oscillating function of 1, as we may see from Eq. (5.88)
/ 4)\ 1 E.(511te

and Eq. (5.89a). In this case we may replace cos2 (a d by its average value -i2. Eq. (5.101) then

becomes:

r.21
MM 3 E,,E ) 21 + 1dX [ l(+ 1) ]1/2 di + r(Xj,)

I(lj ± 1)R' -r -1 l(l+ 1)

3r,2 (I) - )h/2] + r(X,) (5.102)

dr frIr

for an absorption line. We simply replace the double prime by a prime in Eq. (5.102) for the emission line.

The asymptotic form (it = l1) for W(' ) (X) is:

WM (X) = 3r 2(1 - V"'(r.)/E.,) 1/

S I (5.103)

and corresponding for an emission line.

Next, let us show that Eq. (5.103) reduces to Kuhn's distribution" - Margenau's distribution without

the exponential - for certain interactions. Before doing so, however, let us mention a consideration which

ve have so far neglected.

5.15. DOUBLE INTERACTION CURVES AND REDUCTION TO THE MARGENAU LINE SHAPE

It has been tacitly assumed that there is one interaction curve for the upper electronic state and one

for the lower. This is not generally the case, for there may well be several interaction curves for each

electronic state, and for single encounters we would then have various Wj(1) (X) for the various pairs of

curves. Our W(') (X) would then have the form:

W (1) (X) =- a1jR (
1

) (X) + a2W2 ) (X) M ... vaiWi ( )1 (X) (5.104)

where ai would denote the "... . relative abundance of transitions between two particular potential

curves.. ",9 with which Wi ( ) (X) is associated. It is also apparent that, since A oD.,,,, , or , would be

different for each Wj(1) (X), each , would have to comprise a separate calculation for each Wj(1)(X).

When one considers that we have here discussed only single encounters, the complexity of the accurate

computation for multiple collisions appears rather staggering. Let us return to the limiting case of Kuhn's

(Margenau's) distribution.

According to the classical FCP:

X-- V'(r) - V"(r) =-- - o) /=AW
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4

From this equation Aw = f(r,) so that r. = f(Aw). Let n = - R'N. Utilizing these relations and Eqs.

(5.103) and (5.104) we obtain for an absorption line:

3(Z) = a, arN(Aw) ( -g)) (5.105)

We now make the approximation E = kT, although I(w) should be averaged over all E which occur
2

in the gas. Finally, an assumption of one electronic curve for each electronic state is introduced. We let:

V'(ro) = - ; V"(r.) = -- (5.106)

so that:

1 1 c' - c" K K(e=f() = V"(r)A r =., r,= K (5.107)

Substitution of Eq. (5.107) into Eq. (5.105) yields:

43kNK/T /1 + 2c"A (5.108)*( AW N () +3) /i M- T)

which corresponds to the Kuhn form for 2c"Aw/(3KkT) << 1. The agreement of this limiting form of the

theory with the earlier work of Kuhn;"2 and Margenau'"4 would tend to imply a corroboration of either this
theory or one of the earlier ones depending, of course, on who is pointing out the corroboration.

As Foley 8 has remarked, the divergence of the intensity at line center as given by Eq. (5.108) should

hardly come as a surprise when the method of obtaining this equation is considered. The reason for the
divergence lies in the fact that the perturber will only spend an infinitesimal portion of its time within the

range of the forces, for the case of a large combining volume, when only a single perturbing atom has been
initially considered, and then the resulting expression averaged over all possible transitions. This fact

results in an infinite probability for the unperturbed line center frequency. The argument is without any
particular significance, however, as far as line wing theory validity is concerned.

Insofar as it has been possible to ascertain, this is as far as Jablonski has carried his quantum mechanical

broadening theory. Our only concrete results are then given by Eq. (5.108) which had already been given
by Margenau's statistical theory (or Kuhn's if you will) with the exception of the small factor in the bracket.
This is only a limiting case of the wave mechanical theory and serves no immediately apparent purpose

save the wave mechanical verification of the statistical theory. Before a further discussion of this theory,
let us review the approximations which we have made in addition to those listed before Eq. (5.81).

* This differs by a factor two from that obtained by Jablonski in an earlier paper.$ Since the calculation is in principle

the same but in actuality somewhat different - for example, he obtained - oo a . in the previous paper in place

of Eq. (5.88) - we shall not go into the detail of this difference. The approximate derivation which we have given here would
appear to be the better of the two.
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5.16 THE APPROXIMATIONS OF THE JABLONSKI THEORY*

First, let us mention that we have improve& Approximation V. Eq. (5.95) certainly holds for very

large 1. Thus, if we obtain it as we (lid we should have an approximation for Q(i) which is very close to

the true state of affairs.

We have replaced our previous Approximation IV by one in which we assume the WKB approximate

eigenfunction (Approximation IV). The second term in the integral of Eq. (5.86) has been neglected

(Approximation VI). We have neglected all terms beyond the second in the series in Eq. (5.87) (Approxi-

mation VII). It was then assumed that p' (r) = p" (r) = p (r,) in the denominator of Eq. (5.87) (Approxi-

mation VIII). The limitsin Eq. (5.88) have been extended from 0 and R to -Co and + co (Approximation
IX). The approximation of Eq. (5.91) - replacing the summation over I by an integration - is probably

a trivial one in most cases (Approximation X). Eq. (5.62) is an approximation, but perhaps one of the

closest ones (Approximation XI). The limits on Eq. (5.98) are, of course, an approximation, but this one

is such a direct result of IV that it may well be included in it. We replaced cos2 (a ± -:-) by its average

value (Approximation XII). The obvious approximations resulting in Eqs. (5.103) and (5.108) need not
be discussed. We should add, however, that without additioaal approximations it is apparent that no

actual line intensity distribution can be obtained for the case of several potential curves for each state -

2,ai Wi(')(X) instead of simply W,(' ) (X) - and multiple collisions.

As a result of the approximations which have been introduced, we are left with Eq. (5.103) which is

only (a) valid in the wing of the line and (b) valid for heavy broadeners. In addition, no information has
been afforded about line shift.

Approximation IV is a serious limitation, but one the alternative to which would be the specific and
extensive use of some computing device. As a direct result of this approximation, the asymptotic form

Eq. (5.103) of W(')(X) is larger than the true W(11(X). The reason for this becomes apparent when we
recall that the WKB eigenfunctions and hence the A2,,,, become infinite for 1 = 1j, that is, at the classical

turning point. These considerations have the direct effect of making the asymptotic intensity distribution

inapplicable to the case of broadening by light particles. Let us investigate the reason for this.

It can be shownt that in order for the WKB approximation to be valid,

At= (I - l) >> [it (P + - 1)12/3 (5.109)"

21t + I

Table 5.1 gives the values of I and K for the broadening of Hg lines by A and He.

T 1000 K 300 K

Perturber

A 158 2.7 86 2.3

He 25 1.5 14 1.2

Table 5.1. Values of 11 and K corresponding to rc = 3.3A for Hg-A and Hg.He.
(After Jablonski7')

* See supra, Sec. 5.12.
t An attempt to avoid this phrase has been made, but the calculation which would be involved is not particularly

enlightening.
** In Jablonski's article 7' the exponent is given as 3/2 instead of 2/3, but his table - corresponding to our Table 5.1 --

affirms this to be a misprint.



From Table 5.1 we can see that we are restricted to very low values of It where 1, - 5, - Al ff we
assume Eq. (5.109) to be satisfied by, say, At > 10K 8 and in the came of 300°K the limits on ow integral
would be 0 and 2. From these considerations the necessity for restricting Eq. (5.103) to heavy broadeners
becomes immediately apparent. Another approximation which we have made tends to lead to the same
result.

In order to make Approximation VI it was necessary for us to assume that there is only a noticale
contribution to Eq. (5.86) in the region of the Condon point. This is the same approximation which earlier
had restricted the statistical theory to heavy particles (low velocities) by neglecting the ltrlmle 141ms.
ness in r.

Now let us consider Approximation IX. It is essentially predicated on the assumption of a maximum
contribution to the integral for A in the neighborhood of the Condon point. If this is the case we may,
with the introduction of small error, extend these limits as has been done. In addition, this mesas that
the phase of the cosine term must increase by at least v as Z increases from 0 to r. This would automati.
cally require that $r 2 >1 which yields:

2 p(r.) )1/2

or for 1X1 - hK/r
r0 < \v /(S.IA

\2irp(r.) (5.llb)

Eq. (5.110a) essentially restricts the validity of our solution to the wing where the frequency displaee
ment is relatively large, due to the restrictions imposed by this equation against distant encounters. We
might add that Approximation XII also restricts our solution to the line wing.

Jablonski's theory, in its present form, cannot then be said to give any new results insofar as the shape
which we are to expect in a spectral line is concerned, but it certainly does provide at least the basis fo a
complete wave mechanical theory of line broadening. Perhaps the exact calculation of the A's or some
not immediately apparent approximations will draw more information from it.

5.17. A MILD CONTROVERSY, LORENT.JABLONSKI EQUIVALENCE

Subsequent developments found Foley 7 investigating the manner in which Jablonski's theory could
be shown to lead to a Lorents type intensity distribution and Jablonski so objecting to certain of Foley's
demonstrations and concluding that, "One has either to demonstrate rigorously that the Lorents formula
can be obtained from the quantum mechanical theory proposed by the writer or to modify (or to reject)
one of these theories."' We shall consider this in slightly greater detail.

Initially, Foley remarked that the overlap integral which Jablonski utilised may be written, aging
WKB functions, as:

Be i

J o [p(R) - p'(R) + (Sllla)*

Let us note that this is the les enct form which Jableskl utlised in a earlier conslderatioe Tit s esst bin.
is, of course, given by Eq. (5.86) from a later work.
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. Eq, (5.111a) indicates that Foley had already inferred the approximation which negated the second
term o) the.right of Eq. (5.86). Foley next wrote down:

Re i

fdR c;o fm AE - A U( ) d R
dR/cos p(R) (5.Illb)
p (R

Ii orter to dbiait'this, let us again consider Eq. (5.86). Let us introduce the approximation which
we u 9i4i1edalbAeqient to Eq. (5.87), namely, p'(r) p"(r) p(rc). This leads us to:

p'(r) -P1(r) 2(E - U'(r)) l(l+ 1 (E" - U"(r) (+1

p(r-) 2A(E' - U'(r) ) - ( + 1)+ 2u(E" - ( + 1)11

2A (AE - U(r)(

p(r)

This result, with the i's dropped, gives us Eq. (5.111b) wherein the two is neglected. Now at the

boundary of the container p(R0) = K2 - U(Ro) +(1) - K so that Eq. (5.60) becomes:R,2

p (R ) . R O _ r + v n r = 1(2 n ' + 1) r

2

in Foley notation so that:

[p'(R,) - p"(Ro)] 4 X 7+ - 7 Mr (5.112)

Surely, the substitution
mdR mdR
p(R 2,2m E - U(R) - mR 2  (5.113)*

may be utilized and, in addition, the approximationt 1(1 + 1) = m2v2p2 may be introduced to change the
integral within the braces in Eq. (5.111b) to:

/R T. T.

(AE- AU)dR - 2f(AE AU)d R = 2 Ae T 2 f"Udtmr

at the boundary according to Eq. (5.112) when Tv = RO. Or:

2AT- 2f A (5.114a)*"
0

Foley used P instead of I(l + 1), but this is of no particular import.
t See the discussion of this preceding Eq. (5.68).
•* Foley lacked the factor two.
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where now the i refers to the i-th perturber. As a consequence Eq. (5.111b) becomes:

Ti I
t f dti cos 2 [ oiti - A Ui dt I  (5.114b)

0 0

The similarity between Eq. (5.114b) and, say, Eq. (7.5a)* would indicate that undet the proper

manipulations the Lorentz form could probably be obtained from the former equation. Foley proceeds

to obtain this form; Jablonski proceeds to criticize the obtention; 0 following which Foley continues to pro-

ceed, this time justifying it." Whether or not anything has been proven by this succession of events depends

primarily on the justifiability of the approximations involved. Now Foley essentially voiced the opinion

that Jablonski's method of evaluating Eq. (5.111b) is only correct in the static or slow motion case. This

is as it may be, but Foley had to assume the Franck-Condon principle, a static affair, in order to obtain

Eq. (5.111b) in the first place (evidently). Jablonski's theory breaks down (in the sense that generality
can no longer be maintained and the development continued) following Eq. (5.86). The flaw in the
Jablonski theory seems to lie, not in the fact that it is a special case of the Foley considerations,t but in

the obvious difficulties inherent in obtaining results in any but the simplest cases - binary collisions and

Franck-Condon.
We now conclude our theoretical considerations of statistical broadening - except for equivalence and

reduction considerations in subsequent chapters - with Margenau's latest investigation"' in the field. The

advances which this work encompassed were threefold (1) the theory was broadened to allow almost any

interaction law dependent on some inverse power of the atomic separation, (2) forces which change sign
were allowed for by the introduction of a spin interaction, and (3) a more concise** and elegant development

was attained.

5.18. A MORE SOPHISTICATED STATISTICAL THEORY

Our basic theory remains, of course, the same, and we again begin by inquiring, as in, say, Eq. (5.22)
and subsequent, what the probability is that a configuration of perturbers will exist such that a change in

the energy perturbation ofV = Vi between the two levels under consideration will result. This V shift,

as we may recall, results in the emission of radiation which is shifted in frequency by this amount. We

suppose that the dependence of V on molecular separation will be of the form cr -', and now we augment this

potential with a spin interaction (separable) u(Q). Thus there results:

Vi = cri - u (U ) (5.115a)

Firstly, the function u( ) must vanish in the mean. On this basis Margenau chose for u(%,):

u() = - Ifor, t< 0, 1 ( 1 (5.115b)
+ 1 for t > 0

which may lead to different numerical factors than would the accurate spin function, but nothing else.

* See infra.

t See infra, Chap. 6.
* This conciseness can be carried too far.
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On a random basis the occupation probability for r, where 4 r RI is the volume occupied by the gas,
3

is:
dV = r' sin Odt~4idr p (r) dr = r' dr (5.116a)

V 4 xR'
3

and in like manner for the spin:

p (e) d - dl _ d _-d (5.116b)
l 2

Now we have the requisite elements for the determination of Wn(V), the probability that with n per.

turbers present the shift at the emitter will amount to V. In complete analogy to Eq. (4.13) and the reason-

ing which led to it, we may obtain:
+40

W. f e- VA ,, (s) ds (5.117a)

where: A. (s) = { fp (t) dt f p (r) dr exp [ is cr-" u (t)] }n (5.117b)

Since such complete analogy has been claimed, two differences in factors should be explained. We

have - occurring in Eq. (5.117a) instead of - as in Eq. (4.13), since only one Dirichlet factor of

the form Eq. (4.10) has been introduced. Also I1- fails to appear in Eq. (5.117a) since its equivalent is
Vn

contained in p(r)p( ).

Using no subterfuge whatever, Eq. (5.117b) may be rewritten as:

An (s) = [1 - 3B (s)/2R'I] (5.118a)

+1 1

where: B(s) = f d f {I - exp [iscr-m u()]}r2dr (5.118b)
-10

Eq. (5.118a) may surely be expanded according to the binomial theorem. In the result we allow R
4

to approach infinity which in turn means n approaches infinity, since n = - r R3N. This converts our
3

binomial expansion into the infinite MacLaurin series for:

A(s) = exp[- 21rNB (s)] (5.118c)

so that our Eq. (5.117a) becomes:

+f(
WV(V) I exp -is V - 2wNB (s) ds (5.119)

T-- f
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Next, Eq. (5.118b) may be integrated over t so that:

B(s) = 2 f (1 - cos sv)r~dr (5.120a)
0

where: v c-m (5.120b)
If we let, Sv Mt (5. 120c)

B may be written as:

B 2(C ISD f/ ( - cosz 00 1mr)3
0

2~c~I3r - -3/msitt
3

0

2 (C D3/n f t-SIM sin t d (5.121)

0

where integration by parts has been utilized and l'ospital's rule applied. Tbis application of l'ospital's
3

rule results in the restriction of m such that m >- . This is actually no restriction on the theory, since
2

none of our interaction laws will require a value of less than 3/2.

* For convenience, let:

r4 C3/mfr3/m sin tdt = g., (5.122a)

0

so that: 2irB(s) =gmlsl3 1, (5.122b)

Our probability W(nV is a real affair, and the utilization of this reality and Eq. (5.122b) in Eq. (5.119)
yields:

W(V) = ~exp [- Ngms""] cos (sV)ds -1 !fexp, [- NgmS3Irn ] Cos (sV)ds (5.123)

Con 0

since the integrand is an even function.
By evaluating Eq. (5.123) for the case V = 0 (no shift)

W(o) = !!r (M) 1N)/ (5.124)

Margenau demonstrates the interesting result that the line center intensity decreases as -/

If we define a function Im as,

I.(X = ]exp[1-(10 1 coo us du (5.125a)

0
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then Eq. (5.123) may quite readily be written as:
1 /r

WV(V) = 1 1. (5.125b)

where: Vo = (Ngn)m/ 3  (5.125c)

All of which leads us to the departure point of special cases, and, with Margeneau, we shall consider

three, namely, broadening by (1) permanent dipoles, (2) quadrupoles, and (3) forces which do not change
sign.

In the dipole case we have m = 3* so that from Eqs. (5.125c), (5.122), and (5.125a):

Vo = 2 2Nc 1(X) - x3 1 + x,

so that Eq. (5.125b) becomes:

W(V) O (5.126a)
7r(V 2 + V0

2)

or, when we recall that V =/ 10 - ):
-(o Vo/2!/6 (5.126b)

(o - W)2 + Vo02lid

This is of some interest, since it is the Michelson-Lorentz or dispersion form of the line shape.t
A consideration of Eq. (5.122a) and Eq. (5.125a) should suffice to justify the statement that numerical

calculations or series expansions are requisite for the evaluation of the integrals in these equations for other
values of m. Margenau has carried out this numerical evaluation for the quadrupole case, m = 5, and the

resulting curve I(x) is compared to the one for the dipole in Fig. (5.10).
x

Let us note the symmetry which is displayed by the two line representations of Fig. (5.10) which we
have not previously encountered in statistical broadening. The reason for this difference becomes clear
when we neglect sign change through spin interaction as we shall now proceed to do. If we simply let

u = 1 we obtain in place of Eq. (5.120a) the following:

B(s) = 2 f (1 - e-'")r2dr (5.127a)
0

from Eq. (5.118b) and

B(s) 2 (c IsI)"/ f t_ 3/meitdt = g, + ig" (5.127b)
3 0

as in Eq. (5.121).
Then from Eqs. (5.127) and (5.119) we obtain as the form of the intensity (probability) distribution:

1 )  3/m

W(V) = - f exp (- N .'s!/m) cos (Vs + Ng' m ds (5.128)

* See supra, Ej. (5.3).
t See supra, Chap. 1 and infra, Chap. 6.
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Eq. (5.128), of course, will lead us to the type of results we have obtained earlier for van der Waals
force, as an example of the same sign forces.

In the case of van der Waals interaction m = 6 so that:

, ,, 2

and, ergo, Eq. (5.41).
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CHAPTER 6

INTERRUPTION BROADENING

We shall now deal with what amounts to a different approach to the question of the broadening of a

spectral line by molecules of a type different from the emitter (absorber). In actuality, we shall find that

we are not really dealing with a different phenomenon, but rather a different mathematical approach to the

same phenomenon. No matter what approach to the problem of broadening by foreign gas atoms we may

take, the basic phenomenon that causes this broadening is some sort of perturbing influence which arises

from an interaction between broadener and emitter and which causes some usually time dependent dis-
tortion of the two energy levels between which the radiating transition takes place. We have considered

several different attempts to mathematically describe the results of this interaction, and we shall now turn

to the consideration of still another.

6.1. THE LENZ APPEAL TO CORRESPONDENCES

In 1924 Lenz"8 began what may be considered a post-quantum mechanical continuation of the work of

Michelson and Lorentz on "pressure" broadening.* As we shall see, this work as well as a comfortable

majority of the succeeding work on Interruption broadening consisted largely in attempts at quantum

mechanical justification of the classical approach utilized. This article paved the way to a fertile field of

disagreement.

We begin, with Lenz, by considering two types of molecular interaction which lead to a broadening

of the spectral line:

(1) An interaction of a type such that all energy is radiated, that is, none of the radiation energy is

transformed into translational energy of the molecules. The Stark effect due to the external fields of the

surrounding atoms is an example of this type.

(2) A collision of the second kind in which excitation energy is completely transformed into transla-

tional energy.

In the quantum mechanical case of a radiating gas, a certain percentage of the atoms present undergo

radiating transitions. The remainder of the excited atoms lose their excitation energy not by a radiating

transition, but by a collision in which the excitation energy is transformed into translational energy.t On

the other hand, a classical oscillator radiates a portion of its energy and loses the rest on collision. Lenz

appeals to the Bohr correspondence principle to equate the overall amounts of scattered and heat converted

energy in the two cases. We may obtain the desired amount of heat transformed energy in the classical

case by a suitable selection of molecular diameter. It is apparent that we could obtain this amount by

adjusting the molecular diameter to yield the required collision frequency. Now under these conditions we

consider a collision to have occurred when two molecular centers have approached each other to within this

adjusted molecular diameter. It may then be assumed that the wave train which is being emitted is cut off

at the collision. Then as in the Lorentz case a broadening which is proportional to the density results.

These considerations were essentially based on type (2) interactions. Lenz then advanced the hypothesis

* See supra, Chap. 1.
t This "black or white" assumption does not allow for the case of radiation with partial transformation to translational

energy which we have previously considered (Chapter 5), but this is a minor point at this stage.
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that type (1) interactions would yield the same result. Let us now consider the type (1) interactions from

the Lenz point of view.
The assumption is first made that outside a certain minimum separation of the two atoms, the field of

one atom* produces no Stark frequency perturbing effect on the emitter. At this minimum separation,

however, the frequency of the emitted radiation is instantaneously disturbed by a large amount. Let us

further call the occurrence of this closest approach an optical collision. Then, between two such collisions

the atom will radiate undisturbed. During the short time of the optical collision on the other hand - that

is, during the time during which the broadener is separated from the emitter by the amount or less than the

amount of this minimum separation - radiation of a very different frequency is emitted. We simply neglect

this "undefined emission" during collision, and assume that radiation ceases at collision and commences

again after collision. Thus, we obtain the same type situation as that with which we have already dealt.

Again a series of wave trains of length dependent on the time between collisions is emitted. According to

this theory, the force laws which govern the interaction between emitter and broadener are of no specific

importance. We must again - as in type (2) collisions - appeal to the Bohr correspondence principle for

justification of our considerations.

This, in essence, is the theory that Lenz proposed, and it might be noted that it is more a justification

for Michelson's treatment of pressure broadening than for Lorentz's, at least insofar as the computational

portion of it is concerned.

Let us then replace our radiating atom by a classical oscillator. An equivalent form of Eq. (1.6b)

gives for the amplitude:

Je '  - = const dt = conet sin ir (o r (6.1)J~ f const T(Jvo - . 61

-r12

The square of Eq. (6.1) would yield Eq. (1.12). If the square of this equation is averaged over all collision

times, where the probability of a collision time between r and r + dr is given by f(r)dr as in Eq. (1.56)

the result is:
00

I()= sin' [(p0 - P)7] dre-_, = const (1/2rr)
l) 2 (o - p)2 (Vo - V)2 + (1/2r)l (6.2)
0

Eq. (6.2) is, of course, equivalent to Eq. (1.78). The proportionality between the pressure and the half-

width is apparent from Eq. (6.2) through the inverse proportionality between mean time between collisions,

re, and half-width.

6.2. THE PHASE SHIFT DEFINITION OF A COLLISION AND HALF.WIDTH

Weisskopf first attacked the problem of Interruption broadening by foreign gas atoms in 1932.11, In

this paper he also discussed the case of broadening by like molecules.t le, too, considered the radiating

molecule as replaced by a classical oscillator.

* We could theoretically extend these considerations to an emitter and several broadeners which would, of course, be the
case for multiple collisions. A single broadener, however, offers a conceptually convenient method of consideration.

t See infra, Chap. 7.
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Let us assume that wo (t) is the natural frequency of this oscillator as a function of time. co (t) is a con-

stant during the so-called transit time - the time interval between two optical collisions. to (t) changes,

however, during what Weisskopf considered the very short time of the collision. Let us develop a slightly

more general equation than we would need for this case.

The varying electric dipole moment* of the oscillator is for this case:

M(t) = A (t) exp [if wo (r) dr] (6.3)0

The Fourier integral of Eq. (6.3) is then:

M(t) f J(we t dw (6.4)
-00

so that the amplitude is given by

+00 +® t

J(w) = f M(t)e- O dt = f A (t) exp {i [f w (r)di - t]} dt (6.5a)
-00 0 0

Weisskopf gave this equation as:

J(w) = const f exp [i o(r) dr - icot] dt (6.5b)

The intensity distribution in the spectral line would then be given by the absolute square of Eq. (6.5b).

As Lenz had previously done, Weisskopf considered wo(t) a constant during the transit time and com-

pletely neglected the behavior during the short time of the collision itself. Now let us consider again Lenz's

type (1) broadening.

An interaction between broadener and emitter exists such that the frequency of the oscillator is shifted

by A(r) where r is the emitter-broadener separation. It then follows that the phase shift in the undisturbed

frequency during the optical collision is given by:

0 f A (r) dt (6.6)
0

Here t, the upper limit of the integral, is the time of collision.

When 0 has attained some value or other, an optical collision is assumed to have taken place, that is,

we consider one wave train as terminated, and another completely independent wave train as initiated.

Weisskopf arbitrarily assumes a value of 0 - 1 for the phase shift required for the definition of an optical

collision.

In order to qualitatively justify this assumption, let ro be the separation at closest approach of the two

molecules and v their relative velocity and write:

r = IrT = t4<2> t
2 + r02 + 2 ro . vt 4 <vP>t0 + ro2

since ro is perpendicular to v.
Thus, Eq. (6.6) becomes:

0 f A ( /vt2 + ro2) dt (6.7)

* In Chap. 1 we considered the vibration of the photoelectron (Lorentz theory). Essentially, this amounts to the same

thing. When this electron vibrates, it causes the noted variation in the dipole moment.
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Weisskopf used the mean relative velocity squared here <v> 2 while Margenan and Watson2°0 used the

mean square relative velocity <v2>. As is well known, these two quantities differ by a factor LT.8

Now Weisskopf assumed an interaction A(r) = C/r 6 where C is given by ala2V. a, and a2 are the
polarizabilities of the emitter and the broadener, respectively. From the Stark effect of the Na-D lines

he took a, = 9.5 X 10- 23, and he assumed a2 = 10- 24. Finally, V was taken as four volts. If we let x -!

P
we may rewrite Eq. (6.7) as:

0 =f Ct Cf dx (.O v2t2 + = -6 (x1 + 1) 1
- Go p2 1 s

where the assumption that 0 = 1 determines an optical collision has been introduced. From Eq. (6.8)
we may obtain for p:

P j (6.9)f

where (1( + ) (3 1 5

Finally, for a temperature 500 and for values of the constants as given above Weisskopf obtained an

optical collisioniameter p = 6.8A for the Na.D lines for 0 = 1 which he considered a "plausible value."
Actually, since we cannot strictly specify a phase shift which rigidly determines an optical collision, 0 = 1
is probably as good a value as any.

For our future utilization let us write this as:
2irC

= fr0 - c" (6.8&1

where / f Cos() -

In these equations P, is the angle between the distance of closest approach p and the emitter.perturber direction. (See, for
example, Fig. (6.1)). From Eq. (6.8a') we may write:

-( 2rCc" ) ' /n -  (6.8b')

so that -y becomes:
2 (2TCCfl\

2 /a -1

n-3 n+i 2 2

- C2 / - 1 vn - N (2 ,)S - 1 c. - 1 1ea -i

t In frequency units Y (as opposed to angular frequency units to):

- (SlaG 1 /5 (6.9')
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The shape of the broadened spectral line is still given by Eq. (6.2).
Before dealing with the controversy which arose here between the Statistical and the Interruption

theories, and which we have touched briefly in Chapter 5, let us consider Weiaskopf's attempt at quantum
mechanical justification of this basically classical theory.

6.3. WEISSKOPF'S QUANTUM JUSTIFICATION OF THE FOURIER ANALYSIS

As does Jablonski,* Weisskopf considered the broadening of the spectral line by foreign gas molecules
as an analogy to the Condon treatment of electronic-vibration bands of diatomic molecules. He began by
assuming that all the broadening atoms are fixed in space and considered the motion of a single emitter among
the members of this assemblage.

Weisskopf wrote the Schrodinger equation for the translational motion of the emitter with respect to a

broadener as:

Vli.(r) + 87r2m [E - V(r)IP,(r) 0 (6.10)
h2

In Eq. (6.10) n represents the electronic state of the emitter and E is the translational energy of the
emitter. V,(r) " ... is known to be different from zero only in a very small sphere about the... ,,,I
broadener. Inside this small sphere, of course, V, (r) represents the interaction potential between the emitter
and a broadener. The interaction is a function of the electronic state n.

A point should certainly be made here about Eq. (6.10). Weisskopf did not introduce any conditions

which quantize the translational motion of the emitter. He simply wrote down Eq. (6.10). Jablonski noted
that "Weisskopf treats the continuous translational energy spectrum as a discrete one should be treated

thus omitting an important factor in the final intensity formula." 7' In a footnote he adds in explanation
that "In the case of continuous eigenvalues, eigendifferentials instead: of eigenfunctions must be used. If,
by using a limited space, the continuous spectrum is transformed into a discrete one, a factor, denoting the
density of energy levels, appears in the intensity distribution formula. This factor being omitted in Weiss-
kopf's considerations, an incorrect dependence of the width of the line on energy of collision (i.e., of the

temperature of the gas) is obtained.'" 9

The Condon principle of separability of electronic and nuclear motion may now be utilized in analogy
to Eq. (5.47) to obtain the transition probability for a change of electronic state from n to n' and transla-

tional energy from E to E'.
D-., = fq,(q)#%(r,E)-., (q) ., (r,E')dqdr

= A4.nfJkP(r,E)T, (r,E')dr (6.11)

In Eq. (6.11) q are the coordinates of the electron relative to the center of mass of the emitter; p,(q)
is the electronic eigenfunction, and , (r,E) is the translational eigenfunction for the emitter in the electronic
state n.

Now as in our considerations of Eq. (5.57) if Vn(r) = V'W,(r) orthogonality decrees that E = V;
whereas, if Vr(r) P6 ', (r) we may have E 5 E'. In the latter case Eq. (6.11) squared yields the proba-

bility that " . .. the emitted light departs from the Bohr frequency wn' of the n -- n' transition by
2r (E - E'). The thus computed intensity distribution is identical to the collision damping (distribu.
h

*See supra, Chap. 5.
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tion)."18 The last statement in the quotation is given by Weisskopf without further justification and appears
to be open to question. We should recall that Lenz's appeal to the Bohr correspondence principle is so far
the only quantum mechanical justification which we have for the Interruption broadening theory. Weisskopf
next introduced a further justification.

Let us simplify Eq (6.11) by considering it as unidimensional.* Several additional assumptions are
now made. Firstly, we assume there to be no direction change on collision. Next, it is to be assumed that
the collision consists in a passage by the broadener through the outer portions of the sphere of effective
V(r). These collisions would certainly occur more frequently than the very close approaches or the central
collisions. Finally, it is to be inferred that the change in V(r) during the collision is small compared to the
translational energy.

These assumptions Weisskopf used to justify his utilization of the one dimensional form of Eq. (5.58)
(where x > x0) as the eigenfunction.

X

21r ftvt0.(x,E) = Co-s e 0 (6.12a)

where: p = 2m(E -V.).
Here r0 may be taken as the radius of the sphere whereon V,(r) = E or in this case the distance x0 .

In the space between atoms (V,(r) = 0) Weisskopf takes for his eigenfunction:t

4,, (x,E) = const eA - + r  (6.12b)

When Eq. (6.12a) is substituted into Eq. (6.11), the matrix element for a change in the translational
energy from E to E' becomes:

const e efcv'-p)dx dx (6.13)

Now surely dx = vdt, and since we assumed that the change in V(r) is much less than the translational
energy, p - p' = V2mT - 4 &2mT' << p = 4-2mT in which T is the kinetic energy of the translational

motion since E = T + V. From this follows: (p - p') v ('2mT - 4 2mT') 2T - 2 1TT'

-" 2(T - T').** On substituting these quantities into Eq. (6.13) we obtain:
i

cn f e dt (6.14a)
mJ

Instead of Eq. (6.14a) Weisskopf obtained

confte t . &(6.14b)

since he said (p - p')v = T - T'. We must show his proof using Eq. (6.14b) since (6.14a) simply will not
yield the desired results. Although the statement is rather shaky, we shall content ourselves by justifying

* "The assumption of rectilinear motiin is incompatible with the fact that the atomic collision problem is a central force
problem."'" It would seem that this assumption should provide a reasonable first approximation, however.

t We should here keep in mind Jablonski's comment on quantization, eigenfunctions, and eigendifferentials.* Weisakopf leaves out the factor 2.
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the utilization of the relation: 2(T - T') T -. T'. Insofar as order of magnitude is concerned 2ATis

the same as AT.

It is apparent that Eqs. (6.14h) and (6.5b) are identical if 2 (T' - T) = wo(t) - w. This identity is

W
what should be shown, since the absolute square of the matrix element given by Eq. (6.14b) yields the

intensity, and we wish to show that it reduces to Eq. (6.5b).

It is certainly true that T' - T = El - E + V, - V,,,. In addition, the emitted frequency must be

= ~,, + - (E - E'). From these three relations we obtain:
h

W 0(t) = Wn' +- [V (x) - V,,' (x)] (6.15)

Eq. (6.15)* is a statement of the Franck-Condon principle. We are thus free to conclude that Eqs.

(6.14b) and (6.7b) are identical, and, subject to certain limitations, this provides a further support for the

theory of Interruption broadening.

At this point it would be ' propos to consider the objection which Weisskopf raised in his first article

on Interruption broadening to Jablonski's earlier theory7 4 of spectral line broadening.

We may recall* Jablonski's and later Margenau's utilization of the Franck potential curves for the

formulation of a broadening theory. In considering Weisskopf's objection to Jablonski's utilization of these

Franck curves let us refer to Eq. (5.58). Since Weisskopf's objections were stated in a very few words, we

shall quote them in their entirety.

"One must distinguish here between eigenfrequencies and emitted or absorbed frequencies. If w0 is time

variable, then the intensity of the emitted frequency w is given by (14).t Hence, frequencies can be emitted

which have not at any time been eigenfrequencies of the atom. This is the reason why Jablonski in his con.

siderations can never find the collision damping. From the Franck curves he determines the occurrence

of the various w0 -values from which in general nothing regarding the intensity distribution of the radiation

can result."'193 **

It is here understood that the "various wo(t)" are the "eigenfrequencies of the atom" which are referred

to. One comment certainly appears to be in order. The conclusions drawn above are wholly dependent on

whether or not sufficient quantum mechanical justification has been afforded Eq. (6.5b).

Under the assumption that Eq. (6.5b) has been satisfactorily justified, then the statistical considerations

of Chapter 5 are now in need of justification in view of Weisskopf's remarks. Margenau'1 2 succeeded in

doing this by showing that in actuality a correspondence does exist between the Statistical and Interruption

theories.

6.4. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN STATISTICAL AND INTERRUPTION THEORIES

According to the statistical theory:

I(V)dV = c f dt (5.22)
V

* See supra, Chap. 5.

t This is our Eq. (6.5b).
*These remarks appear as a footnote in Reference 193.
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Now we shall only consider this in one dimension.* The following Dirichlet factor has the value
one for V -JdV < V(t) < V + JdV and the value zero for V anything else:

if dX
+sin (J xdnV [ V()]z - (6.16)

x

V(t) in Eq. (6.16) is defined by Eq. (5.24). Thus Eq. (6.16) allows us to extend the limits on Eq. (5.22)

so that it becomes:
+® +®

I(V)dV = c J dt f sin (J xdV)e$[v -V(t) dx (6.17)
J J x

-0 -0

We suppose that during the "time of sojourn" in the appropriate configuration, the emitted frequency
will have a magnitude in the neighborhood of w = V/J. Then from Eq. (6.17):

l()do f = cf dX sin (ixd)ewz - °'O(t)x (6.18)

According to Eq. (6.5b) the intensity due to w may be written as:

c4a&/2 ,+dw/2 t

I(,O)dW = f fJ(W)2 &0 = c fff exp [ i f wo(r)dr - i f wo(r)dr + iw(t' - t)] dtdt'd
w-dw/2 w -dt/2 0 0

= ff dtdt' exp [i f coo (r)dT - i f wo(r)dr + icw(t' - t) sin [(t' - t)da,] (6.19)
0 0 (t' - t)

The last integral in the exponential is of small value unless x = t' - t is small. In addition, Wo0(t)
should certainly be a continuous function so that the integral may be expanded in a Maclaurin series in
t' - t. The result is:

- i o(,)d=- i [f o(r)dT+ wo (t)(t' - t) + wo ( (t' 2 t) + (6.20)

0 0

If the series in Eq. (6.20) is cut off after the first two terms and the result substituted into Eq. (6.19),
we obtain:

=ff sin [(t'- t)dw] (6.21)ff (t'f - t

Then if we let x = i' - t, Eqs. (6.18) and (6.21) are identical. Thus, the time derivatives of 0o(t)
must be very small in order that the Interruption distribution reduces to the Statistical distribution. is
in turn means that the broadeners must move very slowly with respect to the emitter in order that the di.-
tribution may so reduce.

* "What's sauce for the goose...
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So far, then, we have considered Lenz's and Weisskopf's quantum mechanical justification for the theory
of Interruption broadening which they supported, and the correspondence (mathematically at least) of this

theory with the Statistical theory under certain limiting conditions. Let us reconsider now the physical
theory implicit in our development.

6.5. THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENON IMPLIED BY THE LENZ-WEISSKOPF THEORY

For conceptual clarity, let us refer to Fig. (6.1). In this figure we have represented the emitter path
by the arrow, and the perturbers by the small circles. At point "b" on the emitter patl' the radiation of a
"new" wave train is initiated, since under the Michelson-Lenz-Weisskopf theory a terminating optical
collision has just been undergone by the emitter. As the emitter travels along its path toward point "c"
it is perturbed by the surrounding atoms according to some potential interaction "law" of the form Cr-

and small phase changes occur. The "A" perturbers in Fig. (6.1), however, are too distant to cause an
optical collision in the Weisskopf sense (phase change of unity) so we ignore them. The effects of this

ignoration we shall discuss later. When we arrive at the point "c" the second "B" perturber is now within

the range requisite for inducing a phase change of unity. At this point, then, we cut off the emitted wave
train and perform a Fourier analysis of the radiation emitted between points "b" and "c." Thus, we can
see that, among other possible omissions, we have neglected (a) the effect of distant collisions and (b) the

effect of phase changes greater than unity. Let us consider Omission (b) and defer our consideration of
Omission (a) until a more A propos time.

When we fail to consider phase changes greater than unity, as we implicitly do in the Weisskopf theory,

we essentially neglect values of w farther from line center than some value w, in the line wing. In essence,

then, we can only expect legitimate application of the theory near line center. We shall see from Lindholm's

later work the manner in which we actually get a statistical distribution joining the interruption distribution

in the line wing. It is apparent that the limit of applicability of the interruption distribution in the line wing

will be given by Aw = 2rCr-' where r po. Then from Eq. (6.8a') we obtain for the limit on Aw:

/.' 1i/n-I

AWN < T ]rCCn) ; '70 = 1 (6.22)

From a slightly different viewpoint we shall later obtain about the same restriction.
Let us now return to the continued development of the Interruption theory.

6.6. THE TIME OF COLLISION INCLUDED (LENZ THEORY)

Our line shape is given by Eq. (6.2), and a consideration of this equation shows us that two of the impor.

tant effects on a spectral line which arise out of the presence of foreign gas atoms are strikingly absent.
These missing effects are (1) the shift of the line intensity maximum and (2) any asymmetry in the broadened

line. An attempt to refine the theory so as to include these effects was made by Lenz" in 1933.

In essence, Lenz felt that in order to obtain a line shift and asymmetry "... we must not limit our-

selves to the interval between collisions but must include the effect of the collisions in calculating the dis.

tribution." 9 In the past, we have limited ourselves in that we have considered wo a constant during the

time between collisions and ignored its behavior during the actual collision.

Let us suppose that ro is the mean time between collisions and, further, that 2r is the time of collision.
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We takef 0 (d) to be the frequency change per unit time during the time of collision 2r where p is the optical
collision diameter. As did Weisskopf, Lenz defined this diameter as the molecular separation at which the
phase of "the classically substituted oscillators" has changed by one. Then the change of phase during

collision is:

=20fo(d) (6.23)

The oscillator frequency is given by:

Wo(t) = WO + f(t) (6.24)
We may express the amplitude as:

x =xeib c +i(t) (6.25)
where:

#()= f f~t)dt

The amplitude in a Fourier expansion of Eq. (6.25) we may find from an analogy to Eq. (6.5b) as:

+W0
J((o) = f edt ' +i#(t (6.26)

-W0

From Eq. (6.26) the intensity corresponding to the frequency w is:

+00 +00

I(() - J(,) j2 f f e' -' )W-0 +01-(t) dtdt' (6.27)
-00 -00

The variable is next changed to T = t' - t where still t = t. Thus, Eq. (6.27) becomes:

+00 +aDI(co) = f dTe ( ' - ' ) T  dt (6.28a)
-00 -00

where AY(t,T) = 6(t + T) - 4(t) (6.28b)

Now let r be the position vector of the oscillator-emitter and let rk be the position vector of the k-th
disturber. Lenz considered all disturbers the same, and the frequency disturbance due to' the k-th dis-
turber as o(r - rk), simply some function of their separation. Then he let the perturbations due to various
broadeners be additive so that:

f(t) = 2 p(r - rt) (6.29)
k

although he noted that" ... in the case of very large densities of disturbing gas this assumption is probably
not good." 99 The rectilinear velocities of the emitter and the k-th disturber are given by v and vk respectively.
The position vectors at time t = 0 are taken as r and rk0 . Finally, Lenz assumed that close or central
collisions are not of importance compared to those in the neighborhood of the optical collision diameter.
By the above definitions:

jo(r - rk) = [(r' - rk*a) + (v - vk)t] (6.30)

so that, by Eqs. (6.28b), (6.29), and (6.30):
T

Afy(0,T) = EAt(0,T) = If o [r - rk' + (v- vk)a] da (6.31)
0
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Lenz assumed that the second integral in Eq. (6.28a) is the statistical time mean value of e~a (tT)* This

assumption provides a device for the evaluation of the integral.

Let us digress for a moment from the matter at hand in order to justify Lenz's next step.
If we are considering the behavior of a collection of N, particles, we may first conveniently set up a 2N

dimensional phase space, the coordinates of which are the 2N position coordinates and conjugate momenta

of the N, particles. Any point in this phase space will now represent a certain momentum and spatial

configuration for the Ni-particle system, and this point is generally referred to as a representative point.

The behavior of this representative point conveniently tells us the behavior of our system, and Boltzmann's

impressively titled "ergodic hypothesis" tells us what we may expect this behavior to be. The ergodic

hypothesis* states that the representative point will successively pass through all points in phase space

compatible with the total energy of the system. We cannot prove from this hypothesis, but we can certainly

infer from it that the statistical time mean value ofta quantity will be the same as the statistical mean value

of the quantity.

Thus, the second integral in Eq. (6.28a) which Lenz has assumed to be the time mean of the integrand

may be evaluated by finding the mean of the integrand.

If we take uk, Vk, Wk as our components of vk and Xk
a, Yk' , z1k as our components of rk0 , the volume

element of the phase space of our broadeners will be:

dV = II dxk' dYka dzk duk dvk dwk

Now let us assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and we then obtain:

+00

e'4dt = - feA,1(°T)eB /A T dV

t < feEI T dV (6.32)

We have made the assumption that all broadeners are the same. On this basis, Lenz wrote Eq. (6.32)

as the product of N, identical integrals. Although Lenz does not mention it, we should always keep in mind

that all such transformations to integral products are not wholly justified by the assumption of identical

particles. As has been mentioned,t previous occupancy of certain portions of space by other broadeners

would still limit the integration for any one broadener to the unoccupied portions of space. Thus, in cases

of this kind, an additional assumption must be made to the effect that these previously occupied parts of

space need not be excluded.**

We let:

E = m (vk . vk) (6.33a)tt
2

2kT
V =c;jvk =ck;c2= - ;m = mk =MO (6.33b)

mk

To be quite technically correct, we should probably introduce the so-called quasi-ergodic hypothesis, but the ergodic
one will be sufficient to our purposes.

t See supra, Chaps. 5 and 6.
** This is also implied by Eq. (6.39), that is, by neglecting interactions between broadeners.
tt Kinetic energy is here taken as total energy.
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Utilizing Eqs. (6.33) the k-th identical integral becomes, after integration of the denominator in
Eq. (6.32):

+00

-2 Vc- f ec2/W +i¢A k(O°T) dxk dyk dzk duk dvk dwk (6.34)

Next it is assumed that Ak (0,T) is very small except in the immediate neighborhood of the emitter.
Now let:

f eiC Ak(O'T) dxk dyk dz, = V + Tk (6.35)

where V is the volume in the configuration space of the k-th emitter, and Tk is the integral of eiA0k( ° T) over.
the spheres of effective At~k (0,T). Utilizing this in Eq. (6.34), we obtain:

+00

1 + 31 f Tke - O/Co' duk dvk dwk = 1 ± NT (6.36a)
73 / 2 VCoJ N,

+W

where: f [ei A k(° T) -- 1 e - k'/co' dx, . .. dw (6.36b)
_13/ CO

Thus, when Eq. (6.32) is considered as the product of N, identical integrals of the form Eq. (6.36),
the result is:

e" ° dt eNT  m' du dv dw (6.37)

In Eq. (6.37) we have finally integrated over the velocity space of the emitter after having introduced

the Boltzmann factor e - '" /
"' for the emitter. The approximation: 1 + NT . eNT/N, has been used,

NT N,
1 + - being the first two terms in the power series expansion of eNT / Ni . In addition m is the mass of the

emitter.
The integral of Eq. (6.37) may only be evaluated by graphical methods. Lenz considered certain

special cases.
The limits on Eq. (6.31) may as well be - 2T and + T. Then:

At~k (0, - T) = - At9k (0,T) (6.38)

from Eqs. (6.31) and (6.35). Now, in order to carry out the integration in Eq. (6.35), let the x-axis of our
spatial coordinate system correspond to v - vk, and define quantities as follows:

p2 = (y yk)2 + (z- z,) 2  (6.39a)
Pfl = X'- xk + Iv - vk (6.39b)*
p = xG - x (6.39c)
p=v- = vk T (6.39d)

* Lenz gave pa as x - x k + I v - v, Ia in place of the above.
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Thus, r' = p2(1 + 62) where r is the emitter-broadener separation, is the cotangent of the angle
between r and the x-axis, while t is the tangent of this angle.

We assume an interaction potential function of the form p = -ar - . Then by virtue of Eqs. (6.39),
Eq. (6.31) becomes:

T/2 f +7/2

Aok(O,T) = -ar-da -a f [p+(1-,)]-V12[ pdl

-T/2 t -7/2

t+ /2

f d0 (6.40a)
J (I + #2)p/2

1 a
where g = 1- - a- (6.40b)

p V V-Vki

On the basis of the high p normally present the simplification may be made:

() 1(1 + #2)V/2 (6.41)

Now Eq. (6.41) is very small for r less than around - 1, a constant for " greater than around +1, and
nearly rectilinear for intermediate . We then take for 'P (1):

0 for r < - K

(r) = x( +K) for-K < s+ K (6.42)

2 K 1 for" >K

Lenz found by graphical integration that for 6 < p < 10, K has a value of 0.75 and KJA ranges between
0.57 and 0.44.

We may take dxk dyk dzk = 27rp 2 dp dt so that from Eq. (6.35):

Tk = -f 27rp2dp f [eiak(OT) -1] d (6.43)
0 -00

In integrating over t we need only consider 71 > 0 according to Eq. (6.38). Also, due to Eqs. (6.41)

and (6.42) the integral reduces to one in the two regions + -1 > -K and - < +K. Now integration
2 2

over t gives for the two cases shown:

2
for n > 2

K : 2 K + 11 + ( 2 K - 77)e
- 2

i
g x + - (e-29x' - 1) (6.44a)

for 7 < 2  : 2K +t - (2K - ,)e -  -+ 2 (e_2igX 1) (6.44b)
'gx
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In attempting to carry out the remaining integral, Lenz divided the integrand into two parts corre.

sponding to Eqs. (6.44a) and (6.44b).* Thus:

Tk = Tk( ) + TkC2)  (6.45)

Let Pa be the optical collision diameter. From Eqs. (6.40b), (6.33b), and (6.42) Lenz expressed po as:

PO = 2 K a) i 
(6.46)t

which is arrived at by assuming a phase change of 1 (or 2 1) to have occurred at pa separation. Now let:

A- o-T ; a V-vI

Po CO (6.47)

At the boundary between the regions of Eqs. (6.44), from Eqs. (6.39d) and (6.47) 2
Kslim = aApo. Thus,

we get for the value of Eq. (6.40a) at the boundary: 2rx
3'0 = 2

KXglim -aA2-X 
(6.48)

Due to the high powers present in the denominator of Eq. (6.48) To is either << 1 or >> 1 except in a

small transition region.

From Eqs. (6.39d), (6.40b), and (6.47):

p o" \ 2Kp/ (6.49a)

and let: yj = 2KXg ; 72 =Xg= 2xA °0 \2Kp) 2KP (6.49b)

Further: 2wK - ad = W _I /2k--S/P- = \, /2Ad--6
Go ) P - \o"Y, ^/I P IN)72 (6.49c)

We may thus introduce Eqs. (6.49) into Eqs. (6.44) and then introduce the result into Eq. (6.43) to

obtain:
Tk = -P1(7Y0 )or-3/(p-1) + #(3yo)Ao.I- 2

/(p -1) (6.50a)
Pa'

Tk = a(70)A"P + ,2(yo)aA' + 2/p (6.51a)

Pa3

21r (2KX)'/ '- f) +(1 -Y') d-y,

p - 1 (2K)2  Yf 7
1 1+ 3 /(p_ ) (6.50b)

21r (2KX) 2/(I')f (1 -+e00') dy(
p - I (2K()2  ro 

(6.50'2/v-)

2(7o) _ 2r (2KX) 3 / p i 42--6e- lb)

-2(2x)' 0 7 1+3/p (6.51b)

* 02(3YO) = 
2 r (2KX) 2 ' '[ (1+ e_,n) + 2 (e_ - -6

(-_(2 K 2 0_ --7 p 1+2/p (6.51c)

* , goes from ® to 0 as p goes from 0 to 0.

t It would appear that we should have (2K)1 P - 1 here instead of 2K. We simply use the Lenz result above, however.
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An inspection of the above integrals indicates that they are properly convergent. If we now let

z = oA1- ' /P then, since zKx - 1 (see Eq. (6.42)) To - z - P according to Eq. (6.48). If 01, A, and, as a conse-

quence, z take values from 0 to co then 70 is obviously <<1 or >>1 except right around z = 1. In the case

,yo<< 1, it is apparent that we may neglect Eq. (6.51a) compared to Eq. (6.50a), and in the case 0 >> 1

the reverse is true. Thus, there results:

Tk - A -3/ - -1) -2/ for a - 1/ v > 1 (6.52a)

T (2)
- A2A 3Iv + B 2aA' + 2 /p for oA' - 1 /P < 1 (6.52b)p0

where: A1 = r(0); Bi = 4,1(0);A 2 = €2(c);B2 = 4b2(C) (6.52c)

Eqs. (6.52a) and (6.52b) are not valid near the indicated limits, and in addition "cumbersome expres-

sions" must be introduced for the transition region. These expressions are neglected as "keine Rolle spielen."

This essentially completes the evaluation of Tk. Now it will be necessary to integrate over T in Eq.

(6.28a) and over velocity space in the transformed version of the second integral in Eq. (6.28a) in order to

obtain the intensity distribution. Integration over T infers integration over A in the equations for Tk.*

Lenz established a polar coordinate origin at the endpoint of v. We let the angle between v and v - Vk

be p and take this angle as our polar angle. Then we take v - Vk as the radial coordinate and 0 as the

azimuthal coordinate. Our volume element in the velocity space of the k-th emitter becomes:

dudvdw, = -( I v - vk 1 )1 d ( I v - vk I ) dO d (cos p) = -2roa2 du d(cosp) (6.53)

where, since our integral will possess azimuthal symmetry, we have integrated over dO, and where Eq. (6.47)

has been used for the substitution for v - Vk. Now let us apply the law of cosines to the vector triangle

consisting of v, vk, and v - vt where the absolute values of the three vectors are given by Eqs. (6.33b) and

(6.47).
ck' = c2 + c0o

2a - 2cc0oo cos p

Ic.z\ c
or (a) 2 -+ ro2 - 2 ao0 cos p; o = Co (6.54)

co

We next substitute Eqs. (6.53) and (6.54) into Eq. (6.36a) and integrate over cos from -1 to + 1 to

obtain:
go

T = - -1 J[e_ O)' - e(v+ff°)'] Tk(a)u da (6.55)

0

Now the following function is formed:

I

F(ao) = - J [e-'-' - e-(+)'] + l da (6.56)

* See supra, Eq. (6.47).
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When Eqs. (6.52) are utilized in Eq. (6.55) integrals of the form of Eq. (6.56) will result, and the relevant

values of j will be: j -3 , o - 2 - 1. Since we may expect large p values, j is always

between - 1 and 1 in value. In order to find Fj (0), apply tlospital's rule to Eq. (6.56) to obtain:

7(') = im f[2(,, - +)e-( '- ' + 2 (o, + )e-(f+o°)' do,}C!4 -0 -jr

0

- e-- O,,+2 do. = I + (6.57a)

0

Eq. (6.57) holds then for o- = 0 which in turn means that c 0 and we consider the disturbers at rest.

Now for the p values which may arise F. (0) has values between 1.13 and 1. The other limiting case of Fy(ffo)

arises for ao >> 1. In this case, the second term in Eq. (6.56) drops out as small. The integral only has

appreciable value near a = a0 so that:

Fj(a0) = O- ; U >> (6.57b)

where a0 = 4 is large enough.

Lenz allowed Eq. (6.57a) to suffice, and, further, on the assumption of low gas densities, he neglected

the region of Eq. (6.52b) and simply used Eq. (6.52a). We shall not show this, but it might be mentioned
here that at pressures of more than one atmosphere Eq. (6.52b) must be utilized. Now from Eqs. (6.52b)

and (6.52a) we may obtain:
NT = Npol [AFj, (Oo) + ABjFt, (o0)] (6.58a)

3 2___
j3 2=I 2 (6.58b)
p-i P-1

The Doppler effect is next introduced by replacing w, the natural frequency of our substituted oscillator

by w, = wo0( - u/c2), the frequency shifted by an emitter velocity of u in the x-direction.*
Eqs. (6.58a) and (6.37) yield for Eq. (6.28a) the following:

oo A + N t

I(w) =2R {f e4+NT Mo' dudv dw dA } (6.59)
0

The real part has been taken here, since by Eq. (6.38) we may take the real part, and then take as lower
1

integral limit zero instead of minus infinity. Also in Eq. (6.59) - w) P- w) To, mO is the

mass of a broadener, and m is the mass of the emitter. Integration has been taken over A which replaces T

according to Eq. (6.47). Integration of Eq. (6.59) may be carried out over A if Eq. (6.58a) is kept in mind.

The result is:

{(w) e u dudvdwG(oro)} (6.60a)

0

where: G(o-) = eN OA IAI1(f°)/ i (w - w)To + Npoe B, Fj, (ao) (6.60b)

* Cf. supra, Sec. 1.5.
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The real part of B1 is negative. Lenz considered the special case of Hg where a0 < 1 so that in Eq

(6.60a) J(w) - [G (0)]. In addition, for the case -- 1, the integrand of Eq. (6.60a) may be regarded
m0

as a "Zackenfunction" whose only appreciable value occurs for Go ao -. Lenz took = 2 and disre-
m

garded the Doppler effect. The result is:

1(W) P G(6.61a)

Let us develop the exponential in Eq. (6.61a) in a series and take only the first two terms to obtain:

1 + Npo. F, [ R(A1) + iI(A)] I 1 + e (Wo - Awj - W) TO
i(wo -w) T + Npo3 F1, [ R(B1) + c(B) f (wo + , -a)2 + (8/2)2 (6.61a)

To Awo Npo' F,(orn) c [B1]; TO B = Npo F, (ar) 3 [B] (6.61b)
2

_ J[A1j Fj, (a) T P0 r . (6.61c)

~[BI I F* (am) ' co m

We can see by a consideration of Eq. (6. 6 1a) that this very restricted line shape equation does yield a

shift as given by Awo of the intensity maximum and an asymmetrical line, a measure of whose asymmetry

is given by e. As in other dispersion type line shapes 5 is the half-width of the broadened spectral line.
Finally, To is the time that a collision lasts, and it can be seen that as this goes to zero the line loses its

asymmetrical shape and the shift disappears.

6.7. A SPECIFIC EVALUATION OF THE LENZ HALF-WIDTH

The half-width may well be evaluated more precisely for future comparison. From Eqs. (6.52c) and

(6.50c) we may write:

B1 = b (0) =- 
2

T (2KX)2/(p -l) f (1 dyvl

p - 1 (2)2J j71+2/(p1)

0

21r (2icX/ 11 4 1' dy
5 (2K) (J1 /

0

We shall only sketch the method developed by Jensen" for the evaluation of an integral of this type.
The integral is first transformed as follows:

__ __ __ i 2__

1+ 2
/(p-1) 21p-)

0
a

2 2 ix 2~
where: 2 (_i), e 'Xxp dx = lim lim e x pldx

0I40 aO4

0
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On the substitution 1" - ii,, we obtain for Ps:

i) 1-2/(p-1) iim liin " f p-w (-1) dw

"0 a-*m
U-4'

We consider po in the complex plane where -p would be an integration along the axis of imaginaries. By

using Cauchy's Integral Theorem we may equate this to the sum of integrals (a) along a circular path about

the origin from it to e, (b) along the axis of reals from e to a, and (c) along a circular path from a to ia.
After carrying out these operations we finally obtain:

(t 
22

( (p 2=/-)4
T(

-sin, - rFr 1

so that -jepi_(ei/
t (1- i'v) +2/(+1) _ 1 ['2 p - 1)] - __ -2-z) _ 7

70 2 +( ,2 ) 'gin(Q_ r) r+

and (BI) = - 3.7845 (2KX)2/1

On substitution from Eqs. (6.61c) and (6.46), Eq. (6.61b) becomes:

5 = 7.977 N (co)3/5 (a)2/5 Fy2  (6.62)

where we have utilized the value x = .57 since p = 6.*

Although Lenz has introduced into the Interruption theory a consideration of the time of collision, thus
obtaining a line which is shifted and asymmetrical, he has obtained an equation for this line which is only
valid in a very restricted domain. As has been mentioned, the considered equation is only valid for pressures
up to one atmosphere and for frequencies near the line center. The line center restriction is partly due to
the fact that the intensity and hence numerator must be greater than zero. This in turn would mean that

WO - w I must not become too large.
Although Lenz's results are not very generally applicable, he certainly demonstrated that successful

modification of the Interruption theory was dependent at least to some extent on the inclusion of the time
of collision, and the inclusion of this time in a more successful manner awaited Lindholm's later attack1" , 10S
on the problem. Lindholm's avowed intent was "... to perform the Fourier analysis without the limita-
tions that reduce the validity of Lenz's paper."l0

*See supra, Eq. (6.42) and subsequent.
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6.8. LINE SHIFT WITHOUT COLLISION TIME

In analogy to Eq. (6.27) we begin with the equation:

I(P) = fe 2 ( ' - °V0)+A ( )dt 12

+00

- ff e2" ,-v, ," -t')+i[A" (t') di dt'

f e2 'ri'-Y°)tdt f & -°')]dt' (6.63)
-00 -00

As had Lenz, Lindholm considered the second integral as the statistical time mean value of the integrand
and set this time mean equal to exp(- A(t) + iB(t)) so that:

I() = f e - A() cos [2r(r - v0)t + B(t)]dt (6.64a)
0

Next it is assumed that but three different phase changes occur on collision.* These we shall designate

as %a, b, 1,. This in turn would mean that three different "differential collision cross-sections," oj, occur,

where:
o= f I J(,,,) 12 sin 4 d4 (6.65)

The total cross-section is a = aa + 0b + a,, and the mean time between collisions is r. The proba-
bility of n + m + I collisions during the time t is thep:

I ~e-t/fr
(n + m + 1)! r-) (6.66a)

and the probability that, of these (n + m + 1) collisions, n will be of type a corresponding to a phase shift 17a

m will be type b, and 1 will be type c is:

(n +-m + ) ( 0%<)" (Or (.6b

n! m! 1! or bor

Thus, the probability that n a-collisions, m b-collisions, and 1 c-collisions will occur in time f is:

(L) ( ( n!1! (t ef (6.67)

As in Lenz' considerations:

A(t + ') - A(') = Z [A(t + t') - Ak(t')] n,7. m+ +- b+I, (6.68)

k

In this case then the mean value of e[a(t+t')-t'I which Lindholm assumed equal to the second

integral in Eq. (6.63) is given by:

< - = b 0 ( )( e- t' (i[ 'ba+m' ib+ll} (6.69a)n-o m-o -o0 o n! MY l t.

As we shall see, we could initially assume some other number and later extend the number of allowed phase changes as
desired.
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No normalizing denominator is needed in Eq. (6.69a), since the factor multiplying the exponential is

already a normalized probability. Since: - n exp e , etc., Eq. (6.69a) becomes

+- ,'> =e [aein"a + 0be' b + oeil ° ] o
- '/ (< e (6.69b)

Utilizing Eq. (6.69b) in Eq. (6.63) we obtain:

I(P) = a { f e2Ti, e... , o ste ,,oo..,+ ,i.sn --l d,)

= f e- T  o cos F I Z oi sin j + 2 r(v - v) dt (6.64b)
i t

where we have taken the real part of exp(isin q,) since the intensity is a real quantity. Thus, from Eqs. (6.64)

there results:

A = t 2: [o - or cos =7] a ct (6.70a)*

B = t 2; ! sin, = i Bt (6.70b)
i o07

and Eq. (6.64) becomes:

I(v) = f e-a cos f [2ir(v - Po) + #J t) dt
0

const.

(- V,+ + + a2 (6.71)

In obtaining Eq. (6.71) the collision time has been neglected in that we simply took the various phase

changes as having occurred. A comparison of Eq. (6.71) with Eq. (6.61a), however, shows that this neglect
of collision time has only effected a change from Lenz' result insofar as the line asymmetry is concerned.
Eq. (6.71), of course, yields no line asymmetry. This difference between the two equations arises principally
from the approximations which Lenz was obliged to utilize.

It might also be noted that we restricted ourselves to three phase changes 77, 77b, and , in setting up
Eq. (6.67), but there is no reason to restrict Eqs. (6.70) for the shift and half-width in this manner.

6.9. REASON FOR WEISSKOPF THEORY FAILURE TO YIELD SHIFTt

Let us digress for a moment in order to consider an interesting aspect of the situation which has been
mentioned by Burkhardt"2 and Unsold."' To begin with, let us rewrite Eqs. (6.70) as:

o vN I1vN 2 s (6.72a)= - 0"cs'l N. a i 2t

= vNZ a, sin ,ti (6.72b)

* Lindholm gives [1 - ai cos ,i].

t Cf. supra, Sec. 6.5.
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From Eqs. (6.71) and (6.72a) it is apparent that the damping constanty may be written as:

-y = 2a -k 2vN, 2a, sin 2 -- (6.73)
i 2

If, as usual, the distance of closest approach is taken as p, then the cross section aj for a phase change i7i

can be taken as 2 1r where we now suppose there to be a continuum of cross sections instead of the discrete

set of Eqs. (6.72). In addition, the assumption of this continuum replaces the summations in Eqs. (6.72)

by integrations. These changes in Eqs. (6.72) together with the substitution for 71 of Eq. (6.8a') into these

equi.tions yield:

-y " 2vN 4T p dp sin2 2rCc
f ~VP f-

0
og

s-3 a1+1 21

= 
-  to; -- ' N 87n-i c,,A- sin' -i x dx (6.74a)

0

NJ 2€Cc
Wo - Wm = vN 2v p dp sin 21re_

0
0

2 n-8 n+i 2 f . 2
C- - vW7 N 2 ir- 1 c,,i-. sin x dx (6.74b)

0

where now: 1 _ VCc n - I

2 vWpn- Xn-I

Now let us consider the case of n = 4 as illustrating a rather interesting circumstance relating to the

Weisskopf theory. (We note that in order to obtain agreement between Eqs. (6.9) and (6.74a) we must

needs choose i7o = 0.64.)

We may recall the failure of the Weisskopf theory to yield a line shift under any conditions.* What

we propose to demonstrate is that the neglect on the part of the Weisskopf theory of collisions resulting in

phase changes of less than unity, while accounting for most of the broadening, is responsible for the absence

of a line shift.

To begin with, let us plot xsin' 1 (from Eq. (6.74a)) and xsin 2 (from Eq. (6.74b)) against p/po. The

result appears in Fig. (6.2), and let us consider this figure. The vertical line in about the center of the figure

is the Weisskopf collision radius. Now the area under the upper curve gives us the integral in Eq. (6.74a)

and is hence a measure of the broadening. In like manner, the area under the lower curve is a measure of the

shift. The Weisskopf theory only considers those areas to the left of the ordinate specifying the Weisskopf

collision radius. It thus becomes quite apparent that with the adoption of this radius we obtain almost all

* This is not true for his more detailed theory for which see infra, Chap. 7. This theory does not appear to have been

applied, however.
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No normalizing denominator is needed in Eq. (6.69a), since the factor multiplying the exponential is

already a normalized probability. Since: ,Z - - = exp - eila , etc., Eq. (6.69a) becomes
n0\ O'T / n! Lt

t[q--i) t i4a + abei'b + fof0 'r ] -669b= e " (6.69b)

Utilizing Eq. (6.69b) in Eq. (6.63) we obtain:

L [2.(~o f + i "n i"- °-
1(V) R f e2T'(P- 0)'e r0 [Zeco 1iifli)I

1Z Cosff n0 il F
e' ' cos - Z a sini + 27r(v- P,) dt (6.64b)

where we have taken the real part of exp(isin 77j) since the intensity is a real quantity. Thus, from Eqs. (6.64)
there results:

A = tZ [o - o cos n] = at (6.70a)*
i or'

B = t Z -L sin t1 t (6.70b)
i Orr

and Eq. (6.64) becomes:

I(,) = f e-' cos {[2r(v - i0) + P] t} dt
0

const.

[(v 2 ~ (6.71)

In obtaining Eq. (6.71) the collision time has been neglected in that we simply took the various phase
changes as having occurred. A comparison of Eq. (6.71) with Eq. (6.61a), however, shows that this neglect
of collision time has only effected a change from Lenz' result insofar as the line asymmetry is concerned.
Eq. (6.71), of course, yields no line asymmetry. This difference between the two equations arises principally
from the approximations which Lenz was obliged to utilize.

It might also be noted that we restricted ourselves to three phase changes %, 17b, and ,/, in setting up
Eq. (6.67), but there is no reason to restrict Eqs. (6.70) for the shift and half-width in this manner.

6.9. REASON FOR WEISSKOPF THEORY FAILURE TO YIELD SHIFTt

Let us digress for a moment in order to consider an interesting aspect of the situation which has been
mentioned by Burkhardt 5 and Unsold."' To begin with, let us rewrite Eqs. (6.70) as:

a vNXri ( l ri cs vN 2o (6.72a)
i O" 2

= vNZ o- sin , (6.72b)

* Lindholm gives II - Wi 00 17J.

Cf. supra, Sec. 6.5.
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From Eqs. (6.71) and (6.72a) it is apparent that the damping constant 7 may be written as:

, 2a - 2vNZ 2ai sin2  (6.73)
2

If, as usual, the distance of closest approach is taken as p, then the cross section oi for a phase change i
can be taken as 2w where we now suppose there to be a continuum of cross sections instead of the discrete
set of Eqs. (6.72). In addition, the assumption of this continuum replaces the summations in Eqs. (6.72)
by integrations. These changes in Eqs. (6.72) together with the substitution for 171 of Eq. (6.8a') into these
equations yield:

00

- " 2vN 4r p dp sin 21rQ-
VP-

0

2 n-$ 0+1 2 • 1
C-i v--i N 8r;- C=1l sin x dx (6.74a)

0

WOJ - w.=vNJ 2w pdp sin 2vCc,
f ~ipe-

0

2 -S n+1 2 f 2

6- t -l N 21;-- c 1-, sin x dx (6.74b)

0
fj_ Cc._

where now: - - 1
2 vpe - 1  in- 1

Now let us consider the case of n = 4 as illustrating a rather interesting circumstance relating to the
Weisskopf theory. (We note that in order to obtain agreement between Eqs. (6.9) and (6.74a) we must

needs choose lo = 0.64.)
We may recall the failure of the Weisskopf theory to yield a line shift under any conditions.* What

we propose to demonstrate is that the neglect on the part of the Weisskopf theory of collisions resulting in
phase changes of less than unity, while accounting for most of the broadening, is responsible for the absence

of a line shift.

To begin with, let us plot xsin2 I (from Eq. (6.74a)) and xsin 2 (from Eq. (6.74b)) against p/p. The
xs x2

result appears in Fig. (6.2), and let us consider this figure. The vertical line in about the center of the figure

is the Weisskopf collision radius. Now the area under the upper curve gives us the integral in Eq. (6.74a)
and is hence a measure of the broadening. In like manner, the area under the lower curve is a measure of the

shift. The Weisskopf theory only considers those areas to the left of the ordinate specifying the Weisskopf

collision radius. It thus becomes quite apparent that with the adoption of this radius we obtain almost all

This is not true for his more detailed theory for which see infra, Chap. 7. This theory does not appear to have been
applied, however.
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the broadening effects (insofar as this theory is concerned) while we obtain almost none of the shift effects.

In addition, these curves serve to illustrate the relative importance of nearand distant collisions in broaden-

ing and shift.

If the t/i are very small then, since sin ti qj:

o- - vNX ai (6.75)

In Fig. (6.3) is illustrated a wave train during whose emission strong collisions (-I > 1), which lead

primarily to broadening, and weak collisions (I < 1), which lead primarily to shift, have been undergone

by the emitter. Let us suppose the wave train to be essentially rendered completely incoherent at a strong
collision insofar as Fourier analysis is concerned, and let us determine the mean frequency between two strong

collisions separated by a time interval T. In order to do this, it would appear quite reasonable to add to the
number of vibrations of the natural frequency, w0T, the number of additional vibrations due to the weak

collisions TvN E oj 7 to obtain:

Win = - wo T + TvN X ai 71i (6.76)
T VI. )

The most cursory glance serves to show the agreement between Eqs. (6.75) and (6.76).
Finally, a consideration of Table 6.1 yields values for shift and width from Eqs. (6.74) according to this

theory. The case n = 2, in addition to yielding a symmetrical line yields:

72 = 8' N 20 92 3 - In  + !--2  - } (6.77)

the reason for its exclusion from the table being self evident. In addition, the table gives the 71, necessary

for agreement with the Weisskopf theory.

Ann 170n On 7n./fl

3 4iJ CN 0.64

4 3.88 C111 01/ N 0.64 33.4 0/3 s t l N 1.16

6 17.0 C/ v/ N 0.61 6.16 C2/6 s/ N 2.80

Table 6.1

6.10. LINDHOLM GENERAL THEORY TO INCLUDE COLLISION TIME

Next Lindholm considered the problem with the collision time included. Let the collision time be si,

and the phase change per unit of time during the collision be ki. Then, if we assume the phase to change
linearly during the collision, the total phase change on collision will be i = kisi. Let us consider Fig. (6.4).
x and y measure times back to t' to t" respectively as shown. The five arrows below the time axis represent

five different collisions whose duration is represented by the respective arrow lengths. Only those collisions
which occur at least partly during t" -t' are to be included.

In analogy to Eq. (6.67) the probability that n2 , collisions will begin during the time interval dx is:

( ! ) 1 
(6.78a)ff7 nj !e
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It can be seen directly from our definitions that these collisions will contribute to ei[4(t") -A(tJ

the factor
e t ~ z ' ° t - (6.79a)

where:
(s -x) = 0 fors-x <0

p(s - x) =- - x for 0 < si - x < t"-

¢(si - x) = t fort" -t' <si-x (6.79b)

Eq. (6.79b) is merely a restatement of our restriction of the collision such that at least a portion of it

occurs within t" - t'.
In analogy with Eq. (6.78a) we get for the ny, probability:

and in analogy to Eq. (6 .79a) we obtain:

eWnA*( i-Y)  
(6.79c)

where:
(sj - y) = s- for si - y < 0

4,(si - y) = y for 0 < si - y (6.79d)

From Eqs. (6.79a) and (6.79c) and in analogy with Eq. (6.69a), we now obtain the mean value of
jet ') -A(t')] as:

< ... ... A fl )nxl
nz -O nxii-O nz: -O nlyi-O i d.I nd1t! e/ o1 r T T

I (aj dy'\1Yii. e~nflzljr(s -x)+nyjiki'(sj-i)] (6.80)Lyj N0t T"

n,,! e -

In Eq. (6.80) the x, represent the possible dx time intervals during which included collisions may

originate. The yj represent the possible dy time intervals during which included collisions may originate.
Thus, n.11is the number of collisions of the type one originating with some probability during the dx time

interval. Again we can see that the summations in Eq. (6.80) are the MacLaurin series expansion for the
exponential. We, of course, have such an exponential for each dxj (or dyj) interval, and they are all to be

multiplied together. Let us consider the dxj intervals. We have a long series of exponentials corresponding

to the various dx intervals which are to be multiplied together. This is the same as adding the exponents
of these exponentials, and, since we may define dxj as small as we like, we may change this sum of exponents
to an integral over x. The same holds true for y, and, when we have summed over i in the exponent, we

obtain as the contribution to our mean value:

exp f ___0 -

0

+ f ( dy iki* (. i d) (6.81a)

0
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In the second integral of Eq. (6.81a) we do not extend the upper limit beyond t since this would then

duplicate the values given by the x-integral. Since Z; ar = a, the following relation holds:

Finally let us sum over all collision times si , and neglect the summation over i which may be introduced

at any subsequent point. Our mean value is then:

00 0

+x J 1 ( x e ikiv(.i -) V jYx)(6B)0

cos [k,,.,.,- -- x)o oi d.xx)
0

From Eqs. (6.64a) and (6.81b) we now obtain:

00

B4 co s[kip (s, -x)] - sn-,

-,0 1 oJ OrrV

o

Go

B = r0",x sin [ki p(si - x)] + f 5-dy sin [k, 0,(s, - y)] (6.83a)

0 0

Our function p(si - x) has been defined by Eq. (6.79b). As an example this equation yields for the
first integration Eq. (6.82a)

f ( os k oo. s , -x)I - °.__-_f '  o , 1-o
-0o .d o*rdx codXO -ci-+o J \ cos [k (s"-x)- / z o coo os[k 0"]- 7)

VT- orOr 'i/ \o Or
0

Sfud coVk~i-x]-fxCs[i-0 f dx)

0 8t

VTo

+ f coo [k,(, - x)] - __.), + "

SiO4 d r or 004" 0"7 or C
o t0
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In this manner we obtain Eqs.(6.82b) and (6.83b)

9 2A =, or' [(1 - cos ) (t - si) - sin ' i- + 2si]

+ Z (I - cos ki t) (s - )- sin k -t - + 2t (6.82b)

B - (1 - cos ';) - + sin (t - s)
'i-0 r Ik

,.2;, -L. [(--co i - sin kit (si - t) (6.83b)

The direct substitution of Eqs. (6.82b) and (6.83b) into Eq. (6.64a) would now give us an expression,
if a rather cumbersome one, for the intensity distribution, but before doing this, let us digress for the purpose

of simplification.

6.11. SPECIFICATION OF AND APPROXIMATIONS TO THE GENERAL THEORY

First we shall assume, with Lindholm, that all perturbers possess the same velocity relative to the
emitter and let this velocity be the relative mean velocity <v>.* Next, it is assumed that the perturber
paths are straight lines.t The frequency perturbation is taken as the van der Waals interaction AP = -bR -

where R is the broadener-emitter separation. If the distance of closest approach is p, and the phase change
as before is tj, we obtain from Eq. (6.7):

+ao +a®

1 2ir Adt = 21b (< t 3w2b (6.84a)

jf T ( <V> 2 2 + 2)3 4<v> p6
-00_

The "length in space of the collision" we now take as proportional to p and as given by 2 Kp. Let:

x L 8 <v>L 1/5 ; - 2 L <v>] (6.85)

so that Eq. (6.84) becomes:
2 (6.84b)

X5

In addition:

i 2KP 2 K 31r'b X1 5  (6.86a)
<v> <v> L8<V>

= _ <V> [8<V>l (6.86b)
si K 3"-1r -/6

* We may recall that in the Lenz derivation not a constant velocity but a Maxwell.Boltzmann distribution of the uk, Vk,
and wk was assumed. We shall see that this apparently has little effect.

t If Jablonski's criticism 7 9 of Weisskopf's one dimensional assumption - to the effect that such an assumption is incom-
patible with the central force problem involved - was valid, it is applicable here.
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2x r 3irb 11/
t = 2 [ (6.86c)

<V> <V>

a = 2w p dp = 2r [ b x dx (6.86d)

where Eqs. (6.86) follow from Eq. (6.85) and the definitions of the various quantities. Also let:

r 3r 2b ]3/ 5 ; k 0 ) 4rK F 3ir2b 11/5 (6.86e)
L -v>.J v > L8<v>l

where N is the number of perturbers per unit of volume.

Now, if, in a straightforward if somewhat laborious manner, we substitute the results of Eqs. (6.82b),

(6.83b), (6.85), and (6.86) into Eq. (6.64a) we obtain:
go

I(,) = f e- 10(y) cos [ky + 1(y)] dy (6.87)

0
1'

where: (y- x) - sin xI + 2x]xdx

0

+ [F( c 2y (x -y) -sin 2Y xe + 2y] x dx (6.88a)+ 1 RI cos -x-

IfF1 o 2 ) .6+sn2 1 )]xd

0

C- cos Y- ) XI + sin 2x (x - y)] x dx (6.89a)

If

The fact that 4 (y) and I(y) may not be evaluated directly should hardly come as a surprise. Let us con-

sider D(y). We may transform this function into a sum of the form f + f. The integral with limits
0 i

zero and infinity may be evaluated exactly after Jensen."2 The other integral may be expanded in a series,

and it can then be shown that for y > 1 this integral may be neglected. The integrals in (y) may also be
0 0

written as f + f . Again the integral with limits zero and infinity may be directly evaluated, and it is
0 0

found that, when the latter integral is expanded in a series, this remaining integral is small for y < 0.5.

The integrals were numerically evaluated by Lindholm for 0.5 < y < 1, and he concluded that the result

for y < 0.5 could be extended up to approximately y = 1. In this way Eqs. (6.88) were found to be:

0() =.795 y + 0.165 for y > 1 (6.88b)

S(y) = 0.369 y4/3 + 0.591 14y for y < 1 (6.88c)

,I(y) = 0.577 y + 0.227 for y > 1 (6.89b)

41(y) = 0.213 y 4 /3 + 0.591 y for y < 1 (6.89c)
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When xEqs. (6.88b), (6 .88c), (6.89b), and (6.89c) are substituted into Eq. (6.87) the result is:

1(v) = 10 + I. (6.90a)

where:

I, = fe -O '6§ 'l+ ° '59I v I cos [ky + 1(0.213y413 + 0.591 4Y)I dy (6.90b)
0

=e-1[01651f - "'."'Y' cos [y(k + 0.577 1) + 0.227 11 dy

e0.961 0.7951 cos (0.8041 + k) - (k + 0.5791) sin (-0.8041 + k) (6.90c)
(0.7951)2 + (k + 0.5771)2

Numerical calculation is required for Eq. (6.90b), and in a general form this is as far as Lindholm carried
the calculation. Let us now consider some of the special cases of Eq. (6.90a).

For very high pressures 1, as given by Eq. (6.86e), is obviously very large. It is apparent from Eq. (6.90c)
that we may neglect I . under these conditions. In Eq. (6.90b) the integrand, due to the behavior of the
exponential with large 1, will be very small unless y is very small. When y is small y4 3 << y 1 2 so that we
may write:

I(V) 1 = fe - 0°' 9"l cos [ky + 1(0.591 Ny)] dy
0

(-1k) 3 2 exp _ (1 1) cN<v>6/ 5 (A,) - 3 / 2 
e

- N
C2/AV (6.91)

for k < 0. 1(v) = 0 for k > 0 which means that the line is displaced to the red, and the intensity falls to
zero at the frequency of the undisplaced line. In addition to this agreement with Margenau's statistical
predictions, a comparison of Eq. (6.91) with Eq. (6.42) shows that Lindholm's line shape has reduced to

16
Margenau's statistical shape for the case of high pressure. If we let K = - 1.7 instead of 0.75 as given after31r

Eq. (6.42) we obtain exact agreement between the exponentials in Eqs. (5.42) and (6.91). Since the statistical

theory had yielded such excellent agreement with experiment at high pressure Lindholm chose 16 as the value31r

for K on the basis of this resulting agreement. Lindholm justified his disagreement as follows:
First, let us recall that the time duration of the collision is essentially 2 1 and consider Fig. (6.5).

t

Curve (a) in this figure is the actual curve for the phase integral 2rb J t - 2)3. Curve (b) is the

Lenz approximate curve where K = 0.75, and curve (c) is the Lindholm curve where K = 1.7. Lindholm
felt that the larger x value is more justified in that it includes the slow frequency shifts at either end of the

true curve (a).
Now let us consider the special case of Eq. (6.90a) corresponding to Lenz' calculation for low pressure

and spectral positions near line center. Lindholm took N and (v - v0) small enough so that Eq. (6.86e)
goes to zero, and as a result, Eq. (6.90b) becomes 10 = 1. Now let us expand Eq. (6.90e) in a series and
keep only second order terms in I and k. The result is:
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l = Io = 1 + (1 - .960 1) [(.795 1) - (k + .577 1) (k + .804 1)]
(.795 1)2 + (k + .577 1)2

1 - (k + .577 1) .227 _ .1651

= .795 .795
(.795 1)2 + (.577 1 + k)2  (6.92)

A comparison of Eq. (6.61a) and (6.92) is in order. It can be seen that, from the above equation and
Eq. (6.86e), the line shift and half-width are given by:

.577 _ = .5773 1 -. 097 N<v> 3 /5 b2/5  (6.93a)
2 7ric 37r2b 11

<V> L8<v>i

5/2 795 1 = 2.68 N<v> 3 /5 b2/5  (6.93b)
C

The linear dependence on the pressure and the dependence on the temperature through <v> of both
the shift and the half-width may be noted from Eqs. (6.93). We may compare this with Eq. (6.62). Before
doing so, however, it will be necessary to rewrite Eq. (6.62) slightly. The constant b differs from the constant
a in the latter equation by virtue of the fact that Lenz used units of angular velocity w while Lindholm

utilized units of frequency v.
1Thus Eq. (6.62) must be multiplied by the factor -. (2) ai

difference between these two equations arises chiefly from the fact that Lindholm used only the mean relative
velocity, while Lenz used a distribution of velocities. A reasonable basic agreement exists between the two

theory results, however.
Having considered the Lenz and Margenau limiting cases, let us turn our attention to the behavior of

Eqs. (6.90b) and (6.90c) in the wings of the line. We consider Eq. (6.87). Using Eqs. (6.88b), (6.88c),
(6.89b), and (6.89c) this equation may be written as:

I(P) = f e-11o'369y4/'+o.591' 1 cos [ky + l(O.213y4/' + 0.5911y)] dy
0
0

- f e-1[0.369zi/'+0.591V'7 1 cos [ky + l(O.213y' /" + 0.591 4 y)] dy

+ f e -1 0 .795y+0 65
] cos [ky + /(0.577y + 0.277)] dy (6.94)

For k very large the cosine function, and hence the integrand will fluctuate very rapidly for large y
resulting in the usual cancellation effect. Thus, we may restrict ourselves to small y. As a result of this
restriction, the first integral in Eq. (6.94) makes the greatest contribution to I(P). In evaluating this integral

- a rather lengthy operation - Lindholm utilized the substitution ky = za which allowed him to expand
certain portions of the integrand in power series to arrive at integrals of the form:

f e)"(o) 2 r a + 1 + n) s"0n-0 2 V
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He thus obtained the following two equations for the red and violet wings of the line respectively:

0.7411 0.254 1 _ 0.129P+ 0.532P.
(- k),2 (-k)111 (-k)5/2 (_k)T/(.

0.5071 0.614P+ 0.320P(
I(w) = / - k V/6 kO/3 *** (6.95b)

Eqs. (6.95) result from the evaluation of only the first integral in Eq. (6.94). Lindholm found by
evaluation of the remaining two integrals in Eq. (6.94) that the largest contribution of the neglected integrals

0.071 0.071
amounted to V . Thus, error in Eqs. (6.95) amounts to around P

If the first term in Eq. (6.95a) is taken as the expression for the intensity in the red wing, agreement
with the expressions of Kuhn"' and Margenau 4 is, of course, obtained. The earlier verification of Kuhn's
expression for the intensity distribution in the red wing in the case of Na broadened by A as obtained by
Minkowski °10 and in the case of Hg broadened by A as obtained by Kuhn" provides experimental justification
for the Lindholm result.

Let us assume that the first term in Eq. (6.95b) is sufficient to describe the intensity distribution in the
violet wing. When a comparison of this expression with the measurements of Minkowski °" for the violet
wing of the Na D2 line broadened by A is made, really excellent agreement is obtained. It might be men-
tioned here that, although the (Ay)- /2 dependence had been previously obtained for the red wing, the
(Ap) - 7/1 dependence had certainly not been previously obtained for the violet wing. Minkowski'l had
attempted to use a (A) - 2 dependence without the success which attended Lindholm's utilization of (A,)- ' s.

It should be recalled here that the results which have been obtained are predicated on the assumption
of a van der Waals interaction between emitter and broadener.

Lindholm obtained more general results than Lenz had obtained primarily because he assumed the same
relative velocity for all perturbers, a not very serious approximation. Thus, his method of including the time
of collision in the Fourier analysis yielded, for the case of van der Waals forces, Eqs. (6.90) which can be
evaluated for specific cases.

Kleman and Lindholm ' experimentally investigated the broadening of Na lines by A and obtained
excellent agreement in shift, half-width, and line contour with this theory.

6.12. A MAXWELL DISTRIBUTION OF DIPOLE MOMENTS AFTER COLLISION

The reader may have noted with some alarm the manner in which we have blithely bypassed the impor-
tant work of Spitzer' 75 on the subject of Interruption (impact, collision, velocity, etc.) broadening. We
might perhaps explain the basis for our continued deferment of this discussion.

To this point it should be quite apparent that our Interruption considerations have been almost
wholly classical ones. In addition, we shall find that several more classical considerations of the phenomenon
await our perusal. Spitzer's attack on the other hand, is launched from a primarily quantum mechanical
point of view. Thus, it appears reasonable to defer the work of Spitzer, as well as that of Foley 7 and Karplus
and Schwinger 4 until we have completed the preponderantly classical theories of certain other authors. On
this basis we shall next consider a 1945 paper of Van Vleck and Weisskopf.15 7

We have called attention to the fact that the Lorentz theory is technically not a Fourier transform of
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either the motion of an electronic oscillator or a broken off light wave - and we might just as well be techni-
cally correct where our limited capacity allows - but we have also noted the general tendency to attribute
this Michelson type treatment to this author. In the paper which we shall now consider, van Vleck and
Weisskopf set out to consider certain phases of Lorentz' theory, and indeed they do consider Lorentz' theory.
These authors are of the opinion that, "The literature of collision broadening is dominated by two names -

those of Lorentz and Debye .... "187 and they proceed to set about a revision of Lorentz' development such
that an agreement between the work of these two "dominating" figures is obtained. In essence this revision
consisted in substituting for the Lorentz distribution of x and i* after collision the Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution. Let us be specific.

Van Vleck and Weisskopf defined two types of collisions, strong and, yes, weak ones. Following a
strong collision the molecule retains no" 'hangover' or memory" of its precollision orientation. Adiabaticity
is also assumed here, and in this connection, the adiabatic character assures us that the electric field of the
light is a constant during the very short time of the collision, i.e.:

Ecos(cot) = Ecos(to)

The difference between this and the Lindholm theory is apparent. Weak collisions, on the other hand, leave
the molecule with a hangover. The assumption of strong collision yielded Eq. (1.86) which we write down:

S0 41rNA2  w (1.86)
c 3kT I +)

27
2

This is Debye's equation for the linear absorption coefficient which we obtained in Chapter 1 after the

fashion of Van Vleck and Weisskopf. Let us recall that w appearing in Eq. (1.86) relates only to the fre-
quency of the incident radiation, and that nowhere does any natural frequency of the electronic vibration

(in the classical sense) appear. Thus, one might consider Eq. (1.86) to broaden a line of zero frequency
through a collision mechanism. Van Vleck and Weisskopf regard this as " ... a theory of spectral shape for
a non-resonant line . .. 7 In order to determine the quantum mechanical analog of Eq. (1.86) we may
recall that, instead of integrating over cos wt as in Eq. (1.86), we sum over the various quantum states.

We obtain the same result, however, since here also <cos' 6> = 1/2. Thus, we need only consider
Eq. (1.86).

From the Lorentz theory we obtained in Chapter 1:

a 21rNe2(c) 11- r 1/- (1-78a)
m L (W - O)2 + (1/7)2 (0 + WO) + (1/r)2 (

The equations,t

S - I;, I 'IOW (6.96a)

s = 1(co) (6.96)
mc

* See supra, Chap. 1.

t See Appendix VII.
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tell us that we must needs replace 1/m by - - j I xi, in Eq. (1.78a) in order to arrive at a quantum analog
3,K.

of this equation. In Eq. (6.96a) exi3 is, of course, the matrix element of the electric dipole moment* - if
it is electric dipole radiation that we are considering - between the states i andj. In addition, it is apparent
that a temperature distribution of the molecules over the various stationary quantum states according to
the applicable Maxwell-Boltzmann law must be imposed and a subsequent summing over the possible transi-
tions introduced. These three modifications in Eq. (1.78a) result in:

(41rvNe2 xi j I 2 f(vii, )e- Wj IkT

\'T c e-W/kT (6.97a)

j

where the "shape factor" is given by:

fi_,_) =1 (6_ 7v 1
ir L(i - v), + (AV) 2  (vPi + ,)2 + (AP)2j (6.97b)

AV = 1/2irr (6.97c)

Let us write:
1; I , j 1f(vij,v)e

- W j kT - 7Z_ [j X. 12f(pj, v)e-Wi/kT
j i i#i

+ I XZ 12f (Vi, v)e - Wi lk7] = I .j 12 f(V,, hV) - - j e-W i lkT
j 12kT

since:
=-Vji ; f(v,, v) = -f (vji, v); I Xi, I xi I (6 .98a)

and:

(e- 
- e y) - x(e- ' + e- - Y) for x << 1 (6.98b)

so that Eq. (6.97a) becomes:
(_r h 2;21 x. 12 vij f(vji, v)e-Wi/kT

- , ze - j / kT  
(6.99)

with the shape factor still given by Eq. (6.97b).

Now if Eqs. (1.86) and (6.97a) are truly equivalent, as it would appear they should be, Eq. (6.97a)
should reduce to Eq. (1.86) for ij = 0. It is apparent that instead of this reduction we simply obtain zero
for Eq. (6.97a). This discrepancy was remedied by Van Vleck and Weisskopf by utilizing a Maxwell.
Boltzmann distribution for x and x" instead of Eq. (1.57) as a basis for obtaining the constants C and C2 in:

_ Ee e"'t + C1e"" + C2e& (1.52)

m(W0
2 

- W2)

From Eqs. (1.49) the Hamiltonian for our vibrating electron is surely:

Hit) &m + j (wox)2m - ex E cos wt (6.100)
2m

*Van Vleck-Weisskopf allow either magnetic or electric moment.
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Then the right side of Eq. (1.58a) instead of being zero will be x averaged over the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution for Eq. (6.100). The right side of Eq. (1.58b) will still be zero, however, since:

+W- +0 0 oP +cc

ff p exp [-H(to)/kTj dxdp f pe-iTdp f f(x)dx
-00 -00 -00

+W +00

ff exp [-H(to)/kT] dxdp ff f(xp) dxdp
uW -00

P, +00+00
-mkTe-2"-r I. f f(x)dx

+W-0
ff (xp) dx dp

Thus, Eqs. (1.58) now become:

Ee f x exp [-H(to)/kTl dx dpEe'e' - + Ci'e "" -' ) + Cto -) -t )  A = +0(6.10a)
m(a2 - w2) ffexp [-H(t)/kT] dx dp

Eeico e'w(t-" ) -+ C1'i °oe"" -' ) 
- ioo te" -

4
)  0 (6.101b)

m(ao 2 - 0)

Eqs. (6.101) may be solved in a very straightforward manner to yield:

C1' = C1 + AC1 = C + A (6.102a)2

C2' = CS + AC 2 = C2 + -4 (6.102b)2

where the C are now given by Eqs. (1.59) and to = t - t.

g b __ eE cos wt
Letting a b c = ,we may integrate A by parts as follows:

&2m 2k kT
+00 +-,, +0

fxe-bx'+cdx fe-p'dp f xe -bx+cdx
A + + + -

fe-'+Jdx f e -P'dp fe -bx'+Cdx

+ 00 f e-bx+ x V
ereb + C . = C 2eE cos wt

b-2b b + e , x 2b nWo2  (6.103)
- W

As a result of Eq. (6.101):

AClet = ACe ", = eE cos cato (6.104)

It is now evident that to Eq. (1.60) is next added the term

Ee co 0(e - = Ee [(e'-6 + e"')] (6.105)
2mwes
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and the thus amended version of Eq. (1.60) yields, according to Eq. (1.61):

<X = r eEe' 4  I (c, + w) w~o2 + H ~1W 616<X> -- LR m(cw - w') 2 [1/r - i(w0 - w)] " 2 [1/r- + i(wo + )] (6.106)

In analogy to the method of obtaining Eq. (1.78a) we may then obtain:

_ 2irNe (a) I 1/7 617

mc ( wloo w - o)'+ (1/r), + (w + oo)l + (1/T) (6.107)

In analogy to the manner of obtaining Eqs. (6.97b) and (6.99) from Eq. (1.78a) we may now obtain

Eq. (6.99) from Eq. (6.107) where here:

I -. A A
i vjL(vi - 0) + (AP) 2  (vij + P)2 + (AV)2J (6.108)

Utilizing Eqs. (6.99) and (6.108), we do indeed obtain Eq. (1.86) for the case of zero resonant fre-
quency, rO- = 0, and e2 I xjj 12 = A' which at least is of import in resolving the paradox in the low fre-

quency region. Eq. (6.107) on the other hand, offers little change in the visible region, the(XL) factoryield.

ing slightly more line asymmetry.
In the treatment so far we have discussed the case of strong, hangover-free collisions where the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution may be imposed after the collision. Van Vleck and Weisskopf somewhat after the
fashion of Kauzmann 6 and Kronig 2' 89 obtained the Debye formula for the polarization for the case of
"collisions of arbitrary strength." We shall not detail this calculation, since it essentially is a treatment

for the limiting case of vii = 0. We might mention the basic premises involved, however.
A4,dc' is the probability that after collision the dipole which originally was oriented in the solid angle

du is oriented in the solid angle &'. In the absence of the field ., is a function f(4) only of the angle 0
between do/ and dw'. The following situation applies: For a strong collision f(,)) is independent of 0, and in
the case of weak collisions, since a strong carry-over effect is assumed, f(d) is only appreciable for small 6.
Finally, in the presence of the external field, we assume the states w and w' to be Maxwell-Boltzmann weighted

and the usual "detailed balance" or equal in-out relation,

A.., exp (pE cos 1P cos wt/kT) = A,,,,, exp (E cos V/' cos Wt/kT)

holds.

Van Vleck and Weisskopf also make mention of (1) adiabaticity and (2) dispersion of r as limiting
factors on our Eq. (6.105).

Reference (1), we should recall that here we have specifically defined adiabaticity as the condition in
which the frequency of the light wave is much smaller than the reciprocal of the duration of the collision,

v << 1/r, so that during a collision Ecosct - Ecoswt0 . This condition allows our dipoles to settle down suffi.
ciently after the collision so that the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution may be applied to this pseudo.

equilibrium configuration. Although the point is not stressed by these two authors, this is certainly an

approximation which obviously could not be fulfilled immediately after a collision. It would appear to be a
reasonable one, however. If, on the other hand, one considers regions other than the microwave (in which
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regions these authors appear primarily interested) where P - 1/r then it would seem more acceptable to
maintain the Lorentz approximation, especially since said retention makes no very appreciable difference,

<x > = 0 leading to Eq. (1.78a).
With respect to (2) Van Vleck and Weisskopf felt that if the molecules of the assemblage were dis.

tributed over various classes relegated to varying values of r then the final averaging of the formula over
this r distribution would yield line shapes more nearly corresponding to those observed. This may be the
case.

In toto this theory seems to have contributed the idea of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to the Lorentz
theory, that is, insofar as line broadening is concerned. From our point of view, we have not much affected
the final result, but have perhaps placed it on a more firm foundation in the microwave region. We shall
later consider Karplus and Schwinger's work 81 which established a quantum-mechanical basis for this same
theory.

6.13. DETAILED BALANCING

Now let us complete our classical consideration of Interruption broadening with the refinements intro-
duced by Van Vleck and Margenau.'8 6 The ruminations of these authors did not serve to actually change
the shape of the proposed absorption line, but they did finally show that the shapes of the spectral lines* are
the same in emission as in absorption, a point of no mean import. At any rate, since we accept the thesis
that the integrated absorption and emission balance each other - in a Rayleigh-Jeans radiation field, which
we shall mention in a moment - detailed balance of emission and absorption results from this equivalence
of absorption and emission line shapes. That is, a given frequency interval absorbs as much as it emits.
The balance was obtained by a hitherto untried technique, that is, the summing of the work done on the
oscillator by the electric field at collision as well as during the intercollision intervals. This yielded the same
frequency by frequency power as that emitted between two collisions.

If our oscillator motion is described by x(t) = xO cos (wgt + p) where P is, of course, the phase constant,
then Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5a) with M(t) = x(t) yield the Fourier analysis of x(t). We may then integrate the
expression for x(w) (corresponding to.J(w) in Eq. (6.5a)) and average I x(to) 21 over a random distribution of
p to obtain a result which when utilized for x in Eq. (1.61) yields:t

Ix(W) I = __ 1 + 1 (6.109)

where now a = 1/r.
A point charge e which is oscillating in one dimension radiates power of amount:**

dW = 2 e2

dt 3 c'

From the equation for simple harmonic motion x = - w2x. In addition, normalization of the Fourier
components requires:

• These authors refreshingly refer these spectral lines to the classical harmonic oscillator, and one is then presumably fte
to accept Weisskopf's proof of oscillator-atom equivalence or not as one sees fit.

tIn evaluating Eq. (6.5a) we have taken the limits 0 and 9 where 0 is ihe time between two collisions, thus integmtlag
xo cos (wt + p) over the time between two collisions to obtain x(ca).

See Appendix IX.
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+00 +0 O
f [x(t)]2 dt = f I x(w) 12 dw = 2 f I x(o) I' dw

-0 -0 0

so that:

-P = -W, I x(t) 1 W = - OI () 12

We thus obtain for the power emitted by the oscillator in the frequency interval between (o and wo + dko:

2e2
Pi' (co) dw = L 20 I x(c) 12 dw (6.110a)3cl

This must be modified to include the intervals between all collisions over a long period T, however, since

the Fourier analysis has only been carried out over one such period. As a result, Eq. (6.1!0a) becomes:

P( aTP(w()) d _ 2 2 4 x(W) 12 a dc (6.110b)
T 3e

Substitution of Eq. (6.109) into Eq. (6.110b) then yields:

PR (W) = e2xo _ [ a + a (6.111)
3xrc a2 4 ( - W)2  a+.(1o+1) 2 J

Now in order to obtain detailed balancing, we must needs show that PA (CO), the power absorbed at the
frequency a, corresponds to this.

Let us suppose the electric vector ot the incident radiation to be given by Ecos (wt + p), and, in addi.
tion, collisions to occur at t = ti, t,,... If the velocity proportional viscous drag force gi is dropped from
Eq. (1.49b) the Van Vleck-Margenau equation is obtained as:

j+4 e x = eE x os (ct +,)m

and a solution of the form:

X4 for ti < t <

x = x2 forh K, t < t3

etc.

is sought under the Lorentz boundary conditions xj(t3) = ij(tj) = 0. The following integral forms satisfy
the boundary conditions and the equations of motion:

f-t'

= SEf cos (wt - wA + 9,) sin coA dA (6.112a)
0

0-t i

= fco (wt - wA + p) coswoAdA (6.112b)

0
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It appears rather obvious that the work done by the field on the oscillator of charge e between collisions is

*j+1

W = 2; f eE, cos (wt + (p) ii dt (6.113a)
t~i

or, by Eq. (6.112b)

w e2EX2  cos (wt + p) dtJ cos [w(t- A + oj)] cos w, A dA (6.113b)

0 0

where:

4j = t.j+ - t. and pj = wry + p

The total time of observation can be chosen as, say, T, and the distribution function for the inter-

collision times may again be taken as ce -a" d6 in analogy to Eq. (1.61). We may evaluate c from:

T = J e-a6 Yd =c

0

and subsequently substitute a2T f e- a' de for the sum in Eq. (6.113b). Then, using the well known trigo-
0

nometric relations for cos (a ± b) and sin (a ± b) and a large sheet of paper, one may reduce the resulting

equation to one which, when integrated over a random distribution of the (pi, yields:

W -- e2m a2T f e-a% d6 f dt f cos wAcos woAdA (6.114)*

0 0 0

We shall accept the formula:

a J e-a6 d6~ f f (A) dA f J a ()d
0 0 0

by means of which Eq. (6.114) may be integrated to obtain the work done by the field between collisions.

As a consequence, the average power or work per unit time is:

W = e2E 2 [ a + a 1 (6.115)

T 4m a2 + (W - O)2 a 2 + (w + wo)2J

The work done by the field at collision will be obtained. The Lorentz boundary conditions require that

xj (tj+1 ) be zero. Since the oscillator will have some displacement xj (tj+) probably not zero, an instantane-

ously infinite velocity of the oscillator is required so that the displacement change may occur in zero time.

Since the authors do not appear to claim that this corresponds closely to physical reality, it would not appear

that too much complaint against it as a mathematical device is in order. At any rate, in complete analogy

to Eq. (6.113a) we obtain:

* Van Vleck and Margenau give a here in place of a, but their previous calculations together with those that follow tend

to indicate a misprint.
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l+,+T
TV. = lim f eE.coos(cot+ P) xidt

T4 j+1-T

r lt4+,+T tj+, + T

= lim I eE,, cos (.t + (,)x, _ + lim I f weE, sin [ (4 + (p] xjd
T-00 j T1 -40 j t+ -

-- lim Z [eE, cos (wat + ()x3 (t+ 1 + T) -* eE, cos (wt + (p)xj (tj+l - T)] + 0
T0 j

= - ZeE. cos (cot + ,) xi(tj+,) (6.116)
i

by virtue of integration by parts and the fact that as t --+ tj+l minus, x -, x,(t,+i) while as t -t t+l plus,
x --, 0. Eq. (6.112a) then tells us that we must add the term

e 2 E 2

- - co (j + (pj) f cos [ (4j - A) + pj] sin w. A dA
f(a j 0

to the right side of Eq. (6.113b). This equation may now be dealt *ith as was Eq. (6.113b) to obtain the

power term:
eE'a [ - O + WO (6.117)
4 mo a2 + (CO - CO,)l a + (W + WO0)2

which when added to Eq. (6.115) yields:

PA[ = W _ eEoa (6.118)
T 4ue0 a2 + (o - wo)- a2 + (c + w0)2j

A consideration of Eqs. (6.111) and (6.118) is sufficient to show that detailed balance has not been
obtained if for no other reason than that the shape factors as given by the brackets in the two equations
differ. Van Vleck and Margenau overcame this difficulty by passing from the Lorentz to the Van Vleck-

Weisskopf boundary conditions on x and i at collision. We have shown in some detail how this transition
added the terms as given by Eq. (6.102) to x and subsequently added to the absorption coefficient resulting
in Eq. (6.105). It should suffice here to say that a similar computation adds the term:

e2E.,a 0_~ - wo + (42 + ca'O' 1619
4 jM(2 La2 + (c3- w.) 2  dl2+(W + WO)2i 619

to Eq. (6.118) to arrive at the power absorbed from the light wave as a function of frequency.

We let T (C)dw be the energy density in the field for the frequency interval w to co + d0 . Then this

quantity is'given by

T(w)dow = = I <E> <sin2 (t>

4" 4w

<E2>8r
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when we substitute for the mean value of the sine squared term. E is averaged over the directions of

polarization. We agree that:

so that: <E2> = 3 E,

which yields: T()dw = 3 E 1
81

Let us diverge for a moment.

We might recall that the principle of equipartition requires that the mean kinetic energy associated

with a degree of freedom by I kT. Then since the mean kinetic energy, <mn1W0,x 0' cos, Wt>, is the same

as the mean potential energy, <j m 0
2 x0

2 sin2 ot >, for the oscillator we may reasonably expect the mean
total energy of oscillation to be kT. Likewise, I Mnx 02 (sin' wot + cool wot) = kT, so that

x. = 2 kT

Jeans' number, which specifies the allowed number of proper vibrations in a wave number interval, will

prove useful here. Let us recall the solution sin 2irk sin 2rl) sin (2rm ) to the wave equation

V' ' - - = 0 when we impose the boundary conditions, standing waves in a box of sides X, Y, and Z.

Surely our wave numbers will be:

k I m

and we form a three space of these wave number components. It would appear to follow that the number
of different proper vibrations in the wave number interval di, dPV dP, (Jeans' number) is:

0 = dkdldm = dPidIdPXYZ = d. V (6.120a)

where d is a volume element in wave number space and V is, of course, a volume in ordinary space.

Now surely dP = 402 d, so Eq. (6.120a) becomes:

0 =-V4r'P'2dP (6.120b)

We, of course, recall that v = ic and also that electromagnetic radiation is possessed of two transverse

components. Utilizing these two facts we obtain from Eq. (6.120b):

0 = V 8- di (6.120c)

Ca

Eq. (6 .120c) gives us Jeans' Number for the number of proper vibrations in the frequency interval dy,

but we still desire an expression for the energy density of the radiation. It would certainly appear reasonable

that we could obtain this quantity by multiplying d by the mean energy for each proper vibration, which

we may recall is kT. Thus:
T(,)dP = -d kT = 81P MY

V Ca

or: Z =)d = 'k-T (6.121)
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Eq. (6.121) is the well known Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law.

Thus, we replace E.2 by,
_ 4 m.h02

- __ 22 2 (6.122)

in the sum of Eqs. (6.118) and (6.119) to obtain:

P4 (A) = c2X024[ a +a ]
3rc La2 + (W0 - W)2  a2 + (w0 + o)2  (6.123)

A comparison of Eqs. (6.111) and (6.123) shows that a detailed balance condition between absorption

and emission has indeed been obtained by considering, in absorption, the work done by the field (a) between

collisions and (b) at collisions and by including the Maxwell-Boltzmann boundary conditions. In essence

a choice of methods was available for obtaining x for Eq. (6.110a). We could have (a) taken W2 times the

Fourier analysis of x (as we did) or (b) taken the Fourier analysis of for x. As Van Vleck and Margenau

note, method (b) would not have implicitly included the infinite accelerations at the time boundaries, and,

as a consequence, detailed balancing would not have been obtained.

We have remarked that the boundary conditions especially are an approximation. In an actual molecular

system, of course, finite collision times would have to be considered. In addition, the Planck radiation law

would more logically replace the Rayleigh-Jeans law. In the limit of low frequency, however, the former

reduces to the latter, so that, as in the case of the earlier van Vleck.Weisskopf considerations, the results are

particularly applicable to the microwave region.

6.14. ADIABATICITY LIMITATIONS AND ELECTRONIC STATE ROTATION

This essentially completes our classical considerations of interruption broadening, and we may now turn

our attention to some of the more quantum mechanical attacks on the problem.

We begin with Spitzer's considerations which consisted of a demonstration of the errors introduced into

the theory by (1) the adiabatic assumption and (2) the neglect of the rotation of the electronic quantum
states. Let us first consider Approximation (2).

We consider the case of one perturber and one emitter. We further suppose the perturber to produce

an electric field due to its possession of a permanent or an induced dipole moment, quadrupole moment, etc.

This field will he radial about the perturber. We recall that the quantum number M specifies the component
of the angular momentum on some space fixed axis. This axis is now fixed by the electric field, and, since

the field is radial, will be directed toward the perturber. Then as the perturber moves by the emitter, this
axis - and incidentally the remainder of the reference frame - will rotate so as to remain directed toward

the perturber. Finally, if M is to remain unchanged the atom must rotate with this reference frame. Thus

is the rotation with the perturber passage obtained. Now let us consider Fig. (6.6).

The perturber motion is assumed rectilinear of velocity v as indicated in the figure. The angle tY is the

angle that the z-axis of the emitter frame makes with its direction at time of closest approach, R.

Now the radiation (we presume) is observed in the stationary frame (x'y'z'), and if one neglects rotation

- as had been done in the past - one would simply take the matrix elements of the electronic coordinates

(xyz). When one considers the rotation, however, the matrix elements of xsin 6 + zcos t, y, and
zsin a - xcos 6 are desired instead.* This then is the source of error which is introduced when rotation

* The transformation involved is apparent from Fig. (6.6).
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is not considered. Classically, one can see that if a linear oscillator is rotated by 1800 a phase change ofwr

in the emitted radiation occurs. This in turn leads us from Spitzer's objection to Approximation (2) to his

objection to Approximation (1).

We define an adiabatic collision here as before.* Extremely close and distant encounters present two

possible violations of this. We have noted, for instance, that the quadratic Stark effect which allows transi.

tions between states of different unperturbed energy, is only important for close optical colisions.t On

the other hand, a distant encounter in which the interaction is very weak may be considered. If during

such a passage adiabaticity is maintained, the oscillator rotates through 1800 and the v phase change results

regardless of the wbakness of the interaction. Thus, as Unsold2ua has noted, the assumption of adiabaticity

for such distant collisions is an absurdity.

Spitzer, utilizing Schwinger's computations"' for the matrix elements, - dr, in a rotatingJ at

coordinate system, carried out a calculation which led him to a minimum value for the phase shift on

collision which would allow the reasonable utilization of the adiabatic approximation.

The adiabatic equations

are assumed to have the eigenvalues
E. (t)- qs

so that the adiabatic phase shift is given by:
+0O +0

f h d h f (R2 + t,2/2
W00 -00

Spitzer showed that the adiabatic approximation is valid if

IO~g > CK sr A A. (6.124a)

and invalid if

'Pas <Cn A
As -A, (6.124b)

where:
4V r [J (n - 1)1r (I n)

K., f '-.r d
49at

q. A8, ; I As - A, = 1 (lowest value)

Eqs. (6.124) then give the Spitzer criteria for the utilization of the adiabatic hypothesis when the rotat-

ing electronic states are utilized. We might remark that when the rotation is ignored and adiabaticity is

assumed, the two incorrect approximations tend to compensate each other.

* See supra, Sec. (4.19).

t See supra, Chap. 4.
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Finally, Spitzer obtained* also a limit for the applicability of the Interruption analysis

P hv" 1 -

V - V0 I < 2P( cWq/n- (6.125)

which restricts the validity in the line wings. The symbol P is the only previously undefined one in Eq. (6.125)

and this a rather arbitrary allowable error that is inserted.

Let us note that if we let P = 1, qo/A= 27rC, Eq. (6.125) very nearly (Cn" 96 C,) corresponds to

Eq. (6.22), the earlier obtained wing limit for the Interruption theory.

Having determined the limits of applicability of the adiabatic hypothesis, we shall, with Foley, 7 ignore

them in obtaining the Fourier integral expression for the line profile on the basis of the quantum radiation

theory. In addition, we shall now consider Foley's phase shift solutions of the resulting Fourier integral in

which development the intriguingly entitled Correlation Functionf will arise.

6.15. THE FOLEY PHASE SHIFT SOLUTION

As has been our wont, we shall continue to treat the translational and hence the relative, motions of the

molecules classically. Now we are faced with precisely the problem we encountered, for example, in

Chapter 4. Eq. (4.196) will give us, when rewritten in Foley notation:

H = Hl(p,q) + H2(p1,q,Qj(t)) + H3(p1,q1,p,,q,) + H(p.,q) (6.126)

where, as usual, H1 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the molecules, H2 that of the molecular interactions

responsible for our broadening, H3 that of the molecule-field interaction, and H4 is the Hamiltonian of the

unperturbed field. Our procedure now is similar to that which we utilized in Chapter 4 subsequent to
Eq. (4.196) except that now the matrix elements of H2 will hardly be those of the linear Stark effect. Utiliz-

ing the correspondence, however, it is surely apparent that we will obtain equations corresponding to

Eq. (4.199a) as solutions:
• i

an= V.. (t)a, (t) exp [-i(E - E.)tX] (6.127a)**

and equations corresponding to Eq. (4.199a) as solutions:

af = Sifai exp [ (Ei -XEf - hw.)t] i Vni(t)an(t) exp[ i Et]--,k Inta (t) -(E - Ef) t] (6.127b)

In Eqs. (6.127) the Vkj are the matrix elements of the molecular interactions and the Ski are the matrix

elements of the molecule-field interaction. Now under the adiabatic collision assumption Eq. (6.127a)

yields:

* Spitzer first outlined the method that should be used in determining the line profile as follows: (1) Set up and solve by

finding the ai(t) the problem of a radiating atom perturbed by a passing particle - ion, or molecule. (2) Determine the Fourier
transform for the ai(t) and sum over all such transforms squared to find the line profile due to a single encounter. (Multiple
encounters are neglected throughout.) (3) Finally, all such encounters are integrated over all collision velocities and closest
approach distances. Spitzer generally utilizes the method and then determines the error in simplifying this procedure so an to
obtain the Weisskopf result. This error is, of course, given by Eq. (6.125).

t The author encountered some difficulty in ascertaining just what this function was correlated with when correlated.
It quite obviously was correlated with something, however, since people have been recorrelating it ever since.

* This equation implies the sole existence of the two states m and n.
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an(t) - Vmn(t)a'(t) exp (E. - En)tl (6.128)
Em- En t]

We shall substitute for V,,f in Eq. (6.127b) from Eq. (6.128) to obtain:

a= S,1a, exp [-, (Ei - Ef - h&,.)t] -jap,(t) (6.129)

where Pi(t) = En - E.

In analogy to Eq. (4.158) we now choose a as:

a, = e-'-te- 2 i P,(t)d (6.130)

and we may now solve Eq. (6.129) for the probability amplitude for the emission of a quantum of frequency

T Tt

A.. (T) = exp [- J fP/d,] J dt S,. exp -yT - f (Pi(t) - P (t) dt + i,] (6.131)

0 0

where w = wif - w,.

If the natural line width factor y is neglected and the time of collision T is extended to infinity, we
essentially obtain the Weisskopf expression for the Fourier amplitude.

As we have noted on several occasions, the Fourier amplitude may be written as:

-00

A(w) = Nf dt exp[- i f P(x)dx + iwt] (6.132)*
o o

where P(t) = Pi(t) - P(t) from which:

I(w) = N f dt f dt2 exp [- if P(x)dx + iw(t, - t)] (6.133a)
0 0 t2

which becomes, when we let tj - t2 = r and t2 = to:

+0-0 00 to4-T

I() =N f dr fdt o exp[- i f P(x)dx + ir]
-0 0 to

00 00 to+Tr
= {N fdrf dtexp[ -i f P(x)dx + iw7i-} (6.133b)

0 0 t

Now let us introduce the so-called correlation function as:

t-+1-
exp [ - i f P(x)dx] (6.134a)

to

where now, from Eq. (6.133b)
0to-

<y(r) > = f dt exp [-i f P(x)dx] (6.134b)t
0 to

We have given Foley's derivation of the state growth equations. Let us remark that Eq. (6.132) could have been obtained
with no difficulty whatever by simply rewriting Eq. (4.162) very slightly.

t Cf. supra, Eq. (6.32).
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is a . . measure of the average correlation..." of Eq. (6.134a) over the interval r. The integral in
Eq. (6.134a) may surely be approximated by the phase shift approximation as:

f P(x)dx = 2 a, (6.135)

under the assumptions that (1) the time interval involved is long in comparison to the duration of the colli.
sion (2) which is vanishingly small. These then result in the approximation of the sum of an integral number

of collision phase shifts as given by Eq. (6.135). The fact that this approximation is applicable to the case

of low densities and high velocities arises out of assumption (1).
Let us first refer to Eq. (1.56) for the probability that the molecule will undergo a collision during r

where as always ro is the mean time between collisions. Note that - = A the number of collisions during
TO

time r.* As in Eq. (6.66a) the probability of n collisions in time r is given by ( ) . From

Eqs. (6.134b) and (6.135) the average value of the correlation function for this case of n collisions is:

Jdt, exp[ -i 2an] = H f da p(a) (cos a - i sin a) = (A - iB)" (6.136)
i I i -I-G

the p(a)da being the distribution in phase shifts. Thus, A and B are the average values (A f dap(a) cos a,

etc.) of cos a and sin a respectively.
Now Foley established a cut-off distance p0, time To, and phase shift a for the intermolecular forces

which may later be extended. We have already averaged over n collisions, and Foley completed the calcula-
tion and obtained <y(r) > by averaging over the various possible values of n as follows:t

<y() > = ( ) (A - iB) = exp AiT ,-L (6.137)
n-0

since the series is the well known one for the exponential.

Jablonski so objected to Foley's utilization of - e /, for the distribution of collisions. He felt that a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution was called for, but, as Foley" pointed out, the random distribution for the broadening case seems to
have precedent if nothing else, as justification. This would not appear to be entirely conclusive.

t Mizushima"1 raised the objection that "... His derivation of.... Eq. (6.138) . .. is inadequate in that he replaced
the sum of averages by the average of sums.. ."In A little consideration serves to clarify Mizushima's contention. On the
left side of Eq. (6.136) there is obviously a sum over a. Now the individual terms of this sum are not reproduced by assigaing
various values to n, but, traced back through Eq. (6.136), various sums result in Eq. (6,137). Thus, the average in Eq. (6.137)
is one over sums, as Misushima noted. Mizushima carried through this calculation in what appears to he the more proper order
to obtain:

1(v) - -- (6.137a'T 0- - a)+ ,e

where: - $fF(s) ( - c. a.) d/2, (6.137bT
A fF(s) sin as ds/2r (6.1370')

and F(s)da is the number of colliuioss with collision parameter between s and * + ds per unit time.
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The direct substitution of Eq. (6.137) into Eq. (6.133b) yields:

1() {NJdr exp [A-1 -B w }
= (1 - A)/o (6.18)

[(1 - A)/ro]' + [B/To - wj]

It is quite apparent from Eq. (6.138) that we have obtained a line center shift of B/0. The half-width
2 (1 - A)

is, of course, 2 Since r0 appears in both shift and width results, it follows that a linear density
TO

proportionality exists. The constants occurring in Eq. (6.138) may be evaluated in a quite straightfor-

ward manner.
We commence by supposing interactions of the form V = ph-y P so that the phase shift a is given by:

+00 +0

a = j Vi- t f P' - Of dt=
h (p, + 2) / d v 9- (6.139)

-00 -0

where v is, as usual, the relative velocity and p the distance of closest approach.

Eq. (1.13) tells us that:

I = v = Nwrplv (6.140a)
To 1

where v is the mean relative velocity and I is the mean free path. Now, however, let us introduce a normal
ized distribution of velocities f(v)dv and a distribution of interaction force constants g (not a continuous
distribution). The reason for the latter distribution should become apparent when we recall the dependence
of this interaction constant on the molecular states involved. When these two distributions are applied
and averaged over, Eq. (6.140a) becomes:

0

N f dvf(v) g, r p,, v (6.140b)
0

which is surely the expression for the number of collisions which produce a phase shift greater than our
cut-off phase shift a0. Eq. (6.140b) may be rewritten according to Eq. (6.139) as:

0
Sf a 2/(l-) v-S(P-1)

1 =Ni dvf(v) k r2/ft(.0

ro k
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The line half-width has been determined as 2(1 A) or:

cos a J p (a) d a 1 a

+00

Fo l too 2 p(a) da (6.)141aa
TO 2

-o s p (a) da1 
(6.141)

Fole tok I ap (a) d akas:

TOa

00

Integration may be carried out from zero to infinity (and the result doubled) in the case of all phase
shifts positive. If this is not the case the complete integration must, of course, be carried out.

Eq (6.142) may be again used to obtain the phase shift as:

B=-If sin a p(a) da
TO TO

y 
2 / P k - <p_ ) <vvk-

3
/p > da sin a (/2

k (Pk -- 1) j+ - )/(Pk-l)
0

where again only positive phase shifts have been assumed.
The integrals in Eqs. (6.143) and (6.144) are amenable to evaluation in terms of gamma functions.

For foreign gas broadening in molecular spectra to which we are restricting ourselves here, an interaction

of the form fl/rP yields a shift to width ratio of:

5/ cot{ p r} (6.145)

B2( 1)

Foley wrote p(a) da - but it would be a hit difficult to obtain his result with this
expression. (P+l)/(Pk-1) (Pk - 1)

a0

t Foley gave sina instead of sin' a
exprssin, , (k+I)(Pk 1) Pk -2
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Thus, Foley's investigations into the phase shift solution of the Fourier integral have yielded line shapes
which have the admirable attribute of possessing a shift, although no asymmetry would appear to be present.
These results have, of course, been obtained classically after the quantum adiabatic hypothesis was utilized
to obtain the Fourier integral. We might now sketch Foley's investigation of the error involved in the
adiabatic hypothesis.* In order to do this, we shall find an expression for the probability of non-adiabatic
transitions.

6.16. THE ALLOWABILITY OF THE ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION

To begin with, we expand the eigenfunction for the system in terms of the instantaneous solutions to:

= (6.146)

as: Ht(t) =Za(t) exp EEt(t)dt] 4,.(t) (6.147)
nt

0

Eq. (6.146) is, of course, the solution to:

H(t)'(t) = i a 1(t) (6.148)

If we let, for convenience, A f En(t)dt, the substitution of Eq. (6.146) into (6.147) yields:

iA Z is(t) exp (A) n(t) + 4I(Zan(t) exp (A) a +±,t) + I a.(t) exp (A) EA(t) 4n(t)n n Ot n

- Z a.(t) exp (A) H(t) Oftn) = 2, a. (t) exp (A) En(t)4,p(t) (6.149)t
a n

The Z an(t) exp (A) En(t) i,(t) terms will obviously cancel out of Eq. (6.148). Subsequently, the multi-
n

plication through on the left by #k and integration over all space leads to the rate of state growth equation:

n a .ep[--f (E. - Ek)dt] (6.150)
0

The time dependent portion of the Hamiltonian is included** in the collision interaction. Thus, we may
temporarily treat Eq. (6.146) as a time independent perturbation problem in order to find the 1i,(t). Foley
utilized the first order eigenfunction which for this problem we have not as yet obtained.

If, in Eq. (5.1) we let m = k there results:

G -(k H' I n) (6.151)
(En- Ek)

* Since the treatment is slightly different from Spitzer's (cf. supra, Chap. 5) we shall give it here.
t Now note that this will give us a different expression for the an than Eq. (4.185a) (Spitzer's or Guttinger's equation).

This is because Spitzer absorbed the exponential into the ,r(t) in Eq. (4.184b).
* Cf. supra, Eq. (6.150).
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for the coefficients of the first-order perturbed eigenfunction in the expansion in terms of the unperturbed

eigenfunctions. Thus, we obtain for the present case:

- Ej - E

0, + 4~'(z) (6.152)

where: Pn - ,Air

Now for Eq. (6.147) let us write:

'1(t) M an(t)4'(t) M a.4)0.0 + Xa,1(t)4'(t) (6.153)

and substitute this equation into Eq. (6.148) to obtain:

(H + H'(t) - a2(an W'(t 0. (H + H'W ix~ (Man W On0 + Mant W) 0.'(0)) 0

or:

(H + H' - ik a. On' = 0 (6.154a)

Eq. (6.154a) tells us that:

iX) I: 0 anW = an (t) M't) n'

and multiplication through on the left by V. and integration over all space yields:

-k (k I W'(t) I n) exp, (Ek - E.nt)(.5a

We suppose the system to be originally in the state m - before the collision - so that a,n,(O) = 1;

all other an(O) = 0. Eq. (6.155a) becomes:

ll' (0) = -. : (k I H(t) Im) exp [itWkm

Ef m (k IH'(t) I m) exp [iwjtkmt] (6.155b)

where okm. (Et - E.)/I)(

In a general problem of this nature we would suppose the aft to change sufficiently slowly so that in

obtaining a specific aft we would integrate Eq. (6.155) from time zero to time t. In this case, however, we

imagine the collision perturbation to only proceed during the time 0)to t with the consequence that the

extension of the integration to include all times previous and subsequent to this time interval has no effect

on the result. These machinations produce:

ak -i ( -m f (klH'(t)!m) exp, [icwt] dt (6.156)
-0 E
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H'(t) is generally the dipole-dipole interaction as in, say, Eq. (5.1), but we should note that its matrix

element will not disappear here, since we are not taking it over one state as was done in this earlier case.

Thus:

(I I(t) I M) (k I m) (6.157)
(k (t ) (p, + tt,2)

3 /2

Now if we let K = p -Okm we may rewrite Eq. (6.156) as:
r

ak = (k - Em) ) (6.158)PI(Ek E.

where H1(iK) is the first order Hankel function.

Eq. (6.158) will give us an idea as to how important the non-adiabatic transitions are. Specifically,
we can consider the numerator of this equation as a facile guide to this importance. The level energy

difference appearing in this numerator would indicate that the non-adiabatic transitions will be of negligible

importance for optical spectra where the level separations are large, but in the infrared region this is not the

case. In the event of the occurrence of such a transition, the radiation of the line under consideration will
cease. Thus, Foley suggested the introduction into the phase shift distribution p(a) of a probability for

these arbitrary phase shifts equivalent to the total probability for the non-adiabatic transitions. This has

not been carried out specifically.

Eq. (6.143) indicates that, in order to accurately calculate the line width, we need a detailed knowledge

of the interactions between emitter and absorber in the upper and lower states so that -y may be properly

evaluated. The shift to width ratio of Eq. (6.155) should be independent of y - dependent only on the
power of the interaction law - and should thus provide either (a) a test of the interaction law or (b) a test

of the theory. Here, of course, the oft encountered indeterminism of a check of theory against experiment
arises, since, in the case of non-agreement between the two, one may legitimately ask the questions: Is (a)

wrong? or Is (b) wrong? or Are they both wrong? At any rate, Foley obtained 0.363 for 5/A for the case

p = 6 and compared this result with the experimental results of several authors for foreign gas broadening.

The compared ratios are given in Table (6.2).

The wide divergence of the experimental results both from each other and from Foley's theoretical

predictions is apparent, but the average, as Foley noted, of the values in Table (6.2), 0.375, agrees well with

the value given by Eq. (6.145). Practically speaking, however, this does not of necessity mean much, since

the statistical sampling obtainable from the table is not great enough for one to be able to say that, on the

average, the shift will be 0.375 any more than 0.175 or 0.575.
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6.17. THE DENSITY MATRIX

Before considering the Karplus-Schwinger" derivation of Eq. (6.107), let us again consider the repre-

sentative point in phase space which we mentioned preceding Eq. (6.32). We specify the density in phase

Spectral Line Perturber Ratio Reference

Hg 2537 A 0.39 45
N2 0.45 45
0, 0.47 45

Na 5890 A 0.35 121
N, 0.44

K 7665 N, 0.47 121a
0.37 73a

7699 N2 0.50 121a
0.44 73a

4044 N2 0.50 121a
4047 Ns 0.57 121a

Hg 2537 CO, 0.25 45
H2O 0.22 45
H2 0.16 45

Na 5890 Hs 0.23 121
K 7665 A 0.36 73a

7699 A 0.42 73a

Rb 4216 He 0.33
4202 He 0.23
4216 Ne 0.17
4202 Ne 0.22 136a
4216 A 0.56
4202 A 0.39

Cs 4555 He 0.30
Ne 0.23
A 0.42 42
N, 0.62

3876 He 0.62
Ne 0.37
A 0.77
N2 0.32

Table 6.2. After Foley."

space by T, and we suppose this density to be a measure of the probability that the representative point is

in the volume element corresponding to a certain configuration and momentum state per unit phase volume.

Since the representative point is of necessity somewhere in phase space:

f . . . f T , ... dqsN' dp ... d3 N' (6.159a)

and the mean value of a quantity F is defined as:

<F> = f . . . fF T &I,... dp3N, (6.159b)

in accordance with the definition of a mean value under the aegis of any other distribution function.
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For convenience, let us now take a collection of N such representative points in the phase space, repre.
senting a system of systems. Here T will be the actual system density, and we could replace one by N in
Eq. (6.159a). Corresponding to this density in phase space, we may obtain and utilize a "density matrix"
as the quantum mechanical analog.

From expansions of the form, say, Eq. (6.153), we may define the components of this density matrix as:

:IM
Tn - dim(t) a(t) = (6.160)

Now, as usual, the average value of some observable F over one of the systems is:

<F> = f -Fdr = Zf-WmTFanPndr
mn

XFin -d. an (6.161a)

so that the average value of F over all systems is:

<F> = Z F, <WmaGa> = Z F.. Tnm (6.161b)
l ,n "stpn

which, according to the rules of matrix multiplication is:

<F> = Z (TF)nn = Tr 11 T F ) (6.162)

In Eq. (6.162) "Tr" is the trace or diagonal sum of the product matrix I TF II. Thus, the density
matrix provides an averaging medium which we shall utilize subsequently.

We may obtain another useful relation by recalling the state growth equation which we have noted on
several occasions:

aa - H, ak (6.163)

From Eq. (6.163) we may infer that:

- <- > d- > + < __ a

at at a at

Si

! -- (HnkTk,, - TntHkm) --- E(HT).m- (TH),,.]

or in matrix form:
/$L11T 11 =11f H11 JI T11 - [ T 1[ 11 H11 (6.164)
at

We now revert to the quantum mechanical derivation of Eq. (6.107).
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6.18. ANOTHER QUANTUM JUSTIFICATION OF THE LORENTZ EQUATION

To begin with, the absorption coefficient for the absorption by a gas may be represented as:

a = 4ir E N [(X)] (6.165a)

C

where w is the frequency of the absorbed radiation and x is either the electric or magnetic susceptibility.
We may recall that the induced dipole moment is related to the susceptibility by

(t) = t [x Fe'1 (6.165b)

where we now suppose our electric field to be:

F(t) = F cos wea = I [F e- "] (6.165c)

Now our general procedure here will be to (a) find the average value I_(t) using Eq. (6.162), (b) ascertain
x from Eq. (6.165b) by a utilization of the results of (a), and (c) find a by an insertion of the results of
(b) 'in Eq. (6.165), an apparently straightforward sequence of operations.

We must begin by gaining some knowledge of T, and the physical conditions of the problem will furnish
us this information. To begin with, we recall the Van Vleck.Weisskopf distribution of _A(t) - through the
amplitude distribution - as an application of the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution. This leads us

to our averaging density matrix at time to = t - 6 where to is the time of collision:

To(t) II = er1hrlje-S'f/hT1fi = je-H()/S kTI (6.166a)
and the normalizing condition:

Tr 11T - 1
tells us that:

1/C =e - w k " = Tr 11 e-H(Q)/1kST (6.166b)

In addition, Eq. (6.98) in a more general form yields:

11 H(t) 11 = 11 H11 - II ! II F(t) = 11 H11 + VII V 11 cos we (6.167)

where now H0 is the Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule and the dipole moment operator is given by

We are now in a position to utilize Eq. (6.162) for finding the average value of 1l 1(t) I as:

< ;(s)> = Tr II t <T(t)> 11 (6.168)

The density matrix is to be averaged over the random distribution 1 e - " dOt of times to - £ -
T

since the last collision, an obviously necessary procedure. Insofar as I T II is concerned, it certainly may

be presumed dependent on the time of the last collision to such that I T II - II T(t, ;D) In addition

T(t,;t)jI must satisfy Eq. (6.164) and Eq. (6.166) through:

11 T(to, to) =I T0(t) II (6.169)
Firstly then

U

<T()> = +1 T(ts - tY) 11 e-#/'d (6.170)

0
and since:

8 T( 11 ) II-- = -- ia T(s - 0 + II T(st - 0)II
at 1--6 Ci C
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we may obtain from Eq. (6.170):

t f[-

0 0
o

= - Ill H(t) TII (tt - ,,) f- T(t~t - ,,) I H (0 )f --I',,

0

-IT~tA - 0)II- - I T(tt -,&) 11, e-

0 0

=- [11 H(t) 11 Il<TOt>>ff - ll<Tr(t>llII 11H(t) III - -[II<T(t)>If - 11fl t 1

(6.171)
by Eq. (6.164) and an integration by parts.

Next the transformation:

11 D(t) JI fi <T(t)> I - jI To() II (6.172)

may be introduced into Eq. (6.171). 1I D(t) 1t is essentially a measure of the variation of the density matrix
I1 T(t) II from a density matrix describing a condition of instantaneous thermal equilibrium.

Under this transformation Eq. (6.171) becomes:

O I ~)I i 1 ca
[D(t Ht) I (t) Df f I - It) - Dt) iiHt II I I D(t) - -II To(t) 11 (6.173)

ta

Let us write out a typical matrix element of - II D(t) II from Eq. (6.173):

ata

Dn,, -! [Hk Dk. - D.k H.] - D. - - (TOW)R (6.174)t "7 --at (ot),(.7a

We may surely assume that II Ho I I has been diagonalized so that Eq. (6.174a) becomes:

a- D,,,,, Z - Z [H" Dm S. - Di. Hk. Sk, + (V.,k D., - D, Vk,,) Co 0]
at k

1 ai.
- -D - a(T 0 (t))..

- (HA . - H..') D.. + "''

D.(Em0 - , D- .0 D (V.k Dk. - D"n V,.] - D3,, -- (Ta(t))m (6.1741)
r -t
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From Eq. (6.174b) we may obtain simply by rearrangement:

- 1 &
+t (,. -+ - D,.. (t) - (To(t))m, - (V.k Dk. - D.k Vk.) cos ct (6.175)

This is the apropos point in the development for the introduction of necessary restriction to a weak
incident radiation field. This approximation allows us to drop the summation on the right of Eq. (6.175)
due to the resultant smallness of the Vnm. In addition, this assumption means that the density matrix
I1 T0(t) 11 should not be very different from the density matrix for an isolated molecule at temperature T.
Now this latter density matrix is given by:

II II = CIO' II Ie- !'/ T  ; 1/Coo> i Tr II e -h/kT II (6.176a)

and, since we have presupposed II H0 I1 diagonal:

-m
(0  T(0) m ,;Pm(0) e-T/r

= - (6.176b)Tr II e -8"/1kr

Karplus and Schwinger demonstrated the manner in which an operator of the form 11 II =
IlieH('" T 11 could be expanded in a series. The weakness of the field and the consequent smallness of the

Vm was then their basis for cutting off this expansion after the second term with the result:

e-i./kr _ -B/kT

(e-H(')/T),nn = e-
Jr=/hT 5.n + e _ - V,,n CoO ( (6.177a)

E. - E.

1/C = Tr Ii e - H()/kT II + Tr II e- / kT II + Tr II e -lHl/T . F Io wt (6.177b)

Finally, the utilization of Eqs. (6.176) and (6.177) in Eq. (6.166a) yields:

(T0(t)).n = Tm, (° ) a.. + (T,. ( ) - Tn(°)) V c co'at (6.178)

The substitution of Eq. (6.178) into Eq. (6.175), recalling that the sum has been dropped in this latter
equation, now results in:

+ i mn + 1) Df,(t) = a(T.( °) - TM) coV - t (6.179)

An integrating factor may be utilized after the normal fashion to obtain the steady state solution to
this first order equation as:

Dmn(t) =(T 0) - TM(O))V, er m1--
(a' WM + i/r1' 2kj,

+ to FT(O - T.(0 )) V.. ei(1 (6.180)
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To Eq. (6.180) we add To(t) I as indicated by Eq. (6.172) to obtain:

> = a.. + ( W - -n- e"",( ~- Wmn + i/r I2(m

+( - . -i1) (T/0 - TmO) - (6.181)

The simple substitution of Eq. (6.181) into Eq. (6.168) yields:

A(t) = I nm mn F e" t( 1 - - / n _ O-

mm~ W 2k~+ lr Umn

+ an nm .Fe IWt(1 - )- ro, (6.182)

Now, due to the spherical symmetry of the isolated molecule, Enm _n. - F may be replaced by

8n,. F =mn F - _3 1 nm2 F. When the substitution has been made in Eq. (6.182) we may use the result-

ing equation and Eq. (6.165b) to obtain:

X= 13 1 [mn12  1 )Tn() -T. ( ) +
,, W --Wmn + i/T hCiimn

I!mn12 2 W() - T ) +(6.183a)-- CO W m. + i/r On+iT Am

from which:

1 [xI - 1 2 /T 1/r I (T (° ) - T. (° )) (6.183b)

m,n 6h Wmn (W- .)2 ± l/r2  (W + .n) 2 + l/T2

Eqs. (6.183b) and (6 .165a) then may be combined to give:

a 2ir W2 N Y2I l/ +Ank T/i (____ T 0 ) (6.184)
a= -2 - , I M. 12 1/r + 1/,r 1 -e--.' n.o

3 c kT n,,L (W - Wmn) 2 + 1/r2 (w + Wm.)'+ lI/r kd(.mn/kT(

This equation is generally the same as Eq. (6.107).
The Lorentz absorption coefficient equation has thus been afforded still another quantum justification*

subject, of course, to the approximations introduced.

Jablonski has not commented.



Fig. (6. 1). A model of the physical conceptions in-
herent in the Weisskopf Interruption Theory.
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CHAPTER 7

RESONANCE BROADENING

We have considered the broadening of spectral lines resulting from the presence of other molecules
in the neighborhood of the emitter only for those cases which arise when the broadening molecules are
molecules of a different type than the emitter. As we have seen, this broadening by foreign gases arises

from an interaction of, say, the Stark or van der Waals type between the emitter and broadener which
results in the distortion of the energy levels of the former with the consequent spreading and shifting of the

spectral line. We now devote our attention to the case of resonance or self broadening in which the width
of the spectral line arises from the presence of molecules of the same type as the emitter. As was early
recognized, this type of broadening is much stronger than that caused by foreign molecules. The reason
for this greater broadening can be qualitatively understood either by considering the situation from a

classical or quantum viewpoint.

7.1. THE QUALITATIVE BASIS OF SELF BROADENING

We have noted repeatedly that, excepting Doppler and natural line width, broadening is caused by an
interaction between the emitting molecule and a neighbor. In the classical sense, the similar molecules of
a radiating gas are made up of a collection of like oscillators of the same natural frequency. Due to the
sameness of this natural frequency, a strong coupling of these oscillators may be expected to occur in the
usual classical manner given some basic, say electrostatic, coupling force. This in turn will cause a spread

of the coupled oscillator frequencies about the natural frequency of a single oscillator.
From a quantum mechanical sense, the same strong broadening can be inferred. Let us hypothesize

a two molecule system in which the level degeneracy resulting from the sameness of the molecules results
in an energy perturbation dependent on the inverse cube of the molecular separation. We recall that under
the same interaction force two unlike molecules result in an inverse sixth power dependence on the molecular

separation. Thus, obviously greater broadening will result from the presence of like molecules. We shall
later discuss the reduction in state lifetime for the case of resonance broadening which results in a broaden-

ing of the spectral line, but the state degeneracy which we have mentioned above we shall allow to suffice
as an introductory consideration.

7.2. THE HOLTSMARK THEORY OF COUPLED OSCILLATORS

The first attack on the problem of resonance broadening was made by Holtsmark8 in 1925.* This
author considered the problem from a classical point of view which depicted the molecules of the absorbing,

self-broadening gas as classical oscillators.
Now we suppose a coupling force, dependent on the electric dipole moment of the molecules, to be

present. Let us begin by considering two of these classical oscillators each consisting primarily of a "quasi.
elastically bound" electron. If x, is the vibrational coordinatet of the first oscillator and x2 that of the

* At about the same time MensingtM attacked the problem on much the same general basis, utilizing the "old" quantum
theory. Since tittle is to be gained by carrying th.ough the problem using the "old" and then again using the "new" quantum
theory, we shall begin our quantum theoretical considerations of the problem with the work of Frenkel4' in 1930.

t Cf. supra, See. 2.2.
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second, then the Lagrangian for the problem is surely:

L = T - V = (I mill + j m4) - (i k, xl + I k2 x2
2 + k3 x, x2) (7.1)

where, as usual, k, = mW1
2 and k2 = mw2

2
, wl and w2 being the natural frequencies of the two oscillators

which have now been coupled through k. We have assumed a quadratic potential energy expression, thus
inferring harmonic oscillation. If we now apply Lagrange's equations we obtain:

mx I + mol,2x, + k3x 2 = 0 (7.2a)

M-x2 + mW? x 2 + k3 x1 = 0 (7.2b)

Utilizing the standard assumptions x, = c, e" and x2 = c2 e we obtain Lagrange's secular deter.
minant:

O
2  

2 --

m
=0

m

which yields for the two frequencies of the now coupled oscillators:

W ( + Coll -4 \/(2 - W,)+4 kS4
I ( A -- (Wl -M)4( '  (7.3)

If the two atoms are unlike then IW12 - W221 >> k3 and we obtain:

CO- 2c,2
2  _k 3 

2  (7.4)

whereas, in the case &1 = = c0 (like molecules), we obtain:

W2 -
k
m (7.5)

A consideration of Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) serves to illustrate the much larger frequency shift accompany.
ing the coupling of like oscillators since k, is always small. This essentially forms the basis for Holtsmark's
considerations. Let us first determine, with Iloltsmark, k., and then proceed with the problem.

We have assumed our coupling force to arise from the electric dipole moments of the oscillators, and

we now specify these moments by pk(t) = exk.

rEq. (4.19) may be rewritten slightly if we let the unit vector in the direction of r be given by r0 = 1w

Ej = [ pi - 3r0 (r . pi)] (4.19)
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which is the electric field at distance r (in the direction of r0) due to the electric dipole pi. Then the poten-
tial due to the interaction of a dipole Pk at distance r is:

14
V = E,.p = -[p 5 . Pk - 3(r0 . p,)(r0 . Pt)] (7.6a)

If we utilize the coordinates of Fig. (5.4) here, we obtain Eq. (5.1) from this. Eq. (7.6a) may be
rewritten as:

V =- [ri rk cos Yik - 3rirk cos 'y cos yk] (7.6b)

In Eq. (7.6b) ri and rk are the axes of the dipoles of molecule one and molecule two respectively; yik

is the angle between the two dipoles, and 7i and Yk are the angles between r and pi and Pk respectively.
Holtsmark assumed the special case Pi 1I Pk so that he obtained:

V = e
2 [1 - 3 cos 2 yk] X, Xk (7.6c)

where yik is now the angle between either pi or Pk and r.

Then the force on molecule i due to the field produced by molecule k is, since F = - V V.

F = e~kpk(t) - e~w'k xA,
rtie rie

so that:

k3 - e2w1 2
r12

We may let: e2wik
mrike (7.7)

Now if we consider a system of N atoms instead of our original two atomic system we may obtain,
after the same fashion as we obtained Eq. (7.2), N equations of the form:

.ii -+ wO xi +4 2; aik xk = 0 k > i (7.8)

i = 1,2,.. .,(7 N8

In arriving at Eq. (7.8) we must, of course, assume that all the atoms of our system are identical and,
as a result, possess the same natural frequency.

From Eq. (7.8) we may obtain the secular determinant for the problem:

A a12 a13 . .. alN,

a21 A a 2 3 ... 2N

G31 a32 A ... a3N, = 0 (7.9)

0he1 t a 2 0t3 ... A

where the abbreviation A = 0- a~e has been utilized.
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To this point the development has been on quite firm ground, but Holtsmark's continuation of the
problem has been seriously disputed by, among others, Weisskopf", Lenz99, and Margenau and Watson. 0°

The difficulty arises out of Holtsmark's attempts on the rather appalling determinant of Eq. (7.9).
Eq. (7.9) will have N roots, the determinant resulting in an Nx-th order equation. The N, roots A,

will be of the form:
A, = w - W02 (7.10)

Thus, the absorbing atoms are now capable of absorbing the N, frequencies w, instead of simply the
natural frequency wo so that we obtain an absorption line of a definite width.

The equation resulting from the determinant of Eq. (7.9) will have no AA'- I term. Now in an N1.th
order equation in which the coefficient of the N1-th power term is unity the coefficient of the (NI - 1)-st
power term is equivalent to the sum of the roots of the equation. This fact leads us to the conclusion that

in this case:
Ni
2 A, = 0

'r-1

In addition, the relations between the roots and coefficients of a polynomial are such that the coefficient
of the (NI - 2)-rd power term is given by:

Ni Ni Ni Ni

A2  - 2 Z AiAk = - ; aik ak (7.11)
i-1 k-2 i-I k-2

The term on the extreme right of Eq. (7.11) is the coefficient of the (Ni - 2)nd power term resulting

from the expansion of the determinant.
A secular determinant arising from a vibrational problem of this nature is automatically symmetric

since aik and aki are each equal to one half of the constant for some individual coordinate cross product
term in the quadratic potential energy expression for the problem. Thus aik = aki.

Holtsmark now makes the assumption* that the summation over aikaki in Eq. (7.11) may be replaced
by an integration. When one considers the large number of molecules involved and the large distribution
of aik as given by Eq. (7.7) this would appear to be a reasonable assumption. Let us take the probability
that aik lies between aik and aik + daik in value as:

w(aik) daik

Then if a random spatial distribution of the molecules is assumed:

w(ait) daik = 2- rdr sin 'Yik dYik (7.12)
V

where Yj and "'k are the angles between the axes of the i-th and k-th molecules and the line joining these
molecules, respectively. We thus may take "Yik as the polar angle in our volume element. Since aik = aki

we may replace aikaki by aik2, and, when we integrate aik and Eq. (7.12) over all space we will obtain the

* Lenz99 comments that "It is true that Holtsmark misled by a complex determinant scheme finds..." What Holtamark
finds is as yet of no grea: import, but the validity of this statement certainly is. If Holtsmark utilized assumptions whose
invalidity is glaringly apparent or if an error appears in the development, the statement is, of course, justified. The converse
follows. More important criticisms will be discussed later.
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mean value of ak 2. e N (N - 1) N12 of the aik2 terms in Eq. (7.11) so that the results
2 2

of this integration must be multiplied by L12 to obtain A2.~2
Thus:

2- N 2  (aik) a2
ik daik N]2 e4 r f f (1- cos 2 via)

2 Vm 2  ri 4

7.O 0

8w el NN (7.13)
15m 2 p0o

since V .p0 is here taken as the closest distance of approach of two molecular centers.
N

Since - as we have deduced from the fact that the equation resulting from the determinant has no
A N - 1 term - the sum of the A, is zero, it is true that:

Ni Nx N1

i-1 k-2 T-i

Thus, according to Eq. (7.11) we may now write for Eq. (7.13):
1A 61r e4 NNM

MA = (7.14)15 M
2 pO a

According to Eq. (7.10) this becomes:

A < (W 2 
- Wo

2
)

2 
> = 16v e4 N (7.15)

N1  15 m2 P02

If we let w - wo = w,' then

Wr - ,2 W 7  + OW - 2ow7'

since we have assumed (c, - coo) << co. We now obtain from Eq. (7.15):

< ,t> 16 2 3 2 -jN- (7.16)15 m po 2w

At this point Holtsmark makes the assumption that the distribution of w/ and hence the resulting

intensity distribution in the spectral line is a Gaussian error curve. It is particularly with this assumption
that Weisskopf2°  and later Margenau and Watson00 find themselves in disagreement. In the development
to this point there is no more basis for the choice of a Gaussian error curve than there is for any other

reasonably conceivable curve. In addition, the experimental evidence does not provide much support for

the assumption. Be this as it may, however, when this assumption is made there results:

____)__ e- '21/ O'> do' (7.17)

and for the half-width:

2o' = 2.36 4 <(0,2> = 103.5 X 10 1-3 o (7.18)
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In essence, then, the theory yields a half-width which is directly proportional to ".., the root of the
number of absorbing centers ... " 68 and inversely proportional to a distance po which is rather arbitrary

and may be likened to the optical collision diameter of the Lorentz-Lenz.Weisskopf-etc. theory. This half.
width is predicated on a line shape which could just as justifiably have been assumed at the beginning of
the formulation as at the end.

The theory is certainly important, however, in that it provided the entree into the field of resonance

broadening, and it can only be classified as unfortunate that the guardian inside the gate to this field was

Eq. (7.9).
A few years after the presentation of this theory by Holtsmark, Frenkel4 ° attacked the problem on the

basis of the quantum theory, although the physical considerations were essentially the same.

7.3. QUANTUM RESONANCE IN BINARY INTERACTIONS

Let us begin, with Frenkel, by considering a system of two molecules. The interaction energy when the
two molecules are unlike has already been given by Eq. (5.15). Now for the case of two like molecules, let
us again use Holtsmark's potential k3xlx2 for comparison. We find ourselves dealing with a case of quantum

mechanical degeneracy.

Let us assume that one member of our two particle system will proceed from a state of energy E,
to the ground state of energy E0 with accompanying radiation. The two molecules of the system we desig-
nate as I and 2, and the eigenfunctions for the first molecule alone in the ground and first excited states as

4P0(1) and 0'1(1) respectively. Then, the unperturbed eigenfunction for the system in the ground state is:

Io = Po(1)4,o(2) (7.19)

*0 is the eigenfunction going with the state having energy E0. On the other hand, if the system is

possessed of energy El, the eigenfunction may be:

'P11 = 'P1(l)'Po(2) or 'P21 = 'Po(1)4,,(2)

Since either of these two eigenfunctions satisfies the Schrodinger equation for energy El, the eigenfunc.
tion for the state is a linear combination of the two possibilities:

i = c1n + c2,2 = Zc.po i (7.20)

In addition, the two states 4Pu and P21 of equal energy indicate that a quantum degeneracy problem*
has arisen, and Eq. (4.147) yields two equations for the cl,. These equations have a solution, according

to Cramer's rule, only if:
E111 - H11' - H2'

= 0 (7.21)
- Ha' E10) -H

Hu = Hn = 0 so that:t
El ) = =- H'1, (7.22)

We substitute Eq. (7.22) into an equation of the form Eq. (4.147) to obtain:

Cut = -C

* See supra, See. 4.17.

t Cf. supra, Eq. (5.1).
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so that Eq. (7.20) becomes:

'1I. C110-i + cniik (7.23a)

1=cn - c11021 (7.23b)

To find cu1 we normalize Eq. (7.23a):

c112fj,Ij2dT + c112fI 2 112dT + 2c:12fo,14,z1dr = C112 + C112 + 0 =1

due to the orthonormality of the original eigenfunctions. From this, it is apparent that cl1 = /42.

An inspection of Eq. (7.23a) shows it to be symmetric with respect to exchange of the two molecules

while Eq. (7.23b) is antisymmetric. In the case of electric dipole radiation in which the transition

proceeds from state one to the ground state the matrix element'is:

M 10 = f ;M'Podr (7.24)

'o has been given by Eq. (7.19) and is symmetrical with respect to an exchange of the two molecules,

as is also the electric dipole moment in this case. Since an integrand is nothing more nor less than a number

after integration, it must surely be symmetrical. On this basis we throw out Eq. (7.23b) and merely retain

(7.23a).

We have thus found our first excited state eigenfunction for the system. The first order energy is

given by:
E( = f -W18  'xl

= k3 f xx 2 P'(l)0o(2) 40(1)0(2)dTidr2

- + k3 1x0112 (7.25)

Eq. (7.25) tells us that the presence of oile molecule shifts the spectral line by the amount:

P, + L3 iXl0o2 (7.26a)m

Let us rewrite Eq. (7.5) slightly for comparison:

W o - k3 k,

(W + WO)m 2wom

or P/ ks el (1 - cos 2 ) (7.26b)or v --- k - 72b

8w2mvO r3  8r 2mvo

The quantum mechanical equation (7.26a) apparently yields one shifted frequency, but we shall see

that when the different possible values of the magnetic quantum number are considered two frequencies

will result.

Under the assumption in k3 that:

<(1- 3cosy)2 > = 1- <6cos 2 -> + <9 cos4 y> = 1-2+9=4
5 5
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Frenkel obtains for the root mean square value of V:

<2> - 2 e 2 IXiI12  (7.27)

*~ ';7 Y45r h

In addition, Frenkel utilizes the more exact expression Eq. (7.6a) instead of Eq. (7.6c) for V to obtain:

-P2 1 1p,012  (7.28)
3r' h

As Margenau and Watson °00 have done, we may also use Eq. (5.1) for V. If we take hydrogen-like

wave functions and use precisely the method of calculation which we have utilized in obtaining Eq. (7.25)

we obtain for Ei:
- - -r 12 2 form = 0

3jJ

EI(l) = h' -

1 e2

+ I e2 r1 2 for m = 4- 1 (7.29a)
3 rz

where, as usual, m is the magnetic quantum number, and where:

[rI2 2 3h fn
8wr2mv0

so that:
e2 2
e
2  2  f, for m = 0Y4 87r2mv0

e2  1
+1e f12 for m = ±-1 (7.29b)

r4 8w2m 0

which compares at least reasonably well with Eq. (7.26b), although the symmetry is obviously lacking.

7.4. THE STATISTICAL RESONANCE RESULT

Eq. (7.29b) may be rewritten as:

E (1)= h ' = 7 e e2hfn 1 (7.30')
\8r2muiOj r4

where -y is the statistical weight factor associated with m. After the fashion of Margenau and Watson,2°0

let us equate y to unity. We consider this an averaging process over the possible molecular orientations.*

The result is:
= =(Me=ch- = ) r-3 (7.31a')

so that:

C = e 2hfu (7.31b')

* C. supra, Eqs. (5.14) and subsequent.
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From Eq. (5.126b) the half width of the resonance broadened spectral line is:

a=2V0 _ 41 eNc
h 3 h

so that:

a = e2f±N (7.32')
6m,0

Eq. (7.32') was originally obtained by Margenau and Watson200 in a slightly different manner.

7.5. RESONANCE BROADENING BY MANY MOLECULES (FRENKEL)

Let us now turn our attention, with Frenkel, to a system of N like molecules. Again we are only

interested in the ground state for the system in which none of the N, molecules is excited and the first

excited state for the system in which one of the N molecules is excited. Our first excited state eigenfunction

is givenby Eq. (7.20), and the cj,, are given by N, equations of the form Eq. (4.147). In Eq. (4.147)- again

utilizing Eq. (7.6c) for V - the H'j are given by:

HI/ = f Z k,. .. f x1.xj 4,r 4,' drT ... dr, (7.30a)

where here H' = Z k1j x, xj.
1<j

It would appear to be worthwhile from the point of view of clarity to illustrate this equation with an

example.
Let us suppose that we have a three molecular system, and let the eigenfunctions fox the three molecules

in the ground state be given by 4,1(0), 4,2(0), and 4,(0). In the first excited state we shall replace 0 by 1.

Then the first excited state for the system must be a linear combination of the following functions:

01 = 01(1) 02(0) 'PI(0)

;,, = 0,1(o) 4,(1) 4,(0) (7.31)

4, = 01(0) 0,(o) 0,(1)

From Eq. (7.31) we may obtain Eq. (7.30a) for this case as, for example:

lHs' =f (knxixg + kis x, x2 + ku x2 xs) 44 'h dr, drmdri

= k1, f x1 01(1) PI(O) dJl f x2 W'(0) (1) dr, f 04,(0) '(0) dJr

+ k13 l XO(1) 'P(0)dv: f 0,(O) h(1) d., f X3 4'3(0) 4',(0) dv.

+ ka f 4,1(1) ,,1(0) d'1 f Xj 02(0) 0,(1) d-, f xj 4,(0) I,(0) d-,

= k, 1xiol' + 0 + 0 = k,, JXI1' (7.32)

In general, Eq. (7.30a) may be written:

11,= 1jii 1 (7 S~b)
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Now let us rewrite Eq. (7.8) under the assumption that xi = xi e ' - the assumption which leads to
the secular determinant.

( _ W0
2)x 1 =1 - kl xi

m

or:

(V - 3O)x- 1 ky xi (7.33)
8ir 2mP0

Eq. (7.33) is the classical analog of Eq. (4.147) in the same fashion as Eq. (7.26b) is the analog of Eq.
(7.26a).

Frenkel used this analogy as his basis for replacing by I Ixoll in Eq. (7.16) to obtain the
87r~my0  h

quantum mechanical equivalent of this equation:

15 4 o 3/2 p- h (7.34a)

Frenkel also uses Eq. (7.6a) instead of Eq. (7.6c) to obtain:

<P)2> = 2 21rN, - !p1 21
3 po' h (7.34b)

Even if Eq. (7.34b) holds without question we still have no information about the half.width, since
the assumption of the Gauss error curve is not very well justified. Eq. (7.34b) does not hold without
question, however, as we may now show.

We have N eigenfunctions of the form Eq. (7.20) for the first excited state of the system. We have
one eigenfunction for the ground state. The probability of a transition from a state going with one of these
N, eigenfunctions and the ground state is given by the square of the matrix element of the electric dipole
moment. Thus, in order to find the root mean square frequency shift, the proper weights must be given
to each of these shifts. The intensity distribution also would result from the calculation of these weighted
eigenvalues which, as in Eq. (7.29a), would each have three different values according as m = 0, - 1.
Frenkel did launch an attack on this problem, but with no notable success.

The question of resonance broadening is again confronted by the obstacle presented to progress by
Eq. (7.9).

Whether or not the methods used by Holtsmark and Frenkel to obtain their results are correct, the
results themselves as given by Eqs. (7.15) and (7.31) are open to serious question in that these equations
claim a dependence of the half.width on the root of the density. A consideration of these equations will
probably indicate to the reader, however, that po offers a bonnet out of which we might possibly produce
a different pressure dependence. This is admittedly a posteriori reasoning, since Schutz.Mensing' s0 (nee
Mensing) has done just this.
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7.6. A LINEAR RELATION BETWEEN HALF-WIDTH AND DENSITY

From Eq. (7.11) and the fact that 2wwf,' - - uO we may write:

I (7.35a)

where bik -fi (1 -- 3 coss k). Eq. (7.35a) may he rewritten as:rs ik

2; e2 2 biks

&t m~' _ 2

or:

N _(2 ) 2 -e -1 -2 b' (7.35b)*
N i(-2T)4 ,0 km N J 7 &"

Now we recall that Holtsmark replaced the sum in Eq. (7.35b) by a weighted integration over bik2

Schutz.Mensing considers only the i-th molecule initially and replaces the summation over k by an integra-
tion and multiplication by N, there now being (N - 1) instead of N(NI - 1)/2 terms.
As in Eq. (7.13):

i 2,r Ni -i1 1-3 coN1 )2 sinyidy dr = (7.36)
k , - 2 -15 p?

P0

We may note that the lower limit has been designated by pi. pi is taken as the separation of the i-th
molecule and the closest adjoining molecule, and is hence a variable. Finally, Schutz-Mensing takes the
average Pi to obtain the complete summation in Eq. (7.35b).

bi --t- ( 1) 16r NNI (7.37)t

ik 215 <p> 3

In her earlier work, Schutz-Mensing had calculated a value 0.55N - 1/3 for <p>. Thus, Eq. (7.35b)
becomes:

< 12 >~ 1 61r6 1 (e2'~ N (7.35c)15 _4(2r)'Pe \m)

Thus, it is apparent that, should we now use Eq. (7.18) for the half-width, we would obtain a linear
dependence on the density.

She also carried through a calculation in which an integration is carried out over the probability that
p lies between p and p + dp to obtain:

2bk2 = - 15 V2 NiN,[- c - log ( 3 poaN)] (7.38)

where the bracketed term is the first term in the expansion of the exponential integral Ei ( - O 3

A minor point to tae effect that Schutz-Mensing left out the 2 in the numerator of this equation might be mentioned.
t Schutz-Mensing does not obtain the factor 1/2, but since there are only a total of N/2 terms arising out of thesummation over b, it would seem paradoxical to end by obtaining a total of Ni. This appears true even though, when only

the latter portion of Eq. (7.36) is considered, there do remain (NI - 1) to occupy the space point a distance pi from the i-th
molecule. It should finally be noted that the two in the numerator of Eq. (7.35b) and the one-half in Eq. (7.37) do combine
to yield Eq. (7.18) with po replaced by <p>.
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1
After the Frenkel manner, Schutz-Mensing next considered the replacement of I by the square

8Tr2 vo m
of the matrix element divided by h to obtain the "corresponding" quantum mechanical cases.

The lack of success attendant on the method of attack utilized by Iloltsmark 8 and Frenkel" was per-
haps the reason that Weisskopf'9 3 considered the problem from a different viewpoint. As has been men-
tioned previously, Weisskopf objected to Hfoltsmark's use of a Gaussian error curve with the resulting
relation between the half-width and the mean square of the deviation <AcW2>. Ie pointed out that in the
case of an intensity distribution of the form _ 1 the half-width is y but <Aw2> is infinite. In

7r (Ac&) 2 + 72
addition, Weisskopf felt that Holtsmark should have included the natural width, although it should be
mentioned that above pressures of a few millimeters this would not be of too great import.

7.7. THE WEISSKOPF RESONANCE BROADENING THEORY

Let us first obtain the Lorentz-Lorenz relation. From Maxwell's equations we obtain the following
relation between the electric displacement D, the electric field E, and the polarization I:

D = eE = E + 41rI (7.39a)

where e is the dielectric constant for the medium. Now the force on a unit charge in a polarizable medium
may be shown to be:

F = E + 4rI (7.39b)

If the polarizability of a molecule is a, then the induced electric dipole moment of the molecule is:

p = aF (7.39c)

From Eq. (7.39c) the polarization or the electric moment per unit of volume is:

1= Np = NaF N (E+ 4w) (7.40)

where N is the number of molecules per unit of volume. If we eliminate I between Eqs. (7.39a) and (7.40)
we obtain the Lorentz-Lorenz relation:

- Na (7.41a)
e+2 3

or, if we recall that the dielectric constant for a medium is the squaire of the refractive index:

net- . -4 uNa (7.41b)
n+ 2 3

where n, = n(1 + ig).

Weisskopf asserted that the ... width is given completely by the course of the absorption coefficient

n . . ."19 in Eq. (7.41b), and he based this assertion on the manner of the development of this equation by
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Oseen,"4 ° Ewald, 4 and Bothe.1 These authors had treated the molecules of a gas as classical oscillators and

had obtained the equation in question after a computation in which the "reciprocal effect" of the oscillators

on one another had been included. Thus, Weisskopf felt that Eq. (7.41b) included the coupling effect.

Now let us make the usual approximation to the effect that in our gas n, - 1 and n.1 - 1 - 2(n. - 1)

so that Eq. (7.41b) becomes:
n, - 1 - 21rNa (7.41c)

Next, we must needs find 1Va, and, since aE = lexk, Na is given by:

N
Na -Zexk (7.42)

E

We set up Newton's equation for the amplitude Xk under the assumption that the electron of mass m

possesses the natural frequency wo, is subject to a velocity proportional damping force, the constant of

proportionality being m7, and is acted upon by a force eE due to the presence of the electric field E. The

resulting equation is:
mik = - m3fxk - m4oxk + eE (7.43)

If we suppose the time dependent portion of xk to be the same as that of E, the olution of Eq. (7.43)

for the time independent portion of the amplitude is:

e Eo e Eo
Xk  -=..

M 
2
-W 2  + iy Mnk Wk - W + i+7

so that:
Na -- fIA (7.44)

Here fmn, is the so-called oscillator strength for the transition from level m to level n. In this case finn

will give the number of dispersion electrons belonging to the transition under consideration. From Eqs.

(7.41c) and (7.44c) we obtain:

nc + 1r-2 f±2 n (7.45)

nK is the imaginary part of Eq. (7.45) so that:

nK 2rNe2  1 2fn (7.46)
mwO (We - W)2 + -

7 may be considered as y + 72 where 7Y and -2 are the radiation and collision damping respectively.

We may neglect Y2 in the case of very low pressures to simply obtain the effects of the natural line width.

We again consider Eq. (7.41). This may be rewritten as:

n.2  41- a(7.47)
4

(1 r Ta
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where we have not assumed n 1. If we substituted the value of Na from Eq. (7.44) into Eq. (7.47) and

let A = Ne2 f.,, we obtain:

n-
2  - 4w1A (7.48)4

o-w - -irA + i7
3

If: B = 4rA ; wo = o - 3rA ; Ao = w - oo (7.49a)

3

Eq. (7.48) becomes:

n,2 = (- j =+ i- "+ B)(A-c + i) (7.50)*
(N)2 + yl

If the transformation:
B 5

b = - ;A - (7.49b)

is utilized in Eq. (7.50) the result is:

n 2 = x (- A + b + i)(A + i) (7.51)A2 + 1

The imaginary part of the root of n,2 is nK, and this is desired. It may be recalled that:

= ;2
4n - r1 12 e(2 kr)

where: r = 4x2 92; = arc tan
x

Thus, we may obtain from Eq. (7.51):

n_ _ =__-)2_ (1 + I
4sin arctan (7.52)tA2 (A- b)A + 1

for the absorption coefficient.

For the case A >> b, that is, in the wings of the spectral line, Eq. (7.52) reduces to Eq. (7.46).

It might be mentioned at this point that our half-width as given by Y + 72 will be directly proportional

to the pressure - above those pressures at which 7i noticeably affects the sum - through Y2 In this theory,

which is directly connected to Weisskopf's foreign gas broadening theory,** the optical collision diameter

must be taken a good bit larger than in the case of foreign gas broadening. As an example Weisskopf

estimated a value of 44A for the optical collision diameter in the case of the Na-D, line.

Weisskopf himself was not very happy about the results of his considerations for in the final analysis

he was forced to ignore the coupling of the atoms ".... since for the present no way to treat (this) is

* Weisskopf gave (A- + iy + B) instead of (- iw + i4 + B) in his first paper'" but corrected it in his second. ' 3

t Weisskopf obtained (A + b)2 + I under the root instead of (A - b)' + 1 in his first paper."'
** See supra, Chap. 7.
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apparent..." 113 As we have mentioned Weisskopf's main conclusion is his assumption that "... the

collisions cause an enlargement in the damping of the individual oscillators.. ,,'9 an enlargement of greater

magnitude than in the case of foreign gas broadening.*

We may write out our half width for purposes of consideration if we let the mean free path as given

by Eq. (1.13) be 1:
2 <V>

= - - _- 
2 1r p <v> N (7.53)

T 1

where <v> is taken by Weisskopf as the mean relative velocity. We have here the optical collision diam.

eter as an essentially unknown and conveniently adjustable parameter. We may calculate a value for it,

however, if we again assumet that a phase change of unity defines an optical collision. Eq. (6.7) may be

written for this case as:
+0=Qv2+) K ef Kdt

A(r) = ( 2  2 (v2 t + 3/2 22 p 1 (7.54a)

-00

Now if we let dx = vdt/p we obtain from Eq. (7.53):

+00 +00

K f pdx _K f dx
SP 3v(x 2 + 1)3/2 -vp 2 0(x + 1)3/2

or: P = V  (7.54b)**

41V

+00

where: J = (1 -dx 2)3 12  = 
/2 (7.55)

A consideration of Eq. (7.31a'), for example, serves to evaluate K.

( e2fnm. r-

'l4rm'o /

- 2 fn,=-r (7.56)

_______
2 mwor4 3

* Weisskopf also included Doppler broadening in Qne stage of the development. To do this one simply replaces w in

Eq. (7.44) by + T - T is the frequency displacement due to the Doppler effect -, multiplies by the probability of the dis-
I

placement, namely, the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability T0 2 exp (- T2/TO2)dT to obtain, in place of Eq. (7.44):

A f exp T'/T'] dT
Na , f( -- T) ±i-v

t Cf. supra, Sec. 6.2.

In frequency units Y: p - K (7.54b')
SV
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where we have averaged over the angle function and multiplied by the oscillator strength of the transition

giving rise to the line under consideration. Utilization of Eqs. (7.54) and (7.55) in Eq. (7.53) yields:

6 = 21 el fnn N (7.57)

In a short paper on the subject Weisskopf' a, plotted Eq. (7.52) for the case b = 4 and the collision

width much greater than the natural width. Weisskopf's figure is reproduced in Fig. (7.1), and a considera-

tion of the figure serves to illustrate the shift and symmetry provided by the theory.

7.8. REVIEW OF SELF-BROADENING TO THIS POINT

Thus far then we have considered two theories as to the origin of the resonance interactions resulting

in self broadening and four theories propounded for the purpose of explaining this self broadening as such.

The first of these interaction theories as advanced by Holtsmark considered the self broadening gas as a

collection of coupled oscillators whose coupling resulted in a splitting of the frequency about the unperturbed

line position. Unfortunately, the calculational difficulties involved in this theory led to results which were

questionable. In particular we refer to Eq. (7.9). Without too much justification Holtsmark used his

interaction results within the assumption of a Gaussian line shape to obtain Eq. (7.18) for the line half width.

The quantum mechanical analog of this coupled-oscillator-interaction theory provided the other

resonance interaction. This quantum mechanical analog was essentially predicated on the degeneracy

resulting from the presence of N, identical particles any one of which may be excited. It too faced extreme

difficulties of computation. As a consequence, although the basic theory appears sound, the possibility

of obtaining results from this theory would seem remote. At any rate, on an appeal to correspondences

Frenkel obtained, in analogy to Eq. (7.18), Eqs. (7.34) for the line half width.

Interaction results are obtainable for the case of two molecules, however, as for example, Eqs. (7.29).

Margenau and Watson used this binary interaction within the framework of the Statistical Theory to

obtain Eq. (7.32) for the half width. This result should be a reasonable one for those situations in which

the Statistical Theory may be expected to hold and for pressure sufficiently low that we need not consider

the simultaneous interaction of more than two molecules.

The fourth broadening theory which was advanced was nothing more nor less than the application of

the Michelson-Lorentz theory of Interruption broadening to the case of self broadening. Here a parameter

- the optical collision diameter - is conveniently present which, if it is taken a good bit larger than in

the case of foreign gas broadening, does yield results. If we wish to calculate this parameter under the

assumptions utilized in obtaining Eq. (7.57) we could still adjust the final result by adjusting the phase

change which defines a collision. Weisskopf mentions the fact that in some cases the theory only yields

a p which is of the order of magnitude of the correct result and in other cases not even this accuracy is

attained. These other cases can, of course, be explained as "due to other causes."

7.9. QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATION OF THE ENERGY TRANSFER THEORY

Some four years after the publication of Weisskopf's theory Furssow and Wlassow 7 entered the field

with what did amount to a new approach. Their entry was marked by the intriguing statement that the
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Weisskopf theory -- and the Lenz theory in passing - was completely incorrect.* Although one obvious

reason for their statement may have been to pave the way for the introduction of their theory, it would

appear reasonable for us to briefly consider the reasons which they advanced for this conclusion.

For greatest accuracy of consideration let us quote the Furssow and Wlassow statement verbatim before

attempting to consider their reasoning.

"To be sure Weisskopf's considerations of the collisions between the like atoms is not entirely correct.

Weisskopf without foundation applies the correct concept of the mechanism of the collision damping in the

case of non-extinguishing atoms of different types to the case of like atoms. As is known the broadening

of the lines through collisions result not only when the wave train emitted by the atom is propagated after

the collision (extinguishing gases) but also at the time when at the collision a change of the vibration phase

of the excited atom sets in (non-extinguishing gases). In order to compute the phase shift during the

collision one must take the change of the frequency Act of the emitting atom which occurs through the

interaction with foreign atoms and integrate over the collision time.t If one makes this integral equal

to one then the magnitude of the optical collision diameter can be evaluated. The collisions of the like

atoms Weisskopf takes instead of Aw arbitrarily the difference between the frequency of one of the normal

vibrations of a system of two dipole linked like linear oscillators and the frequency of the isolated atom.

It is clear that this computation is based on a misunderstanding. Aw is in terms of its nature the change

of the frequency of the emitting atom, the light of which is analyzed according to Fourier. That however

which Weisskopf substitutes instead of it has nothing at all to do with the matter because of the degeneracy

... the concept that in the collision of two like atoms one of which is excited and the other of which is

unexcited the vibration phase of the excited atom is changed does not at all correspond to reality."47

It might be remarked first that the Aw which they believe to have been improperly chosen seems to be

the very one whose choice they advocate for the following reason ". . . take the change of the frequency Au

.. and integrate over the collision time."47  Now it is true that integration is not extended over these

limits in Eq. (7.54a), but let us recall that this latter equation is an approximation which has its roots in

the more nearly correct Eq. (6.6). Further, the remarks which they make about coupled oscillators seems

less applicable to Weisskopf than to almost any other resonance author. If they base their argument on

the "degeneracy" - they do not define this degeneracy but we can assume that it is that degeneracy aris-

ing from the indistinguishability of the atoms of our ensemble - then the question of which approach is

more nearly correct has to be answered, and no one seems to have done this to date, at least not to the

satisfaction of more than a few. Surely though the adjustable-parameter-dependent Weisskopf theory has

not been so devastated by the above quoted argument that it cannot be considered as remaining a reasonable

approximation.
The Furssow and Wlassow theory** really has its basis in a conception advanced by Kallmann and

London" in 1929 to the effect that like atoms may simply exchange energy between each other without

accompanying radiation. Even a cursory consideration of this conception gives an inkling of an applica-

tion to the theory of self-broadening. We may examine it from either a quantum or a classical viewpoint.

First the classical viewpoint. To begin with we consider our molecules as classical oscillators, and

again we have the dipole interaction between two like oscillators, one of which is excited and the other of

* Houston took mild exception to this statement to the effect that ". . . the criticism of Weisskopf's work contained in
this paper does not appear to be justified .. .'"s but did not reply to the Furssow and Wlassow criticism specifically.

t Underlining added.
** Although the physical theory here is different,'we shall see that it leads to precisely the mathematical results of Sees.

7.3 and 7.5.
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which is unexcited. As a result of this interaction the amplitude of oscillation of the excited molecule

decreases while that of the unexcited molecule increases, that is, an energy transfer occurs. This is effec-

tively the same as damping the oscillations of the excited molecule, and, as in the case of the Lorentz

damping* will result in a broadening of the spectral line. Let us now consider qualitatively the quantum

mechanical explanation of this effect.

Energy is assumed to be transferred as a result again of the dipole interaction from an excited to an

unexcited molecule of the same kind. Whatever the lifetime of the excited state would be under conditions

of no transfer this lifetime will be greatly shortened by a high probability of transfer before radiation. Now

we may recall that one form of the Hleisenberg uncertainty principle states that AEAt > h. Thus, if, as is

the case in the ground state, the state lifetime is infinite, the ground state will be infinitely well defined

or virtually infinitely narrow. As soon as we consider a state with a finite lifetime, however, the situation

changes. A certain lifetime At will give us a certain indefiniteness AE in the state energy, or a certain level

width. This level width in turn will mean that a spectral line arising from the combination of this level

with another will be broadened as a consequence. Thus, when we increase our state lifetime by this energy

transfer, quantum mechanics decrees that we indirectly broaden our spectral line by widening the energy

level.

These then are the classical and quantum forms of the theory as advanced by Furssow and Wlassow.

It now remains only to rewrite our qualitative conjectures after a quantitative fashion. Let us consider

the classical approach first.

7.10. THE CLASSICAL ENERGY TRANSFER (LOW PRESSURE)

To begin with it is of course necessary to make a few simple assumptions regarding our system. In

this consideration we are assuming our molecule to be a classical harmonic oscillator. Now we shall consider

that the electronic transition which gives rise to our broadened spectral line proceeds to the ground state.

We will assume that only one valence electron is responsible for the spectral line under consideration.

Finally let us suppose that the excited molecule, of which our system contains one for our purposes here,

moves in the neighborhood of the remainder of the unexcited molecules. The excited molecule we then

consider as moving rectilinearly with velocity v. We might possibly bring up the same type of objection

to the utilization of a linear velocity here as was brought up by Jablonski in objection to Weisskopf's

utilization of a linear velocity in a central force problem. However this is probably minor at this stage.t

In considering our interaction which leads to the self broadening of the line, we shall assume this

interaction to take place between our emitter and one of the unexcited broadening molecules. It has

already been assumed that the broadening molecules are stationary so we shall place our broadener at the

origin of the inertial reference frame. The coordinates of the valence electron of this unexcited molecule

let us designate as xlylzl. We next establish a moving reference frame at the excited molecule. The coordi-

nates of the valence electron are taken to be x2yz2 which coordinates are, of course, referred to the moving

frame. Finally, let us designate by R the separation of the two reference frames.

As has been mentioned earlier, it is here desired to use as the potential of the interaction the electric

dipole potential. Thus, we are essentially faced with the same task with which we were presented in deriv-

ing Eq. (5.1). We make the same assumptions, that is, we first assume that R is very large compared to the

* Cf. supra, Chap. 1.
t Most authors appear to consider it minor at any stage, although this is not conclusive.
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size of the molecules and hence compared to separation of the electron from the nucleus. Now we assume

that the moving reference frame is so oriented with respect to the inertial frame that one axis moves parallel
to the corresponding axis in the inertial frame and the other corresponding axes remain parallel to each

other. Now let us further suppose that the angles made by the radius vector R with the coordinate axes

are a, 8, 7. Under these assumptions the Coulomb interaction may be expanded in terms of a, f, -. * The
first term in this expansion will, as we have seen, be the electric dipole potential, which potential we shall

assume to be responsible for the interaction between the excited and unexcited molecules. The electric
dipole potential is given by:

V e
2- [xix2(1 - 3 cos' a) + ylys(1 - 3 cos2 f) + ziz(1 - 3 cos2 ) - 3(xiy cos a cos

+ xizI cos a cos 7 + ylxt cos # cos a + yzz2 cos 0 cos y

+ zjx2 cos Y cos a + z~yt cos Y cos 0)1 (7.58)

If our molecule was a one dimensional harmonic oscillator which was undergoing no interaction with
any other oscillators Newton's equation of motion would be x + wo0lx = 0, assuming of course that motion

is along the x-axis. Here co is the natural frequency of the molecular oscillator. Now, however, we must

modify this equation to include the interaction with the second oscillator and the effects of three dimensional

oscillation. The modification to include the electric dipole interaction may be taken directly from Eq.
(7.58) to yield the following system of equations:

. + o02xl + A [(1 - 3 cos2 a)x2 - 3 cos a cos # y2 - 3 cos a cos -Y z,] = 0

)' + woeyl + A [(1 - 3 cos P)y - 3 cos 0 cos z2 - 3 cos # cos a x2] = 0

it + wo'zs + A [(1 - 3 cos2 y)z2 - 3 cos cos ax - 3 cosT coso y] = 0 (7.59)

xg + w0
2x2 + A [(1 - 3 cos2 a)xi - 3 cos a cos fly, - 3 cos a cos - z] = 0

.Y + o2ys + A [(1 - 3 cos P)yj - 3 cos 0 cos y z, - 3 cos f cos a x = 0

i2 + woZ + A [(1 - 3 cos2 y)zl - 3 cos -t cos a x, - 3 co - cos .8y ] = 0

where: A =
mRP

Furssow and Wlasson solved the system of equations given by Eq. (7.59) by using a method of suc-

cessive approximations. First, let us assume that the bracketed terms in this equational system are all zero.
The solution of the system of equations resulting from this approximation, we will consider our zeroth-order

solution. Initially, the unexcited molecule whose electronic coordinates are xiylz is undergoing no electronic
vibrations. For simplicity of consideration, we shall assume that the excited molecule is carrying out

vibrations along its z.axis. When these approximations are taken into account the zeroth-order solution

to the problem is as follows:
xZ(O) = O4() = y2(o) = 0 (7.60a)

X(o) = A coo wot (7.60b)

We may now substitute the values for xi,y,. .. , x2 back into Eq. (7.59). The solution of the resulting

system of equations yields the first approximate solution.

• Cf. =pra, Eq. (5.1).
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Let us consider briefly one example of the method used in obtaining this first approximate solution.

To begin with after we have substituted our zeroth-order approximation Eqs. (7.59), we will obtain

equations of the type:
j + w01, = N(t) . (7.61a)

The solution to Eq. (7.61a) under the assumption that 7 (0) 1 (0) = 0 is the following:*

q(t= fN(t) sin o(t - r)dT (7.61b)
W0

Now let N(t) = a(t) cos c 0t. This N(t), in general, represents the function which will arise out of the
bracketed terms in Eq. (7.59). w0 is, of course, of the order of magnitude of the frequency of the emitted

radiation. a(t) on the other hand is a function of the angles between the radius vector and the coordinate

systems, and, as a result of this, its time change will depend on the heat motion of the molecules. Thus a(t)
will vary quite slowly in comparison to cos wot. Now let us substitute the expression for N(t) into Eq.
(7.61b) and expand the resulting cossin integrand to obtain the following:

= _ {sin wot fa(t) (1 + cos 2wo0)dr - cos w0t fa (t) sin 2wor r} (7.62a)
2w0  0 0

If we let T = 2r/&o, that is, T identical to the period of the electronic oscillation, Eq, (7.62a) becomes:

I (k+l)T (k+l)T (k+l)T
-(t) -_ ( sin wot a(rk) [f dr + f cos 2wr dr] - cos wota(rwk') f sin 2 wor dr} (7.62b)

2w o IT AT

We have taken a(rk) outside the integral sign due to the fact that it varies so slowly during one period
of electronic oscillation. The summation over k suffices to give us any overall time period which we desire.

We may note that the integral of the cosine and the integral of the sine over a period vanishes. Thus

Eq. (7.62b) becomes:

17 sin wt Z a(r') Ark = - f a(r) dr sin Wet (7.63)
2t o k 2oo 0

Eq. (7.63) furnishes the general form for the first approximate solution to the equational system given
by Eq. (7.59) as modified by the zeroth-order solution. Eq. (7.63) yields, for the specific cases under
consideration, the following solutions:

x1 _ o3A f A cos a cos Y dt sin wt
2wo

Y -_ 3A fAcos f cosy d sin wt2&v

(7.64)
X1 f A fA(1 - 3 col Y) dt sinwt2wo

X2 1 ) yl ) -0; z (1) = A cos wo

See page 282 of Refemence 205a.
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Eqs. (7.64) are very enlightening in that they serve to show the manner in which the energy is trans-

ferred from the excited molecule to an unexcited molecule during the course of an optical collision. We

see that z2 has not been changed by the collision. In addition we see how vibrations along all three axes

in the system of the initially unexcited molecule have been excited.

Furssow and Wlassow carried forward the problem to higher orders of approximation, and they reported

generally on the results which they had attained. According to their statement, they had found that the

second-order approximation yielded no changes in the vibrational amplitudes xiylzi. They found that the

third-order approximate solution did yield a small change in the vibrational amplitudes for the initially

unexcited molecule. In like manner the fifth-order approximation and higher order odd approximations

yielded a rapidly converging series of corrections to the amplitude. Since this series did converge rapidly

they felt that Eqs. (7.64) should suffice to describe the energy transfer as a result of an optical collision at

large separation. We must now introduce, after the manner of Furssow and Wlassow, a few additional

quantities which will prove useful in the continuation of the calculation. First of all, we may recall that

we have considered the initially excited molecule as moving rectilinearly among an ensemble of stationary,

initially unexcited molecules. We again assume an interaction between one unexcited molecule and our

excited molecule. Let us take the vector P as the perpendicular from the unexcited molecule to the velocity

vector of the excited molecule. Let us designate by afliyi the angles which the velocity vector v makes

with the coordinate axes. By the symbols a2#2-y2 we will denote the angles which the vector P makes with

the coordinate axes. No ambiguity is introduced here by simply referring to coordinate axes as we may

recall that the frame of the excited molecule remains parallel to the frame of the unexcited molecule.

Let us assume that the optical collision, which serves to transfer energy from the excited to the unexcited

molecule, lasts a time interval 7. If this is the case, and if we assume the collision to begin at time t = 0,

VTr
then the collision must be initiated at a distance - - from P.2

Then after a collision of duration T, the amplitude, for example, we may obtain from Eq. (7.64):

X !- .3 f A cos a cos ' dt (7.65)
2wo o

It is apparent as we have mentioned previously that af-y are time dependent through the heat motion

of the atoms. We would like then to find some expression in terms of time for these three angles. Straight-

forward geometrical considerations yield the following expressions for these three angle functions:

cos a2 + v(t - jr) cos al
R

cos #2 + v(t - Jr) cos 61
R (7.66)

cos -Y2 + v(t - IT) cos 71

R

R2 = p2 + 0t- J)
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The relations given by Eq. (7.66) are quite obvious ones among the three previously defined

vectors R, v, and P.
We may substitute Eq. (7.66) into Eq. (7.65). When the variable t' = t - .r is substituted for t in

the resulting expression we obtain:

+r/2

r (1) 3A e2 f (p cos fA + Vt' COS al) (p cos 72 + Vt' COS 'YI)2o m -72 (p2 + v 2 t'2)6  dt' (7.67)
-T/2

It is apparent that we could also obtain analogous expressions for y 1 ) and Z1"I . We may make a

simplification for the purpose of evaluating the integral in Eq. (7.67) by letting T go to infinity and thus

extending the limits on the integral to - cc and + co. Again this may be justified, as has been done in

similar cases, in that only that portion of time immediately before and after the time of optical collision

is of any import. Thus, the extension of the limits to minus and plus infinity serves merely to encompass

regions which contribute nothing to the integral in question.

We may, by elementary means, evaluate the integrals of the form Eq. (7.67):

XI -= e2  A (2 cos a2 cos 72 cos al cos 71)
mwO p2v

y -1) = e 2 A (2 cos 12 cos 72 + cos 01 COS 71) (7.68)
mw0 p2V

mwo1 = 2 (2 COS 72 + cos 2 _y, 1

We are now desirous of obtaining the amount of energy which is transferred during the collision from

the initially excited molecule to the initially unexcited one. In doing so, let us first recall that the energy

of a classical oscillator is given by E = Mi 2 + 'kx
2 where we have here assumed a linear harmonic oscillator

which is vibrating in the x-direction. Since i is given by woA cos wot and k is given by mw 2, E becomes

Amwo
2A2 cos o0t + mWo 2A2 sin wot. Thus, the energy is mw0

2A2 or the square of the vibrational amplitude
multiplied by mwo2. Hence, in the present case the energy E which has been transferred to the initially

unexcited molecule will be given by the sum of the squares of the amplitude components as given by Eq.

(7.68) multiplied by !mW0
2. We then obtain for the transferred energy:

e4  1
E - P 4_ sin2 - E (7.69)

where E, the initial energy of the excited molecule, is, of course, iw0
2A2.

Eq. (7.69) is predicated on the first approximate solutions as given by Eq. (7.64) to Eq. (7.59). The

validity of these Eqs. (7.64) is assumed only for large transit distances. Furssow and Wlassow defined the
minimum distance of closest approach - transit distance - as that distance at which the transferred

energy is equal to the energy at time zero of the initially excited oscillator, that is, e = E. Thus if po is

taken as the minimum transit distance Eq. (7.69) leads us to the following criteria for large distances:

1 m 0

I -ov
P0V e
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In Eq. (7.70a) sin yi has been replaced by its maximum value.

We have thus determined the energy which will be transferred during an optical cdllision between an
initially unexcited molecule and an initially excited one. Now in order to determine the total energy which

our initially excited molecule will lose in the course of time it will be necessary to ascertain the total loss
of energy to all the molecules in the neighborhood. Let us assume that our unexcited molecules are uni.

formly distributed, there being N of them per unit of volume. Let us consider a layer of thickness As
lying perpendicular to the direction of motion of the excited molecule. Then during the time when the

excited molecule is in this layer of thickness As those molecules will be capable of obtaining energy from it
which lie at distances of Po or at greater distances. Thus, the increment of energy loss by the excited mole.

cule during its passage through this layer will be given by:
'0 e 4

dE = - 2'NAs f epdp - irNAs -- sin2
1 - E (7.71a)

PO m2  
P

2 po

Now As may also be written as vdt. When this is done and when the value for 1/p0
tv is substituted from

Eq. (7.70):

dE = - rN - sin 7: Edt (7.71b)
'no 0

From Eq. (7.71b) Furssow and Wlassow obtained:

E = Eoe - 't (7.71c)
where:

= 21r Ne2

3 two

In obtaining Eq. (7.71c) Furssow and Wlassow averaged Eq. (7.71c) over yl and integrated the sepa-

rable differential equation which resulted. In a slightly more refined treatment in which they assumed
motion on the part of the initially unexcited molecules and where averaging was carried out over all

orientations for this motion they obtained instead of the To' given above:

T = r, e N(1 + I sin' a)
2 mo

Here a is the angle between the electric moment and the direction of motion of the emitter.
We have thus attained in Eq. (7.71c) an expression for the attenuation of the energy of the initially

excited molecule with time. This is, of course, not the desired objective. We are desirous of obtaining the

broadening of the emitted spectral line as a result of this energy attenuation. In order to arrive at this

we shall consider the analogous case of damping by some other means such as a radiation damping of the

molecular oscillations.

First consider the equation for a molecular oscillator of natural frequency w0 and subjected to a damping

of damping constant y:
mii + mW0

2x + m'- = 0 (7.72)

For the case y << o - which we shall find to be an excellent approximation - the solution of Eq.
(7.72) can be shown to be:

x = xoe-"/e (7.73)
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It may be seen, as we have specifically mentioned earlier,* that the energy of the oscillator whose

amplitude is governed by Eq. (7.73) is Eoe - . This y corresponds to the T9' in Eq. (7.71c). Here we know

that the electric vector of the radiation emitted by our molecular oscillator will also contain the exponential

of Eq. (7.73).t The electric vector of the radiation field will be of the form:

E = Ee e

In the usual manner the electric vector may be expanded in a Fourier integral in order to obtain the

amplitude of this vector as a function of frequency:

1 1
E(v) = I I

21r i (w - o0) - y/2

We may thus obtain the intensity of the emitted spectral line as a function of frequency by simply
taking the absolute square of the amplitude of the electric vector:

I(Y) -IE(P)12 OC const. y/2 (7.74)

( - w) + (.y/2)(

It can then be seen from the familiar Eq. (7.74) that -y or T is the half-width of the emitted spectral
line. Thus, from Eq. (7.71c) the half-width of the emitted spectral line is found to be:

2w e2
a - N (7.75)

3 mw0

It is then apparent that the effect of this energy transfer at large transit distances is a damping of the
molecular oscillations resulting in a broadening of the spectral line whose half-width is given by Eq. (7.75).
Finally the half-widtb a,' should be multiplied by the oscillator strength of the transition under consideration.

We thus have treated collisions at transit distances of greater than P, as defined by Eq. (7.70). Now
with Furssow and Wlassow we may essentially define P, in analogy to the optical collision diameter of
Weisskopf. There the optical collisions, which have already been treated, resulted in only a change in
the amplitude of the electronic oscillations, Furssow and Wlassow considered collisions at less than this
optical collision diameter as changing not only the amplitude but also the orientation of the electronic
oscillation. For these latter cases they simply took the half-width as given by the Lorentz-Lenz-Weisskopf-
etc. collision theory:**

6,' = irpO'N<v> = 21r e N (7.76)
nw 0

where again 8,6 ' is to be multiplied by the oscillator strength for the collision.

* See supra, Eq. (7.69) and preceding.
t Cf. supra, See. 1.8.
** All of which would appear rather paradoxical.
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Finally the line broadening as a result of near and distant collisions may be assumed as the algebraic
sum of the widths due to the two types. Thus, we eventually arrive at the line half-widths as obtained
from the classical energy transfer theory:

8w e2

5 = f(5.' + 5,') = - - NJ (7.77)*
3 m 00

A comparison of Eq. (7.77) with Eq. (7.57) shows that the Furssow-Wlassow theory yields line widths

4/3 times as great as the Weisskopf theory.
The manner in which the dipole interaction between two like molecules causes a transfer of the oscilla-

tory energy from the initially excited molecules to the remaining initially unexcited molecules has been
shown. This energy transfer then acts as a damping force on the oscillatory motion of the molecule and,
as a result, the emitted radiation is broadened into a spectral line of finite width. We shall see that a quantum
consideration under certain specific assumptions leads to approximately the same results.

7.11. QUANTUM TREATMENT OF LOW PRESSURE SELF-BROADENING

We have sketched qualitatively the quantum mechanical theory of resonance broadening by energy
transfer, and our first task in a quantitative consideration will be to ascertain the time change of eigen-
functions - probability amplitudes - of the excited molecule due to this energy transfer.

Again the system is initially taken as two like molecules one of which is excited and one of which is
unexcited. The motion of the molecule will be considered classicallyt as is normally done in problems of
this kind* with quite reasonable justification. The potential of interaction between the two atoms is still
the dipole potential of Eq. (7.58). The symbols such as P, a,, etc. which were utilized in the classical consid-
eration will again appear with the same connotation.

Since specific assumptions regarding the states of the two molecules must be made, the simplest ones
possible are utilized, namely, the unexcited molecule is assumed to be initially in a ground state where

01.. (1) = C (1), and the excited molecule is assumed in a p state, with eigenfunction a4n 0 (2) + c4.00(2 ).
This eigenfunction assumes that the emitted radiation is polarized in the z direction since Am = 0 - the
only transition possible from this eigenfunction - corresponds to such a polarization. We might look
ahead a bit at this point by a consideration of the eigenfunction of the excited molecule. The probability

that the emitter is in the state m1 0 at time t is given by la(t)12. Thus the behavior of a(t) will tell us the
probability that the emitter will transfer its energy to the initially unexcited molecule in the course of time.
Qualitatively at least it is apparent that this determines the state lifetime change and the resulting line
broadening.

In the considerations which led to Eq. (7.20) no spatial degeneracy was considered so that only a
two-fold degeneracy resulted for the system. When we consider the three values which m may assume
when either of our molecules is in the first excited state, a six fold degeneracy for the first excited state

* The Jablonski theory provides the only exception.

t This appears intuitively justifiable, but for a mathematical justification one may consult Reference 127.
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of the system results. The ground state of the system remains, of course, non-degenerate. On the basis
of these considerations we choose as eigenfunctions to describe the system during the time of transit:

'(1,2,t) = {ai(t), oo(1)4'mio(2) + a2(t)4,.oo(1)4'mii(2) + aa(t)Pnoo(1)4#,m._(2) + bl(t)mio(1)P,.oo(2)

Rn+RM
+ b2(t)#m()4,oo(2) + b(t) ,.-_(1)0.oo(2)}e-' - t -+ c(t)4#o(1)',oo(2)e (7.78)

The Schrodinger equation for our system - neglecting the radiation field - is:

[H(1) + H(2) + V(1,2,t)]ip(1,2,t) = iXt4(1,2,t) (7.79a)

In Eq. (7.79a) H(1) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the initially unexcited molecule; H(2) is the
Hamiltonian for the initially excited molecule, and V(1,2,t) is the perturbing Hamiltonian introduced by
the dipole interaction as given by Eq. (7.58). Let us now substitute Eq. (7.78) into Eq. (7.79a) to obtain:

3 3 En 3
ih 2. 4ij ± + iK2 bi"i + i)k 1 k'oo(1) i' 00(2) et2)t + 2 aiE4,i

3 3 3
+ 2 bE 1¢j + 2c1E..0(1) 4,.oo(2) = Z aj[H() + H(2)] O, + Z bj[H(1) + H(2)] 'P,

+ cj[H(1) + M1(2)] nOO(1) Pk.oo(2) + V(i,2,t) 0 (1,2,t) (7.79b)

In Eq. (7.79b) E, = E, + E. and Vj, represents the 1'nim(1) Pbjm(2) going with the appropriate ai or
bi. Let us find aj as an exanple.

Eq. (7.79b) is first multiplied through on the left by 4.0o(1)'.1mi(2) and the resulting expression is inte-
grated over all space. The result is:

ihi 1 + aE = aE,, + aEm + f €0o(1) 4,,mi1(2) V(1,2,t) (1,2,t) dT (7.80)

The results obtained here are entirely due to the orthnormality of the unperturbed eigenfunctions of
the two molecules. In the integral on the right all terms containing f 0.00(1) VPI.00dr will disappear since
V(1,2,t) averaged over the spherically symmetrical ground state is zero.* As a consequence, if we adopt
the convention:

nOO; mlO
ViO;.noo = f 4 moo(1) b.,1o(2) V(1,2,t) 0m10(1) Onoo(2) dr (7.81)

we obtain for a:

0;n V O + fmll;n ml-1; n0 b 3  (7.82)

In this manner we may obtain the equations for the time rate of change of the coefficients in
Eq. (7.78) as:

i)11 iO;AO ftoomI M10 OO m1M10; V:jno b, + V.Ii'.nOj b2 + Vm ' ; .00b3

n0;ml0 r ml0 nml OOM1
06 2 = VO;noo bi + VmI';noo b2 + Vm1-i-;nojbo

= vn00; ml-I nOO ml -I n00;mI-1
01= 4 MO nO b, + Vm'; noo b2 + Vl- 1 ; noo b3  (7.83)

m10; nOO miO; nOO iO; nOO
A = a, + V 00 ;ml1 a2 + Vn0j;ml-I a3mlraIl-nO0 l Ill nO0 I 1ol; nO0
A~ = Vn00;'ml0 al "+

I 
-n00;'rll a2 +4 Vn00; m,-1 a3

ml- n0 ml-1-0O ,n-l;nOO
*Vno7'a,+ Vno; I a2 + Vsup; ,. a3

_________iKfi = 0
*CE. supra, Eq. (5.1).
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It is reasonably obvious that the selection of two higher and more degenerate states would have com.

p plicated the problem a bit.

Now it may again be assumed that the interaction between the two molecules begins at time t = 0

w when the emitter is a distance Vr from P. On this basis we may solve the quantum mechanical problem by2

an a series of approximations.

We have assumed that previous to the introduction of the dipole interaction the upper state is a p state

w with m = 0. Thus at time t = 0 there is a finite probability of 0,oo(I)e'm10(2) or 1 0()'e(2) - there

vw will always be a finite probability for the existence of the ground state - but no probability for the existence

oo of any other state. These conditions lead us to the zero order solution:

al(0) = a; a2(0) = as(O) 0

bi(0) = bj(0) = bs(0) = 0; c1(0) = c (7.84)

For the first approximation it may be assumed that a, remains a constant during time r. This would

imrean that no probability for 0.11(2) or m1-1(2) exists during this interval. This yields:

a, a; a = as = 0

V,,oo;'M lo / - -2oo:,"1o di (7.85)

a3 = -1; t0O
V#0; i0  dt

In order to determine the matrix elements of V, it is apparent from Eq. (7.58) that the matrix elements

okofx, y, and z must first be determined. Hydrogen-like wave functions of the form of Eq. (5.7) are utilized

fclor this purpose. As an example:
Y6: Go 2w v

(nOO jxi mul) = f 0',oox4',,ndr = 8f [ f [RO(r)] [r sin 6 cos jo]

• [R,(r) sin to e4 ] Y sin 6dtdpdr = I Irnm = (mll jxi nOO)

w~awhere r,, is the radial matrix element f r3 Rn,(r)RmI(r) dr.
0

In like manner the non-vanishing matrix elements may be found as:

(nOO lxi ml) = (mll lxi nOO) = 1 -

(nOO Ixj ml - 1) = (m] -l x l no) = -- (7.86)

2 33
(noo fyj m -) ( i (-ll LyA nO 0) -- (.6

233
(nOO jyj ml - 1) = (m. - 1 yl nO) = - -i

(nO0 [xj m l0) = (m l0 Izi n00) - 1] _ .
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In finding a matrix element of V we carry the angle functions as constants - it may be recalled that
these angle functions depend on the heat motion of the molecules. Thus a matrix element of V is s"mply. vmlO; Soo
some combination of the matrix elements of xi, Y •... a. Now, for example, in the case of ,, 010 the
matrix element of all the terms in V except sjzs(l - 3 coo y) vanish. As a result:

Vi °. ° 
=1 (nOO Ixs mlO)s (1 - 3 cos' y)

Finally then Eq. (7.85) becomes:

-i -e .(nOO 1St mlO)m (1 - 3005'7y)

0

a 34F- e2(n00 ['I MI0)2 f~ e' (c" a - ' coo dt(787& d (7.87)
2 fi ? .I

0

Again, as in the classical cae, we allow r (the collision time) to approach infinity and integrate Eq.
(7.87) to obtain:

S -L 2e'(nOO Izt mlO)I I (1 - coO' 71 - 2 coO yj)
V9 (7.88)

= - G 4 m(n00 IzI ml0)' 1 [co s (coo at - i coo PI) + 2 cos -n(coa c - i cos Q)

where Eq. (7.66) has been utilized for the afy. From Eq. (7.88) it is apparent that the probability for
excitation of the initially unexcited molecule is:

4 4

Ibil' + I6,1' + Ib,l' a' m- ' 46 'i(0 Isi mlO)' (7.89)

We may now carry out a second approximation to find at, still under the assumption a - a- 0:

lail' + Ibil' + 1,' + I,' + Icll - Jal' + ell (7.90)

and, if we suppose Icil' = Id¢', the change in tat' may be determined from Eq. (7.90) as:

A aI' lait' - Jat' - - (t411' + tbhl' + Il')

- Jlt' -p- -' (,0otso II10),

- Jal' & f ..1 sn yu (7.91)

where 1 . (nOO lzl mlO)', the oscillator strength of the nn transition.

The similarity of Eqs. (7.91) and (7.69) is quite apparent, especially when the E - jai' analogy is
considered.
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We earlier set the condition e = E for determining po.* Similarly, we now establish the criteria for po

as A Jail = Jail, that is, the change in the probability of finding the system in the state Po(1)4.1(2) is

equal to the probability of finding the system in this state. From Eq. (7.91) po may then be defined as:

PO a . 1 (7.92)
mWM",, V

where sin yi has again been given its maximum value.

To this point in the quantum mechanical development of their theory Furssow and Wlassow proceeded

in a rather straightforward manner, but their subsequent machinations should at least be critically con.

sidered. We might recall that when we viewed resonance broadening as a case of identical particle degen.

eracy the two molecular problem was solvable, but the N-atomic case had no apparent solution. What

Furssow and Wlassow did was extend the results of the two molecular case to that of many molecules, and

if this procedure is not justifiable in the degeneracy picture, it should not be any more justifiable in the

energy exchange picture. We must, therefore, agree and keep in mind the fact that this is simply an

approximation, no matter lhow good a one.

If there are N molecules per unit of volume of our gas then surely 21pdpvN of them appear per

units of time lying a distance between p and p + dp from the emitter. Furssow and Wlassow asserted this

to mean that the total change of the probability per unit of time is:

d e4  1 f2wpdp el
Sa1

2 -- - 1el2 -. 1m2 7 sin- -- vN = J ra il f.m N sin' yi (7.93)
mwnm j P "mn

If Eq. (7.93) is averaged over yi, and the resulting equation solved for Jal2, the quantum mechanical

analog of Eq. (7.71c) is obtained:

jail = laol' e ' (7.94)
where:

2w e2To= -- f N
3 mt.nm

Thus the state lifetime has been decreased by the energy exchange as predicted, and this decrease is

dependent on the gas density.
Now let us write down the Hamiltonian for the system, excited molecule plus field:j

H = H. + H + H 1  (7.95a)

In Eq. (7.95a) Ha is the Hamiltonian for the molecule alone; H is the Hamiltonian of the field, and

Hai is the Hamiltonian of the field-molecule interaction. Eq. (7.95a) may be written as

H = Ho + H. = Ho + V (7.95b)

and the Schrodinger equation as:

( (Ho+ V)' (7.95c)
at

* See supra, Eq. (7.70) and preceding.

t See supra, Eq. (3.51).
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When we assume that a = Za4, where the ', are the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed system, we

may utilize the method by which we arrived at Eq. (7.82) to find the a,. Let us recall that the symbol r is

a quantum conglomerate of the form nNN2 .... where, to begin with, n specifies the state of the molecule

in the system and the Ni specify the states of the i-th radiation oscillator.*

The analog of Eq. (7.82) is then:
='n' N'N'.. " . EW'N,'N, .. , .. t

af.vN,.., e h (7.96a)
nNNs.•..

where, of course, the jai12 still have a probability interpretation.
It is reasonable to assume here that at time t = 0 the molecule is in the excited state, and there are no

photons in the field. This would mean that amoo ... 00... (0) = I while all other aMNN,... (0) = 0. At some

later time the molecule will be in the ground state and there will be a quantum of type s in the field where

v, is the frequency of this quantum, and vn,. is the frequency of the molecular transition inn. Under the

assumption that all amplitudes do remain zero except amo... 0,0... (t) during the time involved in this tran-

sition we obtain: 00 nO ... ISO ... . i n st
iW d.00... 0....(t = ... 0'0... a.00... (t) (7.96b)

Since w is the frequency of the photon which is present in the field after the transition of frequency

wmn has taken place, w, is of the order of co,,.

It is clear that the probability amplitude a,,0... (t) will be the same as the probability amplitude of

the initially excited molecule in the state designated by the quantum number m. In addition we may find
a(t) from Eq. (7.94):

--To
a~no .... (t) = a(t) = e 2 (7.96c)

When this expression is substituted into Eq. (7.96b) and the resulting equation is integrated over time

0 to t we will obtain:
Tr0

(t n00... I0... e
a,00  *10... ... h Wnm + o.. (7.97)

After a time t-- c the initially excited molecule will surely have undergone the transition to the

ground state. Now the intensity of a frequency w after this time will certainly be proportional to the

probability of a photon of this frequency being present in the radiation field. These considerations lead

to the following expression for the intensity distribution:

I(w) = const Jan,... i,0... (0 )12  - const ( (7.98)

From Eq. (7.98) it is apparent that our half-width is given by the following:

8, = To0-2r eA fmn N (7.99)
3 mw.,,N

Cf. supra, Eq. (3.60) and preceding.
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It can be seen that Eq. (7.99) yields the same results for the half-width as Eq. (7.75) which latter
equation was found for the case of distant collisions.

For the case of near collisions let us utilize the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in the form:

AEAt -,kX

where we shall now assume AE to be the width of the state and At to be the mean lifetime of the state.
Let us suppose that the life of a state is terminated by a collision so that At = T where r is the mean

time between collisions. This means that the width of the state will now be:

N XAE=-i 26 .- . N
At

from Eq. (7.53).

Or: 6, = w=- 2,2i- s-f,,N (7.94b)

Finally we obtain for the half width:

s f 8, + 8. -- s N (7.94c)
3 moo

In the main Furssow and Wlassow considered their results to hold only in the case of low gas densities.
It may be recalled we have questioned the Furssow-Wlassow procedure in which they work out the broad-
ening effect of one like molecule and then simply extend these results to the case of N similar molecules.
Furssow and Wlassow felt that their results were only applicable to low gas densities. In a later paper
on the subject they investigated the self-broadening of a spectral line in the case of high gas densities.
They found it necessary to use a slightly different although comparable method of approach. We shall
discuss this in greater detail at a later point.

We have considered several theories, the reason for the existence of which is the explanation of the self-
broadening of spectral lines. In the time honored tradition Houstonn now entered the field to show that
theories of (a) Furssow and Wlassow, (b) Weisskopf, and (c) Jablonski and Margenau* were essentially
equivalent. "A complete analysis, however, shows that they are merely three approximations to the exact
quantum mechanical treatment. " "

7.12. EQUIVALENCE OF STATISTICAL, INTERRUPTION AND ENERGY EXCHANGE THEORIES

We begin, with Houston, by making the assumption which was previously utilized by Furssow and
Wlassow, that is, that our pressure is low enough to make a collision between one excited and one unexcited
molecule a good approximation. The method of setting up and solving the problem whidh was utilized by
Houston is essentially the one of Fursow and Wlassowt but, since it is a slightly more comprehensive
application to resonance broadening let us rapidly carry out the formulation.

* See apra, Chap. S.

tCL also agpra, Sac 4.
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We begin by considering two electronic states, let us say, the ground and first excited states. In addi-
tion a continuum of translational states is contemplated. We then obtain for the electronic eigenfunctions
of our system of two atoms:

U. = uO(1)uo(2)

Ub = u5(2)uj(1) (7.100)

U0 = uO(1)uO(2)

where u0 specifies the ground state and ul the excited state. The radiation field may be described by the
function F, when there are no quanta in the field. The field may be described by F, when there is a
quantum of energy hP in the field. Finally if we let ft(Rt) be the function of the nuclear motion before
the collision and vo(R,t) be the function of this motion after the collision, we will obtain as the eigenfaunctions
of the three states which are of import here:

, = Uavi(R,t)F exp [- (ilN)Et]

Ob = UbvI(Rt)Fo exp [- (i/hEt] (7.101)

U0 v = (Rt)F, exp [- (i//(E 0 + h,)t]

The Hamiltonian of our system will be:

H = H. + H, + V(R) + S (7.102)

where H, is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed atoms, H1 is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed radiation
field, V(R) the Hamiltonian of the dipole interaction between the two atoms, and S the Hamiltonian of
the interaction between the atoms and the radiation field.

The solution to the Schrodinger equation which results from the Hamiltonian of Eq. (7.102) is surely:

*, = aV. + lbjb + cOo (7.103)

In the same manner in Ahich we obtained Eq. (7.83) we may now obtain:

1 - i (a IVI b)b - i (a IS c)c exp [ (El - Eo - h)t (7104)

(b I lVI a)a - ~K(b !Sj c)c exp[ (El - E6- ;)

C (C AS )a exp (E- Eo- h,)t (c ISI b)b exp-! (El - EO - hv)

We are here interested in the matrix elements of V but not in those of S. The reason for this is appar-
ent when we consider that the matrix elements of S are to those of V as the natural width of the line is to
the self-broadened width. On this basis Houston neglected the matrix elements of S. A solution to Eq.
(7.104) is surely:

a = AexpF- - (aIVIb)dt]+Bexp[+f(a1b)dt
X ?(7.105)

b A exp ( I VI b)dt - B exp (a IVI b)dt

where 1A2 + IB2 = 1/2.
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Again we consider molecule 1 as initially excited and molecule 2 as initially unexcited. This means

that a(0) = 0 and b(0) = 1. These initials condition yield:
9

a = - i sin (a IVI b)dt

(7.106)

b = cos (a IVI b)dt
Xt.

We are treating the nuclear motion classically, and as a result the molecular separation will have a

precise value. As in Eq. (7.29b) we obtain:

(a IVI b) = =0 a (7.107)R, +p " tt)
3 / 2

where a is a constant, and p is the distance of closest approach.

Let us substitute Eq. (7.105) into the equation for c in Eq. (7.104). We will obtain then for c functions

of the form exp f- [ (a I VI b)d + (E - Eo)t] + iwt .Now cis the probability amplitude for the

existence of a photon of frequency v in the field. Thus it is necessary for us to show the equivalence of c

with J(w) in Eq. (6 .5a) in order to show the equivalence of this theory, which is essentially the Furssow

and Wlassow theory, with the theory of Weisskopf. From Eq. (7.107) it is apparent that the integral of

the matrix element corresponds to Eq. (7.54) of the Weisskopf theory. Thus, the integral of w0(r)dr appear-

ing in Eq. (6.5a) corresponds to the bracketed expression in the exponential which appears in the expres-

sions for c. Finally the w appearing in the expression for c is the frequency of the photon in the field corre-

sponding to the w in Eq. (6.5a). Thus, the correspondence between the Furssow and Wlassow theory and

the Weisskopf theory is demonstrated. The demonstration of this equivalence then leads us directly to

an equivalence between the Jablonski theory or the Margenau theory and the Furssow and Wlassow theory.*

In this same paper Houston used the Furssow and Wlassow method of attack to show that all members

of a Russell Saunders multiplet are broadened to the same extent in the case of a resonance broadening."

He compares his results to the experimental work of Hughes and Lloyd.7" These authors had experimen-

tally demonstrated the equality of the broadening of the two members of the first doublet of the principal

series of potassium. In addition they had found the predicted dependence of the half-width on N. Unfor-

tunately, Houston's theoretical calculation of the half-width of the members of this doublet varied by a

factor of five from the observations of Hughes and Lloyd. Houston felt that this discrepancy lay in the

uncertainty as to the vapor pressure of the potassium as a function of temperature. We shall see that

Furssow and Wlassow offered a quite different and more basic reason for this discrepancy.

We have noted that the earlier Furssow and Wlassow theory47 was not applicable to the case of high

like-gas pressure due to the method of approach utilized by these authors in attacking the problem. In a

* See supra, See. 6.4.
t The preponderant weight of subsequent experimental data indicates this to be incorrect.
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later paper on the subject these two authors .- tacked the case of resonance, broadening for high like gas
pressure.4" Schulz and Rompe155' 159 had applied the Furssow-Wlassow theory to the broadening of spectral
lines, but the writers of the theory felt that theirs was a misapplication. The basis for this viewpoint is of
itself interesting and leads to the refined Furssow-Wlassow method.

7.13. HIGH PRESSURE QUANTUM RESONANCE BROADENING

The theory was really predicated on a collision between two particles. Now if, as in the Schulz and

Rompe experiments, we take c0 = 1.02 X 1011 see. - 1, f = 1.3, T = 60000, we will obtain a p of approxi.
mately 5.35 X 10- 7. Then with the pressure used by Schulz and Rompe N - 2.57 X 1011 cm. - 3. This

means that in the "sphere of action" we will have 4 7rp 3N _ 17 molecules. This in turn means that in the
3

sphere of action as defined by the optical collision diameter at any time there will be approximately 17

particles. Thus, the approximation of a two particle collision is hardly reasonable.
A modification of the first theory is certainly called for, and, in this paper, Furssow and Wlassow 48

set out to calculate the broadening of the resonance level for this higher pressure case.

Let us begin by supposing the gas density sufficiently high that we can expect a large number n of

molecules within the sphere of action. If we allow this system of n + 1 molecules to possess two levels,

the resonance level and the ground state, the possible eigenfunctions to describe the system in the upper
state will be:

0. = ul(0)u0(1) ... uo(n)

= u0()ul(l) •.. uo(n)

n= u0(O)u 0(l) ... ul(n) (7.108)

where we have assumed molecule 0 to be the initially excited atom.

The Hamiltonian of the dipole interaction will be:

n

U = YZ V(kk') = ' V(O,k) + 12; V(k,k') (7.109)
k~k" Ic=l

The solution to the Schrodinger equations which results from this interaction Hamiltonian is surely:

n

,1, = a, + ,bk (7.110)
k=1

Using methods which have certainly become familiar we find:
n

iha = 2; (a IU[ bk)b

iiu = (bt IUl a)a + X (b% IU1 bk,)bk (7.111)
k'
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Again under the initial conditions stipulating that molecule 0 is ir itially excited we obtain a(t) = a(0) = 1

and b(O) = 0. Subsequent to the time ! = 0 we can expect the nsfer of energy from the initially excited

to the unexcited molecules to proceed as governed by the matr .ement (ajUj bk'). In addition Eq. (7.111)

tells us that there will be a secondary transfer of energy among the initially unexcited molecules as gov-

erned by the matrix element (bk I U1 bk'). "Generally speaking one can characterize the whole process as a
process of diffusion of the excitation energy from the atom initially excited.""3  We now introduce the

approximation that the secondary energy transfer process as governed by (bk I U1 bk,) can be disregarded.
This allows us to rewrite Eq. (7.111) as:

1k
ihd = 2 (a IU1 bk)bk (7.112a)

k-1

ihbk = (bk IUI a)a (7.112b)

We next introduce an additional approximation to the effect that U is not time dependent. This is

nothing more nor less than saying that the thermal motion of the molecules is so small as to be considered

negligible during the energy transfer process. As we shall see, at high pressure for the resonance level

this is a reasonable approximation. Now let us take the time derivative of Eq. (7.11 2 a) and substitute for

bk from Eq. (7.112b) in the resulting equation. This yields:

- Al = a 7 (a (UI bk)2  (7.112)
k-1

If we now ignore the angular dependence of the dipole interaction, there results:

d + Pa 0 (7.114a)

Y,= R a e42  (7.114b)k-1 RjO ; 4m2W 2

A solution of Eq. (7.114a) which satisfies the initial condition a(0) = 0 is:

a = cos pt (7.115)

If we again assume that the condition a = 0 - that is, the energy has been transferred from the

initially excited molecule - determines the collision time, r, then from Eq. (7.115) there results:

S= - (7.116)2p

We wish to develop a in a Fourier integral. We have only obtained an approximation for a, and

another approximation which should be almost as good is the step function:

a=1 for 0<t 7

a=0 for 0<t> r (7.117)
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In a quite straightforward manner we may write down the Fourier integral for a as:

+00

a = f g(w)e'dw (7.118a)

+]00

g(-) = ae-"dw 1 I 1 1 -- e-  (7.118b)
21r 21rJ 27r iW

-00 0

The distribution of the energy in the level will surely be given by the absolute square of the Fourier

amplitude g(w):

1g() - C cot (7.119)

Eq. (7.119) gives us the desired result for a specific collision time r. It would now appear reasonable

to average this expression over all collision times in order to obtain the observed distribution in the level.

Let us suppose that w(r)dr is the probability that the collision time lies between r and r + dr. Then for

J(w) we obtain:

J(O) =f g(W)j2 w(r)dr (7.120)
0

Let us utilize the expression:

V= - = p2  (7.121)
4T2

for a change in variable in Eq. (7.122) as follows:

w(r)dr = w(/2__) dv =- I'(v)dv (7.122)4 -4Ys

In order to find I'(P)dv we may proceed in the following manner. Let us establish a configuration space
of 3n dimensions whose volume is 1 = v' where v is the volume of our gas. Now if we temporarily dis.

regard the intermolecular forces, we can expect equal probability for the occupation of any portion of this

space. This means that the following relation will hold:

I'(v) dv =Ar(7.123)
r

where Ar represents that portion of configuration space for which our v lies between V and P + dy. This

value of v will, of course, depend on the distribution of the Rk in Eq. (7.114b). Thus:

Ar = (41r)" f ... f Ri2R2 . . R1
2 dRjdR, ... dR (7.124)

The analogy to Margenau's Eq. (5.23a) is apparent. Our solution then is given by Eq. (5.41) as:

2 = 2 3" (7.125)3 q
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We may now transform back to our variable T by utilizing Eq. (7.122). We obtain:

2T eTr2 (7.126)w(r) =(72)

4 ~ N~= 2 e2

=W-4 N /L" N (7.127)
3 3 mwo0

Eqs. (7.116) and (7.126) may now be substituted into Eq. (7.120) and the results integrated to obtain:

I() = 1 - (7.128)

as the distribution of energies in the resonance level. For the breadth we obtain:

6 = 2.54T = fe N (7.129)
mWO

It is Eq. (7.129) which Furssow and Wlassow used to determine the resonance level width for com-

parison with experiment. In order to find the spectral line width, it would appear reasonable to assume

that we must needs have a knowledge of not only the resonance level width but also the width of the level

from which the radiating transition originates.* The phrase "from %hich" leads us to the next consideration.

Furssow and Wlassow felt in their second paper (they experienced no such qualms in their first) that

their results should 'nly be applied to transitions proceeding from upper levels to the resonance level,

that is, these results should not be applied to the transition from the resonance level to the ground state.

A short consideration renders this assertion quite plausible.

Let us suppose that the initially excited molecule undergoes a transition from the resonance level to

the ground state with the accompanying emission of radiation. This emitted radiation may be absorbed

by one of the unexcited molecules where absorption would not be possible were this radiation the result

of a transition to some level above the ground state. This process, which should not be confused with the

transfer of energy without accompanying radiation has certainly not been considered in the theory, and,

since it can be expected to have some effect on the line broadening, this theory cannot be expected to hold

in such cases. These authors felt that the failure of Ilouston's 2 results to agree with those of Hughes and

Lloyd" could be traced to this cause.

dtThe justification for the assumption of fixed atoms, that is, (adt ~ , hc e o q 713

appears worthy of note here. Let us consider the Rompe and Schulz case."' The pressure -s 80 atmospheres

and T = 28000. The experimental width was found to be 6 = 7 X 1012 sec. - ' so that the mean life of the

resonance level is r = 1/ = 1.4 X 10-
1
3 sec. The mean relative velocity is v = 1.3 X 101 cm. 'sec., which

leads us to the conclusion that during the mean level life we may expect our atoms to move a distance

r = 1.8 X 10- cm., or the order of their own diameter. Thus, the approximation appears a reasonable one.

Finally let us consider the agreement which Furssow and Wlassow's high pressure theory gives with

the results of Schulz and Rompe.

The complexity if not impossibility of computing the width of a higher level may be inferred from the preceding work.
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T Pressure N X 10- 'o
(OK) (atmos.) (cm.

- 3) 8 Theor X 10
- 12 aexp X 10-12

7800 20 1.83 1.83 2.64

6000 21 2.57 2.55 3.01

7800 80 7.56 7.32 6.98

Table (7.1). Widths of the resonance level of Mercury. (After Furssow and Wlassow8 )

7.14. COMPARISON OF SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Furssow and Wlassow explain the worst discrepancy in Table (7.1) by the assertion that Schulz and

Rompe probably did not measure their temperature correctly, but more important than this, let us pause

for a moment to consider just exactly what numbers we are comparing. Let us specifically consider the

second row of Table (7.1). The experimental results are from the first Schulz and Rompe paper.48

Now Furssow and Wlassow claim that 2.55 X 10-12 sec. -1 is the width of the resonance level of Hg

which happens to be a 3JP state. In order to find this width by Eq. (7.115), Eq. (7.113) requires that we

utilize the wave length of the resonance line which, for Hg, is 2537.4 (2536.52A). In addition we need the

f value from the resonance transition (P, - 'S0) and Furssow and Wlassow used the value 0.025 from

Schulz and Rompe. These values when put into Eq. (7.115) do indeed yield 2.55 X 10 - 12 sec.-', but is

3.01 y 10 - 12 sec.- the level width from experiment? Let us consider the Schulz and Rompe results more

closely.

We consider Fig. (7.2). The solid line in the figure is an example of one type of trace - the type which

will concern us - which these two authors obtained. The circles represent the application of a dispersion

distribution to the trace. Now 3.01 X 10-12 see. -1 is half the line width at half height of this dispersion

distribution for the Hg spectral line at 10140.4 corresponding to a transition from the 'S, (seventh shell)

to the ,P, (sixth).
We might finally note that Schulz and Rompe obtained a symmetrical distribution for the Hg lines

in several cases, thus agreeing with the earlier theory, but in others a Margenau shape occurred. We have
very little basis for comparison here, however, since the theory was worked out initially for the resonance

line only and subsequently just for the resonance level.

Let us now compare the equations of Weisskopf,' 93 Margenau and Watson,00 and Furssow and
V lassoA 7 % ith the results of some later experimental work - we shall not compare Houston's since com-

parison only serves to show that the members of a Russell-Saunders multiplet are almost never broadened

by the same amount.

To begin with the three equations for the half width are:

Weisskopf: 6 = f, N (7.57)
mw o

e 2
Margenau and Watson: 8 =-- f,,,,N (7.32)

3 mu00

42d
Furssow and Wlassow: 6 - f,,m N (7.77)

3 mw0

in frequency units v.
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In 1940 Shang-Yi I' conducted a study of the resonance doublet of rubidium (2P 3/2 - 2S 1 . 2) and

( 2P1/2 --- 2S112 ). We might preface our remarks by noting that the results obtained by Shang-Yi do not

provide much of a justification for the resonance theories so far obtained.

Firstly, symmetrical lines were obtained only for pressures up to 1 mm. Above this pressure asymetries

appeared in the lines. Furssow and Wlassow do not claim application for their high pressure theory to
resonance lines. Other than this fact all theories so far - save that of Jablonski - yield symmetrical
intensity distributions. We might then take this as an indication for the pressure at which the low pressure

Furssow and Wlassow theory fails.
Insofar as the half width is concerned we can hardly consider widths of the asymmetrical lines, at

least not with much confidence, since a dispersion type line shape was utilized by Sbang.Yi to compute the

half.width from the experimental data. Thus, the usable data consists of half-width measurements for the
two lines at five pressures ranging from 1.87 X 10- 3 mm. to 9.83 X 10-1 mm. For the pressure considered

does not seem to be exactly ". . . proportional to N as predicted by the theory . ."I" since it varies, for

example, from 0.72 X 10- ) X 10- 7 /N at 1.87 X 10-6 Mm. for the 2P 3/2 -, 
2S1/2 line, although this can per-

haps be attributed to "experimental error." At any rate the mean values for the two lines are:

6 ( 2P3 12)/N = 1.22 X 10-'

a(2p12)/N = 0.77 X 10-7

Table (7.2) provides a comparison of these experimental values with three of the theories propounded

Margenau Furssow and

Exp. Weisskopf and Watson Wlassow

5 X 107/N

('P3/2--
2S/ 2) 1 22 .70 .73 .93

5 X 107/N

(2PI/2-2S1/2) .77 .33 .35 .44

Table (7.2). Comparison of Sbang.Yi results71 for the broadening of the rubidium resonance lines with the theory.

SlPs/2) = 2/3. S(
2
PI/2) = 1/3.

The table would appear to be self-explanatory. At about this time Watanabe"'1 carried out measure-

ments on the broadening of the NaD lines. Of what he termed "most reliable" there are ten values of

the width for various pressures ranging from 1.22 X 10- 2 mm. to 5.96 mm. which are compared with the

theoretical predictions in Table (7.3).*

* It should be mentioned too that Watanabe very nearly obtains B/N a constant.
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Watanabe's highest recorded pressure w q 72.3 mm., and it is of interest to note that he obtained

no "... . definite evidence of van der Waals force.., at the higher pressures; likewise no appreciable shifts

or asymmetries.' '"19

Margenau and Furssow and
Exp. Weisskopf Watson Wlassow

SX 10 7I/N

Di .75 .26 .27 .35

a X 107/N

D2  .84 .53 .56 .70

Table (7.3). Comparison of Watanabe's results 89 for the broadening of the Na-D lines with theory.
f = 1/3. f, 2/3.

A discrepancy which was unfortunately to occur in Gregory's work can, it is believed, be traced to
his use of Watanabe's Eq. (5):

API/ 2 = k ( e2f )N sec. - ' (7.130)

for the computation of his theoretical half-widths. Watanabe let k = 1/4, 1/2, and 2/3 to yield Eqs. (7.57).
(7.32), and (7.77), respectively.

As we may have observed the experiments have certainly "yielded results which were not in complete
accord with the various theories ... " all of which led Gregory 4 to an experimental investigation of the
resonance lines of the alkali Cs.

Insofar as line shape is concerned, Gregory obtained a symmetrical line for pressures below one mm

and an asymmetrical line for higher pressures. Attempts to "... . fit the contours to the '- 3/2' type of

curve . . ." proved fruitless. He measured the width at densities varying from 13.43 X lol cm.-3 (P.

= 5.75 X 10-3 mM.) to 4.09 X 10- ' (prm= 2.47 mm.). For the first member of the doublet (2P 3/2--- S1/2)
an average value for 3/N was obtained as 1.45 X 10-7 sec. - '. For the second member an average value
of .84 X 10- 7 sec.- was obtained. In order to obtain these results from the experimental data Gregory
assumed a dispersion distribution. In this case the value of 6/N was very nearly a constant for the various
densities.

Table (7.4) gives a comparison of Gregory's experimental result with the theory.*

Margenau and Furssow and
Experimental Weisskopf Watson Wlassow

a X 107/N
(lP 3/2-2Sl/2) 1.45 .76 .80 1.01

a X 107/N
('Pt/X-Sll2) .84 .38 .40 .51

Table (7.4). Gregory's results64 for the resonance lines of Cs together with that predicted by theory. f3/t 2 .66.
f1/2 ".32.

With the exception of the Margenau and Watson width Gregory did not obtain the theoretical widths given here.
This is because he used Eq. (7.130) for the three theories.
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Watanabe's highest recorded pressure w 9 72.3 mm., and it is of interest to note that he obtained
no .. . definite evidence of van der Waals force... at the higher pressures; likewise no appreciable shifts

or asymmetries.'
8 9

Margenau and Furssow and
Exp. Weisskopf Watson Wlassow

a X 10 7/N

Di .75 .26 .27 .35

a X 10 7/N
D2 .84 .53 .56 .70

Table (7.3). Comparison of Watanabe's results"n for the broadening of the Na-D lines with theory.
f, = 1/3. f, = 2/3.

A discrepancy which was unfortunately to occur in Gregory's work can, it is believed, be traced to
his use of Watanabe's Eq. (5):

AI/2 = k ( - )Nsec._ (7.130)
\mvoTr/

for the computation of his theoretical half-widths. Watanabe let k = 1/4, 1/2, and 2/3 to yield Eqs. (7.57).
(7.32), and (7.77), respectively.

As we may have observed the experiments have certainly "yielded results which were not in complete
accord with the various theories . . ." all of which led Gregory54 to an experimental investigation of the
resonance lines of the alkali Cs.

Insofar as line shape is concerned, Gregory obtained a symmetrical line for pressures below one mm
and an asymmetrical line for higher pressures. Attempts to "... fit the contours to the '- 3/2' type of

curve ... " proved fruitless. He measured the width at densities varying from 13.43 X 10" cm.-3 (p
= 5.75 X 10- 3 mm.) to 4.09 X 10- ' (prom= 2.47 mm.). For the first member of the doublet (2P 3 12-- SI12)

an average value for S/N was obtained as 1.45 X 10- 7 sec.- '. For the second member an average value
of .84 X 10-7 sec.- 1 was obtained. In order to obtain these results from the experimental data Gregory
assumed a dispersion distribution. In this case the value of BIN was very nearly a constant for the various

densities.

Table (7.4) gives a comparison of Gregory's experimental result with the theory.*

Margenau and Furssow and
Experimental Weisskopf Watson Wlassow

a X 107/N
('P3/2--SL2 ) 1.45 .76 .80 1.01

a X 10 7
/NI

('P1/2----1S1/2) .84 .38 .40 .51

Table (7.4). Gregory's results54 for the resonance lines of Cs together with that predicted by theory. f3/z .66.
f1/ 2 - .32.

* With the exception of the Margenau and Watson width Gregory did not obtain the theoretical widths given here.
This is because he used Eq. (7.130) for the three theories.
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Other than demonstrating the fact that none of the theories propounded in explanation of the resonance
broadening phenomenon is precisely correct these experimental results indicate that the combined resonance
and, say, van der Waals forces should be investigated. Such an investigation might provide the explana-
tion of the observed line shape variations with radiating transition as well as with pressure.*

*We have not included certain of the resonance theories which may be taken as special cases of the more general theories.

The Foley theory (see supra, Eq. (6.143)) provides an example of such a situation, and the specific case of resonance broadening
follows quite straightforwardly from the general case.
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Fig. (7.1). Line shape according to the more sophis-
ticated Weisskopf theory. (After Weisskopf.193a)

Fig. (7.2). The Schulz and

Rompe treatment of an experi-

mental trace (solid line) in
order to obtain a half width.
(After Schulz and Rompe.1 5 8 )



CHAPTER 8

MOLECULAR BROADENING

We shall now restrict ourstlves to consideration of polyatomic molecules, and we trouble to do so since

special phenomena are attached to this type molecule. Both monatomic and polyatomic molecules are, of

course, possessed of electronic structure so that it would appear obvious that we should look to the rotations

and vibrations of these latter molecules, as given, for example, by Eq. (2.38) in zeroth-order for the explana-

tion of these special phenomena. This is assuredly an posteriori judgement here, but it certainly could

have been h priori synthetical one.*

Before launching ourselves into the de elopment of moleculart broadening theory let us first introduce

two apparently irrelevant facts which will later prove of value.

8.1. COMPARATIVE ENERGIES AND MATRIX ELEMENTS

Monatomic as well as polyatomic molecules emit electronic spectra as we have noted, and in addition,

polyatomic molecules may emit vibrational and rotational spectra. Now we may say, as a rule of thumb,

of the three types of radiation that the electronic radiation is of the order of one hundred units of energy,
the vibrational of the order of ten, and the rotational of the order of one. As is generally the case with rules

of thumb, this statement is usually false, but it nevertheless can be utilized as a guide in some of our later

considerations.

As our second introductory item, let us consider the matrix element governing the absorption of electric

dipole radiation. As we are well aware, the matrix element of the electric dipole moment between two states

tells us the allowability or otherwise of our molecule undergoing a transition between the two states in
question, with the accompanying absorption of electric dipole radiation. This is surely reasonable since this

matrix element simply shows the manner in which the two states combine under the influence of this radia-

tion. Now in expressing the electric dipole moment of the molecule, it is convenient as well as informative to
expand this moment in terms of the normal vibrational coordinates of the molecule as obtained from
Eq. (2.15). The first term in this expansion will be the permanent electric dipole moment, that is, the moment
which the molecule possesses when it is undergoing no internal vibration. If, say, the molecule is undergoing

a vibration described by the normal coordinate q., the subsequent terms will be functions of the q.. Then
two possible situations present themselves: (1) the vibrational matrix element or (2) the pure rotational
matrix element only is present. We wish to consider the second of these possibilities. Here only the first

term in the expansion of the dipole moment, the permanent moment, is present. Thus, unless the molecule

possesses a permanent moment, the rotational matrix element will disappear and no radiation absorbing

transition will be possible.

8.2. EARLY WORK ON BROADENING OF ROTATION-VIBRATION LINES

We might begin by remarking that the three main types of foreign gas broadening as developed in

Chapters 4 through 6 could be applied in general to the present molecular case of rotation and rotation-

* And, that is the ding an sich of that.
t In this chapter we shall understand "molecule" to refer to polyatomie molecule.
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vibration lines. Indeed in an early work Kussmann96 did just this, that is, he investigated the broadening
of IIC1 rotation lines and checked the experimental results against the predictions of Iloltzmark's Stark
theory and Lorentz' Interruption theory. lie concluded that the Lorentz theory agreed best and the subse-
quent work of Lasareff97 and Grasse 3 on rotation-vibration lines appeared to bear this out. Thus, to this
point, those interested in the broadening of rotation and rotation-vibration lines had found no reason for
treating this type line any differently from electronic lines. The intimation that some different approach to
the broadening of the former was in order appears to have arisen first in the work of Ilerzberg and Spinks.8 .
These investigators found a decrease of the line width with higher values of the rotational quantum number J
in the near infrared spectra of IICN. This discovery would surely indicate that rotation-vibration spectra
should be treated differently than electronic spectra, but this clear indication was rather clouded when the
work of Cornell and Watson 3 and Ilerzberg, Spinks, and Watson 3 failed to verify this variation with J
Tile hint had been given however, and it was certainly apparent that the possibility of J width dependence
and other unique molecular phenomena should be theoretically investigated.

8.3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ROTATING DIPOLES (DIRECTIONAL EFFECT)

We shall now consider as an introduction to our first broadening investigation, the interaction between
two rotators, one or both of which may possess an electric dipole moment.*

First, let us carry out a rather obvious modification of Eq. (5.1) to obtain:

1
V = - 1 Ye,e(2zjzj - xix - yiyj) (8.1)

In Eq. (8.1) we have denoted the system of charges and the coordinates of those charges belonging to one
of the rotators by i, an,i the charges and coordinates belonging to the other by j. Here also we have allowed
the interrotator axis to be the common axis of the two systems, and R now specifies the (large) separation

of the two rotators.
Now let us specify the dipole moments of the rotators by I, and / and introduce spherical polar coordi-

nates for the two systems. In this case then, there results:

t - sin 1 cos (P sin 02 COS (P2 + sin 01 sin pl sin 02 sin (2 - 2 cos 01 cos 02] (8.2)
Rs

Tile conditions here must conform to those leading up to Eq. (5.4), that is, we assume the separation
of the rotators to be large enough so that no charge overlap or exchange need be considered. Thus the
perturbation resulting from the action of these two dipoles is given by Eq. (5. 1). Before writing this result
down, however, let us recall that we have already determined the eigenvalues of the rotators in question as:

EJrM =- J (J + 1) = Ej (2.37a)
21

where J is the total angular momentum quantum number and M the magnetic quantum number.

See references 68 and 177.
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If we now designate initial states by a double prime, final states by a prime and indicate the two rotators

by the subscripts one and two, we may write Eq. (5.4) for the present case as:

= I (J,"M "J2"M2"I V I J"'MAIJ 2/M2') 2 (8.3)
E ) J2-, E ,, - Er,, + Ej,,, - E,

MI'M2,

where V is given by Eq. (8.2).
Since no magnetic field, in which the magnetic quantum numbers may interest themselves, is present,

we simply average E(2) over these quantum numbers. Equal probability for them is assumed and there

results:

<E(2) > = E(2) (8.4)
(2J," + 1) (2J," + 1) M1 "M,"

since each J" level is (2J 2 " + 1)-fold degenerate.
From Eq. (2.35a) the eigenfunctions for our rotator system will be:

P(1,2) = OJiMOJM, = Ne P (cos t )e:M P (cos t 2) (8.5)

where the P, are associated Legendre functions.
In Eq. (8.3) we shall need matrix elements of cos t), sin 6 cos p, and sin 6 sin p. In order to determine

these matrix elements let us introduce three recursion formulas relating the associated Legendre functions as:

1 DMf 1 IMI

(1 - Z)(- (2J + 1 P- () (8.6a)

(1-z,),/,pjlMl+l(z) = (J+IMD(J+IMI+1) IM, (J-IMI)(J-IMI+ 1)pMI z

(2J + 1) -z) - (2J + 1) P

(8.6b)

pIMI ( + I M J) IMI (J-IM! +1) oMI

z (z) --(2J - 1) Pj-' (z) + (2 + 1) P + () (8.6c)

where z = cos 6.
For future reference, let us note that:

+1
IM" im"I 0 for J" J'

-1 2 (J" + I M"I) for J" = it (8.7a)
(2" + 1) (J" - I M" I )!

by means of which we may obtain the normalization factor for OjM(#) as:

O () - [(2J + 1) (j - I M I )!1/2 pIMI ( ) = NPIJfI (cos O) (8.7b)
2 (J + I M ; )!O
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Let us evaluate a portion of the matrix element of sin t9 sin so as an example.

+1 2

(J"A" sin 0 sin l J'A') = 2 - e "' P' sin 03 sin Mp e ddz

-1 0

+1 2.r

21 j e " e'2i P'j,, j, (1- z2) "
' d odz (8.8a)

-1 0

The integration over S in Eq. (8.8a) goes to zero due to the periodicity of p unless Al' = Al" 4- 1. We

carry out the integration over p for the case M' = M" + 1 (AM = +1) to obtain:

+1
N"N 1 p lUVl p M"+1 I _Z)1 Z( .b

2i (8.8b)

Now for If> 0 it follows that -1 f+ = IMI + landforM <0, M+1 I = IM - 1. First

the case M > 0 may be considered and Eq. (8.6b) utilized to obtain:

+1 4-1

WN f 1+12 N'N" (JT + I All/ 1) (JT + I _ 1) M
X "i' j p 1 " + ( 1 - z 2 ) 1  2 d z = _ 1.. .. . . . . P)r, P , _ 4  d z
-2i " ' 2i (2 J ' + -1)f j-,d

+1

N'N" (J'- I M" 1) (' - I M" I + 1)f pM",1 AP"

2i (2J' + 1) fPj, Ps+, dz (8.8c)
-1

'here Eq. (8.8a) told us that .11 may only change by -1, Eq. (8.8c) tells us that J may only change

By + I. The J change is here governed by the orthogonality of the associated Legendre functions. Let us

further limit ourselves to the first integral in Eq. (8.8c) which only fails to disappear for J' = J" + 1

We are then considering the case AM = + 1, AJ = +1, AM > 0.

,p .t! +1

.\'," (J' + 11" 1) (J' + ! M"I + l) PjM"I P° , 1M", dz
2i (2 + 1)"-)

-1

1 [(2 +)(2j"+3)(J" - M" ! (J" -IM" 2) /2

4(J" + I M" I) (J + I M" I)

(2J'- 1) (J"- In W ) !J

[(J" + A" + 1) (J" + M" + 2)1/2 (8.9a)
2i (.. 2J" +- 1-) (2P 7+ 3) 2) ' (.)
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If we now go back and consider Eq. (8.8b) for Ml < 0, we again obtain Eq. (8.9a). Thus:

(J"AM" Isin 0sin so!IJ' +1,l,"+l1)= I rt All(- ± ±) (J"AP +"±2)11 
2 (.b

2i L (2J" +1) (2J" + 3)

In an entirel-Y analogous manner we may obtain all allowedl matrix elements of Cos c9, sin t0 cos p, and

sin t9 sin o using Eqs. (8.6). We finally obtain for the desired matrix elements:

(J"Ml" jsin 0 cos 0 I'' AI (+) a (M', M"l + 1) - IA ()3(Al", M" - 1) (8.10a)
2 2

(J"Al" i sin 0 sin o J'AI') I , A4+ (Mll, Al" + 1) + - A ()3(Al', Ml" - 1) (8.10b)
2i 2i

(J"Al" Jcos Y IJYAP) =B 6 (Al', Ml") (8.l1Oc)

where:

=±[(J" -0:j+2 (" +1 2 Ul(JuFAft, -1) (J"F Mt/)jl 2 (',"1) (8ld
(J"±. +±1) (2J"-M+) 2 +I (J"1l) (" T l)1 - 1) (8.10d)

-1 2 U/ lf l l/
L (2J"+ 1 (2j"+3 , L (2J"-I 1) (21" -1)J

Now in order to find the matrix elements of V we merely add products of Eqs. (8.10) as indicated by

Eq. (8.2). We need not write (Io1%f this intermediate result. What we finally desire, although it niay not

still appear so, are the squares of the matrix elements of V. When we square the matrix elements of V, a

considieration of Eq. (8.2) tells us that we will obtain cross product terms of the form:

(i"l"isin 01 Cos PI I 2'MAI) ( j,"A12" I sin 01 sin pt I l11 111)

All terms of this form will disappear when the summation over Al1'an(1 M,' ifldicated in Eq. (8.31 and the

averaging over M1" andl A12" indlicated in Eq. (8.4) are carried out.* Thus I(A1 1"A 1 1"2" V,Ji'Ai'J2'AM2')

contains three terms of the form:

U"l"Isin 1COS p I J1 ',V4 1')2 (J2 "M 2" Isin 132 COS P2 12A12)2

according to Eq. (8.2).

Next w~e carry out the summation over M,' as indicated by Eq. (8.3):

S(J"Al"1 sin 0 Cos 0 J'AJ')2 = I (J"M" sin 0 sin ~p I 'M')2 
=1 [.42 (+) + 42 )2 (8.1lla)

2; (J"Ml" jcos 913 I'M')2 =B 2  (8.1 lb)

according to Eqs. (8.10).

* This may be verified by utilizing Eq&. (8-10).
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We may quite easily show that:

<M2> 1 +J A 1

.. . 2  = J (J + 1)
2J+1 - 3

by the use of which in conjunction with Eqs. (8.10) there results:

<A 2> = - 1)- 42 = 2 I( + 1) 6 (J,'J" + 1) + ja (J,'J" - 1)] (8.12a)
(2J + 1) m 3(2J + 1)

<B 2> = <A 2> (8.12b)
2

Very straight forward substitution indeed of Eqs. (8.12) into (8.11) and utilization of the results yields:

2 , I(J 1"AM'1/J 2/' 2 "1 VIJ1 
1 1J2'A 2')1

2  2 AI2 1
M,"M", 3 R 6 (2J," + 1) (2J 2" + 1)
M' M 2'

[(J."+ 1) 6 (J V',J11) + Jil a (J1',J1/- I)][(J 2/"4 ) a (J2',J2"+ 1)+J 2" a (J 2',J 2"-l)l (8. 13 a)

In order to obtain Eq. (8.4) we simply need to substitute the energy eigenvalues from Eq. (2.37a) and
carry out the summation over J,', the upper rotational states:

-E2 P2
2  1 J(J + 1) (J2 + 1) + (J+ 1)JU2

3 R6 (2J 1+1)(2J+1){2(J1 + 1Y)42+ 2(J 2 +1) A 2  2(J 1 + 1).4 -2J 2 A 2

+ JI(J2 + 1) J1J 2  (2JA, + 2(J 2 + 1)A2  2J1 A1 + 2JA 2  (8.13b)

2 A1
2

A2 
2  1 {[2A, 2A 2 ~'±2A, 2.421

3 R 6 (2J 1 + 1) (2J 2 + 1) +1 J-2 +  L ±+ J

F 2 , _ L2A2  2A1 ±2a}} (8.14)

where the primes have been dropped, and it is now understood that the J, refer to the lower state.

If the two molecules are identical so that A, = A 2 and A = p2 Eq. (8.14) becomes:

<E 2)> = 2 A4I J(J + 1) + J(J + 1) (8.15)3 6*R' (Ji + J2 ) (Ji + A + 2) (J - J - 1) (J - A + 1)

In order to consider the special case of the broadener in the ground state, let us refer to Section 5.3.
To begin with a comparison of Eq. (2.35a) (the rigid rotator eigenfunction) and Eq. (5.7) (the hydrogen-like
wave function) tells us that they differ only in the radial wave function R,,(r) of the latter. Thus, with the
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neglect of the matrix elements of r, the results of Section 5.3 should be equally applicable here. Let us then

rewrite Eq. (5.6) with the help of Eqs. (6.6) as:

2 ; 0V I s = e- ([y 2 (1 ) + Z1 2 (1) + 4Xia 2 (1)] 3 -rop2 (2) 611

e4 [Y. (1) + zj. (1) - 2x, ( 1A2- -r 05
2 (2) 310,

= (II r I a) (01 1) 2 (8.16)

Now for our present case we may apply Eq. (8.16) by, say, taking a rigid rotator in the ground state

as the perturber and another rigid rotator - not necessarily in the ground state - as the absorber. For
this case, we would obtain from Eqs. (8.13) and (8.16):

<E")> 2 P2_ {IY(001er1jM,,)(" 1 - J2
3 R 2A+1 (Ej,-Eo-2(J2"+I)B Ej,- Eo+-2J"B) (8.17)

In passing, let us note a corresponding expression for the dipole-dipole interaction of two symmetric

top molecules* possessed of dipoles as given by Carroll":

2E2 > P~ 4 1A (J, ± 1)2 -K,
2  (J2 + 1)2 - K2

2  ±K 2
3 R6 h2 ((J 1 + 1)(2J,+ 1) L(J22+ 1) (2J,+ 1) (JI + J2 +2) J2(J2+ 1) (Ji +1)

J21 - K + j -  K2K22 -J2 - K 1
2

-2(2.12 + 1) (J+ - U' 1) J22 (J2 + 1) j2 J(2J, + 1)

[ (J 2 + 1)2 - K2
2  K22 J22 - K 21 18

(J2+ 1)-(2J-2 + 1) (J2 --J- + 1) J1 J2 (J2 + 1) J2(2J2 + 1) (JI + j2)

8.4. ROTATIONAL RESONANCE AND THE CASE J = J2 = 0

A consideration of Eq. (8.15) tells us that a rotational resonance condition sets in for identical rotators

for I J, - J 1 = 1. Although the result is that the equation does not hold for this case, it certainly does

indicate that strong interactions can be expected for, say, I J.- J I < 2 or 3. Further Eq. (8.14) indicates
for dissimilar dipoles that an accidental rotational resonance condition comes about when J2A2 = (J, + 1)AI
or (J2 + ,) 2 = . .A,. Actually these cases should be treated as for two indistinguishable particles,t where

we are unable to state which of the two is excited, but only that the system of two contains one excited and

one unexcited molecule. Margenau" t considers this case as follows:

If we have the quantum numbers involved related by J, = J - 1 and J2.42 = (,I + 1)A, the same

energy results as for the case J, = J and (J 2 + 1)A,2 = J,41, namely, J2(A, + A2)A,,IA 2 - note that for
identical rotators %e simply let A, = .42 which does not much affect our results. Now each state is twofold

degenerate due to this effect, so we now average over this degeneracy as we have previously averaged over

* The eigenfunetions and the energy cigenvalues for the symmetric top rotator have been given by Eq. (2.35b) and (2.37b)
respectively.

f This leads us to an interaction dependence as 1RI. See supra, Chap. 7.
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the spatial degeneracy (given by M). As a result of this averaging process the singular terms cancel each

other out since they have opposite signs for.the two cases and we obtain:

< E'21 > I g' I 4P - J12 +F 1 (.9

6W, R, (4.' - 1)2

in place of Eq. (8.15).
Let us bring out a rather obvious but nonetheless important facet of Eq. (8.15). A perusal of the numer-

ator of this equation tells us that for I A - J2 ) 2 the force averaged over all M between two similar
dipoles is repulsive, while for other values of I - As 1 this average force is attractive. In essence, we must

bar I )1 - f2 I =1 so that the forces are attractive only for J1 = J2.

In actuality the resonance situation which exists here would lead one to ask whether under these condi-
tions there may not be a first order contribution to the energy. The answer, of course, is that there is. We
may recall that the manner of the earlier disappearance of the first order contribution was contingent on the

summation over the spatial degeneracy parameter M. With a two rotator system we now have an additional
degeneracy since the system has the same energy for (Ji, J + 1) and (J + 1, J2) where J, = J2.

As usual the problem in degenerate perturbation theory requires a solution of:

I Vjj - E") 8,i I = 0 (8.20)

and we may quite conveniently divide the V into four types:

(J"M 1", J," + 1, M," 1 V I J1I"MI, J," + 1, M,') (8.2 1a)

/" "+ 1, M 1i"J","l" 1 V I A" + 1, M11R'A ,') (8.21b)

(J"I 1", is" + 1, mt," V I J1 + 1, M 1 j'AM,2 ) (8. 2 1c)

(U" + 1, M 1
1 '"AM," 1 V I AM 1', A" + 1, A,1') (8.21d)

where in all cases A = 2.
The matrix elements given by Eqs. (8.21a) and (8.21b) are the type with which we have previously dealt,

and these may be expected to vanish. In addition, all Vi vanish.
In the manner of Section 8.3 we may then obtain for the remaining elements:

( 1
1tM 11", i2" + 1, Mi" V I iJ" + 1, MI, ",') = A11 1) 22 I

1P (2J + 1) (2J +r 3)

- 2 [( + M" + 1) (J - M" + 1) (J + M" + 1) (J - M," + 1)1/2 (A MX"Mf') 8 (M,"M')

+ j [(j - MI" + 2) (J - M" + 1) (J - M,") (J - A" + 1)1/2 5 (M', MI" - 1) 5 (MS', A," + 1)

+ j [(J -+- M+ " + 2) (j + M" + 1) (J + M,") (J + M," + 1)]1"2a 6 (A,'M" + 1) 6 (nl'nl" - 1))
(8.22)

After a fashion, which we shall detal,* the fact that Vi - 0 requires that the mean value of E be zero,

* $e inpa, Sec. 8.10.
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and the root mean square value of E may be found as:
[< E(1)2 > 1/2 = (2 1/2 J + 1 M2 (8.23)

3 ) [(2J + 1) (2J + 3)]1/2 R'

Margenau'1 5 has considered the special resonance case J, = 0, s = 1. Leaving out the fixed Ji from
the matrix element symbol and noting that M11" = M2' = 0 leads to:

(OM" I Vj I M'O) =- 2- [- 2 8 (M2"0) 8 (M'0) + 8 (M2", - 1) 8 (M', - 1)
3 R3

+ 8 (M 2"1) 8 (M"1)] (8.24)

from Eq. (8.22).

Eq. (8.24) yields the secular determinant:

E€l)  1/3a 0 0 0 0

1/3a - 0 1)  0 0 0 0

0 0 _01) - 2/3a 0 0

0 0 - 2/3a -E) 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 - 0l1 1/3a

0 0 0 0 1/3a - E al

of solution:

) 1 A 4 2 (8.25)
3 RI 31R3

In some instances, the perturbations may become of the order of magnitude of the unperturbed energies
or of the differences of these unperturbed energies. In such cases, ordinary perturbation methods fail and
some other approach such as the Variation Method is called for.

Let us suppose we are, for some reason or other, possessed of the Hamiltonian H. We now choose a

so-called variation function V - it is only required that p behave more or less as a wave function should -
and we maintain that, if E0 is the lowest energy eigenvalue of H, the following is true.*

Eo < fpHiod-r = E (8.26)

where v has been supposed real, so that p = p.

Now let us be a bit more specific and suppose H to be H0 + V, where V is our familiar interaction.

Next we expand the variation function in terms of the unperturbed eigenfunctions of our system:

= ,(8.27)

and we recall that I aj 12 will be the probability that the system is in the state 0j.
* This follows directly from (1) the Schrodinger equation H¢n = E.n-----+ fV'i.dr = Enj; (2) v'n - Zanivi and

(3) Eo< E,<... < En <...
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Since the right side of Eq. (8.26) is always greater than the desired value E0, minimization of this integral

is called for. This may be accomplished as follows:

E f,Hpdr 2;efcjHi
E- - , (8.28)

f.p~dr Mcji

where:
Hij = fkiHII#dr and bij = f qII'dr

or:
E2,c,8, = ,c, jHjj (8.29)

ii i

It should be quite apparent that the only entities in Eq. (8.29) which may be adjusted to minimize 1

are the ck. We proceed to differentiate with respect to each ck:

E Zcic,% + E C1 (2c,18, ) = a (Mc,cjH) (8.30)
C'Ck 'i C'Ck 'i 8k

and in order for a minimum to be attained, it appears necessary that - = 0 for each ck. All of which

Och

leads to:
Zcj(Hik - SikE) = 0 for k = 1,2 ... (8.31)
i

which set of equations in turn yields the secular determinant:

SHik - 3,kE = 0 (8.32)
It is also true that:

Hik = Eik°k + Vik-*[ Vik + (Eil - E)bik = 0 (8.33)
by definition.

Margenau "l utilized this variational perturbation method to treat the resonance case J, A = 0.
As our variation function we take:

0 = C0#1 + C 1u, + C2 2 + c4 3  (8.34)

where o = 4JM,(1'J,M,(2 ) = Oo(l))'P0(2) is the ground state function and the remaining 0, are those

eigenfunctions with which this ground state function may combine under the influence of V. Of course:

41 = Pl0(1)4,l0(2); 4, = ) (8.35)

IP3 =

The Ell required in Eq. (8.33) may be obtained from Eq. (2.37a) as:

E0 = 0; E1
0 =E 0 =  E = 2e -  (8.36)

I

From Eqs. (8.10) we may obtain:
P' 2 a;V 1, 1

Vol 2-a; V0 = Vos a; Vi = Vki (8.37)
3 3

/II.

where a .
R'
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As a consequence Eq. (8.33) takes the fo .,i.

EM -2/3a - 1/3a - 1/ 3 a

-2/3a 2e - E() 0 0

- 113a 0 2e - E') 0 =0 (8.38)

- 1/3a 0 0 2e - E(I)

whose solution is:

EM = h2-[1- (I 3A42 /21 (8.39)

Eq. (8.39) tells us the first order interaction energy for two like dipole linear rotators for the case

J, = A2 = 0. For large R, the radical in this equation may be expanded with the result:

E {  
g4l (8.40)

3h2R6

and for small R Eq. (8.39) becomes:

( 2 \/2 2a

E 2 A (8.41)
( 3/ R3

One can hardly help but note the comparison between Eq. (8.21b) and the equation for the classical

potential, - , of two dipoles aligned along R. The interaction law change from R to R is also rather
R3

striking.
Let us now sketch a resonance development of London' in just enough detail so that the results which

we shall later utilize will be somewhat intelligible. This author used what we might as well call an order-of.
magnitude technique to arrive at the secular determinant:

I VrTi. + (ETif0 ) - ETk(0) - Ek (l)) STiTj] = 0 (8.42)

We shall be able to define the new symbols Ezi)0 and ETk() after another step in the development.
MI MI

London considered only the eigenfunction Vj, 4, and the thirteen eigenfunctions with which this

eigenfunction may combine, as always, under the influence of V. The possible combinations are governed by
the selection rules AJ, = --1, AJ2 = -1, AM1 = -AM 2 = =E-1,0. He did not consider the twelve func-
tions with which each of these twelve functions could combine, etc., etc., and as a consequence as Margenau
noted his " . . . expression does not yield the correct positions of the roots of the complete secular equation,

but may allow in many cases a useful approximation, for it has the same 'root mean square' as the true

solution.'
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Under these restrictions then, we shall utilize the eigenfunctions:

u h M,

MI M2  MI Al 2u = Oj,+1 J,+1 U7 = PJs+1 'js-,

U" = M1+l MI-1 If14- , -'

J1 I' 1+ OJ2+1( T1  us =JI+1 J -] T7

.MI-1 .M2+1 
M,-1 M+I j

U3 = JI-1 #iPJ-1 u9 = &,,-1 s'+i

MI+ M- MI+ M2-I

U6= 0 #J+ I 2 -1~ T4  I1 = J.- X +(A21 11u5 s-1 O'2-1 T4 ul J~s-1 J2 +1 Ti

.M'-1 .M+1 MU-2 .'1 + (8.43)

from which we may define ET,)'0 and Erk °).

Ek 0 ) is in all cases the zeroth-order energy going with u, as given by Eq. (2.37a). ET,<) are the
zeroth-order energies going with u1, u2 . . . . . . U12 as again given by Eq. (2.37a). We may note that the
energies associated with u1, U2, u3, are the same; as are those associated with u4, u6, u6, and so forth. Thus:

E, = ET °0 - ETo = (J + JA + 2)/
I

E2 = ET,.) - ET.(" = - (J + J 2)
1 (8.44)

E3 = E,(O) - ET,2 O) = (JI - J2 + 1)
I

E4 = E.,0) - ET O') = (J2 - J1 + 1) I

A secular determinant of precisely the form Eq. (8.44) wherein the 2 e are now replaced by the E, from

Eq. (8.12) results. In addition, we let V, = [", and from this zecular determinant, the equation:

a? + a22 + a3
2  +- a (8.45)

E)- E, -0 E2 EM' - 3  E - T'(84,

follows, where:
a 2  - i 2 + f , _ 1 + " , _22 (8.46 )

R6

For the resonance case (A1 > 0, JA > 0, J = 2 + 1) Eq. (8.45) becomes:

-_a12- + a,_+ _ 2 a a 2

RE M  = - a- - 2 + a-_ + _ 4 (8.47)EO"-E, E" E2 E 1) E3 E("
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For large R and E"' << I E:

R6 (E ))2 + ', + 2 + ) a,2 = 0

whose solution is:

(a, + 2'+a)
2  a ,)

Eal 2  
a 2  

a 3 2 - F/_ + - + 4a,2RjE E 2  E3 ,

(a12 - + -2 2 + a, (8.48)
2\E2  F E2 E3 RI R1

Eq. (8.48) gives the first-order perturbation energy for the rotational resonance case. We note the

comparison with Eq. (8.25).

8.5. INTERACTION BETWEEN A DEFORMABLE AND A RIGID DIPOLE (INI)UCTION EFFECT)*

Let us next consider the interaction between two molecular models, one a rigid dipole rotator and the

other a deformable dipole. Now by deformable, we mean that the latter dipole may undergo distorting

vibrations resulting in its possession of vibrational energN levels and to it also %e attribute electronic energy

levels. In this case, we may carry through the treatment in exatlh the manner of Sec. 8.3 as far as Eq. (8.13).

To this point in the development, the new physical conditions introduce no changes. In Eq. (8.13) tile

subscript I now indicates the deformable dipole while the subscript 2 represent,, the rigid dipole. From this

point, it is the summation over J1' and J 2', as indicated in Eq. (8.3), which must be modified.

The summation over J2' remains unchanged since the rigid dipole possesses only rotational energy, but

now we must not only sum over the upper rotational states of dipole 2 (for the ground electronic vibration

state) but also over all upper electronic-vibration-rotation states. The grand sum which results may be

broken up into two sums, (1) the sum over all .1,' for the electronic-vibration grounl state and (2) the sum

over the remaining upper states for the deformable dipole. Both of these sunis are to be combined, of course,

with the sum over the rotational levels of the rigid dipole. Suhsuni (1) corresponds precisely with Eq. (8.1-).t

Subsum (2), on the other hand takes the form:

E 2 2' (01 er,! k) 2 [(J2" + I) (' 2 ,J2 1 + 1) + J2" B (J2',J2' 1)]

3 R1K 1J' [EO - EK + f.2 - Ej,,] (2J 2" + 1)

where now K, is a quantum number aggregate representing the upper state electronic and vibrational

quantum numbers.

8.6. INTERACTION BETWEEN A DEFORMABLE ROT-%TOR AND AN ISOTROPIC HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

We now take as our absorber an isotropic. three dimensional, harmonic oscillator and as our perturber

a deformable rotator in the ground state. The eigenfunction describing such an oscillator has been given

* Cf. references 157, 177, 179, and 180.

t Except that now ju %ill be a function o the electronic vibration level involved.
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by Eq. (2.30c) in spherical polar coordinates. Although this form of the eigen function is the most descriptive,
we shall find that it will be more convenient here to use the rectangular coordinate form, namely:

3

#P(fitv') = 11 H., (fi'" 2x1) exp [0/2 x?] (8.50)

where P = -

In order to simplify our considerations, let us suppose that vi" =v" v3"1. Eq. (8.15) may be utilized
in order to write Eq. (8.3) as:*

E =2 (I (v1 vv 3" I V I vi'V2'vs') 2f(0 1 er A) fI(8.51)
,'A E,- E,, + EA - E

where V is given by V = 2 - x - y].

Using the recursion formula for Hermite polynomials

we may show that, for the harmonic oscillator:

V ± 1 for V'= v"' + 1

= ~,, for v' = V" - 1 (8.52)

0 for v' 0v"h

Quite obviously then, the three vibrational quantum numbers in the cigenfunction of Eq. (8.50) may

only individually change by + 1. The states with which O(vl" v2"v3") may combine under the influence of V
are listed in Table (8.1). The matrix elements V,",,,, resulting from these combinations together with the
corresponding values of E, - E,,,t are also given in the table.

k(v," + 1,v~",V,") hr - (20) 12 (1h + 1) "2

#(vi",,"' + 1,Va") hr - (20) -12(V. + 1)1/2

O(v"V 1",V," + 1) hi, 2(2p)-"-'(.,. + 1)1/2

kv"- 1,V,",Vs") - hy -(0 12I)2

- 1,Va") - hP - (0 12f)/

kv"V"V"- 1) - hr (,)12.)/

Table 8.1

Eq. (2.30c) tells us that the special case (rigid rotator) considered in obtaining Eq. (8.16) could he extended to the rotator-
vibrator, or to the rotator-vibrator possessing also a hydrogen like electronic elgenfunction, ae.

tSee supra, Eq. (2.33a) for the oscillator energies.
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Let us note the threefold degeneracy* that exists in the final states of the same energy in Table (8.1)-
at least for our purposes here. This will require our dividing by three when taking the sum indicated in
Eq. (8.51).

We may now utilize the results of Table (8.1) in Eq. (8.51) to obtain:

<E +++t01V+4(va+X) ± v)+v1+4v4 )2
3 R' 2MoW7A EA- Eo+ hp EA - Eo -w

e2 X, V + __12_8.53a

Rm 2\EI: Eo h + (0 1 hI(er A)I 85aR1 mxO EA - Eo + h, E& - Eo + hy

since v1 = = V3
it .

If EA Eo is large compared to h Eq. (8.53a) may be rewritten as:

< e2 Aj (2v+ 1) 0 (1er A) 2

R6  m 2  
A EA - Eo

I2 E, Z 1(OerIA)12 (8.53b)
RO m 2 A EA - Eo

where E, = hw(v + 2) according to Eq. (2.33a).
This is, of course, the dipole-dipole interaction only. Utilizing the same principles which have arisen

in this section, Margenau"' obtained for the interaction between two threefold harmonic oscillators in the
ground state, the following:

E(2) 3 a 2hp 15 a(h) 2  315 c,'(hp)3  (8.54)
4 4 R 32 eR

where a is the polarizability of either oscillator. The first term represents the dipole-dipole interaction, the

second the dipole-quadrapole, and the third the quadrapole-quadrapole.

8.7. BROADENING BY MOLECULES WITH NO PERMANENT POLES (DISPERSION EFFECT)

Margenau"I initiated the first attack on the Theory of Molecular Broadening in 1936. Of the many

possible special cases of this phenomenon which could have been considered, he chose to investigate the case

of broadening by foreign gases which possess no permanent poles since Watson and Hull"' had previously

obtained experimental data on this case.

Watson and Hull had investigated the broadening of AIH by H2, BeO by 02, CN by N 2, and MgH by H2.t
These authors discussed the first two of these combinations in detail although we shall neglect their Be()

by 02 results. We shall neglect these latter results since instead of yielding the phenomenon with which we

shall be concerned, they simply require explanation (justified though it may be) as to why we do not obtain

what we are looking for. It does not appear very straightforward to base our theoretical considerations on

experimental results which we would have obtained had the situation been different.

* Actually each level is J(v + 1) (v + 2) -fold degenerate in general.
t We may recall, that in general, homonuclear diatomic molecules (H, etc.) are possessed of no permanent or vibration

induced electric dipole moments.
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The AIH lines broadened by 112 in the band at 4260A were studied for values of J < 22 and ranging

from Q (6) to J(22). Pressures of 5.7, 10.7 and 14.7 atmospheres were utilized. To begin with no J dependence

in line width was observed. A line shift of 0.051 cm. -I -+ 50'; per atmosphere H2 pressure and a linear line

width increase of 0.24 ±E 0.03 cm. - I per atmosphere were obtained. A comparison of these results with

those for the electronic resonance lines of Hg and Na shows a sufficient correspondence to indicate that, for
the type of broadening under consideration, the rotation-vibration lines may be expected to be broadened

and shifted by about the same amount as the electronic lines. All of which led Margenau to the investigation
to which we now direct our attention.

Let us label the states of an absorber by K with the state in which we now find this absorber being

designated k. The broadener states we label A with the lowest state 0. Now from Eq. (8.16) we may obtain

the perturbation on the energy of the absorber averaged over all orientations of the absorber as:

-<EC2> 2 1' I (er)OA 12 1 (V)k. 1' (8.55)
3R' A EA - E0 + E. - Ek

We have stipulated that E0 is the lowest energy of the perturber. This means that E, - Eo will always

be positive. In addition we have not allowed this perturber a permanent dipole moment. This means,

according to our considerations of Section 1, that no pure rotational transitions, which amount to the lowest
energy transitions, are possible. Thus, according to our rule of thumb of Section 1 the 10 volt vibrational

transitions are the lowest energy allowed.

On the other hand, E. - Ek may be positive or negative. This means that <E(2'> may be greater
than or less than zero so that the spectral line may exhibit either a violet or a red asymmetry.

Now where we simply have dealt with a set of relatively widely spaced electronic levels in our mona-

tomic considerations, we now deal with a modification of this situation. We still have the set of electronic

levels, but on each of these is superposed a set of more closely spaced vibrational levels, and, in turn, on each

of these vibrational levels is superposed a set of still more closely spaced rotational levels. When we are

considering the visible and ultra-violet portion of the spectrum (but certainly not when we are considering

the infrared) we may, as an approximation, consider only the electronic contributions to Ek - Ek - they

surely constitute the largest ones - and merely let the rotation-vibration levels superposed upon them

amount to degeneracies accounted for by a summation in Eq. (8.55). It follows that the result will closely

correspond to that for monatomic molecules. To be sure, this could only be expected to give us results for

electronic band spectra, but it does tend to indicate that we should not expect too heavy a broadening or shift
dependence on rotational or vibrational quantum numbers under the present physical conditions.

In order to consider the possible effect of molecular rotation let us approximate our absorber by a rigid

rotator of dipole moment u. Then Eq. (8.2) takes the form Eq. (8.17):

2 2 1 IN , 2' + (8.17)< EJ() > = 3R 6 2J + 1 1 (er)oA EA - E0 - 2(J + 1)B + EA - Eo + 2JB (J

where, as usual, B = hl/8ir2 .

Now I is usually of the order of 10-40, and, with h of the order of 10-
2 we see that B will be small

compared to E, - E0 when the perturber has no permanent dipole. When B is neglected Eq. (8.5a) becomes:

< E( > 2 (er)o 2 _ CA' (8.56a)
3 R EA-EQ Rd
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If the dipole moment A 10-'8 the perturbation given by Eq. (8.5b) is about 1/20 of that for the

electronic case. Now let us write Eq. (8.17) as:

2 > 2 1 2 ~ (er- I J+ +I + 1
3 RI (2J+ 1) J 2(+ )B  2JB

L(EA E,)L I A~~ (E, -£0111 + EEJ

ap2  1 (J2(J+I)B + a(J+1)2B2+ + 2JB + 4J2B12

RI(2J+ 1) 1 E.-E0 (E, -Eo) . EJ E 0E+(EEo)2

aP 2  
+ 2 B 4__J2_+__+_I) 1

- - [+ -- 2B 4(J2 - J ) B O ... ] (8.56b)
R E,----Eo) (EA - Eo)2

It is apparent from Eq. (8.56b) that the portion of <EJ2)> which depends on J is very small due to

the appearance of B2 in the numerator and (EA - E0)2 in the denominator involved.
Margenau carried out his considerations of the effect of molecular vibrations in an analogous manner.

In this case we obtain from Eq. (8.53b):

>= 3 E a (8.57)*mco2Rb

From Eq. (8.57) we may note that a more marked dependence on the vibrational quantum number is
exhibited than on the rotational quantum number as given by Eq. (8.17). On the other hand the perturba-

tion given by Eq. (8.17) is about five times that given by Eq. (8.57).

On the basis of these investigations, then Margenau concluded that "within obtainable experimental
accuracy" all rotation-vibration lines associated %ith the same electronic transition should show broadening
and shift of about the same degree when the broadening agent is a non-polar molecule. In addition these
lines should be affected by foreign perturbers almost in the manner of the corresponding monatomic lines
under similar circumstances.

As Watson'" has noted "dispersion forces" - the type considered - also appear to predominate in the
self-broadening of non-polar molecular lines. Were the normal resonance forces between like monatomic
molecules present, we would not normally expect this to be the case, but the closely spaced rotational levels
of the polyatomic molecule render this predominance reasonable. As we have noted, the rotational levels
specified by, say, just J are comparatively closely spaced energywise. As a consequence a Maxwell-
Boltzmann temperature distribution of molecules over these levels will not lead to the preferential population
of the monatomic case, and they will be more equally divided among many levels. On the other hand the
allowed J change in transition is generally limited to L 1 or 0 so that the probability of energy exchange with
the resultant degeneracy is severely restricted. In toto, then, this resonance effect would not appear to be
primarily responsible for self-broadening, and we may safely look to these dispersion forces as broadening
agents for non-polar molecules. This conclusion had been verified for the case of methane by Childs,"1

Dennison and Ingram,"9 and Vedder and Mecke,5 3 for atmospheric pressure and above, and for the case of
acetylene by IHedfield and Mecke, 5 Herzberg and Spinks,6 ' Lochte.Holtgreven and Eastwood,0 4 and
McKellar and Bradley1 2 for atmospheric pressure.

Margenau obtained ae
MfW2"R
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We have broadened molecular lines by non-polar molecules, and it would now appear a logical next step
to broaden these lines by polar molecules. Let us then consider first the work of Margenau and Watson on

this phenomenon.

8.8. BROADENING BY LINEAR DIPOLE MOLECULES

Before turning to the qualitative considerations of Margenau and Watson' 2 in this regard, we consider

briefly an earlier work of London' 5 in which this author contributed much toward the systematizing of
inter-molecular forces.

In what might be considered the natural course of events we have encountered the "Directional Effect"

of Keesom, 6 the "Static Induction Effect" of Debye, and the "Dispersion Effect" of London in Sections 8.3,
8.5, and 8.7 respectively. London, on the other hand, began his considerations by the introduction of these
effects. He started from Eq. (5.4) and considered the contribution of this equation to consist of a sum of
terms of the form:

E (2) = E) Eti 'ro + E + EkZtgr)

In this equation Ek7lT is associated with small "jumps" or quantum number changes on the part of

both interacting molecules. EktrU) and Ek(" arise due to a small jump by one molecule and a large jump
by the other, and, finally, Ek e

(n) results from large jumps by both.
Ek, Qj7 corresponds to the Dispersion Effect and is present to a greater or lesser extent for all molecules.

The contribution is due to the "kurzperiodischen Storungen" arising from the motion of the inner electrons.

The potential arising from this is of the form - 1 'RI, - 1'R and higher inverse powers of R.

E is the contribution of the Directional Effect of Section 8.3 and arises from the interactions of the

dipoles (or quadrapoles) at various relative orientations. We have seen the manner in which this effect

depends on - I /RI for dipoles at large distances and - 1/R for the lowest state or, in the case of the

suppression of degeneracy, in the metastable state at short distances (Sec. 8.4). For quadrapoles, a

corresponding 4- 1 R' ° and - 1 'R1 dependence results.

E"' and Etr) result from the Static Induction Effect, and, as we have noted, depend on - 1/R4 or

-1 /R' for dipoles or quadrapoles respectively. London describes this effect as "due to the charge distribu-

tion of the entire molecules."

It is to one of these three effects than that Margenau and Watson ' looked for an explanation of the

broadening in linear dipole molecules such as HCN possessed of relatively large (> 10- ' s ) dipole moments.

They believed the principal cause of broadening to be the directional effect and we might enumerate the

spectral prognostications toward which such an assumption leads.

To begin with we must hypothesize the unpolarizable (rigid) dipoles of Section (8.3) and we recall from

Sections (8.3) and (8.4) that (I) the intermolecular forces are relatively weak except when the near resonance

condition. I J, - J2 I < 2 or 3, sets in and (2) the lowest rotational state is most strongly influenced by other

molecules in the lowest or neighboring states.*

The lower state J," we take as other than the lowest rotational state so that we can concern ourselves

with (1). As has been mentioned, the rotational levels lie sufficiently close together so that a thermal dis-

tribution over them may be expected. Suppose J" to designate a level near the maximum of this thermal

distribution. Then a much greater number of perturbers can be expected to fulfill the condition

Cf., for example, supra, Eqs. (8.21).
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I J1 " - J2 " I < 2 or 3 than would be the case were the J' level to be found toward the wings of this

thermal distribution. Since the upper level will also enter into the line broadening one cannot say more as

yet than that those most intense lines arising from J levels near the maximum of the thermal distribution

should be broadened more than the remainder of the lines of the band.

In regard to (2) this indicates that a greater broadening of the line arising from the lowest rotational

level is to be expected, but only under certain conditions. At normal temperatures, the thermal distribution

should not populate levels lying near Jm" = 0 very highly so that the effect may not be very pronounced.

As the temperature is lowered, however, these low level populations will increase and we should expect to

see an increase in the broadening of the line with JI" = 0 over neighboring spectral lines. It might be noted

also that due to "greater flexibility downward" a violet asymmetry in this line may be expected.

We now devote ourselves to Margenau and Warren's more quantitative consideration of the broadening

effected by dipole interactions.

8.9. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SYMMETRICAL TOP DIPOLE MOLECULES

For our two interacting molecules we choose two identical symmetrical rotators each possessed of a

permanent electric dipole moment 1 oriented along the molecular figure axis. The interaction potential

between the two rotators is again given by Eq. (8.2) where now IA, = 2 = y. The eigenfunctions for this

system are given, according to Eq. (2.35b), by:

0JKMJzK2M2 = N(J1 K1M)N(J2 K2M2) OJXKM , (01) OJKM , (02) e
i
(

M ' ¢
P

+ M 
K.,2 +K2.

)  (8.58)

for sufficient separation R. Eq. (8.2) tells us that V is not dependent on the Eulerian angle X so that

K1 ' = K' and K2 ' = K2' under the aegis of V, and the matrix of h'is diagonal in K, and K2 as a consequence.

No% in obtaining the matrix elements of f, the integrations over p, and x, may be carried out immedi-

ately to yield:

( J1 -K1 1j 1
1'J 2

11K2"A1 2/' IV I jj/K1 M11
M

1J 2
11K 2 

1 M 2
1)

A - N , M,- NM, Njf,, j327r4 II(J"K'M ') 1,(J 2
1'K 2/,

1 12M ) 6 (MI1'1 1") 6 (A12 ' Ahi)

-8ir4J 2(J1 K I11'' ) I 3 (J 2
" K2" M ") 3 (MI',M" - 1) 6 (,1 2',. 1 2" + 1)

-8rI3(J 1 K M1 ) !2(J K2 2 ") . (M'" + 1) 6 (. , 2.- 1). 1 (8.59a)
where:

II(J"K"M") f cos 0)2j -K"M sin OdO = 2 f (I - 2x) 0
2j.-M (x)dx (8.59b)

o 0

I 2(J"K"M") = sin tO9J"KM'
4
J"K.M"-1 sin 9dd = 4 f X(1 - x)l 2 

0
JK,M. (X)0J"K","-1 (x)dX

0 0 (8.59c)

l(J"K" ") =f sin 9O(J. K -Oj KM +1 sin 0d = I2(J"K",M" + 1) (8.59d)
0

and

11 has been evaluated by Reiche and Radcmacher' 0 
i

' - among others - and is given by:

V2(M1")1,(J"K"M")M 2= 1) (8.60a)
4*2J"(J ' ' + 1)
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Margenau and Warren calculated I by the reduction method of Reiche and Rademacher with the result:

N(M")N(M" - 1) 12("K"M") - .:-K" [(J" - M" + 1) (J" + M")]"/ 2  (8.60b)
4r2J"(J// + 1)

where the minus sign is to be taken if the numerically greater of K or M is positive while for the opposite
case or if K = -M the positive sign is to be taken.

Eqs. (8.50) may now be substituted into Eq. (8.59a) to obtain the result:

(V )"A-2" IV j A'f2) =KK 2  8 (MIM'il) 8 (Ml,'AMl")

R Jx(J 1 + 1) J(J + 1)

-4-2[(JI - MI" + 1) (J+ M") (J2 - M,") (J2 + M2" + 1)]'/28 (M',Mt'" - 1) 8 (M',M," + 1)

-i[(JI+ l"-I)( - M,") (J2 - M2" + 1) (J2 + M,")]'" 8 (M,',MI" + 1) 8 (M,',M," - 1) } (8.61)

From Eq. (8.61) it is apparent that we are dealing with a somewhat different situation than had previ-

ously arisen in our molecular model considerations in that the matrix elements of V = H' over the system
do not disappear. As a consequence the first-order perturbation energy does not disappear. In addition,
the problem is one of degenerate perturbation theory in which the degeneracy in M is partially removed in

first order.* Our next step is then the solution of the secular determinant I Vj' - E) 8. I = 0 of the form
Table (7.3). Since J and K are fixed and since M takes on all values from - J to +J, this determinant will

possess (2j1, + 1) (2J2 + 1) rows and columns. This determinant is given in Table (8.2).

Mi" (-Ji) (-Jr) (-Ji+l) (-J,) (-Ji+l)(-Ji+2) ..... (J,-2) (Ji-1) (JI) (JI-l) (J,) (JI)
Ml' M2' M2" (-J2) (-J2+1) (J2) (-J2+2) (-J2+1) (-J2) ..... (U2) U2-1) (J2-2) (J2) (J2-1) (J2)

(-J) (-J,) E-H

(-J)(-J 2+l) E-H -H
(-Ji+I)(-j2) -H E-H

(-J,)(-J+2) E-H -H 0
(-Jl+l)(-J2+1) -H E-H -H
(-J+2)(-J2) 0 -H E-H

Increasing sized
blocks symmetric -0

about the secondary diagonal

(JI-2)(J2) E-H -H 0

(J,-1)(J2-1) -H E-H -H

(J,)(J-2) 0 -H E-H

(,-1)(J,) E-H -H

(J,)(J,-1) -H E-H
(J)(J,) E-H

Table 8.2. The secular determinant I E8ii-Hj' 7I 0 for F - H' as given by Eq. (8.61). The blocks increase to a maximum
size of (2J2 + 1) by (2JI + 1) for the (2j, + I).st block for J, > j.

* We note no dependence of the unperturbed energies as given by Eq. (2.37b) on M while the energy dependence in first

order may be seen from Eqs. (4.147) and (8.61).
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A consideration of Table (8.2) tells us that the determinant has broken into blocks, with identical blocks

symmetrical about the secondary diagonal. This immediately tells us that every root of this determinant

will be a double root.

A little consideration of the situation indicates that a general equation describing the level splitting due

to this interaction is not to be found, but an idea as to the maximum splitting may be obtained, and the

example of a special case may be presented.

We may write down from Eq. (8.61) the double root which lies at either end of the principal diagonal

and where J, = M and 2 = M 2.

E(1) = -22 KK 2 (
-R (Ji + 1) (12 + 1) (8.62)

If we recall the linear Stark effect,

EK = E (8.63a)
1(1 + 1)

it is interesting to note the close resemblance which its maximum (J = Ml,

01) = YE K (8.63b)

J+ 1

bears to our result Eq. (8.62).

Fig. (8.1) illustrates the level splitting with the rotator separation R and the magnetic quantum number

Al for the special case J, = K, = 2, J2' = K2' = I for the upper state and Ji" = Ki" = , J21" = K2" = 1

for the lower state.

Let us finally remark that since K 0 for a spherical top rotator, the matrix elements of Vin Eq. (8.61)

would all be zero so that the effect considered would not take place.

Jnsofar as second order effects are concerned, we certainly are aware that they will depend on the inverse

sixth power of the molecular separation. in addition Margenau and Warren felt that for finding those

regions in which the first order perturbations predominate, London's second order results for diatomic
molecules should be sufficient. Under these assumptions a limiting range of about 7A for the predominance

of the forces which we have considered was imposed by these authors.

8.10. THE BROXI)ENING AND SHIFT DUE TO THE SYMMETRICAL TOP DIPOLE INTERACTION

The secular determinant of Table (8.2) will have (2Ji + 1) (2J2 + 1) roots which we may designate

by f, E2, .... and, for convenience, let these roots be given in units of:

/A 2  K: K2
R1 Ji(J1 + 1)J2(J2 + 1)

the "coefficient" in Eq. (8.61). The secular determinant leads to the secular equation possessed of these

roots so we may write,

UVj - 6,j = (- e) = f- ae"'- + be-2 - + x = 0 (8.64)
i
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and let us recall the relations which exist among the roots and coefficients of a polynomial and which were

discussed in connection with Eq. (7.9). These relations first lead us to:

a = 2 e = 2 Vii (8.65a)
i i

Eq. (8.65a) may be evaluated specifically using Eq. (8.61) as:

J2 JS

a = , 2; 2M 1M 2 = 0 (8.65b)
MI=-JI M2=-J2

Thus, the weighted mean of the energy perturbation is zero whieh in turn means that we would expect

no shift of the spectral line, a situation which also arises in connection with the R- 3 interaction in atomic

resonance broadening.
As a measure of the broadening of the line due to this interaction, let us now find the root mean square

spread of the perturbed energy levels. The coefficient b is given by:

b = I (Vii V?- V j)
i>j

2; Z Vi Vjj - Vii - 2 V 3
2  (8. 66a)

S i>j

or by:
b = e e = ZeE- Z4= -2 S.i 2  (8.66b)

'.>3 $ 3 j i

by virtue of Eq. (8.65). The substitution for the Vz, in Eq. (8.66a) from Eq. (8.61) results in:

b 2 Z / AIt 2 ,,MIM 2 - 2 2 M12M2
H2

Ml"M ' M2°°M2
'  

MI"Mz"
''

(Jl-A11
2-J 1+A,) J 2  -g,2+J 2 .I, 2  =0- J(J1 +1) (2J 1+1) J 2(J 2+1) (2J 2+1)

- i[J 1 + J,) (2J, + 1) - J, (J, + 1) (2J, + J][(J22 + J2) (2J 2 + 1)

- J2 (J + 1) (2J2 + 1)] = - J(J + 1) (2J, + 1) J2(J2 + 1) (2J2 + 1) (8.67)

Eqs. (8.66b) and (8.67) lead to the result:

< 2>1 2 = Jd(J1 + 1) J2(J2 + 1)] (8.68a)

which in more normal energy units is:

<(l)2>1'2 = ( 2)1/2 - 2 FJ1UI +86b
<3E, > RI J(J + 1) J 2(J 2 + 1)]8/2

In Chapter 7 it was shown that when a resonance interaction, resulting from a potential of the form

EM') = . B/R
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occurs, the statistical theory decrees an approximate half-width.

3 h

Margenau and Warren make the point that while it would be "indefensible to identify the splitting

pattern... (Sec. 8) ... with any pattern having the same standard deviation... "120 a reasonable approxi.

mation to the half width arising from these considerations may surely be expected if we equate B to

(2 )1/2 2 
IK2

[J(J + 1) J 2(J 2 + 1)1/2

There then results:
5 2 2 I K 1K2 I N (8.69)

h[Jl(J + 1) J2(J2 + 1)]1/ 2

It is true, of course, that we have here found the level width while we are really desirous of the spectral
line width. The level here (J1K1J 2K 2) would have to be considered in conjunction with another possible
level (J ±- 1, 0; K + 1, 0; J2 K2). One may perhaps consider the K and J, appearing in Eq. (8.69) as the
mean of the quantum numbers for the two states.

We might conclude by noting that the effect as given by Eq. (8.69) is around 20 times as weak as the

self-broadening effect in monatomic resonance lines.
The results of this theory were born out order of magnitudewise by Cornell's results.2 2 In this author's

investigations of NH3 (a symmetric rotator possessed of a dipole) he obtained average widths of 1.45 cm.-'
for the 7920A band and 0.81 cm.-' for the 10230A. Taking the weighted mean of I K1 K2 I [J(J 1 + 1).

J2(J2 + l)]11 as 1/2 the theory yields b = 1 72 ! N = 1.5 cm.-' for a pressure of one atmosphere.
2 h

8.11. BROADENING BY THE LINEAR DIPOLE MOLECULE HCN

The first attempt at a rigorous theoretical interpretation of the self broadening of the absorption lines
of a linear dipole molecule was carried out by Lindholm'0 ° for the HCN molecule. This investigator found
that, as he put it, the Directional Effect (-R-1) alone,* was not sufficient to account for the strong,
J-dependent broadening observed, so that he considered also the Resonance Effect (-- R- 3) in conjunction
with the former. As we have remarkedt what Lindholm called the rotational Resonance Effect is in actual-

ity a special case of the Directional Effect. Let us keep this fact in mind, but for convenience of consideration
we shall use the Lindholm nomenclature for the two interaction relations (R- 1 and R- 1) in this section.

In essence Lindholm uses the energy perturbations due to the Directional and Resonance Effects within

the framework of the Weisskopf theory of Interruption Broadening to determine the broadening of the
HCN lines in a manner which we now consider.

According to Eq. (7.53) the half width of the lines will be given by:

6 = p2<v>N

See supra, See. 8.8.
t See supra, Sec. 8.8.
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for a homogeneous gas. For a heterogeneous gas containing N molecules with optical collision diameter. pi,

N2 with diameters Ps, etc.
8 f <v>ZNjp? (8.70)

if all molecules are of the same mass, thus allowing a common <v>*. Let us next consider the necessity
for introducing Eq. (7.70).

From Lindholm's experimental results, it is quite apparent that a marked dependence on J is present
in the line width. In the Weisskopf theory, this can only come about through some variation in N and p
with J (the absorber J value) and Js (the perturber J value). Thus, we hypothesize a dependence of p on J,
and J which a little consideration immediately bears out. To begin with a frequency perturbation Av b/R s

(which is brought about by the Directional Effect I A - J 1 5 1) leads to an optical collision diameter:

=(Sirs b )/5 (6.9')
4 <v>

On the other hand, a frequency perturbation AP = LB/R3 (which may arise from the Resonance
Effect I - J2 1) occasions an optical collision diameter:

P=( 4rB )1/2 (7.54b')

This then is at least a part of the general manner in which p may depend on A1 and J, and let us now
specificize this into usefulness. Lindholm dealt only with the P-Branches (AJ = -1) of the two HCN
bands which he considered. Insofa as the vibrational quantum numbers involved are concerned t"= v"=0.
We now let:

A =J -A A (8.71a)
so that:

2// - .1' = "12 - (J" - 1) = A + 1 (8.71b)

for the upper state since we consider only the P-Branch. A is now a convenient parameter for the determina-
tion of the type effect to be considered. (1) For A = -h-1 we obtain the Resonance Effect in the groundstate
and the Directional Effect in the upper State. (2) For A = 0, -2 there results the Directional Effect in the
ground state and the Resonance Effect in the upper state. (3) Finally for all other A the Directional Effect
occurs in both states. The case of small Jt was not considered by Lindholm. The optical collision diameters
for these three cases may now be determined from Eqs. (6.9') and (7.54b')

Case (1):

Frequency perturbation: A -- b B (8.72a)

F~ ~~- _ i'b1 4iB

2iAdt 3Pb 4rB 1 1 (8.72b)
4<v> pl <v> P

Case (2):
Same as Case (1).

* Lindholm defines <v> as the mean relative velocity.
t See supra, Sec. 8.4.
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Case (3):

Frequency perturbation: Av = bIRO (8.73a)

= 3 r2b (8.73b)
P 4 <v>

In Cases (1) and (2) p may be found as roots of Eq. (8.72b), in particular there will be roots p+ for the
repulsive case (positive sign) and p- for the attractive case (negative sign). In all cases of multiple roots p
the highest valued root will be taken as significant. Further we shall suppose there to be equal amounts of

resonance repulsion and attraction so that for pl from Eq. (8.72b) we shall write P+ + P'. Now the p values
2

furnished by the three possible sets of physical conditions may be substituted into Eq. (8.70) with the-result:

8 2.2 (<v>)115 Z b / 1 Ni + <v> 2 N. P+j + P- ) (8.74)
. j 2

Let us first consider the Directional Effect contributions. The energy perturbation of a level for this
case has been given by Eq. (8.15). Lindholm approximated this equation by the expression:

1 'I (8.75)
RG3) (A&2 

- 1)

which he noted is asymptotic for large J, exact for J1 = J2, 86% of the correct value for J = 1, J2 = 3, and
92% of the correct value for J, = 2, J2 = 4.

We are desirous of obtaining b for Eq. (8.74) from Eq. (8.75). b will be given by:

b 2 [1 3 (8.76)

according to Eqs. (8.71).
In order to find N a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the molecules over the rotational levels is

assumed. The rotational energy of these linear molecules is:

Ej = hcBJ(j + 1)

where: B =
8zAIc

hcBJ(J+1)

so that the level population will contain the term e T e-" 7. In addition each rotational level is

(2J + 1)-fold spatially degenerate as determined by M. Thus, if there are N molecules per cubic centi-
meter, the number in the rotational state described by Ji will be:

(% molecules) N  (2J, + 1) e T(

CBJ(J+I) = N ' (8.77)
I (2J+ 1) e kV w.r(. 0-
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Eqs. (8.76) and (8.77) may now be substituted into the first term of Eq. (8.74) with the result:

41A47r2j)2/5 N 'a [ I I 1 1"
6D = 2.2(<v>)'/' -i-/ Nwj 1-w' +1)2-I1 A2

- 1 (8.78)

-72-O

where the prime on the summation sign decrees the dropping of those J values for which A = =h1, 0, -2

(Resonance Effect).
Lindholm utilized the valuesju = 2.65 x 10, - 11 <v> = 67560, N = 1.937 x 1019 and I = 18.70 x10-40 .

For these values of the constants, the first twenty or thirty terms in the sum must be considered. For J2

values greater than this, the exponential factor in Eq. (8.77) leads to sum contributions small enough to be
neglected.

Now our attention may be devoted to the resonance contributions to Eq. (8.74). Lindholm utilized a
mildly modified version of the London development leading to Eq. (8.48). London's molecular model, if you

will, consisted of a rigid rotator. Lindholm's modifications amounted to a model change to a rotating-
vibrating molecule. As we have seen in Chapter 2, this means that the eigenfunctions will now be of the
form:

#v JM = 'JM (8.79)

Interactions will arise between rotation and vibration, but the only one with which we shall be required
to concern ourselves is the change in the moment of inertia with vibrational state. An example of this has

already been given by Eqs. (2.40).* The rotational energies will now be:

Ej = BhcJ(J + 1) (8.80)

We shall return to these considerations at a later point, but let us first consider the case of both molecules
in the ground state with A = +1. For the vibrational quantum numbers, the same Eq. (8.48) is valid as it

stands. London had calculated the matrix elements requisite for the evaluation of a,, a2, and a 3 and had
obtained the

+ a22+32 I 1 r 4A (8.81a)El E ) R6 6h2

Lindholm proceeded to evaluate a4 as follows: From Eq. (8.46):

- V 2 , + V 1 1 + V 102

R6

He obtained the Vi after the usual fashion from which there resulted:

a4 = _ _ _ (J+M)(J+Mi+1)(J+M2+2)+ (J-M) (J-Mi+1)(J-Mi+1)(J-M2+2)
2(2J+ )(2J+3) +16 [(J+ 1) -M2] [(J+ 1)2- M,2

]

(8.82)

* The last three terms of Eq. (2.40a) are concerned with the effects of centrifugal stretching due to rotation and this effect
we neglect. The fact that this equation refers to a symmetrical top should cause no concern.
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Next a4 must needs be averaged over all orientations of both molecules as determined by M and Ms
where (J + 1) /> M i> - (J + 1) and J > M2 > - J as decreed by the resonance condition. For the
mean square value of aA he obtained, as was to be expected, Eq. (8.23):

2 ( + 1), _ ,A(2J + 2)2
3 (2j + 1) (2J + 3) 6(2J + 1) (2J + 3)

Eq. (8.23) would appear almost completely independent of J for large J. (1) Lindholm supposed that
this would also be the case for <a4>. (2) For sufficiently large J it is a reasonable approximation to

J.+ J j J
replace Z and ,_ by fdM, and fdM respectively. (3) Only the highest order of magnitude terms

Mi--(J+I) M--

under the radical in Eq. (8.82) are to be retained. Utilizing these three approximations Eq. (8.82) may
be employed and we may let M = xJM = yJ to obtain:

+1 +1

<a4 > IJ dxdy -18 + (18my2 + 18xy - 14x2 - 14y) - (8.81b)
2.52

-- I--

after series expansion of the integrand and integration of the first five terms.
For small J direct calculation using Eq. (8.82)

/2 #
J = 0 - <a4> = A2 J= <a,> =- &

2.25 2.48

indicates a rapid convergence toward Eq. (8.81b). Let us then substitute Eqs. (8.81) into Eq. (8.48) with
the result:

E ~ 2 4I 1 u2 101 y A2 (8.83)
6h2 R 2.52 R(

Eq. (8.83) then gives the first.order interaction energy for this resonance condition, in the lower state
(Case 1). Eqs. (8.72) must now be solvedfor p. In Eq. (8.72b) B is simply given by the coefficient of R - 3

in Eq. (8.83) b is a slightly different case, however. Since in the upper state, we have the Directional Effect
taking place bupper will be given by the coefficient of R - 6 in Eq. (8.75). On the other hand, the Resonance
Effect of the lower state furnishes blower which is the coefficient of the R- 6 term in Eq. (8.83) Finally:

b = bpper - blower (8.84)

The values of B and b thus obtained may now be used in Eq. (8.72b) to yield the p values listed in
Table (8.3)

p from
A Eq. (8.58b') P+ P -

+1 2.82 X 10- 7  2.96 X 10- 7  2.58 X 10- 7

-1 2.82 X 10- 7  3.06 X 10-7 1.59 X 10- 7

Table (8.3) p + and p - for Case (1), resonance in lower state and directional effect in
upper state. Also p for resonance alone in the lower state. (After Lindholm'00).
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From Table (8.3) the more powerful influence of the Directional Effect for Ai -- 1 is apparent. Sub.

stitution from this table into Eq. (8.74) yields:

S = <V> N [wj+l 7.71 x 10- 14 + Wj-. 1 5.95 x 10-141 (8.85)
Z Wj,

J, -0

where again the wj are defined by Eq. (8.77).
Finally Case (2) remains to be investigated and we now utilize the molecular model of Eqs. (8.79) and

(8.80). In correspondence with the u0 of Eq. (8.43) let us take:

uo' = kf 0.(1)

and now there will be twenty-four additional eigenfunctions of this form which may combine with this one -
we assume that v is the ground vibrational state and v' some resonating upper vibrational state.

In considering the matrix elements of V, we first note that, in Eq. (8.2), the j~, will be functions of the
vibrational coordinates. Corresponding to each of London's matrix elements V =. V0, there are now two
matrix elements. As an example, to V, there correspond:

Vol V= f ',+l 4'1,(1) . , V'P;+2 O(1) ,+ ,' (2)dr (8.86a)
V11, f 1i MO M 1 M,

€ + €, ) j €,(2)Viea+2 f, (l) Cj+1,,(2)dr (8.86h)

Let us look at Eqs. (8.86) rather carefully since some important physical phenomena are inferred
by them. The rotational resonance condition I J, - J2 [= 1 is fulfilled by all four two-molecule eigen-
functions. In Eq. (8.86a) the individual vibrational quantum numbers remains the same for both system
state functions appearing in the matrix element. Eq. (8.86b) presents a different case, however. In this
matrix element, the vibrational quantum number for molecule one changes from v to v' under the aegis of V
while the vibrational quantum number for molecule two changes from v' to v. Thus, one or more quanta of
vibrational energy are exchanged in this process, and resonance in the sense of Chapter 7 sets in. It seems
important to clearly differentiate between this exchange type resonance and the rotational type of Eq. (8.15).
Perhaps this type differentiation is not too satisfactory for I J, - A 1 i 1 also implies an exchange in that
the two molecules may exchange one quantum of rotational energy between themselves. The semantics of
the situation should hardly trouble us, however, if we have a clear picture of the physical phenomena involved.
In order to determine one of the reasons for neglecting exchange resonance, the vibrational portions of
Eqs. (8.86) may be written as:

V', = f &,(1)Mi,(1)d f#¢,(2)p,,,(2)dT = (8.87a)

V"= f,(1),3#,(1)drf ,(2)p4 ,,(2)d. (8.87b)

Eq. (8.87a) tells us that V/ = Vj, London's matrix elements. Eq. (8.87b) is nothing more nor less than
the square (the molecules are identical) of the matrix element of the electric dipole moment for the vibra-
tional transition v--+v In other words, it is proportional to the intensity of the rotation-vibration band
involved. For the bands which Lindholm considered, the intensity is very low which means that Eq. (8.87b)
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will be small. This in turn will cause Eq. (8.86b) to be small which allows us to neglect the exchange reso.
nance. Another consideration leads to the weakness of exchange resonance. The dispersion f-value
oscillator strength, or what have you, enters this resonance broadening as we have seen in Chapter 7. In this
case, we apply the "Principle of Spectroscopic Stability" in reverse and portion out pieces of the dispersion
f-value* for a monatomic transition to myriads of rotation vibration levels. The net result of all this is a
further decrease in the exchange resonance effect which we now proceed to neglect. This means that we are
again only concerned with twelve matrix elements of the form Eq. (8.86a).

The perturber - we may distinguish it since we neglect exchange resonance - will hereinafter be in the
ground vibrational state and the absorber in an upper vibrational state for our considerations of Case (2):
A = 0, -2. If molecule one is the absorber and two the perturber, then:

E(1) = B'hcJ'(J' + 1)
E(2) = B"hcJ"(J" + 1) (8.88)

according to Eq. (8.80) where B' is the value of rotational "constant" in the upper state and B" its value
in the lower state.

The eigenfunction which we select to correspond to u, of Eq. (8.43) is:

0 = M, 6+1, (8.89)

The twelve eigenfunctions with which uO' may combine are then analogous to the twelve functions of
Eq. (8.43), for example:

kM+,,v j+2, , etc.

Having obtained the requisite eigenfunctions, we may write down the equivalent of Eq. (8.44) using
Eq. (8.88)

Ei' =2hc(B' + B") (J + 1) + 2B"hc

&2 ' = -2hc(B' + B") J - 3B"hc

E3' -2hc(B' ± B")J + B"hc

E4' 2hc(B' - B")(J + 1) (8.90)

Now I B' - B" I << B', B", since the variation of rotational constant with vibrational quantum
number should not be too great. Thus, although I El' 1, 1 &' 1, 1 E,' I >> I E() 1, this inequality does not
hold between E') and E4'. As a consequence, EC') may be dropped from the first three denominators on the
right of Eq. (8.45) but not from the fourth so that for Case (2) we obtain:

RE(1= ( al2 aL 2'83 + a4
2

Rs{ EO) + 
!-1 

+  (8.91)
i '' + E3'I E) - E'

where ai is again given by Eq. (8.46).
The value of the first term on the right is available from Eq. (9.50a) < ats > may be taken as A4/6

from Eq. (8.23) with the result:

6RG(EI))2 - E )(6RE 4 - 6w',4I) ( 624IE + = 0

• "Do you really eat babies, Mr. Swift?" "No, nor do I portion out pieces of dispersion f-values."
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of solution:

3hR 3hR I  6R f (8.92)

in which the term in R- 12 under the radical has been dropped.
The second term within the curly braces in Eq. (8.92) gives us bup . blower is again obtained from

Eq. (8.75).

From which:

34 T (bupper- blower) 7 IhS (8.93)

It is again necessary to solve Eq. (8.72b) for p. If we let E(1) be E(') with the 6upper contribution deleted,

<V> 2imay be replaced in Eq. (8.72b) by 2fEtO)dtso that this equation becomes:<v> p h

+W

+ 2w+ ± + ± t 1 (8.94)
8hs<v> p)' f[\Idh 6h' 6h2p 2-h

In his first paper on the subject"' Lindhom concluded that B contributed little to the optical collision
diameter* so that he neglected the resonance contribution in this case. This small contribution would
indicate that a sharp resonance is required for effect. This sharpness is reduced by the variation of the rota.

tional constant for the two states since this variation will in turn cause a variation in the rotational level

separations for the two vibrational states.

Lindholm then obtained the Case (2) contribution as the additional Directional Effect contribution:

N
3D = <V> N [wj 4.78 x 10- 11 ± wr 2 3.43 x 10-"1] (8.95)

with the wj defined as before.

The total half-width is now the sum of Eqs. (8.78), (8.92), and (8.85). Fig. (8.2) gives the Directional
and Resonance Effect contributions as well as the sum of the Directional Effect plus the Resonance Effect.

Fig. (8.3) gives the individual Directional Effect contributions as well as the sum of the total Directional
Effect and Resonance Effect. Figs. (8.4), (8.5), and (8.6) simply give the total predicted widths in comparison

with Lindholm's observed widths.

In a later paper' 0 Lindholm concluded that his approximation Eq. (8.95), was not sufficient and that
Eq. (8.94) should be utilized for a numerical calculation of p for each J value. This has the effect of raising

the plot of Eq. (8.95) in Fig. (8.2) 0.06 cm.-' for J = 2, 0.12 cm.-' for J = 5, 0.11 cm.- for J = 10, 0.05

cm. - ' for J = 16, and 0.02 cm.-I for J = 20.

See supra, Eq. (8.72b).
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8.12. BROADENING IN THE DIATOMIC DIPOLE MOLECULE Ha

Lindholm also carried out an investigation similar to that of HCN for the HCl molecule.' This

molecule together with HCN provide two of the rare examples of simple linear molecules possessed of large

dipole moments. This fact led to Lindholm's choice of it as an object of his considerations.

The vibrational transition involved was 0 --o 4 resulting in the band at 9152A. In this case he considered

both the P and the R branches in contradistinction to the HCN investigation.

We begin by considering case (3) of Sec. 11, the Directional Effect in both upper and lower states. In

arriving at Eq. (8.76) for this case for HCN the constancy of the moment of inertia in the two vibrational

states was inferred. Since this would be a much worse approximation for a diatomic molecule, the use of

Eq. (8.75) for the HCI energy perturbation with the perturber in the lower vibrational state and the absorber

in the upper vibrational state is ruled out. Eq. (8.75) may still be used, however, when both perturber and

absorber are in the lower state. Margenau's Eq. (8.14) may be used for the interaction energy with the

absorber in the upper state. We again let the subscripts one and two denote the absorber and the perturber

respectively and Io and 14 the moments of inertia in the ground vibrational state and in the vibrational state

having v = 4 respectively. Eqs. (8.14) and (8.75) are used to obtain b from an equation of the form

Eq. (8.76); p is subsequently found from Eq. (8.73b) and the result for the P-Branch follows* from Eq. (8.74):

6D = 2.2(<v>)/1 (8ri4ol N[2/ 6 N f( K123h ) W EfW, (2j, -1) (2A! + 1) 1\JI + J1 +')JWj, J2-0

"4 j 1  lo/1, + . o/(- I/14' -Il 1 l

+ , - + ( - -I -X)-, f 2(A- 1)1
(8.96)

in which all symbols are defined as in See. 11.

One may obtain a quite similar expression for the R-Branch (AJ = + 1). In addition to Eq. (8.96)

Lindholm imposed the restriction on 3D that p > 0.30 x 10- 7 cm., the Landolt-Bornstein value of the gas

kinetic diameter. The resulting line widths with J-value for the Directional Effect alone (Case (3)) are

given in Fig. (8.7).

Case (1) of Section 11 may now be.considered. One again obtains Eq. (8.84) for the Resonance Effect

in the lower state. The treatment of the Directional Effect in the upper state of the absorber differs now

from Sec. 11 in that we again use Eq. (8.14) to determine bupper of Eq. (8.84). Having found bupe, Eqs. (8.83)

and (8.84) may be used as in Sec. 11 to arrive at two equations (one for the P-Branch and one for the R.

Branch) similar to Eq. (8.85). The resulting 5,V vs. J curves for Case (1) appear in Fig. (8.7).

Finally Eq. (8.94) (and a similar equation for the R-Branch) was utilized by Lindholm in the treatment

of Case (2). By numerical solution of these two equations for p for each value of J in the P and R-Branches

and subsequent utilization of them in an equation of the form Eq. (8.70) (with the Ni given by Eq. (8.77))

this author obtained the Case (2) contributions as given by Fig. (8.7).

Fig. (8.7) gives also the sum of the three contributions to the line width as well as Lindholm's experi-

mental results for the HCI widths considered. Although the agreement between theory and experiment

appears confirmatory, Lindholm investigated the possible contributions of the Dispersion and Induction

Effects as being responsible, rather than experimental error, for the disagreement observed. In general he

Cf. supra, Eq. (8.78).
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concluded that the effect of these two phenomena was negligible except possibly for J f 0, thus explaining

the R(1) discrepancy apparent in the figure.

The pure rotation line widths may also be calculated for HCI. All absorbing transitions in this case

arise from AJ =-+ 1, and no change in the moment of inertia with rotational state occurs. For the Direc-

tional Effect then, we obtain Eq. (8.78) with the bracketed expression replaced by:

[ 1 - 1 1 (8.97)

Since there is no change in the moment of inertia with rotational state, we may here obtain sharp

resonance both for the upper and lower of a pair of states. Thus one would obtain in place of Eqs. (8.85)

and (8.95):

<V> cN [1.364 x 10- 1 4(w,_ 1 + wj,+2) + 1.357 x 10-1 4(w." + w,,+I)] (8.98)
j, -o

8.13. BROADENING OF LINEAR DIPOLE MOLECULES ACCORDING TO FOLEY

Foley 7 considered the broadening of the rotation-vibration lines utilizing his Eqs. (6.143) and (6.144)

for the half-width and shift respectively.
For an inverse third power dependence of the interaction energy on the molecular separation, for

example, p = 3 in Eq. (6.143) and this equation becomes:

00
8,rN yk f d sin' a = 4,rN J y, - = 4,0N<ft> (8.99)

2 a2 k 2

where we may recall that ', arises from Av A/r' while 0 arises from A; =A/rj.

Now Foley used Eq. (8.23) - the root mean square value of the Rotational Resonance interaction -

as<#5 > in Eq. (8.99) to obtain the half-width due to this effect. One might question this procedure, how-

ever, since Foley's definition of y* is the difference between two f's defining interactions for two states.

At any rate, the resonance half-widths obtained in this manner are listed in Table (8.4).
Foley utilized Eq. (6.143) with p - 6 for the case of the Directional Effect, and for this case the inter-

action constants were obtained by him from Eq. (8.15). The results of his calculations for HCN and HCl

are given in Table (8.4).
Fig. (8.18) gives a comparison between the a vs. J curve for Foley as well as Lindholm. It would appear

that Lindholm's curve more closely approximates the experimental results than Foley's which Anderson'

attributed to possible errors in Foley's calculations. Actually there is no reason for much variation in these

two sets of results. If Foley was desirous of working within the framework of his theory rather than

Weiaskopf's there appears to be no particular reason for his not using Lindholm's careful method of doing so.

Had he so done it seems reasonable to suppose that the result would have been to raise Lindholm's curves

of Fig. (8.18) (for p equals three or six in Eq. (6.47) Foley's half-widths exceed Weisskopf's by factors of
157 and I.I respectively) perhaps to better agreement with experimental data rather than to distort these

curve&.

(Z anra Eq. (UN11).
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HC HCN
a See.

I cr.-  I order Resonance Total Shift

0 0.39 0 0.32 0.54 (.86 :0.12
1 0.60 1 0.39 0.92 1.31 +0.14
2 0.72 2 0.44 1.33 1.87 +0.14
3 0.70 3 0.48 1.69 2.17 +0.14
4 0.58 4 0.50 1.98 2.48 +0.13
5 0.42 5 0.53 2.20 2.73 +0.12
6 0.27 6 0.54 2.35 2.89 +0.10
7 0.158 7 0.54 2.41 2.95 +0.065
8 0.80 8 0.55 2.41 2.96 +0.040
9 0.038 9 0.56 2.34 2.90 +0.010

10 0.016 10 0.55 2.24 2.79 -0.018
11 0.54 2.06 2.60 -0.043
12 0.53 1.87 2.40 -0.067
13 0.51 1.67 2.17 -0.082
14 0.50 1.46 1.96 -0.10
15 0.48 1.25 1.73 -0.11
16 .44 1.05 1.49 -0.11
17 0.42 0.87 1.29 -0.12
18 0.38 0.71 1.09 -0.11
19 0.36 0.56 0.92 -0.11
20 0.32 0.44 0.76 -0.10
21 0.30 0.34 0.64 -0.10
22 0.26 0.26 0.52 -0.088

Table (8.4). (After Foley37)

8.14. AN APPLICATION OF SYMMETRICAL TOP DIPOLE BROADENING. AMMONIA

The development of microwave spectroscopic techniques in recent years has naturally led to a quickened
interest on the part of many investigators in pure rotational spectra and the line broadening particular to
this spectra. In this and the next several sections we shall consider some of the theories which have
been advanced recently aimed directly at microwave broadening effects or at microwave and infrared
effects.

In Appendix (VI) the manner in which absorbing transitions may take place between the two members

of an inversion doubled vibrational level has been indicated. Taking, for example, the ground vibrational
state and the possible inversion transition within this state, the variation of the inversion doublet separation
with J and K will :be responsible for the occurrence of many spectral lines as a result of this transition.

Bleaney and Penrose9 have furnished the microwave field with some excellent results on the widths of
these ammonia inversion lines. Some of the results of their experiments are contained in Fig. (8.9).
Bleaney7 used an interruption type approach to this broadening under the assumption that the disturbing

ammonia molecule causes a cirtain perturbation of the absorbing ammonia molecule due to the field of its
dipole. A collision is declared as having occurred at a certain separation or interaction energy, and, under
an application of the normal interruption theory, Bleaney determines the half.widths as proportional to
3 11K2/J2 + J. Although a cursorily satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment was thus

obtained, Margenau'"7 has made a telling point which casts more than a little doubt on the meaningfulnes
of this agreement.
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In order that this interruption approach succeed in explaining the broadening, it was found that an
interaction energy (corresponding to a minimum collision-defining separation) of around twice the inversion
doublet level separation be used. "If this were to e taken literally it would imply that the molecule could
go on absorbing even when the perturbation is larger than its natural frequency or indeed when the natural
frequency is negatiVe. In suggesting this the impact theory rather defeats itself."' ' 7 This is not only a
telling but also a restrained comment on the situation.

Margenau thus decided to use the interaction between two symmetric dipole rotators* in conjunction
with his Statistical theory to account for this broadening. His results were in good, if not spectacular,
agreement with those of experiment, but, equally important, they were based on tenable theoretical
ccnsiderations.

To begin with, the interaction energy has already been found as:

V(JKIJKA) = 1- K1K (8.100)
R3 J(J + 1)J,(J + 1) (

where EA is the expression (in M and M) in curly braces in Eq. (8.61). Here A, and hence tA, may take on
(2j, + 1) (2J2 + 1) values corresponding to the number of values available to M, and M.

Eq. (8.65b) has already told us that an interaction of the form Eq. (8.100) will result in no spectral line
shift so we turn our attention solely to the widths.

If the doublet transition "normally" results in the absorption of radiation of frequency vo, then at
separation R between two ammonia molecules, the absorber would absorb radiation of frequency:

1 _V") = BA (8.101a)

where, from Eq. (9.69):

BA" 2 KIKI e f ,)(.0b
h J(J + 1)J,(J, + 1) (A - ,M) b(eA - eM) (8.101b)

Perhaps it should be emphasized again that in the transition from one member of the inversion doubled
vibrational level to the other J1K1J2K2 do not change their values although the dipole changes its orientation
causing Mi to change. If this were not the case Eq. (9.70b) would obviously not be justified. Margenau
ignored the selection rules on the basis of the large number of possibilities for J and A for all but small
A and A. For this reasonA is replaced by a where o, takes on all values from one to n = [(2j + 1) (2J2 + 1)1.1/2

We are now in a position, after assuming binary encounters and the resulting low pressuret to carry
out the probability calculation leading to a statistical line shape.

We now divide space into private cells of volume 1/N, and to each of these we assign a perturber. Next,
n of these cells are taken, one for each value of (1 < a' n). In the q-th cell:

V = ! + f (8.102)

*See hupra, Sec. 9.
t Bleaney and Penrose used quite low pressure* so that this should be a reasonable approximation,
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according to Eq. (8.101a) at separation R. We presume the cells to be spherical, and the probability that

the frequency lies nearJ (the portion of the a,-th space contributing this frequency being a spherical shell of

radius R) is:

I,(3)df ) - R W) df (8.103)

Let us take f > 0 which means that one half the n cells will contribute to the probability since

Eq. (8.101b) is symmetrical as indicated by the zero value for its mean. In order to obtain the intensity

at a frequency separationf from the line center it is now merely necessary to sum Eq. (8.103) over all n/2

values of a (forf > 0) with the result:

f= /2 4 J1l),I 47rN / (8.104)

where N/n, the normalizing factor, is simply the reciprocal of the volume contained in the n cells.

Again utilizing the symmetry of the B, arising from the disappearance of the mean value

df f df~ f
so that Eq. (8.104) becomes:

2; 1 B,,
If =2 N W _ o__ (8.105)

3f n

In normalizing If, the lin.;ts of integration are BIR/R (R',,. = 3irN/4) and infinity, where the lower

limit is different in each term of the sum in Eq. (8.105). Eq. (8.105) gives the positive wing (f > 0) of the

distribution which, however, is mirrored in the negative wing (f < 0). Consequently the normalization

integral I(f) must be equal to one half.

On the basis of the large value of n, Margenau assumed a Gaussian distribution* of the B,. By virtue

of this Gaussian assumption we may equate the mean of the absolute values to the standard deviation or root

mean square value of the deviation from average times \I - .
I

B,= J/2 B212(. a

and from Eq. (8.101):

X B, 2 = b2 , (e.)- ',)2 = 2b2n'/2 , ; =Al 2=2 n <el> (8.107b)
WA* A

where <e2> is the mean square energy and has been given by Eq. (8.68a).

Eq. (8.106b) may now be substituted into Eq. (8.106a) and the result in turn substituted into Eq. (8.105)

to yield:
1(f") = 4o2 1 /' #  

1  K K2 I N (8.107)
3 k 3 / h (U 1)J(J 2 + 111/2 fP

which quite obviously holds only in the line wing.

This should not be supposed to imply a Gaussian distribution of intensities in the spectral line.
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If we assume a dispersion distribution, one obtains for large -- oo - :
1 6

r (P - v0)'

so that:

6 2 t g_ 1% N K1K3
\32 h [Ji l)J,(J, + -1)]1/2 (8.108a)

Finally the average value of the involved combination of perturber quantum numbers over a Maxwell.

Boltzmann distribution* is taken:
X [K,(Jil + J)] g(JK)e-W(J 1xs/ rT<K,J,(J + 1)> -- _____________

< g(AK*)e-W(AZ)/T (8.109)
J'K'

In Eq. (8.109) the W(J,K) are the symmetric rotator energies as given by Eq. (2.37b). The g(J2KI)

are the statistical weights of the levels. Smith'" has carried out the calculation indicated by Eq. (8.109)

to obtain 0.54 for T = 20*C. For ammonia j = 1.44 x 10 - 18 e.s.u. On this basis Margenan obtained the

result:

= 1.13 x 10-1 K, an-(mmHg)-1 @ 20TC. (8.110)

p J 1)11/3

and the straight line in Fig. (8.9) yields the results of applying this equation.

This then is Margenau's low pressure (and the theory has not here developed for any but low pressures)

result ior ammonia inversion lines, and its success for this case is manifestly apparent from Fig. (8.11). Some

of the modifications which higher pressures invoke will become apparent in Margenan's more refined treat-

ment of interactions between potential hill molecules which we consider next.

8.15. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LINEAR VIBRATORS WITH MIRROR POTENTIALS

The shift to the red with increase of pressure of the NH, inversion line, which had recently been

observed,$, 11 provoked the Margenau investigation1 s of the phenomenon which we shall consider in this

and the two succeeding sections. First let us note that in applying the term "linear" to NH, (or other

mirror potential molecules) we simply wish to imply that the mirror potential of the molecule is a function

only of the separation of the N atom from the H plane.

In considering this problem we again take the eigenfunctions for the two doublet members-of a vibra.

tional level as:

J, [2(1 - T)1-1/1 (*_ - t+) (8.ll1a)

1h [2(1 + T)]-', (4L + ,t+) (8.lb)

where again Ex > E,.
Now two interacting molecules of this type are to be considered.

Margenau choose@ to treat the case in which the dipoles of the two molecules are aligned along the same

axis. If we let xi be the separation of the mean positive charge from the center of mais of a molecule, the

resulting interaction between the two molecules under these circumstances is:

U 20e M (8.112)

*See supra, Eq. (8.77).
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If H(1) and H(2) are the unperturbed Hamiltonians for the two molecules and U(l, 2) the Hamiltonian

Of the interaction, then the present problem may be approached by minimizing

H(1,2) = H(1) + H(2) + U(1,2) (8.113)

after the fashion of Sec. 8.4. Eq. (8.27) for the present case is:

A 1(l)41(2) + B02(l)#(2) + COO1 ()0(2) + DOO,(1~(2)

-A#A + B#B + COC + D#D (8.114)
All diagonal elements of U vanish, which can be made easily apparent. As we have noted an integrand

must be symmetric. Now a linear combination of position coordinates is antisymmetric. Thus, 4,2s is sym-

metric so x0/'1 is antisymmetric and 4t,xo' is antisynimetric. -P'i is antisymmetric so x4i is symmetric and
jo is antisymmetric. Thus, the integrals involved in the diagonal elements of U disappear. As a conse-

quence the only allowed elements of U are:

UAB = UCD = 
2e3 ', (8.115a)

where: xn, = - (1 T2)1  (8.115b)

and x = f x +Idx =-fx4,dx (8.115c)

Thus, the nonvanishing matrix elements of H(1,2) are:

HAA =2E..; HBB = 2; HCC =HDD =E + EI

HAB =HCD =UAB (8.116)
Eq. (9.116) leads immediately to the secular determinant:

2E - E y 0 0

y 2& - E 0 0 0 (8.117)
0 0 E +& - E y
0 0 y E1+ 4- E

in which we have replaced the Uj, by y.
As is apparent from Eq. (8.117) the determinant has been split into two, two by two blocks, each of

which has two solutions. One simply solves for the E('l and subsequently obtains the constants A through D
in Eq. (8.114). from equations of the form Eq. (8.31). After this fashion one obtains as first order energies
and eigengunictions:

DO 2E + R(E, -E
0(1 (1 + S')- 1 (1~ i2 + S~'2(1)O,(2)] (8.118a)

EM' 2E6 - R(E1 - Es)

V' (1 + S-.2)-1S[1 )(2 S-:1.,(I) s(2)] (8.118b)
EM2 E= E+ E6 + y

= 4 ~(1~()+ ~'()i2I(8.118c)

EM~ = El + Es - y

V)= .-L~ [t(1)O(2) -#1'()I(8.118d)
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R = 1+ Q E 6 ] -1

S _E, - ER (8.118e)
Y

A cursory consideration of Eq. (8.118d) is sufficient to show that the eigenfunction in this equation is

the only one which is antisymmetric (changes sign) on exchange of the coordinates one and two. As a conse.

quence V) cannot combine with any of the other eigenfunctions, and may be neglected.

Now V0) and () are symmetric with respect to a reflection of their coor/'inates through the origin

(even parity). On the other hand, O(2) is antisymmetric (odd parity). The matrix elements of X = x, + x2A,
the electric dipole moment (odd parity), determine the intensities of possible transitions among the states
whose energies and eigenfunctions we have ascertained. Since X is antisymmetric, it may only combine with

a symmetric and an antisymmetric pair of eigenfunctions. This means that under the influence of X, V(*)
and V) as well as (I) and VC2) may combine, but (I) and -() may not. If we let Ai and wi respectively be
the energy difference and probability of such a combination, there results, from Eqs. (8.118):

A, = EW0 - E) = (El - E) [(1 + As)1/2 + A] (8.119a)

Axjx= EM') - EM3) = (E1 - E) [(1 ± A')1/ 2 - A] (8.119b)

A - jyj _ 2A2 1 (8.119c)E, - Ej (I TI)RI (El - &

to I fso)X (2) dx 12 = 2 (S + 1)2 xu2  (8.119d)
$2+1

I f,%()X 4(') dx 12 - 2 (S - 1)2 Xa (8.119e)
52+1

wherein all symbols have previously been explained.

The results of Eqs. (8.119) are rather self-evident, and appear in Fig. (8.12). The frequencies appearing

in this figure are given in units of the inversion doublet separation. From this figure also the manner in

which the line splitting increases with decreasing particle separation is apparent. The decrease in the intensity
with decreasing separation for the higher frequency is also notable. From these considerations, however,
one would expect that with increasing pressure the inversion line frequency should decrease as indeed it does.
One further point might be made to the effect that the line width could hardly be expected to vary with the

pressure, as Margenau has noted, under the conditions prevalent here - two frequencies varying differently

with pressure.

8.16. ROTATING LINEAR DIPOLES WITH MIRROR POTENTIALS

We now allow our dipoles to rotate as symmetric tops in addition to the behavior which we prescribed

in the last section as a next approximation to the actual molecular phenomenon. It appears apparent that

our Hamiltonian will now take the form:

H = H0 + Q = H,(1) + H,(2) + H,(1) + H.(2) + Uf(i),o) (8.120)

where H, is the Hamiltonian of a symmetric top rotator; H, is the H(i) of Eq. (8.113) and 2f(O,(p) is the
bracketed expression of Eq. (8.2).
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As our unperturbed eigenfunctions let us choose:
4,Ar (XIX2) OJKW M 1O1PX1) JK,M (01tX2) (8.121a.)

where the 4kjKM are given by Eq. (2.35b). Section 16 indicates that a good choice for 4DN will be:

$2 - q/-[ ,(1) ,(2) + ,(1) '(2)] (8.121b)
= 3 ,2(1),2(2)

There is no question but that 11o is diagonal with respect to Eqs. (8.121) since the eigenfunctions of this
latter equation are the eigenfunctions of the Ilamiltonian operator H0 . The eigenvalues of this operator we
know to be:

(NJKM1 J2 K2 M 21HoI NJ1KMJ 2 K2 M 2 ) = EN + E1 x, + EjK, (8.122)

in which the EN are given by the diagonal elements in Eq. (8.116), and the EjK are given by Eq. (2.37b).
Q, on the other hand, is not diagonal and its matrix elements are given by:

(N"JK,M1"J2K2M" I Q I N'JKM'JK2M') = (N" I U I N') (JK 1M1"J 2K:M2" Iff J1KMI'JK2M')

= (N"I U I N') (M1"M 2" If 1 M,1 M') (8.123)

In Eq. (8.123) the matrix elements off which are involved with changes in the quantum numbers

J and K are neglected. This ignoration entails a good approximation since the levels having different J and K
are so greatly separated in comparison to the separation of the two members of an inversion doublet that
they may be neglected. Neglecting M, the spatial degeneracy parameter, and its possible change would be
something else again.

Eqs. (8.112), (8.115), and (8.121b) may now be used directly to obtain:

U U I M) -R X2 0 1 0 (8.124)

1 0 0

In addition Eq. (8.122) may be written as:

E, +2E, 00
IITH= 0 E,+E+E2  0 (8.125)

0 0 E,+2

Then from Eqs. (8.120) and (8.122) through (8.125):

H = II T III I (MI"Mi"I 1 MIM'Mt') II + II U I I (Mi"M 2" I/l fM ' M 1) II (8.126)

A quite standard and well known procedure exists* for diagonalizing I (M"M2" I f I MI'M') I I while

leaving II (M1"Mi" I 1 I M1 M') II a unit matrix. This procedure is carried out to obtain a matrix for H
which consists of three by three blocks along the principal diagonal of the form:

E,+2E, 0 fy
II T + fUII= o Er+E + + fty 0 (8.127)

.fy 0 E, + 2E,

whose eigenvalues must be determined.

•For example the procedure is carried out every time one determines the normal modes of a harmonic oscillator.
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In order to accomplish this Margenau let e = E - (El + F2) - E,, that is, he let .e be the difference

between the perturbed energy E and the intermediate of the three unperturbed levels (see for example
Eq. (8.125)). Solutions are then required of:

0 -y --0 = 0 (8.128)
fiY 0 -(El - E2)-

which turn out to be

i [(EI - E2)2 + fi2y2],/2 = (El - E2)(Ri + 1) (8.129a)

ei2) = fY (8.129b)

e'(3) = _ [(El - E2)2 + f,2y2]1/2 - (El - E2)(Ri + 1) (8.129c)

where we now define Ri as: Ri= 1+ (£Efy)E2) - 1

We may note the agreement between Eqs. (8.118) and (8.129) when E, is neglected. Let us consider
just how the problem stands at this point.

The matrix off in Eq. (8.126) contains (2J, + 1)(2J 2 + 1) rows and columns since this is the possible
number of values of M and M2. This in turn means that there will be this number of diagonal elements.
Note that in Eq. (8.126) each element of the matrix off is multiplied by the three by three matrix i U 11
and similarly for the unit matrix. In the diagonalized version of Eq. (8.126) there will be (2J 1 + 1) (2J2 + I)

matrices of the form Eq. (8.128) along the principal diagonal leading to 3(2J, + 1)(2J 2 + 1) roots of the
form Eq. (8.129). This means quite simply that due to the interaction considered in this section each inver-
sion doublet will be split into 3(2J + 1)(2J 2 + 1) energy levels.

The symmetries of the eigenfunctions associated with Eqs. (8.129) are the same as those associated with
the corresponding eigenvalues of Eqs. (8.28). Thus the corresponding states may combine here. In place
of the two spectral lines resulting from the considerations of Sec. 16 we now have (2J 1 + 1)(2J 2 + 1) lines
of increased frequency and a like number of lines of diminished frequency. If A is replaced by fiA in Eqs.
(8.119), thus redefining also S, the transition probabilities for the present case result. As may be noted from
Eq. (8.2) f, is never greater than unity so that in general we may expect the level shift indicated by Eqs.

(8.129) to be somewhat less, on the whole, than the shift of the previous section.
We shall return to a consideration of the results of this section after a brief study of multiple encounters,

but now let us merely mention an earlier point which this section bears out before turning our attention to a
three molecule interaction.

In Eqs. (8.129a) and (8.129c) e has a dependence on quadraticfiy while in Eq. (8.129b) a linear relation-
ship exists. Then for the casefiy << 1 we may consider the upper and lower levels, as given by the first and
third of Eqs. (8.129), as fixed while the intermediate level shifts its position in linear relation tofiy. This in
turn means that the two inversion frequencies change in value as +fiy, and we may recall that this result
was forecast in Sec. 15 for the case of low pressure. The more accurate low pressure treatment of this section
tends then to bear out this earlier result.
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8.17. THREE MOLECULE INTERACTIONS AND THE NH3 INVERSION LINE SHIFT

In order to determine whether a consideration of many molecule interactions tends to change the
theoretical prognostications in the preceding sections, Margenau investigated the case of the interaction

between three very symmetrically arranged linear vibrators possessed of mirror potentials. The simplest
configuration of three such models is a placement of them at the vertices of an equilateral triangle with the

axes of their dipoles aligned parallel to the opposing faces of this triangle. This was done; no rotation was
allowed, and the resulting interaction effect on the energy levels was determined after the fashion of See. 16.
Let us sketch this solution very briefly.

Eq. (8.112) becomes:

u= e(xIx2 + X1X3 + xZ,) (8.130)
4 R1

and the symmetric eigenfunctions corresponding to those in Eq. (8.114)

4/4 = 44(1)44(2)4/(3) -11"I EA = 3E,

B = 112 + 12 1 + 2 11 EB = 2E, +Ed

0c = 122 + 212 + 221 Ee = Ei + 2E2 (8.131)

4D = 222 ED = 3E2
which lead to: ( 0 0 32 0

0 62 0 32
32 0 62 0 (8.132)
0 32 0 0

where: z =

4(1 - T2) R2

The determinantal analogy to Eq. (8.119)

3E 1 - E 0 32 0
0 2E, + E + 2z - E 0 Z = 0 (8.133)

z 0 Ei+2& +2z-E 0
0 32 0 3F4 - E

of solution:

EW = 3E + ,(E - E) ; V0' -Q+ = OA + -L J (8.134a)

0)13A(3E(P) = 3E, +I h(Ej - Ej) V) (s_4- 'h' [ a 3 -A (8.134b)

Ell) = 3E + tis(E - E) ; I) 1fi + 'I L A + 1'3 OC (8.134c)

E(l) = 3& + ]4(EX - 4, V) ( + 4 + (8.134d)
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where: A = ; = [(1 - A)2 + 3A2]1/- (1 - A) ; ,= [(1+ A)2 + 3A21/ + (1 + A)E, - E2

N = - [(1 - A) 2 + 3A211/2 - (1 - A) ; V4 = - [(1 + A) 2 + 3A2]1/I + (1 + A)

The allowed matrix elements of X = x, + x2 + x3 together with the corresponding energy differences

are:

X122 (A711 + A72 + 17072) 2 j 2 ; A2 = (3 + 71 - 72)(El - E2) (8.135a)

(A2 + 1i 2)(A2 + -I2)

X142 -(A,?, + AN4 + 23117) 2i ; A14 =(3 + 171-~ n4)(E, E2) (8.135b)
(A2 + -1,11

2)(A2 + 3174) 2

X22 = (An2 + A, + ,a)2 
W 27 ; A23 = (-3 + 72- 71)(E - E2) (8.135c)(A2 + 1,2)(A2 + 1132)

X3 = (Ajj + AN + 1714)' ; A 4 = (3 + 73 - 174)(E - E2) (8.135d)
(A2 + 1,2) (A2 + 1174')

The results of Eqs. (8.135) are plotted in Fig. (8.13). Since the transition probability X,42 is very small

it has not been indicated on these plots, and, correspondingly A14 has been neglected. As was to be expected

the inversion frequency has now been split into four components. Of the three we are here considering, it is

to be noted that as in the two particle collision case the component of decreasing energy is also the component
of increasing intensity while the reverse now holds for both the components of increasing energy. A com-

parison of Figs. (8.12) and (8.13) serves to illustrate a notable difference between the two and three particle

cases. The dominant (intensitywise) frequency decreases much more rapidly with A in the three molecule
case than it does in the two molecule case. This "fact" leads Margenau to an interesting conclusion.

As we have seen the larger number of interacting particles has led to a greater frequency perturbation.
Through Eq. (8.129) the effect of rotation is to decrease this spread. Compensating effects appear to be

in the wind, and the results of See. 16 are at least suggested as valid under these conditions.
Under the assumption that the resonance frequency could be approximated by the mean frequency,

as given by h' = w1A1 + wy.1A11, and that A << 1, Margenau obtained for the shifted frequency:

P - ;'o (1 - A2) (8.136a)

Since: A- _-.W__ 2,?N 0
(El - F)RI E - F2

wherep is the ammonia pressure in atmospheres, E, - 0.8 cm.-', 4 = 1.44 x 10- 1 and the temperature

is taken as 00C, Eq. (8.136a) becomes:

P - o(l -0 .36p') (8.136b)

This can only be expected to hold at low pressures since (1) it has been obtained under the assumption

of a binary collision or a two particle interaction and (2) the factor A has been assumed as small. The

"dominant" frequency may also be written approximately for low pressures from the binary theory as:

In = ,o (1 - 0.6p) (8.136e)

and this may be compared with the experimental results.
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From Fig. (8.12) the result is 0.44 cm.- and from the experimental data"t 0.5 cm. - I for the dominant
frequency at one atmosphere. It would appear from this agreement then that this approximation and the
theory from which it arose is good up to pressures of this order. As Margenau has demonstrated it definitely

fails for ammonia above this pressure, however.
Thus, in this and the preceding two sections we have considered Margenau's method of approach in

successfully accounting for the shift of the inversion line at low pressures through the assumption of binary
interactions. We have also noted the much more rapid decrease of the energy of the "dominant" frequency*
with A for the three particle case than for the two particle case.t The actual failure of the two particle
theory for higher pressures stems from an inability on the part of this theory to cause a rapid enough decrease
of this frequency with A. Thus, it would appear that the many particle interactions are at least pointing
in the direction of the required correction for higher pressures.

8.18. ANDERSON'S LINE BROADENING THEORY

What Mizushima has described as an elaborate approach was utilized by Anderson' in what we may,
with some justification, term another Interruption Broadening consideration. Our consideration of his
theory will perhaps be somewhat sketchy in comparison to certain of our other studies.**

Anderson begins by making what he calls the "assumption of a classical path." We might interject
here that we have inferred the translational motion of the molecules as classical - the meaning of the above
phrase - except in our consideration of the Jablonski theory, lie then arrives at the equation for the
intensity:

+00

I(w) = const w4Tr 11 po f dteic Az(t) f dt'e"t' M (t') 11 (8.137)
-00

which has a somewhat familiar appearance. In essence a rather hugger muggertt quantum mechanical solu-
tion of this equation for the line shape, line width, and line shift under certain rather standard interruption
assumptions constitute the residue of the theory. We shall be a little less sketchy than this, however.

First the matter of obtaining Eq. (8.137) must needs be considered and we shall only do so in a qualita-

tive manner which tends to justify the result. Anderson, in his dissertation, has used the quantum radiation
theory to obtain this equation, and Margenau and Bloom12 have, in quite a sophisticated manner, obtained
an equation of the form Eq. (8.137) which contains two terms, one for the true absorption and the second for
the induced emission. Let us merely indicate how this equation might arise.

We begin with the classical intensity distribution based on the Fourier analysis of the varying dipole
moment of a molecule:

+0

0 I f .z(t)ei tdt 12 (8.138)
-00

which we suppose averaged over all states. Based on an appeal to correspondences we now replace the
observables in Eq. (8.138), namely, u,(t), by the analogous quantum operator. In order to find an average
we utilize the density matrix as indicated by Eq. (6.162) to obtain Eq. (6.117). Objections to this method

can, of course, be raised (commutability of ,(t') and u,(t) for example) with complete justification, but we
accept Eq. (8.137) since we agree that a rigorous derivation of it exists.

* See Fig. (8.13).
f See Fig. (8.12).
** A thorough coverage of the Anderson theory has been carried out quite recently by Tsao and Curnutte.5'
f The degree of hugger muggery here is directly related to the brevity of the article in question.
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Before continuing let us discuss time development operators, unitary transformations and such, briefly,

of course.
Suppose there to be a Hamiltonian of the form H0 + H, where the H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian

of a two particle system and the H, that for the particle interaction. We further assume that we have
diagonalized the matrix of H0 and obtained this operator's eigenfunctions as #k(0). Under the aegis of H
we develop from these eigenfunctions the eigenfunctions 4',(t) as follows:

k (t) = Uk (O) (8.139)

where U is the so-called "time development operator." This operator is of the form e( /") ' for HXH(t) and
of the form e-iJfo B(t')dt' for H = H(t) where H(ti) commutes with H(t2), that is:

H(t,)H(t) = H(th)H(ti)

for any t, and t2. The substitution of this latter operator into (i H(t) 0 tends to verify this

immediately.
Let us suppose we have a matrix relation as follows:

(t)= U-p 0U (8.140)

Then we have carried out a similarity transformation, and a factor concerning this transformation for which

we shall have some little use is the invariance of the trace under such a transformation. In Eq. (8.140)U-1
is the inverse matrix* such that U-'U = 1. We shall be primarily interested in unitary matrices which are

defined by the relation U- = Ut where Ut is the adjoint matrix.** If the matrix U in Eq. (8.140) is
unitary then the transformation of Eq. (8.140) is unitary.

It so happens that Eq. (8.140) not only served to illustrate some facts about matrices but also is a rela-

tion among the time development matrix (TDM), the moment matrix p(t), and the matrix, t2o, of A(t) at
t = 0. Although we shall not dwell on this relation one may surely intuitively grasp the manner in which

the TDM shapes the behavior with time of the moment matrix from the value of that matrix at time zero.
A modified TDM may now be defined such that:

T = Uo- 1 U U U0 T (8.141a)

where:

Uo=exp [-fr 0t] (8.141b)

When Eqs. (8.141) are substituted into (iV- - H) 0 the result is:
Ot

iX(UoT + UoT) = (Ho + H,)UoT ) iUoT HUoT--I )i i (U0-'HU0)T (8.142a)

and when they are substituted into Eq. (8.140) one finds:

1!(t) T-1 exp ( Hot) exp (- Hot) T (8.142b)

We shall cease to use the symbol fJ as designating a matrix and simply use boldfaced type from this point on.
* We here refer to the complex conjugate transpose (ay , aii) which is sometimes termed the "associate matrix."
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a typical matrix element of which is:

(mIp(OIn) 2(mIT-hii)(il p(' Hot) k) (kIo i)Qiexp(-- Hot)l) (11 Tin)

- Z (m 1 ' 1 k) exp (-iWkjt) (k I Ao I l)(l1 T I n) (8.142c)*

where all but the diagonal elements of Uo have disappeared due to the diagonal quality of this matrix and
where),gzk = (E - Ek).

We directly substitute Eq. (8.142c) into Eq. (8.137) as a typical matrix element of p(t). What we desire

is the element of the product matrix of g(t) and the density matrix. We take the proper element and then
sum over the diagonal elements of this product matrix in order to obtain the desired trace. Finally then:

+00 +00

I(w) = const col Z (aI (p I b) f f dtlet(t - ' (b I T-1 (t) c)(c I oId) exp (ijdt)
abdo -00 -00

(dj T(t) Ie)(eI T-(t') If)(i Io I g) exp (-iwt') (g IT(t') Ia) (8.143)

We might stop to remember at this point that all the operations which have been carried out so far and
all those which will follow are simply for the purpose of transforming Eq. (8.137) into some form which will
tell us explicitly the shift, the shape and the width of the spectrum line which we are to expect.

We now modify Eq. (8.143) by substituting a relation of the form Eq. (8.140) for the density matrix
at t = 0, jo = T-1pT and then, substituting the new time development matrix,

T(t--t') = T(t')T-I(t)

we obtain a function of the form Tr(T - Z T) which since we know the trace to be invariant under a similarity

transformation is equivalent to TrZ. Thus, there finally results:

+W +00
I(co) = const • w' fdt fdt('e*w"t) Z (a Ip(t) I b)(bIo I c) exp (-iwbt)

-00 -00 abcde

• (ci T-(t-t') I d)(dj lole) exp (-id4')(eI T(t-t') a) (8.144)

By using the substitution t' = t + r Eq. (8.144) may be reexpressed in "Correlation Function
Form"t as:

+00

1(w) = w4 const 2; f dr exp [i(w - wd,)r] d,(r) (8. 14 5a)
de -0

+00
4,pd(r) = f dt 2 exp [-i(,be + wde)t] (a I p(t) I b)(b I Ao I c)(c I T-(t) I d)(d I Mo I e)(e IT(t) I a) (8.145b)

-00 ab

Up to this point no restrictions on the theory in the form of modifying approximations have been made,
but at this point Anderson found it necessary to introduce the condition which changes the subsequent
treatment into an Interruption type treatment. The assumption to be made is that the time between colli.

• If asj is an element of A, etc., we may recall the labelling rule for the multiplication of matrices: (ABCD)I, -

Z ajbjkckdlj, and so on for the element in the product matrix for larger products.
fbi

t See supra, Chap. 6.
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sions is much greater than the time of collision. This assumption when applied to a consideration of the

matrix elements of (UO-1 HjU0) leads one to the conclusion that these matrix elements and hence Eq. (8.145b)

disappear unless:

&Jbc + &Jd. = 0 (8.146)

and the two frequencies appear to be resonating.
Eq. (8.146), of course, has the advantage of greatly simplifying Eq. (8.145b) by removing the exponen.

tials in question from it. Anderson noted that Eq. (8.145b) had the look of a time average. Let us now
investigate the consequences of this conclusion.

To begin with we specify the density matrix by a typical matrix element as:

(n I PB I m)6..g. exp (-E./kT) / Z g, exp (-E./kT) (8.147)
n

This would appear to be the reasonable time to introduce the degenerate indices as well as the explicit

fact that there are two molecules present both of whose states must be considered. Although the electric
dipole moment could refer also to molecule 2 (the perturber) we suppose that it does not so that this operator

is diagonal in the states of the perturber. We then (1) replace the integral in Eq. (8.145b) by an average

(2) replace p(t) by its specific value (3) introduce degenerate indices and (4) recognize the existence of per-

turber and emitter to obtain from Eqs. (8.145):
+0

I - f dT exp [i(co1f - w),r] I (Ji I PB I J).if(r) (8.148a)

if(T) - (J2 I PB I J 2) 2; 2; (JjM, I A I JfMf) < (JfMfJ2M I T-'(,r) I JfMfJ 2 M 2 ')
J2 g2 J2' ifMi MfM1 '

M2Af2'

(JfM z' I JAM') (JiM'J2'M2' T(r) I J J 2AM2) >over t (8.148b)

It is certainly reasonable to suppose that the collisions which the emitter undergoes occur isotropically

insofar as collision direction is concerned. As a consequence the average of T-1M T will be independent of

the actual placement of the z-axis. We are thus free to conclude that for a rotation of the reference frame
specified by:

8.= 2g + 2 + as ' (8.149a)

the average transforms as:

<T-IT> = _a<T-l 'T> + c 1<T-lE'T> + a3<T-_,u.T> (8.149b)

so that this average transforms as a vector according to Eq. (3.1). We shall not demonstrate it, but it is

known"'5 that the matrix elements of this averaged matrix, due to its vector component behavior, are

determined by the transformation property so that we may write:

(JfMfJ2M 2 I < T-1,T> I JMJ2 'M 2') = (JfM, I u. I JM) Bsa; Mat; F(r) (8.150)
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The substitution of Eq. (8.150) into Eq. (8.148b) results in:

p(r) = 2 1 (JM I u.I JfM) J2 F(r) = Tr [/,AS] F(r) (8.151)

since the square arises by matrix multiplication definition; the summation over M2 cancels the g2 in the
numerator of Eq. (8.148b) and:

2; (J j p J2) = 1
J2

The next step in the solution amounts to determining F(r) from a differential equation for this quantity

which may be obtained. Then from an equation of the form Eq. (6.138) (which we may recall also arose

from a "Correlation Function" type process) expression for the shift and shape may be obtained.
We now let:

T(r -+ r + dr) = T(T + dr)T-(r) (8.152)

and note that, since the collisions are random, the events occurring in the time intervals r and dr are

independent and consequently the TDM's for these two periods commute. We make the substitution as
indicated by Eq. (8.152), and then utilize Eq. (8.151) to carry through a series of steps quite similar to

those which we have already carried out to finally obtain:

qP(r + dr) = (A I P I J2) Z, Tr<I2 ' [T_,1V2,f 2 s/i [Tj,,'2". 2> F(T) (8.153)
J2 gs, J2,

where:
[T]f

-
j f'2' = (JfMfJ2 M2 I T I JM'J2'M') (8.154)

We now suppose that different types (this means collisions of different optical collision diameter and

direction) of collisions are designated by different values of a. Now the probability that a collision will

occur during the time interval dr and lie in the type range do is given:

p(do, in dr) = Nvdodr (8.155)

Next de(r) is averaged over these collisions as:

de(T) = drNv f d- [(P(7 + dr) - €(7)] (8.156)

A substitution may be made for dv(r) from Eq. (8.151) for p(r), and from.Eq. (8.153a) for ((r + dr).
These substitutions result in the differential equation for F(r):

d F(r) -Nv,-F(r) (8.157a)
dr

where:

[ df [(1 -P I J 2 ) Z Tr[Mz T-(du)}I2If2M1i(T(do')1ii'2](8.157b)

or, with 1 =Z(J I p J2): 17 = Z (2 I PI J2)0', (8.157c)
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where:
I Tr [~~'{T- (dac) I 2/l',/ T(do) }t2'2

"V= dL I I ' - gjTr [AJ ,/ j (8.157d)

The solution of Eq. (8.157a) is:
F(T) = e-VVT (8. 158a)

where:
a = r -+ ii (8.158b)

In order to obtain the intensity distribution in the broadened spectral line we substitute Eqs. (8.158a)

and (8.151) into Eq. (8.148a). Integration subsequently yields:

() (J il Ji) Y I (J Mij I', I J1 M) I, Nva) -- (8.159)

JJf g~i MiMf - w1j + Nvo' + (NyU 7)2

From Eq. (8.159) we may immediately obtain the line half-width and shift as:

Nv
6= - o0 cm. - ' (8.160a)

ire

D = .- t'a cm. - I (8.160b)
27rc

It would now appear that were U in a form which was amenable to calculation the problem would be

essentially solved, and indeed this remains the major step to solution.
By a series of manipulations involving vector addition coefficients and certain relations among them*

the traces in Eq. (8.157d) may be evaluated. Choosing the axis of quantization (simply the axis along which

the spatial degeneracy parameter M has meaning) so that it coincides with the z-axis allows the expression

of the trace in the denominator of Eq. (8.157d) in terms of these vector addition coefficients and the subse-

quent evaluation of this trace.
In evaluating the trace in the numerator a few preliminary considerations are requisite. This trace

contains the matrix T - and its inverse, of course - so that for a given optical collision diameter p this trace

must needs be averaged over all directions.t Now the trace is independent of the axis of quantization,

however, so that the axis of quantization may be taken along the optical collision diameter and the trace

subsequently averaged over all directions, of this axis which we have specified as along the z-axis. The

averaged trace in question may be calculated with the result that Eq. (8.157d) takes the form:

j, = f 21rpdp S(p) (8.161a)
0

UA(J/1tM I Jf1JM,) (JA.M/M I JtlJiM,')

S(P) MiMi'Mf J1' (2Ji + 1) (2J 2 + 1)
MI'MsMS'

M

_ (JMfJ2 AM2  T-(p) ( JfMf'J2'M 2')(JiM/'J2'M 2') I T(p) I JM OJ2 M2 ) (8.161b)

* These coefficients are described in detail in Chapter III of Reference 205 and it would not appear of any value for us to

go into the detail required for their discussion her6.
t Jablonski would undoubtedly object to this inferred (but unstated) assumption of rectilinear motion.
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where the first two symbols on the right of Eq. (8.161b) are vector addition coefficients. The differential do
which indicates a certain range of optical collision diameter and optical collision diameter direction has been
replaced by 21rpdp since S(p) has already been averaged over various collision directions.

The next step in carrying out a calculation of o is the computation of T, and a successive approximation
procedure has been used where, to begin with:

T T o + T, i T2... ; To = 1 (8.162a)

so that, from Eq. (8 .140a):

T,(t) = - -j J (U0-' H(t)Uo) dt (8.162b)

T,(t) = - - (U0 -H(t')U)dL'1(U-H6 (t")U.)dt" (8.162c)

As we have mentioned in connection with Eq. (8.139), if H, commutes with itself at different times then

T(t) exp [ fU0-'H,#)U 0)d] (8.163)

and Eqs. (8.162) would simply be'the power series expansion for the exponential in Eq. (8.163). It so
happens that H, does not so commute, but Anderson has carried out calculations which tend to indicate
that the assumption of this commutation proves a good approximation. As a consequence then, if we take
only the first three terms in the expansion of Eq. (8.163) there results for T:

T(p) - To + T1 + T2

-= 1; T, = -iP; T2 = IP1 (8.164a)

1 +00
where: P = f (U0-'HU 0)dt (8.164b)

An approximation type solution for S(p) may now be carried out:

S = S0 + S1 + '% + .... (8 .165a)

where the successive approximations to S arise from successive powers of the P matrix (Eq. (6.164)) in
Eq. (8.161b). To = P0 yields:

So(P) = 0 (8.165b)

In the first-order approximation to S(p)T 0
- , T and To, T - ' both contribute to the result:

SIP) = i (J,M,JM2  P I JMAJ2 M2 ) - (JM 1JMs I P IJMJ,M) (8.165e)
)= .,M (2J + 1) (2J 2 + 1) m-m, (2Jf + 1) (2J- + 1) (.
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For the second order approximation the possibilities T0-1, T2 and T0,T2-' yield:

r=I (JjMJSM2 j P 2 I JMJ2 M 2 ) + Z (JfMfJ2MS 1 I JfM(JM 2 )] 1
S2(p)o. o = LM,2  (2J + 1) (2J 2 + 1) +MM, (2J + 1) (2J2 + " J (8.165d)

while TI-1, T, result in:

S2(P)m E =I (JfIMfM I J,1JM,)(JflM/M I Ji1JM/) (J1 M1J 2 I P I JM,',,))M, M'Mf J2' (2Ji + 1) (2J, + 1)

(JjM/J,'M2' P I JMJ, M2) (8.165e)

so that:
S2(p) = S2(P)outer + S2(P).iddl. (8.165f)

In Eqs. (8.165) we note that a summation over J' not occurring in Anderson's Eqs. (54) is present.

This is due to the fact that Anderson had assumed T as diagonal in J2. This is certainly true if (a) T causes

no transitions among the nondegenerate states of the perturber or (b) changes in the quantum numbers of

the perturber may only occur simultaneously with changes in that of the emitter. This latter corresponds

to the resonance effect, of course. Under these assumptions we may drop this summation.

Let us also notice that 51(p) contributes only toward line shift while the Sj(p) contributes only to line

breadth, not that these facts should prove startling.
The theory in general form is now complete and stands ready to be applied, but before we go into Ander-

son's applications of it to actual cases, let us consider some necessary restrictions to it, a summarization of its

development, and the approximations contained within it.

As has been the case with the varied and sundry theories which we have considered, the theory breaks

down for small values of p. This transpires in the following manner. H, in Eq. (8.164b) depends - for

the dipole-dipole interaction which is the only one which Anderson considered* - on r-1 in first order

and r-1 in second order. This means that for sufficiently small r, P will become as large as you like. The

expansion of S in terms of P, Eq. (8.165a), is only valid, however, for small P. Thus does the theory, through

S, break down for small p. Anderson treats this in a manner which we may now detail.

To begin with Anderson assumed that for very small values of p the collisions are so strong that they

terminate the radiation by causing the molecule to proceed to some different nondegenerate state or when

the molecule remains in the same state they result in an arbitrary phase shift that averages to zero. In

either case then Eq. (8.161b) contains only the first term unity, so that while S,(p) is given by Eq. (8.165f)

for values of p greater than p, where S2(px) = 1, it is simply given by one for lesser values of p.
Anderson also tried two other approximations for S(p), namely:

Sii(p) =1 - cos (2St(p))1
n

and St3(p) = 1 - exp (- 2S%(p))

These three possibilities for S2 are illustrated in Fig. (8.14), and we might note here that Anderson found

the best agreement with experiment to arise from Si,.

* Tsao and Curnuttein have also considered dipole-quadrapole and quadrapole-quadrapole interaction within the frame.

work of the Anderson theory.
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Let us obtain Anderson's "region of resonance parameter" k. Now if H, = Kr-3 or Kr- , and (the

rectilinear assumption) r = p2 + v21t

+00

(a [ P lb) = f dtexp (iwcbt) (a I H±(t) I b) = K f dtexp (iOabt) (p2 + v2t2)-
3 /2 or -3

_ k f dX (Hx2)-or-3/2 (8 .166a)
p2v or p f (

where: x = ; k- (8.166b)
p V

The parameter k tells us whether the molecules have undergone fast collisions and/or whether the Wob

perhaps refers to degenerate levels. Either of the two integrals appearing in Eq. (8.166b) has about the

same value for values of k up to about one as it has for k zero. Within this region then (0 < k < 1) transi.

tions will occur between the states a and b as though these two states were resonant (or degenerate). Ander.

son explains this by an appeal to the uncertainty principle. For k < 1 the velocity may be supposed suffi-

ciently high that, with At the time of collision, there will be an uncertainty in energy (from AEAt > h) such

that wb acts as though it were negligible, this in turn means that the two states in question act as if they were

resonant.
Let us now rapidly review the major facets of the Anderson theory. We began with the expression

Eq. (8.137) for the intensity distribution in the broadened line which we only approximately justified but

which has been justified in some detail by Anderson as well as later authors.'" We then obtained from the

time development matrix defined by Eq. (8.139) a modified time development matrix, which proves mathe-

matically more convenient, as given by Eq. (8.141a). A few straightforward, mathematical manipulations

were carried out to obtain Eq. (8.145b) at which point one of the oft used approximations of the Interruption

theory was introduced, namely, (A) THE DURATION OF THE COLLISION IS VERY SHORT COMPARED TO THE

INTERVAL BETWEEN COLLISIONS. By this time the intensity integral had been written in Correlation Func-

tion Form. The Maxwell-Boltzmann form of the density matrix was introduced and the approximations of

(n) BINARY COLLISIONS was introduced. This led to Eqs. (8.148). The fact that collisions may certainly

be expected to occur isotropically allows us to obtain relations of the form Eq. (8.150) which yield further

simplifications. Additional manipulations yield Eqs. (8.157) and (8.158) for the quantity F(T), which, when

obtained, may be utilized in Eq. (8.148a) to obtain Eqs. (8.159) and (8.160) for the line shape, width, and

shift. We may note here the decrease of the intensity with the inverse square of the frequency separation

from line center which is certainly not generally correct.
In evaluating a an expansion for T was utilized. This required the approximation of a (c) MINIMUM

DISTANCE OF APPROACH OF THE COLLIDING PARTICLES.

At any rate, a was obtained in terms of S(p), an expansion whose third term, S2, as given by Eq. (8.165)

contributes only to the line width and whose second term, S1, as given by Eqs. (8.165), contributes only to

the line shift. Thus, when one has computed P from Eq. (8.164b) and subsequently S1 and S2 from Eqs.

(8.165) the shift and shape may be computed from Eq. (8.161a) and (8.157c). Also included in the develop.

ment was the approximation of (D) A CLASSICAL PATH. Let us touch on these four approximations briefly.

Insofar as (A) is concerned only Lindholm and Lenz of the Interruption writers had failed to include

this, and we might recall that Lindholm showed his ability to obtain Lenz's result without considering the

time of collision. His more refined treatment did very definitely include it, and, it might be added, he
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obtained more "variety" in his line shape equations as a consequence. Approximation (B) is also a rather

common one, but we have noted in Sec. 18 the manner in which in the statistical theory the progression

toward larger numbers of interacting particles in the theory seems to point toward better agreement with

theory. Approximation (C) has been used without any exceptions that come to mind. Approximation (D)
has been used in all cases except in the work of Jablonski.

Let us now give Anderson's specific treatment of the ammonia inversion line as an example of the

application of the theory.

8.19. SOME APPLICATIONS OF ANDERSON'S THEORY

A brief consideration of Anderson's calculations with regard to ammonia will not only serve to illustrate

the application of his theory, but will also tend to indicate its agreement with experiment so we now consider

this application.
We will consider the self broadening of the inversion line which we have already considered according

to Margenau's statistical theory method. This appears to be a very popular transition. To begin with

S(p)middle, the "'difficult' term" vanishes in this problem.

We consider the inversion doubled levels of the symmetric top under the interaction potential:

H=[ = I.-& _ 3 ( - . r)(A 2 . r) r - 3  (8.167)

the familiar dipole-dipole interaction. The polar axis of coordinates is taken as the optical collision diameter

to which the polar coordinates 01, 62, pl and p2 are referred. We designate tan-' ((vt)/(p)) as the angle V,.

Eq. (8.167) may now be expressed in terms of these angular coordinates, and certain of the matrix elements

of the symmetric top provide the matrix elements of the resulting equation.

There are now essentially two types of interaction matrix elements involved in the expression for P,

Eq. (8.164b), namely, (1) the first order Stark effect where collisions between molecules having the same

J values are considered and (2) the case of rotational resonance where the J values for the colliding molecules

differ by =h-1.

Now let us evaluate k, the resonance region parameter. To begin with we suppose that both molecules

are either in the plus inversion state or the minus. Then for both of them to undergo a transition to the other

inversion state, an energy change of about 1.6 cm. - is called for. The mean velocity here is about 8 x 104

so that according to Eq. (8.166b)

k = ±_ = p(A) xl0- x 3 xl.6x105 x2 = p(A) x0.035
v 8 x 104

which we shall subsequently make use of.

Next we wish to evaluate P as given by Eq. (8.164b) or (8.166a). If one molecule is in a plus inversion

state and the other in a minus we can have true resonance and neglect the exponential time factor. If the

optical collision diameter is less than 15A according to the above k calculation the pseudo resonance situation

will arise and we may still neglect the exponential factor. As a consequence of this situation i, may be

integrated before the matrix elements of it are taken to obtain P. If we let:

r =p 2±v+t2 sothat: cos p/r ; sink = vt/r
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we may obtain:

J Hd - [-cos 6, cos t0 - sin 61 sin 02 sin , sin i] (8.168)P2V#

00

The S sums may now be computed according to Eq. (8.168) with the result:

S,(JK) = 8 A' K1
2K2'

9 pVi22 Jl(J1 + 1) J2(J2 + 1)

for the case J, = J2, and:

- 1, K,) 8 Al (J11 - K12) (J2- K22)

9 p4vK2) J,1(2J, + 1) (2J, - 1) (8.169b)

8 4 [(J 1 + 1)2 - K12] [(J + 1)2 - K,2] (8 .169c)
S,(J, +I 1, K:) = -8 __ ___________

9 p4v2)J2  (J, + 1)2 (2j, + 1) (2J, + 3)

for the case J = A - 1.
We are evaluating Eq. (8.165d) which we now consider. Now neither in this consideration of ammonia

nor in subsequent considerations of HCN and HCI does Anderson consider the Alignment Forces* since,
according to this auth jr, "... the sums required become quite difficult for the second-order alignment
forces."'

If the abbreviation:
S(J2, K2) = A2/p (8.170)

is used, there results for the three approximate forms of S:

#1. or,(J2,K2) = p3(J2,K2) 2r (1.11A) (8 .171a)

#2. or2(J2,K,) = p3(J2,K2) 2rA (8.171b)

#3. cra(J 2,K2) = P3(J2, K2) 2w (0.885A) (8 .171c)

in the evaluation of which from Eq. (8.161a) the method of Jensent was used.
Finally one obtains:

= a (J2K2) (8 .172a)
JiKs

v- 0 cm.' (8.172b)
Irc

from Eqs. (8.157c) and (8.160a) respectively.
Anderson presented two types of comparison with experiment, both of which are rather impressive in

this case. The first type is a comparison of the absolute width of the line as measured and as computed with

See supra, See. 3.
t See supra, Chap. 6.
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this theory. The line used was the inversion line having rotational quantum numbers J, = 3 and K = 3

for which there should be negligible rotational resonance so that Eqs. (8.169b) and (8.169c) may be neglected.
Under these conditions the results of Table (8.5) are obtained where the experimental data is that of Bleaney
and Penrose. 03

Theory Experiment

Approx. #1 #2 #3

is 0.86 0.77 0.68 cm. -1 atm.- ' 0.74

Table(8.5) A comparison ofan absolute width by the Anderson theory with experiment. (After Anderson.)

Finally a comparison of the relative line breadths with experiment'0, 11 is made in which the theoretical

value for J = 33 is made to agree with the experimental for normalization purposes. The results are given

in Table (8.6).

J K Theory Experiment

2 1 2.6 2.6
3 1 2.3 2.4
3 2 3.3 3.2
3 3 4.5 4.5
4 4 4.6 4.5
5 1 1.8 1.8
5 2 2.5 2.6
5 3 3.3 3.3
5 5 4.8 4.7
6 3 2.8 3.1
6 4 3.5 3.6
6 6 4.8 4.7
7 5 3.7 4.1
7 6 4.3 3.9
8 7 4.3 4.1

10 9 4.5 4.2
11 9 4.1 2.9

Table (8.6). Comparison of the relative widths. Data were in cm.- I X 10-4 at

0.5mm. Hg. (After Anderson.3)

Anderson also considered the self-broadening of HCN and HCI and the foreign gas broadening by

several molecules. The HCN results are given in Fig. (8.14) in comparison with those earlier results of

Lindholm and Foley. He reported his agreement as fair in the case of HCI which to the author in question

meant 30%. Insofar as his foreign gas broadening results are concerned we shall let the author describe

them* "We do not present this evaluation because the results, in general, do not have any relation to
experimental results."'

* We recall that here Anderson has utilized only the dipole-dipole interaction. In a later consideration of the broadening

of ammonia by foreign gases'n he included also the interaction between the quadrapole moment of ammonia and the induced
dipole moment of the broadening atoms with a resulting agreement which was quite good.
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This then is the agreement of the Anderson theory with the experimental results, certainly quite impres.

sive for ammonia. It is not quite as impressive for HCN since the author found it necessary to simply

borrow Lindholm's results for the Alignment Forces due to the difficulty involved in evaluation according
to his theory even though his final results were quite good. For HCI and foreign gas broadening the impres.

3ivity continues to decrease.
"Elegance" (in several connotations) is present in this theory in abundance, but "simplicity" would

certainly appear to be lacking, and it appears that the theory may be rather restricted thereby. One dis.

appointing feature of this theory is the rigid requirement of an inverse dependence of the intensity on the

inverse square of the frequency separation from line center. This is certainly not true in all cases, not even
for polyatomic molecules.

8.20. ANOTHER ADIABATIC THEORY

We shall now conclude this chapter with a brief consideration of an adiabatic theory due to Mizushima.141

Commencing with the Hamiltonian-

Hi + H2 + H,1 + H,

with which we are quite familiar, Mizushima eliminates the nonadiabaticity from the state growth equation:

at-at )ji
ik - a3 

=  H- i~ t' a,

by eliminating the partial time derivative on the right hand side of this equation. Subsequently a series of

unitary transformations yields, for the author, the "generalized fourier integral formula." By assuming T*

- the matrix diagonalizing Hi + 2+ H,. - Mizushima obtained an expression which when integrated

yields the Weisskopf result.
We have already noted in connection with Foley's theory* that Mizushima disagreed with the Foley

procedure ansi finally obtained instead of the Foley result:

(C - 6- )+ (6.137a')

7 (V 0 - A)2+f 82

8 = f F(p) (1 - cos a)dp/21r (6.137b')

A = f F(p) sin apdp/2r (6.137c')

f AP dt (8.173)
h

The number of collisions with collision diameters between p and p'+ dp per unit time is given by:

F(s)ds = 8 rl -T) exp (-mv/2kT)0dvpdP GN (8.174)

Let us consider this expression at sufficient length for justification. To begin with the factors preceding

dv constitute nothing more nor less than the Maxwell.Boltzmann probability expression for the velocity

having value between v and v + dv. The term pdp is the probability for the occurrence of the optical collision

diameter between a p and p + dp, a simple enough expression since we assume random probability. Finally

See supra, Chap. 6.
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the expression G for the probability for the occurrence of a given rotational state will be given by a weighted

Maxwell-Boltzmann function of the form, say, Eq. (8.77).
The materials are now at hand for an evaluation of the shift and shape according to this theory.

Mizushima carries out this evaluation for (a) a well type potential and (b) an inverse power potential. For

the well type:

Ap = y for r <a ; Ap = 0 for r> a (8.175)

so that: a = 2(a 2 - p)/ 2 /y/v (8.176)

Eqs. (6.137) give then:
00

m( mf _. 
_

0

I n+ C) dip (8.177)

For the case 7 = c

8= ja 2 <v>Nand A 0 (8.179)

For the inverse power potential:
f- (8.180)

so that:
+G®

(p + vt2t2)-1

A/4 7 r(n - 1)2 - " (8.181)
VP n-I [r (n/2)],

Eqs. (8.174) and (8.181) subsequently lead to:

i8 (0-n)/(2n-2) r (3n) (2:-2 §~ -) 3r n-- 2 U m) r -

r(n-1) i  n { n- 3 } < iAsL2I-,>N. (8.182)
-r (821)8 2n-)

A = ta (n---"1 < - > (..
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Eq. (8.182) leads to the following specializations for three of the most important interactions:

8= 2" <fApI >N for n=3 (8.184a)
2

8 2 r ) 4 1/2 >N for n 5 (8.184b)

8 = I (k / r (r() / sin (L) < I A2/ >N for n 6 (8.184c)2 (-/ M \M/-5 Fr(3) 10

If the sign of Am is common to all collisions we will obtain Foley's Eq. (6.145) for the ratio between shift
and width from the present theory. The converse of this can be seen, for example, for the case in which the
average value of this quantity is zero and no shift results.

In applying the equations obtained above for the shift and width of the spectral line according to this
adiabatic theory, the task, of course, becomes one of evaluating the matrix elements of the intermolecular
interaction in order to obtain the values of AM which must be used in these evaluations.

(A) ADIABATICITY and (B) WEAK INTERACTIONS were perhaps the most important assumptions of
this section. No binary assumption has been made as yet for example but it would probably have to be

made during the interaction matrix elements evaluation.
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Fig. (8.1). Level splitting with molecular separation for the symmetric

dipole interation. (After Margenau and Warren.1 2 0 )
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CHAPTER 9.

THE BROADENING AND SHIFT OF THE HIGH SERIES MEMBERS

The foreign gas broadening theories which we have considered previously have all been amenable to a

more or less tenuous association with the labels Interruption or Statistical. Although we have devoted a

separate chapter to it, this association also holds for the Stark theory. The theory which we are now to

consider might, by rather stretching a point, be labeled pseudo-Statistical, but, since the general principles

of it are sufficiently unique, let us not attempt to so classify it. In all the theories considered we have been
able to suppose the molecule, whose spectral lines were being broadened, as an entity of itself which was

affected from without by one or a combination of broadening molecules. The theory which we are about

to examine proves quite different from this, however.

9.1. A QUALITATIVE EXPLANATION OF THE HIGH SERIES SHIFT

The indication that the higher series members should be treated any differently from any other spectral

lines was quite clearly given in the results which were obtained by Amaldi and Segre 2 for the shift and

broadening of the spectral lines of the two alkali atoms, sodium and potassium, by 112, N2, He and A.

Let us recall that when we speak of the higher series members we refer to spectral lines which arise from

transitions from photoelectron states of high principal quantum number n. In the conceptual language of

the Bohr theory this means that the orbit of the photoelectron is at a great distance from the atomic nucleus,

in fact, for principal quantum number 30 the radius of the Bohr orbit is around 500A. The size of this orbit

- or any other high n orbit - is the basis which Fermi used for the theory by means of which he sought to

explain the anomalies which Amaldi and Segre found in their high series spectra, namely: (1) The spectral

line shift increases as the series member increases, that is, the shift increases for upper states with higher n.

(2) As the order of the upper state continues to increase the line shift appears to converge toward a value

which is approximately proportional to the pressure. (3) The magnitude of the shift was found to be the

same for the spectral lines of sodium and potassium. (4) The amount and direction (violet or red) appear

to depend on the nature of the foreign broadening gas. Qualitatively Fermi explained these results, or some

of them, as follows:
To begin with only those electron orbits will be treated which are of sufficient radius to include within

the spheres corresponding to them several thousand foreign gas atoms. It is precisely this orbit size which

forms the basis for the present treatment. In the case n = 30 of the last paragraph there are, at atmospheric

pressure, 30,000 atoms within the orbit.* In addition the velocity of the electron at these distances from

its nucleus is low. The picture that then presents itself, and which is all important to the theory, is that of

the photoelectron moving slowly through the atoms of the foreign gas. From this picture Fermi evolved

two co-acting methods by which the lines are broadened.

* Quite often nannies and kids are pastured separately for reasons which need not concern us. In the evening when the
kids and their maternal ancestors are again placed in the same corral it is moot impressive to watch a nanny rapidly and unerr-
ingly pick her offspring from among hundreds of other and apparently identical kids while refusing to be cozened by the younger
members of other families. Although impressive, we must admit that this cannot hold a candle to the selectivity of the electron
and nucleus to which we refer.
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(a) The Polarization Effect. As we are well aware the electrons in an atom may be considered as

arranged in shells around the nucleus with a sufficient number of shells filled so that the positive charge of

the nucleus is screened or counteracted in such a manner that no electric field will arise due to the nuclear

charge. Now when we move the photoelectron out to such a distance that one or more atoms are either at

the same or lesser distance from the nucleus, the shielding effect of this electron will be absent insofar as these

atoms are concerned. As a consequence these atoms will be under the influence of a field of an ion of charge e.

We shall assume that they are not possessed of a permanent dipole, but an interaction between the dipole

induced on these atoms and the electric field will occur. The energy of this interaction can only arise from

one place, and that is the emitting atom. The result is that the energies of the energy levels of the atom are

lowered by the amount contributed to this interaction. In toto then the emitted spectral line is shifted

to the red as a result of the Polarization Effect.

(b) The Potential Valley Effect. We have considered an interaction between the partially unscreened

nucleus and the broadeners, and now we consider the interaction between the photoelectron and the broaden-

ers. Fermi considered the broadeners as effectively scattering potential valleys along the flight path of the

photoelectron. These valleys would not be large in extent, however, since the atoms causing them are

neutral. Quite obviously these valleys will have some effect on the energies of the electron, and we shall

see that (1) the line shift resulting may be either to the red or the violet and (2) the magnitude is always

greater than that of the Polarization Effect.

9.2. THE POLARIZATION EFFECT

Let us first consider one of the many foreign gas atoms contained within the orbit of the photoelectron

and hence acted on by the field of a charge e. If the separation of this atom from the center of the emitting

atom is ri, then the field in which this atom finds itself is e.

We now make our first assumption, namely, (A) THE BROADENERS POSSESS NO PERMANENT DIPOLES.

If, as usual, we take the polarizability as a, then the interaction energy will be given by - 1 a E2  - j ae2 1

so that the total energy shift resulting may be found by summing over all atoms within the orbit as:

AE= ae2 I 12 __ (9.1)

Very little error is introduced by extending this sum over all perturbers (this arises from the rapid

convergence of ri') so we do precisely this.

Now the spectral line may be supposed shifted by the same amount as the upper level since we may

imagine this effect as not present for the lower level involved in the transition. The shift of the line intensity

maximum due to the effect under consideration may then be taken as the energy perturbation resulting from

the most probable perturber configuration. This most probable configuration is a uniform distribution of the
4 1

perturbers, with the nearest one a distance 4 7rR 1l = I, where now the volumes of the individual perturbers
3 N

of size 1/iN are distributed in spherical shells. In order to find the value of the summation over ri then

we simply replace the summation in Eq. (9.1) by an integration of lower limit r, with the result:
o

I = 4rNfrL.ir N  (9.2)

i, f FJR
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Eq. (9.2) may now be substituted into Eq. (9.1) to obtain:

AE = - 10 e2aN 4/ ' ergs = -2.8 x 10(e - 1) N112 see -' = +. 00093(e - 1)AN cm -' (9.3)

according to Eq. (7.41b) under the standard assumption e - 1. The symbol e represents the dielectric

constant of the foreign gas.

Eq. (9.3) yields a shift of about a reciprocal centimeter for a foreign gas pressure of one atmosphere.

9.3. THE POTENTIAL VALLEY EFFECT

In taking up this second effect let us first introduce the assumption (B) THE MOLECULES ARE MONATOMIC.

This will tend to restrict the theory, but it will be important in the proof.

We wish to set up the Schrodinger equation for the photoelectron. First then we are in need of a poten-

tial function which conveniently presents itself as a sum of the potential due to the remainder of the emitter

(excluding the photoelectron) U, and the potential due to all broadeners present, 2 Vi. Now the de Broglie0 i

wavelength* of our earlier example - the atom with an n of 30 - is in the neighborhood of 100A. The per.

turbing atoms' potential V, will be of limited extent - and spherical symmetry - since the atoms are

neutral, however, so that the de Broglie wavelength will be large compared to the spatial extent of the V,.
Our Schrodinger equation will then be:

V2,P + IT [E - U - 2; Vil 0 = 0 (9.4)h2 i

Next a function, <4,>, is defined which is the space average of the eigenfunction of Eq. (9.4) in a

domain of small extent compared to the de Broglie wavelength but gufficiently large to contain a goodly

number of perturbers. The potential U will surely be about constant in such a region, and we shall so con-

sider it. The function which we have defined satisfies the equation:
V2 < > + 2m [E -U] < > - 2m <Y. Vio> = 0 (9.5)

We are now faced with the problem of computing < Z V , '> which may be accomplished in the follow-
ing approximate manner.

Since the remainder of the atom is some hundreds of angstroms away, we may expect E - U to be

sufficiently small so that it may be neglected in comparison to Vi in a small region about the i-th perturber.

In addition we have supposed our broadeners in a spherically symmetric state so that the potential will be

simply a function of r, measured, of course, from the perturber center. Consequently Vi = V3(r), and the

Schrodinger equation takes the approximate form:

72  mV = Vi (9.6a)

When we set u(r)/r, this becomes:

u"i = 2m Vi (9.6b)

In that part of space sufficiently far removed from the perturber, V, will tend toward the average value

<4,> which we have already defined. On the other hand the solution to Eq. (9.6b) at a position far from

the potential valley of the perturber is:

U = c, + car (9.7a)

It may be remembered that the de Broglie wavelength of a particle is related to the linear momentum of the particle
by the relation: h/X - p.
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Since 4 is tending toward <4> at great distance4 c2 is given by < > since u(r) = r#. There can be

no objection to replacing the constant c, by the constant a <4 >, so that Eq. (9.7) becomes:
u = (a + r)<0> (9.7b)

and the significance of a is apparent from Fig. (9.1).

We now integrate Eqs. (9.6) with the result:

2m f V4dr = 4,r 2m f Vurdr = 4 f u"rdr

= 4r I u'r - u = -47ra<O> (9.8)

where the final evaluation is obtained directly from Eq. (9.7b).

Eq. (9.8) leads directly to:
2m2m < X Vi O> = -41raN<#> (9.9)

Eq. (9.9) may now be substituted into Eq. (9.5) to obtain:2m -u #

V 2<O> + - [E0 - U1 <4> = 0 (9.10)

hMaN
where: E0 = E+ a (9.11)21rm

Eq. (9.10) is the Schrodinger equation for the emitting atom - considered as central core plus photo-

electron - when the perturbing foreign gas atoms are not present. Thus, E0 will take on the various values

of the unperturbed atom energies. Since Eis the energy of the perturbed atom, it will, according to Eq. (9.11),

differ from the unperturbed energy by amount:

AE = (9.12)

2irm

It is apparent from Eq. (9.12) that the direction of level and line shift will depend on the sign of the

quantity a. The problem is essentially solved then if some further information about the constant a can be

obtained. Fermi was able to obtain an approximate value for the magnitude of this factor - not the sign -

by beginning with Wentzel's expression' 94 for the collisional cross section for very slow electrons on the foreign

gas atoms:
ho2

a= - sin' To (9.13)Tp2

where p is the electronic linear momentum, and T0 is the phase change occurring in the matter waves asso-

ciated with the electron due to the perturber valley. Since the sign is equal to its argument for very small p:

T = P 4- (9.14)
h

We may obtain an alternate expression for the phase change by a study of Fig. (9.1). A consideration

of this figure is sufficient to tell us that the matter wave of the electron has suffered a phase change of a X

wavelengths after having undergone the influence of one of the potential valleys. It follows then that:
a/X = (9.15)

2w

We substitute Eq. (9.15) into Eq. (9.14) to obtain:

= 4ra2 (9.16)
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which may be utilized for the magnitude of a in Eq. (9.12), but, as we have noted earlier, which tells us

nothing about the sign, and hence nothing about the direction of the shift.

Finally, Fermi added the effect of See. 2 as given by Eq. (9.3) to Eq. (9.12) to obtain, as the overall

shift due to the interactions of this and the preceding sections:

A = -2.8 x 107(e - I)N'/ =E 0.33o.1/2N (9.17)

Eq. (9.17) is valid then or (C) FOR PRESSURES HIGH ENOUGH SO THAT SEVERAL 4TOMS WILL BE vOUND

IN A CUBE OF SIDE THE DE BROGLIE WAVELENGTH OF THE ELECTRON AND LOW ENOUGH SO THEIR SEPARATION

IS MUCH GREATER THAN THEIR RADIUS OR THE RADIUS OF THE COLLISIONAL CROSS SZCTION. On this basis

Fermi set the minimum pressure at about one atmosphere.

Fermi considered the broadening of the high series members very briefly, although it is directly apparent

that the same phenomena will lead to broadening as led to shift. By a rather qualitative line of reasoning

he gave as the width due to the Polarization Effect Eq. (9.3). It might also be of some interest to obtain

his result for the highest order line appearing. The premise here is that in order for a line to be distinct the

free path of the photoelectron must be sufficiently long that said electron is given the opportunity of com-

pleting several circuits of its orbit. If tr is the collisional cross section for the electron on the foreign gas

atoms, we will readily concede that the free path is given by:

I = 1/IoN (9.18)

and the orbit circumference may be approximated by:

4ron 2  (9.19)

where re is the radius of the first Bohr orbit.

Then our condition fcr distinctness of lines leads to the relation:

4ron2 <1

oN

from which we conclude that the highest principal quantum number specifying the upper state of a spectral

line is given by:

no (9.20)

As Fermi noted, however, one may not be able to observe quite this high order a line since other causes

of broadening will further affect the line distinctness.

9.4. AXIALLY SYMMETRIC BROADENERS AND THE SHIFT DIRECTION

Reinsberg next considered the high series shift problem' 52 under the same basic assumptions as Fermi

had first stated. Insofar as the actual treatment which he gave the problem was concerned, his work was

about the equivalent of Fermi's for the spherically symmetric broadeners. This, of course, resulted in his

obtaining Fermi's earlier results for this case with one magnitudewise minor but otherwise important differ.

ence which we shall note in due course.

From Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6) Reinsberg obtained instead of Eq. (9.6):

V + 2m [E - Vj4] = 0 (9.20a)

V 2<0> + 2mE<,> 2m < VO> = 0 (9.20b)
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where all symbols continue to have the meaning previously ascribed to them.

The undisturbed solution of:

vy + 2m Eq/ = 0 (9.21)

will also be useful. For the same reasons leading to the choice in Eqs. (9.6) a first approximation to # and 4,

may be taken as u(r)/r and u°(r)/r respectively. There then results for Eq. (9.20a) and (9.21):

uI +- 2 (E - Vj~u = 0 (9.22a)

2m
ut"' + 2m Eu0 = 0 (9.22b)

Clearly, the solution to Eq. (9.22b) is:

110 = A sin r (9.23)

Now for very large r, V2(r) goes to zero, and, since this potential constitutes the only difference between

Eqs. (9.22), the solutions to these two equations may surely only differ by an amplitude factor and a phase

factor. Thus, there results from Eq. (9.23):

u = aoA sin --XE r + To) (9.24a)

or, since sin (a + b) = cos a • cos b (tan a + tan b) and p is presumed very small, Eq. (9.24a) may be

approximated aa:

-- cosT r + X tan To (9.24b)

since in this case cos a = 1 and tan a = sin a = a for a quite small.

Now in place of Eq. (9.7b) we obtain, after a solution exactly coinciding to Eqs. (9.6):

I* = tan To + < > (9.25)

A comparison of Eq. (9.25) with Eq. (9.7b) tells us the most important relation to be obtained here:

a- A
a , -,tan o (9.26)

The reason for the importance of this expression as opposed to an analogous expression obtained from

Eqs. (9.13) and (9.16) is that here a possibility exists for obtaining different signs for a for different values of

the phase shift To. One further point should be made. The equation obtained for a from Eqs. (9.13) and

(9.16) must be expected to agree with Eq. (9.26), and let us remark that they will so agree for small linear
momentum (slow electrons). To can be expected to differ but litle from some integral multiple of ir. In

consequence the sine and tangent are about equal.

Reinsberg treated the case of the axially symmetric broadener by setting the problem up in ellipsoidal

coordinates and solving the resulting Schrodinger equation by a method quite similar to that which we have

used in this and the previous section for the spherically symmetric perturber. The shift is found to be that

of the spherically symmetric molecule, namely, Eq. (9.12) with a given by Eq. (9.26). Now the matter of

shift direction may more conveniently be considered for application to either type broadener.
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The particular phenomenon of low electron deflection by the noble gases had been investigated in
considerable detail by Ramsauer.* Faxen and Holtsmark' 5 had treated the situation theoretically from the
quantum mechanical point of view, and, finally, Holtsmark", 70 and Heuneberg" had furnished the results

of which we shall make specific use.
Firstly Heuneberg had shown that for medium and high velocities the phase constant increases monotoni-

cally with decreasing electron velbbities. Holtsmark carried his considerations of the problem to much lower
velocities and determined that the phase shift must needs proceed to multiples of r unless, as may possibly
occur, To has already attained the limiting value for infinitely small velocities for some small value of the
electronic energy. This means that the phase shift has a maximum and the Ramsauer cross section has a
maximum as indicated by Fig. (9.2). Now for this case, since in this limiting case To approaches some multiple

of ir, the phase change becomes equal to kr + 0 where 0 < 0 < -1 . This means that tan To occurring
2

in Eq. (9.26) must be positive so that a is positive, and the line shift as given by Eq. (9.11) is to the red.

Thus, IF THE RAMSAUER CROSS SECTION FOR THE BROADENING 'GAS FOR LOW ELECTRON VELOCITIES HAS

A MINIMUM THE SPECTRAL LINE IS SHIFTED TOWARD THE RED AND IF THIS CROSS SECTION HAS NO MINIMUM

THE LINE IS SHIFTED TOWARD THE VIOLET.

A and Xe have minimums while He and Ne do not, so that one would expect from the theory that the

shift direction would be red for the two former and violet for the two latter. This has been found to be
indeed the case.2' 1" 46

Hg has been experimentally determined as displaced to the red which to a cursory inspection might
indicate a minimum. If, however, the Polarization Effectt is large enough, the Potential Valley Effect of this
and the last section might not be large enough to overcome it so that even though the aggregate shift is
toward the red, the Valley shift might be toward the violet. This is Reinsberg's assumption in this case

at any rate.
Reinsberg calculated the magnitudes of some shifts with quite good results. In doing so he took the

values of the phase shift from the work of Faxen and Holtsmark.15

9.5. THE LIMITING BREADTHS OF THE HIGH SERIES LINES

As our last consideration of this specialized effect, we shall consider Reinsberg's treatment'" of the
breadth of the spectral lines in the limiting case of very high principal quantum number. Let us first remark
the results of Fucbtbauer on the breadths of spectral lines as a function of principal quantum number."
Quite concisely, Fig. (9.3) gives the manner in which, as an example, the (Is - np) Na line broadened by A
varies with principal quantum number, n. It is very apparent from this figure that, for sufficiently high n,

the line width approaches a limiting value. It is this limiting line width which Reinsberg attempted toobtain.
In carrying through this calculation the general method will be an incorporation of the interaction

forces of Secs. 2 and 3 into the framework of the Lorentz collision theory through the medium of the collision
cross section.

To begin with then the level** width is given by:

I = 2ToNo Pa (9.27)

* References 142, 143, and 144.

t See supra, See. 9.2.
* Reinsberg simply used the Lorentz result for the levels giving rise to a line rather than for the line itself.
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where now To and No are a temperature of 273.3*K and the number of atoms per unit of volume respectively.
is the cross section through which the special effects of this chapter will enter.

Now we begin the problem by choosing as the absorber the hydrogen atom. Next the Bohr assumption

is utilized to the effect that we take as the radius of an orbit corresponding to principal quantum number n
the value ron 2. As a consequence, when we suppose the electron to be a unit of charge uniformly smeared
out* through the sphere corresponding to this orbit, the constant electron density (or charge density) is:

d = 3(9.28)

Now Eqs. (9.12) and (9.26) tell us that one noble gas atom in interaction with one electron has the
interaction energy:

_ ht tan ToE1 - 4m 1m(9.29)

4mir'-4mE'

so that this atom will now be affected by a potential:

Eld (9.30)

as given by Eq8. (9.28) and (9.29).
Eq. (9.30) gives the main contribution to the potential curve shown in Fig. (9.4) between the points

r and r2. For convenience one might consider it as the only contribution in this region to a fair approxima.
tion. Thus, the Potential Valley Effect builds the potential curve in this portion of space.

To build the remainder of the potential curve we utilize, as one might suspect, the Polarization Effect
so that the interior portion of the curve is given by the equation:

--- 
(9.31)

Broadeners of thermal E = 3,'2kT are now to be considered, and one of two rather obvious situations

may arise, either E < V0 or E > V0. Although these "things" which the energy may do are rather ob-
vious, they lead to some rather important consequences.

First the case E < V0. In this case the foreign gas atom cannot climb the wall at ri, and, as a result,

all within a sphere of this radius is forbidden to it. This means that the collision cross section for such an
atom is:

7rr2 2 = rro2n4  (9.32)

It also hardly needs remarking that this will form a lower limit on cross sections for atoms of higher
energies. We shall return to a consideration of the more complex problem of cross sections for these higher

energies after a few preliminary remarks.
Through Eq. (9.27) the level widths are directly proportional to the cross sections with which we have

been concerning ourselves. Now Reinsberg supposed that the width of the np level might simply be added

to the width of the Is (only transitions (Is - np) are being considered) level in order to obtain the width of

spectral line. Further the Is level width is negligible compared to the width of the other combining levels
so that the course of the level width with principal quantum number may be inferred directly from Fig. (9.5).

Another interesting point is illustrated by Fig. (9.5). This figure shows the displacement of the curve of the

level widths with temperature. This latter effect may be directly traced to the increase of the cross section
* This may better be considered as smeared out location probability and hence timewise charge smearing.
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(and consequently the level width) with a decrease in temperature (accompanied, of course, by a decrease

in energy) according to Eq. (9.32).

It now appears that the obtention of the cross section for E> V0 will mean that the problem as set up

has been solved. The solution is furnished us by the work of Massey and Nlohr. 124 These two authors'23 ,124,

in quantizing the earlier work of Chapman'7' 18 on free paths and various transport phenomena, obtained

the expression for the cross section which will prove applicable to the present situation.
We begin by defining the quantity I(0) sin tMd as the probability that a particle will be scattered on

collision through an angle between 0 and t + do. From this definition, it follows logically that we may find

the collision cross section - the total probability that the particle will be scattered in any direction what-

soever - as:
= 2r f I(6) sin 6 d6 (9.33)

Quite evidently then the determination of the collision cross section demands the prior determination

of I(mY). This we proceed to do.
We initially assume that a solution of the equation

1724, + 2 [E - V(r)].# = 0 (9.34)

at some distance from the scattering atom, the absorber, is desired. It will be of the form:

eikz + I el? f(#) where: k 2mE (935)r 2 .5

where the first term represents the incident particle in the form of a plane wave and the second term repre-

sents the scattered particle. Since the solution Pn(cos O)fn(r) is a quite satisfactory one, the solution

SA. P. (cos 6) f. (r) (9.36)

is equally so. From this equation one may, by integration and requiring that the asymptotic form of fn(r) be:

f,(r) - -I- sin kr - n) (9.37)kr 2

determine the An so that:
e = (2n + 1)i Pn (cos t))fn(r) (9.38)

n

We take the solution, Eq. (5.55), where, we may recall, the rLn(r) is the solution to Eq. (5.56a). Now

Eq. (9.38) is subtracted from Eq. (5.55) with the intention of obtaining the expression for the scattered wave

in this fashion:
A.Ln(r) - (2n + 1)infn(r) - Cr-e"' (9.39)

When the asymptotic expressions for the fn(r) from Eq. (9.37) and Ln(r) from Eq. (5.59) are utilized,

there results:

e kp [A e. _ (2n +- 1)i] -kp [Ane- T _ (2n+ 1)i] where: kp = kr - nr (9.40)

2ikr 2ikr 2

It is apparent from Eq. (9.35) that, since this is to be the expression for the scattered wave, An must
be given by:

An = (2n + 1)iYeTn 
(9.41)

Thus, the wave function representing the incident and the scattered wave is:

2; (2n + 1)ineiTr L,(r) Pn (cos 6) (9.42)
'I
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of asymptotic form:

r-Ieikrf (4)

so that: (i) = 1 (2n + 1) [e2 Tn 
- 1] P (cos tY) (9.43)2ik -

This equation is precisely the one for which we have been looking since by quantum mechanical defini-

tion the absolute square of f(0) multiplied by the angular volume element gives us the probability that the

particle will be in the angular volume element. Thus, from Eq. (9.43):

= v I (2n + 1) [e2
,T. - II P, (cos m) 12 (9.44)

The substitution of this expression into Eq. (9.33) leads to:
4 "

o= 7 I (2n + 1) sin 2 T" (9.45)
k n

Eq. (9.45) is the one which Massey and Mohr treated under the assumption of a potential of the form

Cr - , exactly the type with which we are concerned. Beginning with Jeffery's form"' for the phase shifts

in Eq. (9.45), these authors carried out an asymptotic solution for large n to obtain:

2s -3 F(s-3)M! 71j2,a-I(C 1
S= 7r 2 (s-3)!! 2 (9.46)

Eq. (9.3 1) tells us that s 4 and C 1 2 ae2, and, when we recall that a -
4rN

5 (1 \3 1/
( 5 e 2 \)2 -f7 \)2

, k / (9.47)

The limiting value for the line width may then be found by substituting Eq. (9.47) into Eq. (9.27):

.- 2 T '' 3 ( e2 
)2 (2irk)l16 (f - 1)2/3 

p (mT5) - 116  (9.48)

To this width is added, for the line width, the width due to tihe Valley Effect. A comparison of the widths

calculated in this manner with those obser',ed by Fuchtbauer and Schulz44 is given in Table (9.1). Although

the agreement is not of the best, one should remember that the consideration has been a bit rough, and,

perhaps more important, only this particular type effect has been considered while the broadening of the

lower level has been neglected.

p T (f - 1 ) 1 05  boo a, 61 + 600 exp

Na/A 2.26 762.0 57.4 3.77 0.08 3.85 3.59
K/A 4.00 754.3 ;7.4 6.39 0.15 6.44 6.25
Na/He 8.30 805.8 6.85 4.07 953 4.64 5.44
Na/Ne 8.06 743.5 13.30 5.44 0.31 5.75 4.18
Cs/Kr 1.1! 567.0 83.17 2.45 0.04 2.49 3.73
Cs/Xe 1.97 568.3 136.00 5.81 0.06 5.87 8.30
Na/H 2  1.48 792.6 26.40 2.16 0.12 2.18 3.24
Na/I12  1.48 755.8 54.70 2.58 0.06 2.64 3.27

Table 9.1. (After Reinsberg.143 )
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Fig. (9. 1). A plot of Eq. (9.7b). (After Fermi. 36 )
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APPENDIX I

THE FOURIER ANALYSIS

There often arises the necessity for utilizing a mathematical tool which we see applied by various
investigators as the panacea for the line broadening. We refer, of course, to the Fourier analysis. Let us
then develop the concept behind the equations which we use, not in a manner to provide rigorous mathe-
matical justification for the result we obtain, -- for this we may refer to an almost unlimited number of
sources - but after a fashion which will provide us with a physical basis for its use.

Let us begin with the familiar function a, sin 2rplt + bi cos 2irvlt where P, is some frequency or other.
We may plot the value of this function against time, thus:

Next the function a2 sin 2 rr2t + b2 cos 22rv2t may be added to this, graphically if you wish, to obtain this

perhaps, depending on the values we choose for the constants vi, P2, a,, etc.

This latter curve indicates the possibility of obtaining, at least approximately, almost any curve by
proper choice of the vj, ai, bi. If we properly choose, say, ten of the functions, we may obtain:

A t --.- 0 B

It would appear intuitively apparent that the extension of the number of cosine and sine functions to

infinity results in:

A t--.8

of equation: f(t) = Z ai sin wit + Z bi cos wit (1.1)
i-1 t=O

where: wi 2rc
Xi
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We have thus written an equation (Eq. (1.1)) for a wave beginning at time A and terminating at time B.

Now the fact that the sin wit and the cos wit are orthogonal allows us to write:

ai = const f f(t) sin wit dt bi = const ff(t) cos wit dt (1.2)

The presence of both sine and cosine functions indicates the possibility of transforming to an exponential.

This leads to:
+00

f(t) = Z J(wi)tWit J(w) = const f f(t)e-itdt (1.3)
i~-00,

+00

We simply accept the statement that if f If(t) I dt exists, Eq. (1.3) may be rewritten as:
-00

+00f (t) f J~)itw(1.4a)
-00

1 +00
JAw) = - f yP)e -Qt dt (1.4b)

2ir -w0

Eqs. (1.4) are the equations for Fig. (.1) as given by the Fourier transform.

The point which we have attempted to bring out is the manner in which the cut.off wave train of

Fig. (1.1) may be built up from an infinite number of infinitely long wave trains of various specific frequencies.

Eqs. (1.4) demonstrate the manner in which the various amplitudes weight the various frequencies.
As a final consequence then, in considering the effect of interrupting collisions one might say that their

result is for the observer to obtain frequency measurements which indicate to him that an infinite number of

wave trains of different frequency and varying strength have replaced the single wave train. This is also
the same as saying that an infinite number of state growth coefficients, which give varying probabilities for
the various frequencies of photons present in the field after radiation, exist. These state growth coefficients

are discussed first in Sec. (4.19). The absolute squares of the coefficients in question yield the probability

for the presence of the photons corresponding to the coefficients, and we might consider these individual
coefficients as corresponding to individual Fourier components.



APPENDIX II

A GROUP THEORY APPLICATION

We propose to discuss here the manner in which group theory may be used to break the vibrational

secular determinant into steps. In order to accomplish this let us carry through the procedure for the

pyramidal X '3 molecular model of which ammonia is an example. It seems that this should serve as an

illustration of the general procedure.

z y

4

/ / I
/ / o
/ 7 \ I
h 0 1X CL- 10

We begin by recalling that our Langrangian may be written as:

L = T - V = ]t IT II[ I-Iq I VII q I

where jJ i and q i! are column vectors, and H Ti and iiV ii are the matrices ofthe kinetic and potential

energy respectively. Now let us note that, since there are four particles present, twelve Cartesian coordinates

will describe the behavior of this assemblage. Let us turn our attention to Fig. (11.1) and determine what

covering operations may be performed on the molecules of this figure.

Now a covering operation is defined as an operation (such as a rotation about the z-axis of Fig. (II.1))

which, when performed on a molecule, leaves the molecule essentially unchanged. We might consider the

proper (boreal) rotation of the XY3 molecule through an angle of 120 degrees about the z-axis as an example

of a covering operation. After this rotation has been carried out, particle 1 is occupying the position previ.

ously occupied by particle 2 and so on, Y atoms remain at the corners of the base, and the configuration is

considered as indistinguishable from the original one.

A study of Fig. (11.1) tells us that there are six covering operations which may be performed on the

molecule in question. These operations are: (1) the identity operation in which all particles are left where

they are, (2) a rotation of 120 degrees about the symmetry axis, (3) a rotation of 240 degrees about the

symmetry axis, (4) a reflection of all particles through the plane which is perpendicular to the Y-plane and

which contains particles 1 and 4, (5) reflection through a vertical plane containing 2 and 4, and (6) reflection
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through a vertical plane containing 3 and 4. Each of these covering operations results in a transformation
which may be represented by the matrix equation:

ii X(1 = 11 a 'I'

where 11 X' 11 is a column vector representing the coordinates of a particle prior to one of the covering opera.
tions; J1 X 11 is a column vector representing the coordinates of the particle subsequent to the transforma.
tion, and, finally 11 a 11 is the so-called matrix of the transformation. 11 a 11 is obviously a mathematical
representation of the operation.

The transformation matrices for the six covering operations which we have enumerated may be written
out as follows:

1 ]3-0

1 0 0 2 2

E= (Ei 0 1 0 A=flC(120) < 3- 1 0
0 01 2 2

0 0 1

2 2 1 0 0

B = C(240)(I = 1 0 C a(o,(1,4) = 0 -1 02 2 00
0 0 1

I0 3 0 143 0

2 2 2 2 |

D I I,,,2,4) V -1 F ,,(34 o6 = K1 1
2 2 2 2

0 0 1 0 0 1

In the above matrices, C(#) represents a rotation through an angle 0, and cr(ij) represents a reflection

through a vertical plane containing particles i andj.
Let us suppose that we perform the A operation on the molecule and subsequently perform the B

operation, and let us represent the performance of these two successive operations as BA. When we rotate
the molecule through 120 degrees (A) and subsequently through 240 degrees (B), we arrive at the same final
result as if we had left everything where it was (E). We then agree that we may write BA = E. Let us
then form a table as follows: In a top, index row we shall write the right member of a product, in our example
A. On the left, index column we write the left hand member of the same product, for example, B. In the

table proper we write the results of these various multiplications, again in our example, E. For our six
transformation matrices we obtain:
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E A B C D F

E E A B C D F
A A B E F C D

B B E A D F C
C C F D E A B
D D C F A E B

F F D C B A E

Table 1.1

as the multiplication table.

Several things may be noted from the multiplication table for our array of transformation matrices.

(1) The array contains the so-called identity element, E. (2) The result of every possible multiplication of

various members of the array appears in the table and is consequently in the array. (3) From the table we

see that every member of the array possesses an inverse and that this inverse is in the array. For example:

AA-1 = E = AB so that A - ' = B. (4) Multiplication of two operators (as we have defined multiplication)

is associative, that is to say: (AB)C = A(BC). As we are, of course, aware, these four attributes of tho array

mean that, by definition, the array of matrices constitutes a group. This particular group has been gener.

ally designated as the symmetry point group Cs,. The fact that this is a group means that, in addition to a

certain aesthetic value which quite impresses the mathematician, it possesses attributes which will be useful

to us. In considering these, let us first remark that the element X is the transform of the element Q by the

element P if:
X = P-'QP

Further, two elements, one of which is the transform of the other, are said to be conjugate to each other.

Finally, all elements conjugate to eaoh other belong to the same class of the group. As a result of all this,

the elements of the C, group are subdivided into three classes; specifically, E is in a class by itself, the rota-

tions A and B are in the second class, species At, the reflections C,D,and F fall into a third class, species A,.

Let us approach our next consideration by writing, for example, the element D as:J (rs 0
2 2 r(s) R) o

r(R) = D = 1 0I
T 2

0 0 1

Now we could suppose that here we have performed a similarity transformation where the unit matrix was

our transformation matrix and have reduced the "reducible representation" r(R) to the two irreducible

representations r('l)(R) and Fr()(R), these latter now appearing as square, step matrices in r(R). It so

happens that a group will have as many irreducible representations as there are different classes within the

group. We thus are in need of one more, namely, P72)(R) and the determination of it will furnish a convenient
method for the introduction of several rather important facets of group theory.

We let the number of elements in the group be g and the dimension of the matrices in the i.th irre.
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ducible representation be di. Now the easily verifiable orthogonality of the various irreducible representa-
tions leads to:

z r~b('(R) rCd(j)(R) - g ( 5i18ac8 &d (11.2)

Further, if there are n classes in the group:

Zdj2 =g
t-1

or, for the specific case of the C3, group:

d2 + 42 + ds = 6

and, since di = 1 and d3 = 2:

d2 =I

and P(2)(R) will consist of 1 X I matrices. One may try the r(2) in Table 11.2 in Table 11.1 in order to verify
the fact that this representation meets the necessary requirements for an irreducible representation.

E A B C D F

(1) (1) (1) (-1) (-1) (-1) 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Table 11.2

Now let us define the characters x as the sums of the diagonal elements of the various matrices. A check
of the characters of, say, A and B in the various representations shows these two elements of the same class
to have the same character for a given irreducible representation. Identical characters for members of the

same class proves to be a general situation, and one may construct a character table as follows:

Species 1. C(E) 2 . CI(Ca) 3 C,(sa)

A, I I I r)
A, I 1 -1 r(')
E 2 -1 0 r(j)

Table I.3

Next we consider an arbitrary, reducible representative of the C3, group of character 2. Then this A
may be expressed as the sum of the characters of the three irreducible representation as:

= aix() + a2x(2) + asx (3)  (11.3)

A consideration of Eq. (11.1) suffices to tell us that, for example:

bD = I. X( ) + 0 X(2 + 1.X ( )

but we need a slightly more general expression for the expansion coefficients, aj, than this.
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Writing Eq. (11.3) as:

one may multiply through on the left by Z rm and on the right by x ( ) and apply
rn-l

2;r. X.(1 x.(-) =g0(I3

rn-1

with the result: I nr
aj - r. °  (.4)

where g is the number of elements in the group; rm is the number of elements in the m-th class; Z is the

character of our reducible representation in the m-th class, and, finally x,,,O is the character of the j-th irre-

ducible representation in the m-th class. We have obtained essentially all the group characteristics for which

we shall have use, and we now apply these characteristics to our vibrational problem.

To begin with, let us suppose that we have found the normal coordinates of the vibrational problem, and

further let us imagine there to be two non-degenerate and two twofold degenerate vibrations. Then:
2 4

T 2; 0, + 2; (0 i. Q.) (II.5a)
i-1 i-3

2 4

V = x k,& 2 + Z kj(Qj 2 + Qje) (II.Sb)
i=1 i-3

It is certainly apparent that a covering operation, such as we have detailed, will not affect the kinetic

or potential energy. In order that this operation not affect the mathematical expressions for these entities,

certain restrictions must be complied with. First, as concerns the non-degenerate coordinates. If Q12 is

to go into itself as a result of a covering operation then:

RQ1 = -4 Q

In other words, only the r") or r( 2
1 matrices of Table 11.2 may operate on a non-degenerate coordinate

such as Q1. The value of this observation is more easily perceived by backing up slightly.

Let us suppose that Lagrange's secular determinant is set up in Cartesian coordinates so that, for the

X Y3 model, the determinant is 12 x 12 and rotational, vibrational, and translational motions have not

been separated. A la mode, we would next use the Eckart conditions for this separation, bqt it is here that

group theory may be used to simplify the succeeding vibrational problem. Instead of simply selecting

coordinates free of translational and rotational associations, we choose coordinates which react to the cover.

ing operations as we know our normal coordinates must. These are, of course, the so-called intermediate

symmetry coordinates. For example, we know, after a fashion which we shall detail somewhat later, that

two of the XY 3 vibrational coordinates must belong to Species A,, that is, they go into themselves under all

covering operations. Further, the potential function is not yet diagonalized, so that interactions between

certain of the vibrational coordinates are allowed. The potential function must still be invariant with respect

to the covering operations so that interactions are only allowed between intermediate symmetry coordinates

of the same species. We then see that choosing intermediate symmetry coordinates has the effect of breaking

the secular determinant into blocks of easier solution.

Let us conclude with a consideration of how one determines the number of vibrational coordinates

belonging to each symmetry species.
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Purely for reasons of simplified consideration let us consider a bent XY 2 model as illustrated in Fig. (11.2).

Z

YIY

Yo2 Y03

X;/
In this model a proper (boreal) rotation through an angle of 1800 obviously comprises a covering opera-

tion. Now if xyizi are the coordinates of the i-th particle before a proper rotation and xi'y'zi' those of the

same particle after such a rotation, a study of Fig. (11.2) tells us that:

x ' cos V sin 'o 0 X

y1I -sing cosP 0 0 y1
zI/ 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 X2y 0 0 0 0 -1 0 (11.6)

Z0 0 0 0 0 0 1 X2

x 3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 x3
Y3/ 0 -1 0 0 0 0 yS

Z3' 0 0 1 0 0 0 z'

In Eq. (11.6) we note that the character of the matrix of this proper rotation - a group element - is

given by: x(C) = I + 2 cos g

= u.(1 + 2 cos g) (11.7)

where u, = I is the number of atoms unaffected by the proper rotation, in this case the X-atom. Eq. (11.7)

then gives the total character - translational + rotational + vibrational - for the proper rotation through

an angle g.
Next we note that an improper rotation - that is, a proper rotation followed by a reflection through a

plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation - may be made to correspond to the reflection C, D, and F of

Table (11.1). For the obtention of the total character under such a performance we may follow a procedure

precisely similar to that utilized in obtaining Eq. (11.7) to obtain:

x(S) = u.(-1 + 2 cos ) (.8)

where now u, is the number of atoms which are unchanged by the improper rotation.

The unit matrix will replace the matrix of Eq. (11.6) for the identity operation. As a consequence:

x(E) = 3N (11.9)

We thus have the total character under the various covering operations. Let us again consider Eq. (11.6).

When we transform from the coordinates of this equation to coordinates three of which describe translational

motion, three of which describe rotation, and three of which describe internal vibrational motion, this total

character should not change. That is to say, the character should be invariant to this coordinate transforma-

tion. If we let X YZ be the translational coordinates, 6, g, 0 the rotational coordinates and qMq2q 3 the

vibrational, the transformation inferred by a covering operation will be:
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Y/ Tram3lational YZ/0
II

Rotational (11.10)

92 Vibrational qs

q8' jq 8

If we call Xtotai the total character, the in variance of xt,,al means that the matrix of the covering operation

in Eq. (11.10) will have the same ch',racter as the matrix of Eq. (11.6). Let us now designate the transla-

tional character, the rotational character, and the vibrational character as Xtran, Xrot, and Evib respectively.

Then a consideration of Eq. (11.10) teil oh-:

;b =' Xtotal - Xtrans - Xrot (II.11)

If we are desirous of obtaining 17,ib, the next step would appear to be the determination of Xtr.n. and Xrot.

A consideration of Eq. (11.10) is sufficient to tell us that the translational coordinates simply transform

as a vector of components X, Y, and Z -- in a given frame. Thus, our remarks leading to Eqs. (11.7),

(11.8), and (11.9) should be equally applicable here. One thus obtains:

Xtr.(C) = I + 2 cos i (11.12)

Xtran(S) = -1 + 2 cos 4, (11.13)

Finally then, we must needs find Xot. To do this let us first determine the manner in which the angular

coordinates 0, p, and 4, transform.

Let us first recall that the comp,,nflt of the dngilar momentum L are functions ofh, , and , and, we

might note, transform as do 0, o, and Vt. Thus, one may express L in Cartesian coordinates and deter.

mine the manner in which it transforms from one Cartesian form to another. Now:

L = m,2. r, X v, - mi M r, X

or: BtL = mZr Sr;

so that: bt L, = m, [J'6z - zayj (l1.14a)
ht L4, = Mi [Zx - x6z] (II1. 4b)

bi n = in. [XSlY - y5I) (l1114c)

The expression for the transformation of a position vector under a proper rotation may be utilized in

Eqs. (11.14) to determine the manner in which the components of L transform. One finds:

L '  = sin 4, cos to 0 3 (II.15)

L,' ]0 0 1 L

Under an improper rotation the manner of transformation is given by:

(Ls) = e -co 0 L (11.16)

L 0 0 1 L,
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Since t9, (P, and 0' will transform in the same fashion:

Xrot(S) = 1 + 2 cos p (11.17)

Xrot(S) = 1 - 2 cos V (11.18)

We may now substitute Eqs. (11.7), 11.12), and (11.17) into Eq. (11.11) in order to find the character

of the vibrational coordinates under a proper rotation:

J'vib = u,(l + 2 cos p) - (1 + 2 cos v) - (1 + 2 cos ()

= (u, - 2)(1 + 2 cos p) (11.19)

The character of the vibrational coordinates under an improper rotation may be found by substituting

Eqs. (11.8), (11.13), and (11.18) into Eq. (II.11):

Z ib (S) = u,(-1 + 2 cos p) - (-1 + 2 cos p) - (1 - 2 cos (p)

= u.(- 1 + 2 cos ) (11.20)

Finally:

2 ,ib (E) = 3N - 6 (11.21)

Let us now apply our general Eqs. (I. 19)-(1.21) to the pyramidal XY 3 of Fig. (11.1) to obtain:

2vib(E) Zvib(C) vib(d')

rPib 6 0 2

Table HA

Thus, the transformation matrices, which transform the vibrational coordinates according to the cover.

ing operations of the C3, group, are possessed of characters which give a group representation as indicated in

Table (11.4). Now let us compare this to Table (11.3), the table of the irreducible representations.

We know that the reducible representation of Table 11.4 is expressible as a linear combination of the

irreducible representations of Table 11.3 with the coefficients of this expansion given by Eq. (11.4). If we

apply Eq. (11.4) to Tables (11.3) and (11.4) we find:

rib = 2 • r(1) + o • r(2) + 2 • r') (11.22)

Next, let us consider rather carefully what we have determined.

We consider only the behavior of the vibrational coordinates under a proper rotation. Eq. (11.22) tells

us that there will be two of the l (') representations and two of the r ) which means, according to Table 11.2,

that:
qi' 1 0 0 0 0 0 q,

q' 0 1 '0 0 0 0 ,

q,, _ 0 0 0 a 0 0

qsb' 0 0 i-a - j 0 0 qsb (11.23)

q4,o 0 0 0 0 I- -a q

qlb' 0 0 0 0 a - q4b

where the q, are the normal coordinates. We note that a = -- depending on the amount of rotation.2
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Our conclusions in connection with Eqs. (11.5) now tell us the type of normal coordinates which are

to be expected. From Eq. (11.23), two non-degenerate coordinates, q, and q2, are to be expected. We

emphasize the fact that this is the same number as the number of non-degenerate representations r('l).
Further, two twofold degenerate coordinates, the same number as the number of twofold degenerate repre-

sentations I'(1), are to be anticipated.

Thus, by determining the number of non-degenerate representations in the expansion Eq. (11.22), one

finds the number of non-degenerate vibrational modes of which the molecule is possessed and so on for two-

fold and threefold degenerate vibrations.
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THE MOLECULAR IAMILTONIAN

In obtaining Eq. (2.22), which is what we propose to do, let us begin by writing down Eq. (2.6):

2T = MA2 + Jm'v'
2 

+ 2:1 ;,w~wo + 2w. m,r, X vi (2.6)1 . 3 I

We have observed in Sec. (2.2) -- albeit, after a rather cavalier fashion -- the manner in which the

obtention of normal vibrational coordinates results in the normalization and diagonalization of the vibra.

tional kinetic energy function, namely:
Zmv,2 

= 4k

Now let us recall that ri may be expressed as tht sum of a vibrational equilibrium component r,' and

a vibration induced component ri'. Ergo:

r = ri° + ri'

In Sec. (2.2) the Eckart conditions - Eqs. (2.16) - were utilized for the purpose of restricting the

problem to an internal vibrational one. Here, let us use a modified form of Eq. (2.16a), to wit,

Zmjrj1 X vi = 0
so that Eq. (2.6) becomes:

2T = ZZI[ W oW + mncM,2 + 2w .m,r'X v, (111.1)
a 0 & I

in which the translational kinetic energy has been neglected.

We will surely agree that n,rj' Xvi is -- when expanded -an expression in terms of the particle

coordinates and time derivatives thereof, and, further, that the q, are also functions of these coordinates.

It then follows that dogged and reasonably intelligent application % ill yield a transformation like this:
2:m,(r,'X v,1), = 1 \Vk (1 (lI1.2a)

2m,(r,' X v,), =-:Yk (111.2b)
~k

2;m,(r,'X v.). = ZYkqk (111.2b)
1 k

where the X,, Y,, Z may be expressed as functions of the q,, and certain constant coefficients.

Eq. (111.1) then becomes:

2T = =lowo + 2owczXkqk + 2w,2YkqI + 2 Zk'I +q"s- i (111.3)
. 0 k k k k

Now in order to obtain a lamiltonian from this equation it will first be necesarN to re-expre.s it in

terms of momentum since it may he recalled that Hamilton's function must needs be expressed in terms

of conjugate momenta and coordinates.

There would appear to be no question but that the angular momentum of our N sten is:

P = Zmri X ii = lmr,X ( X ri) + lmrni X v, (111.4)
i I

since, in a moving frame:
r =v+wXr
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In any case
p. _

which may be applied to Eq. (111.3) with the result:
aTP. -= = - - Iu + zXh4 (III.5a)

aws, k
aTP_ - -= - Izioz + Iii - I,,u + Zysk (111.5b)

aT
P. - - ,I-W-.-s - - I, + ZZk4k (III.5c)

k

aTPk = i- = k +t XkW- + YkW + Zk,(II.d

Eqs. (1I1.5a)-(I11.5c) may first be employed in writing Eq. (111.3) as:

2T = PXW + PYW + P-, + IPIk (1I1.6a)

in which we may substitute for qk from Eq. (1II.Sd) to obtain:
2T = (P. - p.)uz + (Py - py).u + (P. - p.),o, + Zpb' (111.6b)

wherein Pz = 2;Xkpk, etc.

Again let us substitute for 4k from Eq. (111.5d), this time into Eqs. (III.5a)-(1I1.5c):

P. - p. = Aw, - Dg, - Fw,

Py - Py = - Du5 + Boy - E-, (III.6c)

P, - p, = - F,- E + Co,
or: liP. - p.i IJAl I wll (1II.6d)

where:
(A -D -F

IlAI -D B -E (111.6e)
-F -E C

The wp coefficients are:

A = X-XXk ; B I -ZY2I ; C= I,,-ZZ2
D = I. + ZXYkY ; E= I, + ZYkZ ; F = I. + ZXkZ( .

We multiply Eq. (II1.6d) through on the left by IIA I- I* with the results:

Il'll = IAIL- lP. - p.II = ixfl flP. - p.11 (111.7)
and we may substitute into Eq. (II.6b) from Eq. (111.7):

2T = x..(P. - p.)' + xy,(Py - py)" + x,,(P, - p,) 2 + 2x..(P - p,)(Py - py)

+ 2x,,(P, - p1,)(P, - p.) + 2 x,.(P. - p.)(P. - p.) + Zpl&, (III.8a)
We have already noted that:

P- = 2Xhkp ; pY = ZYkPk ; p- = 2Zsps (11I.8b)

*We recall that aj- = A- '-
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and a consideration of these relations is sufficient to show that the p. are the components of the angular

momentum which arises from the internal vibration of the molecule. It now remains to transform Eq.

(IlI.8a) to a quantum form.

We agree that the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator for a system of i particles is:

H = h12 V,2 + V (111.9)

This expression holds in any coordinate system so long as we recall from tensor theory that

V2= 9-1/2 9 j 1/2 0

here:
Ox' Ox'

go = I -- -- (11I.10b)

and some further definitions remain to be accomplished.

In the first place xi refers to one of the three Cartesian coordinates while q' and q' may refer to one of

the coordinates in whatever type of frame we transform to. We insist that the transformation is from a

(artesian frame, however, and the reason for this is of some importance, if obvious.

Schrodinger originally established that one replaced p. by - ixI-- , py by - iX', , etc. so that the
Ox ay

(.artesian p 2 is replaced by the Cartesian - J(2VI. Actually - *A
2V2 replaces pl in any coordinate system,

if V 2 is as given by Eq. (l.10a) but the partial derivative does not replace' the squared momentum

component.

As an example of the gij:

1 0 0
Ihdl= 0 r, 0

0 0 r2 sinO 

for the transformation from Cartesian to spherical polar coordinates.

Finally, g is normally defined as:
g= det I IgOij

if P - a where the Pi and qj are arbitrary and conjugate, then Eq. (111.9) may thus be
Oqi

rvvr itten as:
H I g-1 p,2Z 'g'/ 2p¢ + V (II.11a)

$

where II'1 = 1igil-i

In order to conform with the Wilson and Howard notation we redefine g as:

g = det llg'lI
so that Eq. (l1l.1la) becomes:

H 1 giZ pg'ig-ipi +1V (1I1.11b)

%jihi reduces to:

H = 1Z2g ;p pj + V (111.12)

for the cla.sical case in which the various factors commute.
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N,,om hI it- irntrodaeit a ii'u -vt of moluenta. P, huch that

p, - Sit,, 1Po(nI.3

\,,' , It , i , I . 14,1 c"ljug1 te t i) anN t 4f coordinltes yet established.

U ' 1 "th. 1 , I 12! t,, (,taiit an expression for the kinetic energy of our system in terms
,,1 fliv ,1', -,'t .01 lrvtta

- G~"I'M J, (11l.14a)

.n

i t- t - o j ,,-,' thu tlu Ilarniltniian lsa'. Le expret-ed as:

,,!i, 1, \,' -i-. , r-,,uir- tiluit ,ertlvin c(,. hntit, lot- fulfilhlv (L(qs. (111.3), (111.14b)), and the fact

ti,t G ,lt o." ,_ ma I he u-ed in Eq. !111.5) with the result:

tl S, g k. p.-,1; , gJ -1 Poo + I/ (111.16)

It 1,,1 qqi,,. , r .oa, 1 ti r,, tier il in- e ua ti o rif i ituc' to Eq. (Il1.lla), but this reduction means

2-"' ', , p :s (111.17)

Ih, , ' - , .. t, o ;, " , p, that i- the ,l 'tIeta conjugate to the three Eulerian

. . .th, i,, ). ... h. r ut, , I i, '. ,,I |' 1!1. I1 art-, 4A coure, the P, 'A Eq. (111.8a).
7 - i .I i ii[l~,'

10 f,, r - p,, + p

Ii, rl i ', li- iit,,H,..: f, nul,' . , ,'- t I, iii- l to C' ahua: the partial derivatives.
I i)),l

' p, (111.18a)

I, ~ ~ 1 v t ) P (I1b

f-c1 4-to u -ft

l ,'tin:

,i1
',, ] ('FI
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is next carried out so that, in toto

IIP. - p11 = Ilt"1l Ilnt"1l - 1lpill = Ii,,ll-' 11pil =lsI' IIpll (III.19)
and, it is apparent that the sim satisfy the conditions of Eq. (111.17). This means that we may obtain a

lamiltonian from Eq. (11I.8a).

A comparison of Eq. (111.12) with Eq. (111.8a) is sufficient to show that the gi' of the former equation

correspond to the x,, of the latter. As a consequence, then, we may write, in analogy with Eq. (1Ill.ib),

the lamiltonian corresponding to Eq. (I.8a):

H = x (P.- p.)x0 x- (P - pP) + x'ZPkx -pk + V (111.20)

In order to obtain Eq. (2.22) we must expand this expression remembering that P. and p. commute

- the rotational and vibrational motions are independent - and, in addition, the P. and x0p commute

since the latter are functions only of the normal vibrational coordinates. The expansion is then quite straight-

forward and we obtain:

H 2 , - T0P,, + P spx x Ps + 2 2 x pix -pi + V(qj) (2.22)

where:

T. = 2 { 2xsps + (ppx0 p) + xaox' (pgx-t ) } (2.23)

In Eq. (2.23) the po appearing in the parentheses operate only on those terms appearing within the
parentheses.



APPENDIX IV

THE EULERIAN ANGLES

In considering these rotational coordinates we first turn our attention to the figure:

SI Z

z

aY

X

Now let us begin by remarking the following transformation:

(X ) = (a) y" ) = (a')(a) y' = (a")(a')(a) y (IV.)

where, from the figure, we may quite readily find:

( cos y sin')' 0 ) (coos0 0 - sin ( cosa sina

(a")(a')(a) = - siny cosy 0 0 1 0 -sin a cosa 0
0 0 1 sin # 0 cos 0 0 1

cos a cos 0 cos y - sin a sin y sin a cos # cos8y + cos a sin - sin/ 0cos Y
-- cosacos/#siny - sinacosy - sinacos#siny + cosacosy sin sin y (IV.2)

cos a sin 0 sin a sin # cos

The angular velocities &, , and j will be measured along z, the so-called "line of nodes" y', and z"
respectively. In the not unusual circumstance that we are desirous of expressing the angular velocity

components in terms of the time derivatives of the Eulerian angles, we could proceed as follows:
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Let us determine we,. Firstly 6 is directed along the z-axis. Thus from Eq. (IV.2) it has a component

- sin # coo - along the x"'-axis. Next is directetl along the y'-axis so that we may see from Figure (IV.1)

that it has a component sin - along the x"'.axis. Finally j is directed along the z"-axis and, since this axis

is perpendicular to the x"'-axis, will have no component along this x"'-axis. Thus:

= - sin- 6 cos V& + sin 7

In like manner are w.,, and w. .. obtained,

( z ( - sin 0coosy sin -y 0,
, = sin#sin y cos'Y 0

W.,, cos, 0 1



APPENDIX V

SOME POLYNOMIALS AND THEIR EQUATIONS

Gauss' Hypergeometric Equation may be written as:

(x' - x)y" + [(I + a + P)x - ]y' + fy = 0 (V.la)

where a, f, and -, are constants. The Hypergeometric Series (Function),

y = j;x) + I x + a(a "- 1),6(0 + 1) , + .(V.1b)
=0! 1f 2! y(v + 1)

furnishes one solution to this equation.

If, in Eq. (V.la), x is replaced by J(1 - x), and a, 6 and - are replaced by I + 1, - 1, and I respec.

tively, there results Legendre's Equation:

(1 - x 2)y" - 2xy' + 1(l + l)y = 0 (V.2a)

one solution of which is the Legendre Polynomial:

y=Pj(x)_ 1.3.5 ... (2-1) x, l-1) X1- 2 +  10,1,2 .
l! t. 2(21-1) 2 .-4(21- 1)(21-3) .....

(V.2b)
A slight modification of Eq. (V.2a) results in:

(1- x)y" - 2xy' + I(+ 1) 1 mi,] y = 0 (V.3,)

whose solution is provided by the Associated Legendre Function:

y = (1 - X2)'
2 d p(X) = 0,1,2, ... (V.3b)

m =0,12 ...

The oft-encountered Laguerre Equation may be written as:

xy" + (I -x)y' + ay =0 (V.4a)

a solution of which is the Laguerre Polynomial:

n 'n- + n2(n - 1) x - 2 + + (_ ) ny = L,(x). = (- 1)-" . 1! 2! 1)Rn! = 0,1... (V.4b)

Further, the Associated Laguerre Polynomial,
_ - L,(x) L,,k(x) k = 0,1,2,... (V.Sa)
Tkn f0,1A2. . . (

arises from the equation:
xy" - (k + 1- x)y' + (a - k)y =0 (V.5b)

and the Associated Laguerre Function,

y = e-k/ ) x(k-4/ 2 L,nk(x) k 0,1,2, (V.6a)
n - 0,1,2,..•

is one solution to: [ k-1 x k - 1]xy"l + 2y' + [n 2 4 4- y =0 (V.6b)
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Hermite's Equation,

y" - 2xy + 2ay 0 (V.7a)

yields the Hermite Polynomial:

y= H.(x) (2x)" _ n(n - 1) (2x)_2 _+ n(n - 1)(n - 2)(n - 3) (2X)=4 n 0,1,2.... (V.7b)
0! 1! 2!

Finally, Bessel's equation:

x'y" + xy + (x'- n)y = 0 (V.8a)

has solutions of many forms, but we note only the Bessel function of order n

y=J.(X) I L) (- (V.8b)
- r(i + 1)r(j + n + 1) ( 2

as an example of one of these.
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THE WKB APPROXIMATION

It would appear reasonable to suppose that we may write the Schrodinger equation for any one dimen.

sional situation as:

(PI + k (x)O = 0 ki > 0 (VI.1a)

dx2

where:
1

ki(x) = 142p [E - V(x)] (VI.lb)

or:

& -k2 2 (x)o = 0 k 2 > 0 (VI.2a)dZ2

where:
1

ks(x) = 4 42js [V(x) - El (VI.2b)

The real basis for the WKB approximation is quite simple in that it amounts to an assumed eigen-

function of the form:

P(x) = Ae'V (VI.3a)

where u(x) is presumed expanded in powers ofKas follows:

u = U +Ai + A +... (VI.3b)

Let us, as an example, substitute Eq. (VI.3a) into Eq. (VI.la) with the result:

O "- uI 
2 + - 1 2 = 0 (VI.4a)

This substitution is followed by yet another; specifically, we substitute Eq. (VI.3b) into Eq. (VI.4a)

and separate the result of this operation into a series of equations each of which contains the coefficient of the

same order of#."

-uo'+ + 2(E - V) = 0 (VI.4b)

iui" - 2 uo'u,' = 0 (VI.4c)

The differential equations of Eqs. (VI.4b) and (VI.4c) may be handled by quite ordinary methods in

which case they yield solutions:

uo(x) = =1- B1.k f ki(x)dx ; u1(x) = J iB-lnki(x) (VI.5a)

In most cases it has been supposed that this first order of approximation is sufficient, and when, under

this assumption, we substitute Eq. (VI.5a) into Eq. (VI.3b) and then substitute this latter equation into

Eq. (VI.3a), we find:

4(x) = Alki - I exp (=h i f kidz) for V < E (VI.Sb)

In like manner it may he shown that:

4(x) = A 2k2 _
- eyp (+ f kidx) for V > E (VI.Sc)
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The solutions Eq. (VI.5c) are admittedly an approximation, and it seems straightforward to ask under

what conditions this approximation may be expected to be valid. In order to determine this let us first

look to Eq. (VI.3b), since this series must surely be convergent for the approximation to be a valid one.

We ask under what conditions will succeeding terms in this latter equation decrease with reasonable rapidity,

that is, under what conditions willJ u( be small since we are not carrying the approximations any further
U0

than to include these terms.

Now uo increases monotonically so long as k(x) is positive since it is simply a measure of the area

under the ki(x) curve. Thus, the rate of change of this function may be expected to be positive and greater

than one when our ratio) HL is small. As a consequence the ratio)( - will be small when/h uL is small.
UO U0 Uo'

From this we may obtain a more meaningful validity equation. Eq. (VI.5a) yields:

202 2k 12 (VI.6a)

We may recall that the Broglie matter wavelength is 2r/k1 in the k, region in our present considera-

tions. This means that Eq. (VI.6) may be expressed as:

X - k, << k, (VI.6b)

41r dx

From this expression it becomes apparent that our validity condition - Eq. (VI.6a) - implies that

the momentum (obtainable from k1) is essentially constant over several de Broglie wavelengths. This

condition is clearly violated at the so-called turning points of the classical motion which we now discuss.

I REIO

X X 2

Let us consider Fig. (VI.1). In this figure an arbitrary potential V'(x) and a total energy of a system

of mass 14 and momentum k1p/are represented. A classical turning point is, of course, located at xi, since,

from a classical point of view, the system, when proceeding from right to left, would be halted at point x,

by equalization of potential and total energy and would be forced to reverse direction. From the quantum

viewpoint on the other hand, no such restrictions are imposed, and the system is described by Eq. (VI.5b)

in Region 1 and by Eq. (VI.5c) in Regions 2. At the classical turning points, however, the validity condi-

tion Eq. (VI.6b) is certainly not fulfilled - we note that k1, for example, goes to zero when approaching

from the right - so we may not expect Eqs. (VI.5) to describe our system in this transition region.

It is for this reason that we are required to obtain the so-called connection formulae of Kramers.ssa

Now in order to obtain these formulae one may proceed as follows:

Generally a linear potential function is assumed to be a reasonable approximation right around the

turning point. One then may obtain as solutions to Eqs. (VIA) and (VI.2) functions which contain Bessel
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functions. Now we desire the asymptotic forms of these equations, initially at least. As an example, we
will find the value of the function as x apprtaches + co. This will give us - from the figure - the expected

value in Region I a reasonable distance removed from the turning point at x. In like manner may the

value be found for the functions removed by a little into Regions 2 from the turning point. Finally we

determine the manner in which an asymptotic solution in, say, Region 2 will go into one in Region 1, and

so on. We find that a decreasing exponential in Region 2 (see Eq. (VI.5b)) will go into an expression of

the form

k - 2 cos (Jfktd + (VI.7a)
4)Zt

where we may note that a linear combination of the two solptions Eq. (VI.5b) with proper choice of phase
will lead to this result. On the other hand an increasing exponential in Region 2 leads to:

X

k, I Cos(fkiEdr (VI.7b)
xj

where again the choice of phase in the combination resulting from Eq. (VI.5b) leads to the proper result.

In order to find the restrictions on the considered formulae, we require that the two solutions:

X

ki Cos( fkidx-
4)

X,

join smoothly at every point x within the interval x, to x2. This would mean then:

tan (kdx - -tan fkdx- ),a.

A solution of this equation yields:

fkldx -rfkix + (n+ 12)'r

x x

or:

fkidx (n + )r(I8

x,
which we recognize as the energies of a harmonic oscillator with n a positive integer.
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OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS

Our interest in oscillator strengths has been principally motivated by a desire to transform classical

expressions for spectral intensities into quantum mechanical ones. For this reason it would seem that a

good method of investigating oscillator strengths would be to determine classical and quantum intensity

or probability expressions and subsequently determine in what manner they are related and, as a conse.

quence, what the oscillator strength which relates them amounts to.

What we propose to do first then is to determine the total energy absorbed per second by a classical

oscillator. In order to do so let us first recall that an oscillator of frequency vo has its instantaneous dis-

placement given by:
x = A cos (27rpot + €) (VII.l)

This means that:

E = T + V" = I mji2 + I mWox2 = 27r2mVo 2A2  (VII.2a)

From classical electromagnetic theory the mean energy given up by the oscillating dipole over unit

time is:

<E> - e2 jxj2 -- e__ _ M2 (VII.3a)
3rc3  37rc3  31rc

or, over a time at long compared to the period of oscillation:

AE = -- M2At (VII.3b)
3rc

so that Eq. (VII.2a) becomes:

E - 8 2mo 2 M2 (VII.2b)

If we let:
8r 2 e2

/- o V0(VII.4)
3 me'

then Eq. (VII.3b) may be rewritten as:
A-

4rYE - E = Eoe (VII.5)

We may utilize a derivation similar to that of Sec. (6.13) of the text in order to show that, if a radiation

field of density T(v)dv in the frequency interval P to s + dp exists at our oscillator, the energy absorbed

by the oscillator from this field per unit of time is:

E(,) = T(Y)e
M (PV - P)2 +

From this equation one may immediately obtain:
+0

Et.t = [E(Y)d = r(,0) re' (Vii.6)
J m
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Now let us suppose that the energy absorbed is present in quanta of energy hvo. Then the number of

quanta absorbed per second by the oscillator is surely:

Wo = T(' 0) .i
eo (VII.7)

W0' we designate as the classical absorption probability, and it now remains for us to find the quantum

probability to which it relates. Firstly we recall the Planck expression for the radiation energy density.
8rh,' 1

T(v) = c3 h /k I (VII.8)cle W
k T -

Following Einstein,"ia let us suppose that: A,," is the probability of a spontaneous emission of radia-

tion by our oscillator (E. > E); Cm"T(i'n) is the probability of emission induced by the radiation field,

and Bn,'T(vnm) is the probability for induced absorption under the aegis of the radiation field of density T(;,).

Further let us designate gi as the degeneracy of the state i. Then a MaxweUl-Boltzmann distribution would

decree that ge-h'ilkT oscillators occupy the state i. Finally then, the assumption of equilibrium allows

us to write the relation among the transitions per second as:

ge iT [Am"n + Cm"T(Ynm)] = gme k7' BnT(vnm) (VII.9)

This equation may be solved for T with the result:

T gnA," (VII.10a)
gmBnme 

h /kT _ gnCmn

Now if Eq. (VII.8) - the Planck equation - is correct (and we suppose it to be) then g,,, B,, = g,,C

so that Eq. (VII.10a) becomes:
Tgn F 1 1

T = B n (VII.10b)
g,,m n - -1

Correctness of the Planck equation requires that the following relation exist between the coefficients

of Eq. (VII.10b):

gnA"n 8rh(i
- = -- (VII.11)

gmBn," c3

In our further considerations we shall suppose the coefficient of induced emission Cnm to be zero since

the induced emission is negligible compared to the spontaneous emission for moderate temperatures.

Classically, we may obtain the coefficient of spontaneous emission .4,n" from Eq. (VII.3b) by equating

it to the number of photons emitted per second as given by this latter equation:

Am" - 64r
3v,3 Anm2  (VII.12)
3hc3

where now Mnm is a moment which we have assigned to the oscillator. Eqs. (VII.11) and (VII.12) then

yield:

B = i 8r3 Mk' (VII.13a)

gm 3h'
so that:

WO' = T(vn.)Bn' (VII.13b)

They are then the probabilities as given by Eqs. (VII.7) and (VII.13b) which are related by the
"oscillator strength" of the transition from level m to n as:

W f,,,, W0 (TII.1 4 )
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where:
Pn MM2g 87rM Am" gn e'rm hm

fnm _ =nmMnm2  m = Bn,,B, h (VII.15a)
gm 3h Vn 2 gm 8,r 2e2  re 2

f 2 8r 2m Am c mBmn hm (VII.5b)

3h Vmnn 8r2e2 9m re2

for En > Em.

The Thomas-Kuhn Summation Theorem, for each level m, of an atom,* is:

,.2 n An.2= 3h82rmMmn- V -- Z (VII.16a)gM 8r 2m

n n

En >E. En< Em

A m
n 

g n -- n
m 

-- 8We2
Am m Z 87r(VII.16b)

n n
En>Em En<Em

n n,,B - "n nmng = Te2 Z (VII.16c)
g hm

n n
En>Em En<Em

where Z is the number of electrons in the atom, is replaced by the expression:

Zfnm = z (VII.17)

Finally, we recall that the time for a classical oscillator amplitude to decay to 1 'e of its original value

is generally taken as the mean life r. After the fashion in which we obtained the absorption relations

Eqs. (VII.14) and (VII.15) we may find:

mFq f.n Wo' (VII.18a)

and
1

Am" - 3fm. n (VII.18b)

Up to this point we have spoken only of an oscillator but let us remark that in the quantum derivation of the Einstein
coefficients no restriction to oscillators has been imposed. We note further that classically the discretely emitting atom is
treated a an omallator.



APPENDIX VIII

INVERSION DOUBLING

Let us begin our inversion doubling consideration by referring to the specific example of the XY3

molecule of Appendix II. A study of Fig. (11.1) will be quite helpful.

From the figure in question one may note that a reflection of all particles through the center of mass

of the molecule - a sort of turning inside out of the molecule - results in a configuration which we would

be hard put to obtain by molecular rotation. For simplicity's sake let us consider the one dimensional

approximation of this operation, to wit, let us simply consider the motion of the X atom vertically through

the Y plane from its equilibrium position above the plane to what must surely be another equilibrium

position below the plane. Before doing this, however, let us remark that, under the assumption of a quad-

ratic potential function for our X atom, we are to suppose a potential curve (in the absence of the mirror

potential) like this:

E

The fact that the XY does have a mirror potential, however, changes the look of the potential curve

to this:

I E

X2 -XI I IX
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In Fig. (VIII.2) the two minima are quite obviously located at 1 and 2 while the Y plane is to be found

at x = 0. The wings of the potential curve correspond to those found in Fig. (VIII.2). Now let us devote

our qualitative attention to Fig. (VIII.2) for a moment.

In the figure the system has been assigned the arbitrary energy E. Classically, the X atom would be

restricted to those regions - namely, the two wells - for which E > V. This would be the end of the

problem, and we would have a difficult time justifying the effort already expended on it. Quantum mecha.

nists have long been intrigued by barriers though, so that, fortunately, we do have something to consider

after all.

If we set up the Schrodinger Equation for the region x, 4---- x2 or - xi , - x" "we may recall

that" (and here we probably really will recall that in contradistinction to those recalls limited to the author),

the eigenfunction satisfying this equation is oscillatory. Further the Schrodinger Equation for the classi-

cally forbidden regions will be satisfied by eigenfunctions consisting of exponential functions. The fact

that these latter eigenfunctions do exist within the classically forbidden region - x, (-- x, means, through

?V, that the X atom may penetrate within and through this barrier region. As a consequence of all this

the atom may, in fact, be found in either of the two potential wells. If, say, k+(x) is the function asso-

ciated with the particle when in the right well and if 0-(x) is the function associated with the particle in

the left well, then, since the atom may exist in either we are obliged to take two eigenfunctions, namely,

the linear combination:

1 = C [4,- + 4,+] (VIII.la)

02 = C2 [0-- 4+] (VIII.ib)

for the X atom. Associated with these two eigenfunctions are two eigenvalues of the energy so that our

original eigenvalue E (of Fig. VIII.2) has been split into two. We may consider the preceding after a more

quantitative fashion.

Let us first consider the even function of x,'I, corresponding to the energy E+. To begin with we may

take, as solutions to the wave equation in the classically forbidden region - x, < x < xi, the solutions

displayed as Eq. (VI.5c). A linear combination of them yields:

M)= c(k - cosh ( kdr) - x1 < x <xi (VlII2a)
0

1
when k = 2 IE- V1.

If the substitutions:

= fkd - f kdx
0 0 z

A = exp( kdx)
0

are made in Eq. (VIII.2a) the result is:

0 = C(I- [A exp(- f kdx) + A-' exp (f kdx)] ; -x, < x < x, (VIII.2b)
z X

Now we will agree that some sort of oscilatory solution is required in the region x1 < x < x 2, and a

good one would appear to be:

= R+C(4K)I cos [f kdx -t+] (VIII.3a)
zLi
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Substitution will indeed show that Eq. (VIII.3a) will join (VIII.2b) if we suppose:

2-A1 - I
tan t + = 1 (VIII.3b)

2A 2 
+ 1

R+ - 4A + 1 (VIII.3c)

2A

In the region x > x2 a solution of the form Eq. (VI.5c) is appropriate and it should be quite

apparent that the negative exponential must be chosen in order that the eigernfunction may disappear as x

approaches infinity. Thus, for this region we choose:

= BC(Jk)- exp [- f kdx] (VIII.4)
X2

Next, the connection formula Eq. (VI.7a) tells us that Eq. (VIII.4) becomes:

2BC(Jtk)-1 cos [f kdx - 4] (VIII.5)

We are justified in requiring that the eigenfunctions given by Eqs. (VIII.3a) and (VIII.5) correspond

at every point in the region x, < x < X2 since they should simply be two ways of writing the same thing.

This in turn would allow us to equate 01'/4, as obtained from the former and the latter equations, namely:
X

tan [f kdx - 01= tan kdx + (VIII.6)
X1 4

The two angles whose tangents are equated in Eq. (VIII.6) may surely only differ by an integral multiple
of 1r":

ofT: kdx = (n-+ +

or

, = + 4+ h (VIII.7)

where:

p = 2A IE+- V1

Beginning with Eq. (VIII.2a) we have devoted our attention to the even eigenfunction. A study of the

odd eigenfunction begins with a consideration of the hyperbolic sine in the region - x, < x < x, and finally

yields:
1d = +_)4h (VlII.8a)

where now:

p = 142yl E. - VI

also:

tan - = (2A' + 1) (VIII.8b)

(2A2 - 1)

After a manner of speaking the work to this point ma3 jonsidered preliminary to the main step,
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namely, the obtention of the magnitude of the level splitting due to the mirror potential. In order to

obtain the amount of this splitting let us subtract Eq. (VIII.7) from E'q. (VIII.8a):

2 m { - V- )- V}dx= h (VIII.9)

XL

and begin by evaluating (6- - 6+).

From Eqs. (VIII.3b) and (VIII.8b):

tn 6 - t&._ -an 4+ 8.4tan (?Y_ - 6+) =
1 + tan 6- tan 6+ 8I- 1

Now A is a large quantity so that we may, to a good order of approximation, neglect the one in the

denominator. The magnitude of A also indicates, through the defining Eqs. (VIII.3b) and (VIII.8b), that

0- will be quite near 0+ in value so that the difference, 6- - 0+, will be small. As a consequence:

0- + - tan (6- - 0+) "- (VIII.10)
A 2

We return to a consideration of Eq. (VIII.9), the left side of which may be rewritten as:

242m {ID+E'- D+E" ,d=21h 2mf I+ -j1+ -D dx

X1

where:
D = En - V ; E' = E-_- En ; E"l= E+ - En

The integrand in this latter equation may be expanded with the result:

XL

X2 X.

E-' -+ E'' " E+h
= 242m f E Vdx=2m f__ _ dx -

J 2 -/E - V J ~1r~ -P') 7rA'
X1

It follows that, if we let An denote the splitting of the inversion doubled level:
X3

2rA2
m L 2( f- (VIII.11)

XLr 2



APPENDIX IX

RADIATION FROM AN ACCELERATED CHARGE

In order to consider this problem let us suppose that the usual physical situation prevails, namely,

the situation which is illustrated by Fig. (IX.1) and which may be described as follows:

rx
2 

P

0 0 0

ax = 8ir-

C~A

The electron is taken as being initially at 0 and in uniform motion of velocity v along the X-axis. At

0 this point an observer at P is a% are of the electron's presence at 0 by virtue of a static electric field which

surrounds and accompanies the electron in its uniform motion. At point 0 the electron begins to decelerate

and has decelerated to rest by the time it reaches point 0' where 00' << 00" so that we shall later be able

to neglect the former distance compared to the latter. This acceleration of the electron causes the propaga-

tion of a disturbance in the previously static electronic field toward P with velocity c. It will take a time

for this disturbance to reach the observer at P who will, of course, be unaware of the existence of such a

disturbance until it reaches him. By virtue of this unawareness, he %ill be under the impression that the

electron has proceeded to point 0" all impression which will he abetted by the static field of the electron.
r

As a consequence the field will suddenly change, at a time _- after the deceleration, from the static field
c

corresponding to the electron at point 0" to a static field corre.iponding to the electron at 0', or, since 00'

very small, at 0. This phenomenon forms the basis for the accelerated charge radiation, and let us con-

sider the situation a little more quantitatively.

We begin by recalling Gauss' Law:

SD nds = 47re

so that over the whole sphere on which, say, PA is an arc of a great circle:

D=e
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It is further apparent Ihat D through a portion of sphere to the right of the plane represented by PA is:

sphere area
area to right of PA

According to our preliminary reasoning then, the sequence of events will be as follows:

First, a field,
D = e(1 - cos ) (IX.2a)

exists at P which corresponds to the field of the electron before acceleration. During the time -- thec

time required for the acceleration disturbance to reach P - the field at P changes to:

D' = e (1 - cos (IX.2b)

Then, during the time t --- the actual duration of the electronic acceleration - the field changes back

to that of Eq. (IX.2a). Then from Eqs. ([X.2) one may write:

6D D_ YD ' e (cos -e cosp) 6 .(cos..) .- esin - (IX.)
Bt bt t bt t

On the other hand:

6 0 x. 6v 1. 35v a
. .s =- sin-s = -- sin . . --- sin (IX.4)
bt r c c ct

so that Eq. (IX.3) becomes:

6D I _ ae.
ht 2 c sinp (IX.5)at 2c

From Maxwell's equation relating It and D one may obtain:

1f I nds= L f ids 4 r  (IX.6a)

or:

HJ(21rr sin o) = 4r -1 ae sin 2 
( (IX.6b)

c 2 c

according to Eq. (IX.5), so that:

E = tl = '-'-,in 0 (IX.7)

rc2

Now the energy in the field is given by:
0 + H 2  a2e2
I I - i - in (IX.8)

8w 4rr2c4

Since intensity is the energy passing through unit surface in unit time, one next obtains:

I . sin 2 P (IX.9)
4rr C

since the field is propagated with velocity c.

In order to find the total power radiated, we must integrate the intensity over a containing sphere:
~2 a2e 2

P = . 2rr sin p rdp 2 c= (IX.10)

Eq. (IX.10, is the expression which we utilized in See. (6.13).
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